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HEAL2100: Human Effective Argumentation
and Logic for the 21st Century. The Next

Step in the Evolution of Logic

Dov Gabbay
Ashkelon Academic College, Bar Ilan University, King’s College London,

University of Luxembourg, University of Manchester
dov.gabbay@kcl.ac.uk

Lydia Rivlin
King’s College London (retired)

Abstract

This editorial is about weaponising the Fallacies, and offering them as active
additional components to modern formal logic, thus forming the new evolution-
ary logic for the 21st Century. Logicians since Aristotle considered the fallacies
as wrong arguments which look correct but are not. They classified them into
groups, discussed them and left them by the sidelines of logic as failures.

Modern society, with the rise of the internet, Twitter, Facebook and You
Tube showed the fallacies as most used and most effective in argumentation and
debate. If this is the way humans reason and think then we need to develop the
logical theory of the the use of the fallacies and legitimise them as a significant
component of modern reasoning.

This manifesto outlines our approach to the new logic of the 21st century
which allows for the systematic use of the fallacies in argumentation and debate
as practiced by people in the mass media.

1 Logic (up to the year 2016)
Logic began with Aristotle.1 He realised that in order to write his books he needed
logic as a tool (organon) and he wrote his five books on syllogistic logic. Aristo-
tle’s logic was refined in later periods and the next significant step came with Peter

1The Stoics invented propositional logic in antiquity, and Aristotle himself was the first to
systematize dialectic in Topics and On Sophistical Refutations.
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Gabbay and Rivlin

Abelard who worked in the early 12th century. His treatise the Dialectica [2] con-
tained new ideas such as de re and de dicto modalities. It became possible to apply
logic to language, theology and philosophy. New handbooks of logic appeared in
later centuries, by Peter of Spain, Lambert of Auxerre and William of Sherwood.
Later logicians were William of Ockham, Jean Buridan, Gregory of Rimini and Al-
bert of Saxony. The best known textbook was by Antoine Arnold and Pierre Nicole
The Port Royal Logic [3], J S Mill, A System of Logic, [61], 1843 in the 19th century.

Two points to be borne in mind about the development of logic up to the 19th
century:

• It was mainly syllogism with extras.

• It dealt with human beings, their language reasoning, their argumentation,
and their behaviour (as opposed to pure mathematics).

Modern mathematical logic was developed in the late 19th century carrying on
until the middle of the 20th century [4, 5]. There were four pillars to mathematical
logic: model theory, set theory, proof theory and recursion theory. Emphasis was
diverted from the study and application of logic to the humanities, to the study and
application of logic to mathematics and its foundations [5].

Dov Gabbay and John Woods [12], called this The Hundred-Years’ Detour. This
has changed with the rise of computer science, artificial intelligence, computational
linguistics etc. There was a strong consumer demand for devices using this new
technology. In turn, there was an urgent need to develop and evolve logic to serve
these demands. Emphasis in logic reverted back to the analysis of day-to-day human
activity. New logics were developed by diverse non-cooperating non-communicating
communities, each driven by the needs of certain types of application or device. The
landscape of logic became a chaos of different methods. New proposals for what
Logic is have been pushed forward by Dov Gabbay and colleagues, such as New
logic with mechanisms and New logic with mechanisms and networks, see Figure 2.
For an evolutionary survey of modern logical systems see [23].

The above mentioned 20th century developments (problems and New Logic pro-
posals) turned logic out of its 100 years detour, back to the modelling of the human
approach, nevertheless, it still suffers from three limitations.

1. Logic remains a mathematical, formal system which cannot come completely
to grips with human reasoning

2. It excludes the study and use of fallacies (see Section 2 below) and so ignores
the most effective human use of (fallacious) logic
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3. Worse yet, the new developments, though also sometimes applied in the hu-
manities (logic and law, logic and analytic philosophy, logical analysis of lan-
guage, logic and theology, logic and argumentation and debate), does not
include a unified coherent logical theory nor is there a perception of differ-
ences in systems of thought arising from differing cultures such as Western vs.
Islamic or Christian vs. Jewish. Frequent misunderstandings arising from such
differences are not surprising and very damaging.

There is some realisation among a few of these diverse logical research com-
munities that there needs to be more communication between them and unifying
principles are indeed being sought.

The logic with which we are familiar reflects a Western cultural way of thinking
and behaving. There are other major cultures which think and behave differently.

The following are strong communities developing the new and old areas of logic:

• The traditional mathematical logic community

• The fuzzy logic community

• The argumentation communities

• The informal logic community

• The researchers dealing with fallacies

• The non-classical logic community and research groups

• The logic and language community

• The probability and Bayesian network community

• The philosophical logic community

• The logic programming community

• The automated reasoning community

• The belief revision community

• The legal reasoning community.

Such communities of course share many common members.
There were several logicians and groups who since the late seventies tried in re-

search, conferences and social administration to encourage unification and commu-
nication among the various communities, through publishing many research books,
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a large number of handbooks and journals and many conferences, workshops and
summer schools.

Bringing communities together is not easy. A major obstacle is that the majority
of rank and file researchers work in their own restricted area and are concerned with
quick publications leading to a promotion. Even when they become established
famous and senior, some of them develop a territorial protectiveness and shy away
from other communities.

There is another, more scientific difficulty. In most cases to show a connection
requires further research and generalisation and this may take time and not be easy
to do by a single individual and may not be easily understood.

In our case we want to bring the fallacies and the argumentation communities
together by accepting the fallacies as legitimate reasoning schemas (see however
Remark 1.1 below). This is both necessary and possible now because of several
scientific and social developments:

1. Social media and internet made it clear that fallacious reasoning and pat-
terns of thinking are most effective to the extent that such ways of thought
can topple governments, influence elections and support and foster terrorism.
The fallacies have been weaponised on a large scale. Counter measure argu-
ments are urgently needed and patterns of reasoning (such as HEAL2100) are
urgently required.
This increased use of fallacies is a result of two trends. The traditional media
lost ground to social media and their moderating influence was decreasing.
Traditional media wanted to appeal/sell to maximal number of people so they
followed a middle reasonable non extreme course. The news/opinion makers
on social media was free and abundant, so to compete they adopted extreme
views as well as used fallacies and fake news to push these views and improve
their ratings.

2. Developments in big data and the internet of things give us the means to
develop the new logic. When a fallacy is encountered by a user, then he can
use a big data application to find many other examples of the same pattern
and responses to it, and thus construct his own response. Currently this is not
possible in real time.

3. Good work on argumentation and fallacies is mature enough and detailed
enough to enable us to move to the next step.

4. The outstanding technical success and applicability of the developments of the
Fuzzy community and Bayesian community is also an enabling factor towards
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the next step in the evolution of logic.2

5. Developments in theories of universal distortions and the use of logic in the
sex offenders therapist communities show the effectiveness of countermeasures
to fallacies.

6. There is an important social trend that enforces the importance of developing
HEAL2100. Traditional media (often known as “legacy media" such as printed
newspapers and TV cable and broadcast channels are declining in popularity
while their target audiences are ageing.
These are being replaced by digital media on platforms such as YouTube and
Twitter (and their successors) created by individuals or small groups with
limited budgets. Tight resources result in one person expounding to a static
camera or a couple of people discussing an issue at much greater length than
could have been allocated by a TV or radio station. Most viewers understand
that the content creators will have partisan views or a low commitment to
veracity but nevertheless an increasing proportion of the demographic below
40 years old is consuming this new media and is exposed to argumentation and
logic, to differing degrees, in a way that was not previously available. There will
be many times when consumers watch one discussion which seems reasonable
enough until they then open up the next channel and find the arguments in
the first debunked as either untruthful or specious.
Modern media has often been criticised as the death of civilisation but in many
ways it offers an opportunity for the general public to learn about argumenta-
tion in a way that has been available only to the better educated in universities
and elite schools but has not been open to the general population since the
days of the Athenians meeting on the Pnyx, See Figures 1 and 2.

Remark 1.1. We said above that we hope to bring together with us the fallacies and
argumentation communities. We need to make a quick remark here, which will be
developed fully in a later section. These communities regards fallacies in the context
of deductive reasoning. The weaponised fallacies we have identified in the media are
not only deductive fallacies but also what we now call “Action-Fallacies" (we need
to coin this new concept now). This will be defined in a later section but meanwhile
let us give a schematic explanation.

2Note, however, Gilbert Harman’s [62], a Discussion of the Relevance of the Theory of Knowl-
edge to the Theory of Induction (with a Digression to the Effect that neither Deductive Logic nor
the Probability Calculus has Anything to Do with Inference). He points out that no human rea-
soner is capable of fulfilling the Bayesian constraints. See also, independently, Woods and Walton
in chapter 1 of their Fallacies: Selected Papers, [31].
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Assume a deductive encounter between a witness and a defense attorney in front
of a Jury. Call the deductive encounter level 1 encounter. It is important for the
defense attorney to discredit or falsify or argue against the testimony. If the de-
fense attorney fails then his client may be jailed. The attorney may move to a level
2 encounter (meta-level) by arguing that the level 1 encounter should be canceled
altogether. For example the attorney may argue (fallaciously or not) that the pro-
ceedings is an appeal proceedings and no new witnesses are allowed. There are ,
however, many action-fallacies which can be used, ranging from the extreme Mafia
“fallacy" of assassinating the witness, or the lesser options; intimidate the witness,
insult the witness, drug and confuse the witness and so on. These are level 2 non-
deductive action - fallacies designed to abort the level 1 proceedings.

A real example of this is reported in Example 4.4 below.
So to summarise, when we talk about integrating the fallacies we mean action-

fallacies, which may be deductive fallacies or real actions fallacies used in a higher
level to abort a lower level..

Aristotle Syllogism, 13 fallacies
The concept of logic is based on human reasoning

Middle ages Studied as-
pects of vari-
ous languages

Studied logical
rules con-
nected with
religion

Classified and
studied more
fallacies

Mid 19th century Boole/De
Morgan

Big detour from human
based logic towards math-
ematical logic

Mid 20th century Logic for computer science
Deductive human reasoning

(problems and New Logic proposals, see Figure 2)
21st century Deductive human reasoning + integrating fallacies

Figure 1: Time-line for the evolution of logic, from Aristotle to the present
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2 Fallacies
This Section presents our views leading to the idea of integrating the fallacies into
New logic with mechanisms, networks and fallacies which we also call HEAL2100.
Defining HEAL2100 is research in progress. We do not know yet what form it will
take.

We follow several Subsections. Subsection 2.1 presents a short objective survey
of the state of affairs up to now. We found [10] very helpful and we are following
its presentation. Subsection 2.2 discusses our view/interpretation of the survey in
Subsection 2.1

2.1 Historical and current view of fallacies
Aristotle
Aristotle was the first to systematise logical errors into a list and to establish the
convention that being able to refute an opponent’s thesis is one way of winning an ar-
gument [7]. Aristotle’s “Sophistical Refutations" (De Sophisticis Elenchis) identifies
thirteen fallacies. He divided them up into two major types: linguistic fallacies and
non-linguistic fallacies, some depending on language and others that do not. These
fallacies are called verbal fallacies and material fallacies, respectively. A material
fallacy is an error in what the arguer is talking about, while a verbal fallacy is an
error in how the arguer is talking. Verbal fallacies are those in which a conclusion
is obtained by improper or ambiguous use of words.3

3Aristotle’s 13 fallacies:

I. Fallacies dependent on Language (De Soph Elen 4, 165b24-166b28)
Ambiguity (equivocation or homonymy)
Amphiboly (or ambiguity)
Combination
Division
Accent
Form of expression

II. Fallacies outside of language (De Soph Elen 5, 166b28-168a18)
Accident
The use of words absolutely or in a certain respect
Misconception of refutation
Begging the question
Consequent
Non causa pro causa
Complex question.
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1960 Traditional mathematical logics.
Intuitionistic and classical logic.
Let us refer to this asTDL, Traditional
Deductive (modern formal, classical or
intuitionistic or other axiomatic ) Logic
The traditional view of the Fallacies
is called SDF, Standard Definition of
Fallacies, See [18, p. 52]

1960–1990 Intensive development in computer sci-
ence and AI
The rise of many new logics

1980-2000 Systematizing and legtimizing many
logics

Dov Gabbay and Many
Colleagues Published
Multi volume Hand-
books of Logic

Handbook of Philosophical Logic,
Handbook of Logic in Computer Sci-
ence, Handbook of Logic in AI, and
many more.

2000
Dov Gabbay–John
Woods

New logic with mechanisms = whatever
system is working in the head of a log-
ical agent = traditional deductive logic
(TDL) + various logical mechanisms
(which arose in artificial intelligence,
theoretical computer science and study
of language during the period 1980-
2000)

See paper [12] propos-
ing the New logic with
mechanisms.
2009
Dov Gabbay New logic with mechanisms and net-

works = New logic with mechansims
+ Networks + Argumentation + Ax-
ioms + Action sequences + A variety of
Metal-level Postulates and Algorithms

Luxembourg Lecture of
Dov Gabbay. See [23]

. . . continued over the page
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Introduced in a 2009–
2017

Incredible developments of Smart-
phones and Social Media: Facebook,
YouTube, Twitter, Wikipedia as well
as technical developments of the inter-
net and the emergence of the new area
known as Big Data

2017
Dov Gabbay–Lydia
Rivlin

New logic with mechansims, net-
works and fallacies (which we call
HEAL2100)= New logic with mecha-
nisms and networks + Integrated fal-
lacies

Figure 2: Time-line for Logic in the period 1960–2017

Modern times, first wave
Irving Copi in his influential textbook from the mid-twentieth century — defines
a fallacy as “a form of argument that seems to be correct but which proves, upon
examination, not to be so", see [18]. Copi lists (1961) 18 fallacies, (of which 11
are from Aristotle, also called by John Woods ([17] (1992), “The Gang of 18"4).
His view is what is known as the traditional view, SDF. This view is supported by
other distinguished researchers such as Woods [17] (1992), Walton [16, p. 179](2010)

4The Gang of Eighteen fallacies:
ad baculum
ad hominem
ad misericordiam
ad populum
ad verecundiam
affirming the consequent
amphiboly
begging the question
biased statistics
complex question
composition and division
denying the antecedent
equivocation
faulty analogy
gamblerÕs
hasty generalization
ignoratio elenchi
secundum quid.
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(Walton says that a fallacy is an argument that seems to be correct but is not),
Salmon [20], and Powers [19].

It was Hamblin [9], who wrote the first book totally devoted to Fallacies, who
first criticised SDF.5 He was followed by others. Finocchiaro distinguishes six ways
in which arguments can be fallacious. They all have deductive aspects. Finocchiaro
[51] observes that it is adequate to classify all the kinds of errors Galileo found in
the arguments of the defenders of the geocentric view of the solar system.

Gerald Massey [24], in 1987, has voiced a strong objection to fallacy theory
and the teaching of fallacies. He argues that there is no theory of invalidity — no
systematic way to show that an argument is invalid other than to show that it has
true premises and a false conclusion [24, p. 164]. By the way this is now available
(called refutation system, see [21], 2011). Note that Massey’s view/objections to
the fallacies is also deductively based, it requires a logical system generating the
fallacious arguments as well as the valid arguments.

Johnson and Blair in their textbook Logical Self-Defence, first published in 1977,
see [22] introduced new ideas for the time; the idea of an argument between two par-
ties, in the presence of audience. Their emphasis is on arming students to defend
themselves against fallacies in everyday discourse. In place of a sound deductively
valid argument with true premises — Johnson and Blair posit an alternative ideal of
a cogent argument, one whose premises are acceptable, relevant to and sufficient for
its conclusion. Acceptability replaces truth as a premise requirement, and the va-
lidity condition is split in to two different conditions, premise relevance and premise
sufficiency. Acceptability is defined relative to audiences — the oneÕs for whom
arguments are intended — but the other basic concepts, relevance and sufficiency,
although illustrated by examples, remain as intuitive.

We note the importance of the idea of self defence, which is compatible with
our view of weaponising and defending against the use of fallacies. We also note
that what they call cogent argument, which is not considered logical deductive in
traditional logic (TDL), is considered logic in our New logic with mechanisms, (see
Figure 2) because it is an instance of non-monotonic reasoning. The Johnson and
Blair defence is just a New logic with mechanisms counter argument.

To conclude this subsection it would be useful to give an example,which will il-
lustrate both an instance of a New logic with mechanisms system and an opportunity

5The term SDF was coined by van Eemeren and Grootendorst. It was the name they gave to
what Hamblin had said:

SDF: A fallacy is an argument that seems to be valid but is not so.
Hamblin made the historical claim that everyone since Aristotle held this view about what made
for a fallacy. Hansen [57] showed that Hamblin was wrong.
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for self defence.

Example 2.1. Consider the story below.
The common practice in the 1970’s in top North American philosophy depart-

ments is to find jobs for their students who just received a PhD. This is wonderful
practice to be highly praised. Our story deals with the case of one student who got
a PhD, let us call him H, (“the Hippy”), and the following is a departmental staff
discussion of whether to spend resources and effort and take responsibility for placing
H (finding him a position in another university).

Professor A (Reverend, Philosophy of Religion): We should abandon H. He is
wild, looks like a savage, and although his thesis was strong, he will either fail his
interview, or else shame us and be sacked within 6 months of being appointed.

Professor B (Social Choice Theory, H’s advisor): We still have time until the
interview. By the time of his interview, he will be presentable, shave his hair, wear
a shirt and a tie and look like a normative candidate.

Any sane person would want a good job and prepare for it and I am confident H
will do the same.

Professor A: H is too wild, it will not work. I appreciate your commitment to
your student, but the department should not be involved.

Possible replies for Professor A.

1. Argue and give evidence that H will behave.
This is compatible with the idea of Logical self defence. The defence would be
in New logic with mechansims, maybe present a detailed plan how to prepare
H and evidence that H will comply.

2. Attack with a Fallacy.
Reverend, you seem to dislike H, ever since he said that Jesus was nothing but
a political agitator! You should overcome that!

We now describe the system of New logic with mechanisms, needed to model this
argument.

i. We need a language for facts and their negations.

ii. We need a language for actions of clauses of the form:
Facts ⇒ Execute new fact and override existing fact.

iii. We can have common sense mechanisms which can take a set of facts and
expand it.
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iv. We define a consequence relation between sets of facts S and a new fact x to
be S| −x iff there exists a sequence of actions and mechanisms leading from S
to x.

The argument between the professors is about the sequence of actions proposed.
Note that this logic is practical. If you have a business and go to the bank and

ask for a loan, this is how you argue that you can easily pay it back. You present
a business plan which is a sequence of actions which can generate and maintain
income. We note here that an action fallacy can also be used, for example passing
a note to the Reverend saying that unless he immediately concedes the point his
adulterous relationship with a student will be immediately revealed.

This subsection is continued in Appendix A.

2.2 Our Initial Position on Fallacies

We first recall our our distinction between “Deductive-Fallacies” and “Action-
Fallacies” as intuitively explained in Remark 1.1. The Deductive- Fallacies are
what is commonly called Fallacies. We also recall recurring comment in Subsec-
tion 2.1, that if we consider the deductive logic against which we measure the fal-
lacies as New logic with mechanisms and networks, see [23], then the statement
below is still valid: A deductive-fallacy is the use of an invalid or otherwise faulty
argument or dialogue move which appears valid. It is important to note that an
action fallacy in say a weaker logic may become a deductive fallacy in a stronger
logic, if the stronger logic incorporates as a legitimate move that kind of actions.
We may also have a reverse change, a legitimate action in an earlier logic be-
comes illegitimate in a later logic. A striking example is the historic Trial by
Combat rule. (Trial by combat was a method of Germanic law to settle accusa-
tions in the absence of witnesses or a confession in which two parties in dispute
fought in single combat; the winner of the fight was proclaimed to be right. In
essence, it was a judicially sanctioned duel. It remained in use throughout the Eu-
ropean Middle Ages, gradually disappearing in the course of the 16th century. See
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trial_by_combat, accessed on July 18, 1700
hours UK time)

A fallacious argument or move may be deceptive by appearing to be better than
it really is. Some fallacies are committed intentionally to manipulate or persuade
by deception, while others are committed unintentionally due to carelessness or
ignorance. Lawyers acknowledge that the extent to which an argument is sound or
unsound depends on the context in which the argument is made.
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Fallacies are among the most effective arguments used by people and are among
the most successful in affecting human actions and behaviour in social, political,
legal and interpersonal interactions.6 This being so we still have not been able to
model and understand them. To this day, logicians have dismissed them simply as
wrong reasoning and their use a sign of ignorance. See however, Woods’ Errors of
Reasoning, [56] and see the discussion in Subsection 2.1.

Fallacies are commonly divided into “formal" and “informal". A formal fallacy
can be expressed neatly in a standard system of logic, such as propositional logic,
while an informal fallacy originates in an error in reasoning other than an improper
logical form, see [9, 16, 17] and Subsection 2.1. Arguments containing informal
fallacies may be formally valid, but still fallacious.

Modern argumentation and informal logic identifies, discusses and classifies over
a hundred fallacies, [11], listing over a 100 fallacies and [59], listing 137 fallacies,
and there are hundreds (at least 500) articles about fallacies (see [60], Hansen and
Fioret in Informal Logic, 2016). See also [16, 17].

However, no one in the logic and argumentation community considers fallacies
as an effective instrument of reasoning and no one has tried to model them from this
point of view, systemise their use, offer counter-fallacies in debates and in general
turn them into another pillar of logic and language. This is not a criticism. The
tradition since Aristotle has been to regard a fallacy as a failure of reasoning which
should be avoided. However, it has become increasingly obvious to those of us who
have been studying the internet that logical fallacies have proved not only effective
in argumentation but often more effective than pure logic. We have conducted a
wide study of internet arguments, both in videos and in media such as Twitter and
the evidence presented forced us to accept fallacies as a form of dialogue, which then
prompted us to study how to integrate their use into formal theories of argumenta-
tion and logic. Furthermore our involvement with advances in the notion of logical
systems, coming from human reasoning modelling in theoretical computer science
and artificial intelligence made it possible for us to initiate the first integration of
fallacies into such models.

There has been a lot of excellent research studying fallacies among the philo-
sophical logic and informal logic communities, as we have seen in Subsection 2.1,
which essentially forms the ground work for such integration. We have no doubt
that the fallacies community at large would have reached the same conclusion as

6We have not conducted a scientific study to back up this claim. However, the second author
has been in politics for many years, (even running as a candidate for British Parliament) and has
been following debates in the social media. The first author has been following Middle Eastern
politics for years. This is the basis for our conclusion of the effectiveness and use of fallacies and
that that it is time to integrate fallacies into Logic.
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ourselves had they been exposed as a whole, as we have been, to internet debates
and use of fallacies and to AI modelling of human reasoning. We are going to rely
upon and use, as our starting point, the work on fallacies of prominent researchers
who devoted their lives and many books to analysing these issues. Note however
our comments on action-fallacies in Remark 1.1. We especially note the seminal
work of John Woods [56], whose brilliant analysis of deductive fallacies is a good
compatible starting point for us. See Woods’ EAUI approach [56, p. 136]. Given
this most valuable body of work, what we need now is to move to a NEW AREA
of Argumentation, Human Effective Argumentation and Logic (HEAL2100) — THE
NEXT EVOLUTIONARY STEP FOR LOGIC.

See Figures 3, 4 and Figure 5.

Fallacies
Aristotle 13 fallacies classified into 2 types, rejec-

tions and mistakes
1970 The Gang of 18

Fallacies
2008 Over 100 fallacies classified many types.

Still rejected as mistakes but analysed
and refined by a very strong and vi-
brant informal logic and argumentation
communities.

2008–2017 Powerful use of fallacies as weapons
of reasoning

2017 Gabbay–Rivlin Proposal to integrate the fallacies into de-
ductive logic.

Figure 3: Evolution of the view of the logic community on fallacies
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Why integrate fallacies?
• The use of Fallacies in interactions between humans is more effec-

tive than traditional deductive arguments; it is extensively used.
• Modelling and integrating fallacies into the New logic with mecha-

nisms, networks and fallacies can help develop logic on its evolu-
tionary path and will include new models of formal logic, practical
reasoning and practical Artificial Intelligence.

• Allows for better understanding of human reasoning and inter-
actions, as it is now (2017 and onwards) extensively used and is
here to stay in the social media. This we hope will result in bet-
ter reasoning awareness among the public, better grasp of reality,
normative laws, regulations, persuasion, political culture, etc.

Figure 4

Research activity Goals 2008
Our purpose was to propose how to integrate symbolic logic with
network (neural and argumentation) reasoning.
Let us consider the human agent in his daily activity.
We ask: what ‘logic’ does he have in his head?
Current relevant buzz words circulating in the community are,
among others: time, action, knowledge, belief, revision, deduction,
learning, context, neural nets, probabilistic nets, argumentation
nets, consistency, etc.
We want to understand what kind of integrated logic engine the
human uses in his daily activity.
Research activity (work packages) goals 2017
Add and integrate the fallacies.

Figure 5: Change in research activity

3 Big Data

The means to model the use of the fallacies come from recent advances in computer
science and AI in the area of Big Data (see [52]). The internet allows us access (in
real-time of patterns of data, such as the use of fallacies), previously inaccessible
and until recently non-existent data repositories, such as:
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• Social Media (e.g. Facebook)

• Publicly Available Sources (government , databases, newspapers, online blogs,
etc.)

• YouTube videos

• Streaming

• Advertising

• and so on.

The 2000 years of study and classification of the fallacies together with big data
and our capabilities to search and mine the extensive use of fallacies in social media
now give us the tools to embark on the next phase of our study in modelling a form
of self-protection from fallacies as well as their use as a reasoning weapon. Such
knowledge will also enable us to model cultural systems of thought — such as the
Western European, rule-based system, the Jewish Talmudic system (which played
an unacknowledged but fundamental role in the formation of Christian medieval
commentaries), the Islamic Quranic and Sharia way of thought and Hindu darsanas,
among the major ones.

The Use of Big Data. We have two main uses of big data:

1. To seek find and study the use of the fallacies in the social media.
We need this to classify their use and integrate them into logic. So we need to
use big data expert to work with us throughout the project

2. The new logic we are building will require a response to a fallacy by another
fallacy, as our examples show. So part of the logic must be a big data mining
application which given a context and a fallacy will offer candidate fallacies for
response. For example, it could be a counter example using theorem prover if
the fallacy is logical or a counter threat if the fallacy is a threat.

Also of great importance is the expected rise of the role logic and
argumentation in everyday life, as discussed in item 6 of section 1.

4 Case Study: The Fallacy of Ad Hominem
Let us start by quoting from one of the most important of Big Data resources,
Wikipedia:
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“Ad hominem (Latin for ‘to the man’ or ’to the person’), short for ‘ar-
gumentum ad hominem’, is a logical fallacy in which an argument is
rebutted by attacking the character, motive, or other attribute of the
person making the argument, or persons associated with the argument,
rather than attacking the substance of the argument itself.
Fallacious ad hominem reasoning is normally categorised as an informal
fallacy, [3, 4, 5] more precisely as a genetic fallacy, a subcategory of falla-
cies of irrelevance. However, in some cases, ad hominem attacks can be
non-fallacious; i.e., if the attack on the character of the person is directly
tackling the argument itself. For example, if the truth of the argument
relies on the truthfulness of the person making the argument—rather
than known facts—then pointing out that the person has previously lied
is not a fallacious argument."

This fallacy can be further refined into a different type of sub-fallacies, depending
on the type of the attack. We chose this fallacy to illustrate how we are going to
deal with it in the new area of logic HEAL2100.

According to the discussion in Subsection 2.1, when this fallacy is used in a
debate or in argument discussion between two people, (such as in Example 4.3 and
Example 5.6), it is a violation of correct procedure in the system. This will be agreed
by the Pragma-dialectic approach, by the Walton Pragmatic approach and by the
Johnson and Blair Self Defence approach,7 as all three envisage a dialogue between
two parties. In fact it will be agreed as a fallacious move by everybody.

We have to be careful here, as the next Remark 4.1 (by John Woods) shows.

Remark 4.1 (Smoking). When 15 year old Billy says to his Dad, “But why shouldn’t
I smoke, Dad, given that you suck down 20 cigarettes a day?”, does anyone in his
right mind really think that, in saying so Billy has committed an inapparent error
of reasoning, or has broken an Amsterdam bylaw for “critical discussions”?

It is generally agreed that ad hominem remarks can be very effective modes of
persuasion. Even more so, they are entertainments designed to move the already-
convinced and tick-off the otherwise-minded. The only reason that they got on the
fallacies list is when used as premisses of arguments with generally unvoiced conclu-
sions or other missing premisses. LetÕs come back to Billy. Suppose we reconstruct
what he said along these lines.

1. Dad thinks that the anti-smoking thesis is true.

7Ralph Johnson accepts the dialogue approach but Tony Blair now does not (as of January
2017, as he stated in a CRRAR meeting, http://www1.uwindsor.ca/crrar/crrar-in-the-news).
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2. But Dad himself sucks down 20 cigarettes a day.

3. [So Dad’s practice discomports with his policy.]

4. [Therefore, the anti-smoking thesis is false.]

Of course, this is a bad argument, but nowhere close to a fallacious one. Its badness
is not inapparent, and hardly any ad hominem retort is made with the intent of this
argument.

Remark 4.1 above is a good one. There are many other cases like the smoking
example, such as the cross examining of an expert witness , where a personal attack
on the expert and his qualifications may even be expected. What we have in mind,
however, are cases where the ad hominem attack is a weapon in the meta-level
to completely destroy the opponent. It may not even be an argument. Consider
the following real examples, namely Example 4.2, Example 4.3 and the incredibly
illogical but deadly Example 4.4.

Our question is: How do we respond to such a fallacious move? Do we explain
to our opponent (the user of the fallacy) the reasons why this is a fallacy in the
context of our discussion and ask the opponent politely to make another move?

This is not what we see in Social media practice. The fallacy is legitimately used
as a weapon and the only way not to lose the argument is to respond with another
fallacy. Thus ad hominem is a good case study for us to illustrate our HEAL2100
point of view.

We start by illustrating how this fallacy can be used as a reasoning weapon.

Example 4.2 (“Milk-snatcher" Thatcher ). We quote from:
http: // www. telegraph. co. uk/ news/ politics/ 7932963/
How-Margaret-Thatcher-became-known-as-Milk-Snatcher. html (accessed on
UK 1130 hours May 06, 2017)

“The Conservative government had to find substantial cuts to meet elec-
tion pledges on tax. Removing free school milk for the over-sevens be-
came the most notorious saving introduced. Edward Short, then Labour
education spokesman said scrapping milk was Ôthe meanest and most
unworthy thingÕ he had seen in 20 years. It earned Mrs Thatcher the
nickname, "Milk Snatcher" and haunted her throughout her career. In
1985 she was refused an honorary degree from Oxford University because
of her education cuts."
*After the war under Clement Attlee the 1946 Free Milk Act was passed
providing one third of a pint to all children under the age of 18.
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Edward Short’s argument was emotional and fallacious. Under traditional, rule-
based logic Mr. Short would have been expected to give good reasons why Thatcher’s
policy was wrong and Thatcher could then have responded giving her reasons for the
cuts.

However, the emotional argument and personal attack on Mrs Thatcher as a
“milk snatcher" was much more effective. The only defence which would have made
any impact on public perceptions of the situation would have been for Mrs. Thatcher
to attack the Labour Party—possibly for the devaluation of the pound in 1967 opening
the Labour Party to the charge of being called "pick-pockets" for stealing money old
people and innocent children whose pensions and pocket money was subsequently
worth less.

See: Dynamics of a Non-Decision: the Failure’ to Devalue the Pound, 1964–7
TIM BALE 20 Century Br Hist (1999) 10 (2): 192-217. DOI: https: // doi. org/
10. 1093/ tcbh/ 10. 2. 192 Published: 01 January 1999 (accessed UK 1130 hours
May 06, 2017).

Instead, the Conservative government of the time stuck to explaining the eco-
nomic situation, an argument which cut little ice with the parents at the school
gates.

Had Mrs Thatcher been in possession of our intended HEAL2100 logic model,
and a big data computer at her disposal at the time and the inclination to respond
in kind she could have taken the following steps:

• Edward Short attacks Mrs Thatcher personally, using a fallacy

• Mrs Thatcher identifies the structure of the weaponised fallacy-attack

• She uses big data to find similar emotive issues around Labour Party policies8

• She finds a most similar case, although this is not strictly necessary, it could
be anything (see the example of the Starkey-Hassan argument below)

• She counterattacks by presenting a case found by a HEAL2100 Big Data search

Compare the above to the traditional deductive rule base logic behaviour:

• Edward Short presents logical arguments against the cuts

• Mrs Thatcher analyses these arguments using facts and logic

• She presents her logical counter arguments
8We do not currently have an application which can do that in real time. The projects aims to

develop one.
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Example 4.3 (You got my name wrong). This example is from a televised debate
(BBC Question Time) which is now available on YouTube and entitled: “Mehdi
(Ahmed) Hasan debates David Starkey on Question Time", https: // www. you
tube. com/ watch? v= CzYlkGbYG1M , (accessed on UK 1130 hours May 06, 2017).

Starkey starts by mistakenly referring to Mehdi by the name Ahmed.
At minute 1.23 of the video Starkey implies that Mehdi is prevaricating by point-

ing out that what he is saying in the televised debate is not what he said on the
same subject when speaking to a group of Moslems in a mosque. Mehdi replies at
minute 1.40 that Starkey cannot even get his name right, having called him Ahmed
and not Mehdi. When Mehdi makes this point, the audience bursts into loud and
enthusiastic applause.

People from Moslem societies frequently use a style of argument which is also
increasingly used by politicians and ideologues — of whatever cultural background
which we will classify as based on an appeal to emotions. This method of argument
has as its goal the winning of the argument but not the discovery of any truth or an
arrival at consensus. It is a form far better suited to all expressions of modern mass
media in which the object is to get a message across to an audience with a widely
diverse level of educational attainment and in many cases an extremely limited level
of concentration.

In the same vein, Starkey could have answered along the lines of: “Nice to know
you care about your name rather than the starving children of your people (or any
other emotive issue)." Again our big data HEAL2100 logic could have offered struc-
tural analysis and responses. Starkey would not have needed big data to make this
response but maybe there was some other additional useful related information about
Mehdi.

We are specifically studying the appeal of emotional argument to a more primitive
part of the brain because this sort of argument has extremely important implications
for how we relate to electronic media.9

Let us explain: Suppose you are of Indian descent but have had little contact
with either your family or culture for a long time. Then you walk into a house
where, as you come into the hall, you can smell curry through the open kitchen
door. Immediately you are transported back to your childhood, and are filled with

9We are grateful to Doug Walton for pointing out that this relates to what the psychologists
call heuristics, short-cuts that appeal to emotions.
The heuristics and biases research program of Tversky and Kahneman [54], (Judgment Under

Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases) [1974] was criticised by Gerd Gigerenzer (see [55] for a survey),
and others for being too focused on how heuristics lead to errors. The critics argued that heuristics
can be seen as rational in a certain sense (bounded rationality), arguing that they can be good
enough for some purposes without being too taxing on the limited rationality of the human brain.
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memories of your mother’s cooking, family meals, rows with your sister, etc.
The sense of smell is well recognised as being wired into the most primitive parts

of the brain and smells are also well recognised as emotional triggers at a far deeper
level than any other sense.

Compare this with a scenario in which you see a recipe for curry, recognise it,
analyse it and are then reminded of your mother’s cooking. The chain of associations
is much slower and not nearly so personal.

Example 4.4 (CNN Interview). See this YouTube video: https: // www. youtube.
com/ watch? v= CBZ0C4307OU (accessed on UK 1130 hours May 06, 2017).

Katie Hopkins is being interviewed by CNN’s Hala Gorani. Hopkins attempts
to distract Gorani by referring to her first as “darling" and then, when that elicits
no response, a little later, as “honey". At this point Gorani cannot ignore it any
more and is forced to protest at the slight, thus diverting her fire from the argument.
The question of legitimacy is important here. Hopkins’ technique works well for a
woman-to-woman argument (that is, contempt between equals) but it would not be
legitimate if the interviewee were a man. Had a man called her “honey", Gorani
would probably have terminated the conversation straight away and thereby would
have “won".10

Worth watching.

Example 4.5 (Arguing with different logics). John gives the proof:

1. Assumption (c→ a)→ c
2. Assumption c→ a

3. Conclusion a

Proof: From 2 and 1 derive c and then from c and 2 derive a, all using modus
ponens

Mary objects to the proof. She says: but you have used assumption 2 twice!
John uses say classical logic but Mary uses Resource logic.
This is a simple clear example but if the differences between John and Mary are

subtle, how can Mary explain her different point of view to John. Big data can help.

10As a side matter, it is also interesting to note the degrees of pressure Hopkins employs. The
word “darling" can be used legitimately by men and women to talk to friends, especially among
media people who wish to create an illusion of friendliness with an interculator whose name they
cannot remember. Gorani would therefore find this term of address as slightly unsettling but not
entirely outside the bounds of normal usage. However, the sobriquet “honey" is never used among
friends, but only romantically or de haut en bas. Gorani could not ignore that. The first “darling",
therefore, was a testing shot, preparing the ground for the next, and fatal assault.
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Example 4.6 (The Taxi Driver-Analogy). This is a real example, that happened in
Israel. A passenger logician was returning by Taxi in a journey taking 50 minutes.
The taxi driver was an immigrant from Uzbekistan, very right wing and a supporter
of Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. The prime Minister was investigated for
accepting gifts (not too expensive but still considerable) from a very rich friend.
Netanyahu did not report these gifts at the time and some investigative journalist
discovered it and and the police were looking into the case. It was not a bribe, but
just wrong behaviour. The taxi driver was arguing in favour of and supporting the
prime minister.

His argument was as follows

1. What is wrong in accepting gifts from a friend?
Look at me, I wanted to meet my (male) friend from Uzbekistan, I sent him
a ticket to come to Israel, I paid for his hotel, I did everything for his visit.
What is wrong with accepting this, it is natural between friends.

The answer to that is that it is OK for your friend but not OK for the prime Minister
of a country. He should have declared everything he was receiving.

The problem with this answer was that there was no chance in Hell that the taxi
driver would understand it. He came from an ex-communist country which was still
totalitarian and the fine aspects of democracy were beyond his conceptual world. The
passenger clearly needed a better answer for him to grasp the concept, but he was in
a taxi which was about to arrive in 15 minutes and he needed to produce an answer
immediately. The passenger logician did not find the answer until the next day. It
was really simple.

2. Answer. Imagine (the passenger could have said to the taxi driver) that your
friend is a woman who in the meantime got married. Had she, without telling
her husband, come to Israel on a ticket you had bought, staying in a hotel you
paid for, and then her husband had found out. What would he think?
She should have told her husband immediately and asked for his blessing.
When in a democracy the prime minister receives gifts it is similar.

Now, had the passenger had a Big Data application, he would possibly have used his
mobile phone to search for an analogous example using the right key words.

The taxi driver could have said that the women friend case is not the same as
the prime minister case. Such a response is quite likely, but it would have offered
the opportunity for further discussion. The taxi driver, at least, would have seen
where the passenger’s attempted counter-argument is coming from. Without such or
a similar example, there would have been nothing to discuss.
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Example 4.7 (Labelling). This is a simple technique of attack; label your opponent
with a strongly emotional totally negative predicate, for example label as a racist.
There are many such labels you could use, which carry such a strong emotional
reaction that once an opponent is labelled by such a word people will reject anything
he says. Here are some examples:

• Racism

• Apartheid

• Contrary to international law

• A crime against Humanity,

etc.
The label need not be so powerful or even negative. It is enough to create a context

which weakens the opponents arguments. If we use fuzzy logic where arguments have
numerical strength, we can say something like “of course you would say so, it is to be
expected, it is in your interests to say so”. This is a generic weakening label, which
is not negative, but which will weaken the strength of the opponent’s argument. In
general there is no good answer to such generic argument, but there are exceptions.

Recently there was (June 2017) on television an interview with a politician. He
was a minister and resigned because of ideological disagreement with the prime min-
ister (no scandal or mis-behaviour), see [15]. He started his own party. In the
interview he was accused of trying to build himself a political career and possibly
aim for a government position. This is a generic labelling attack on any politi-
cian. He replied to the television interviewer, “What are you talking about? I was a
minister already”!

Example 4.8 (Prime example of labelling and counter-labelling). From an interview
on the BBC radio programme “Midweek”, broadcast on October 9th, 2005: https:
// www. youtube. com/ watch? v= Hy-Ap4LQB-4 .

Labelling is very often not direct but by implication, which is an especially deadly
form of attack. When the accusation is delivered in an oblique way it is far more
difficult to refute because before a rebuttal can be made the accused person has to put
into words the full meaning of the implication only half-suggested by the accuser.

Darcus Howe is a master of this technique and, in the opinion of the authors, he
made his living by wrong-footing the sort of people who are terrified of having even
a hint that they might harbour politically incorrect opinions.

Howe starts the interview of a famous American comedienne, Joan Rivers, with
his usual procedure of implying that Rivers has unholy attitudes — i.e. labelling her
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as being at the very least a sort of passive racist — but he frames it in such a way
that the meaning is ambiguous (“since black offends you”), this leaves him an escape
route which he takes when Rivers flies into a fury. He then posits that the “use of
the term ‘black’ offends you”.

In other circumstances this would have been effective. The accused person would
seize on the opportunity to have a conversation and would accept the lesser label of
being uncomfortable with the word “black”. Howe would retain the upper hand and
anything the accused person would say thereafter would be slightly tainted. Rivers
does not accept this. Instead she then starts labelling him, first by taking offence at
his implication she is a racist (i.e. using the argument of offence) and then saying
that he has a chip on his shoulder (that is, labelling him as unreliable because he
has an unworthy agenda). Then again she repeats that he called her a racist (“don’t
you DARE call me a racist”) driving home to the listener both that she is outraged
by such a suggestion (self-labelling of innocence) at the same time as reminding the
audience that Howe is not only being unfair but doing this with a dishonest agenda
(labelling him as unscrupulous).

Howe then suggests that it is a “language problem” which is his attempt to redirect
the discussion. This is the argument of redirection and at the very least, labelling
Rivers as being uneducated or not that bright. If Rivers had been playing the game
she would have agreed that perhaps it was a language problem. She would then have
been labelled as someone who does not understand HoweÕs mode of expression. This
would have got Howe out of trouble without an apology or explanation being necessary
and Rivers would have been weakened by the implicit racism of not understanding
Howe sufficiently well.

Again, she refuses to accept the offered compromise. She labels him “stupid”, by
defining his first statement as stupid. It is interesting that Howe does not react to
that, most people would. But if he does react, he would then have to say something
like “I am NOT stupid”. This is exactly the sort of reaction he was trying to force
out of Rivers at the outset and he knows the rules. He is also aware by this time that
Rivers not only knows the rules, too, but is a superior exponent of them. He remains
silent. Rivers then launches into an attack on his parenting responsibilities (Howe
deserted his family in the West Indies). Again, Howe does not answer this for the
same reasons that he has not reacted to the accusation of stupidity. He appeals to
the interviewer to put the conversation back on to the original track. Rivers presses
home her advantage and then accuses Howe of racism, turning the label 180 to his
direction. By that time Howe has to concede that Rivers is not a racist in order to
prevent any further attacks. Rivers finishes the exchange by stating that she would
not choose to meet Howe in any other circumstances (an unpleasant person label).

It is obvious to the authors that Rivers had done some research on Howe before
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the interview. She might have looked at his work online or spoken to someone about
what he does and was therefore ready for any reference to racism he might make. She
also knew about his deserted family. We are sure she was awaiting the opportunity
to take towering offence at the smallest provocation, providing her with the excuse
to return to him a whole list of labels. She accomplished her aim of defending herself
against Howe without using any backing to support her arguments (e.g. I am not a
racist because I have worked with black people, I have supported black artists, etc).
In this sort of an exchange, proving innocence is a weak and ineffective defence.

5 Structure of possible future research
This section gives more details about the program of work of what do we need to
do to get HEAL2100 to be accepted/adopted by the community of logicians.

5.1 Orientation: New logic mechansims and networks

Traditional logic TDL is based on rules. Even the various components of the New
logic with mechanisms and networks (see [23]) such as nonmonotonic logic is based
on rules with exceptions and priorities. Argumentation logic and dialogues logic are
all based on all kinds of procedures, algorithms and conventions. The semantics for
such logics is defined mathematically and is precise and clear

• Different choices of rules, algorithms and semantics gives different logics and
these can be rejected or can be agreed to and adopted and applied to a variety
of application areas.

• The connections between different logics and their properties can be studied
mathematically and much of the activity of the logic community is devoted to
such study.

What is happening in current modern logic (up to and including New logic with
mechanisms and networks) is basically the same as what is happening in mathemat-
ics.

Some researchers define and invent new logics, other researchers investigate their
properties, some logic communities adopt, apply and possibly even modify chosen
logics which suit their needs, giving rise to new logics. And so the cycle continues.

In many ways this cycle is just like the development of major areas of applied
mathematics: e.g. fluid dynamics. mathematical biology and other exact science
modelling,
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The operative consequences of this entire traditional modern logic activity up to
the New logic with mechanisms and networks in contrast with our proposed New logic
with mechanisms, networks and fallacies “HEAL2100" is that for any new candidate
for a logic, or for any sequence of of arguments and counter-arguments, which can
be put forward in the context of “New logic with mechanisms and networks" we can
decide on the following questions:

1. Is this candidate a New logic with mechanisms and networks acceptable system
at all?

2. What is its relationship to other known systems of New logic with mechanisms
and networks?

3. What are its mathematical properties?

4. What application it is supposed to model?

5. What constitute a fallacy in the system?

and so on.

There are many more traditional questions, (can the logic be axiomatised, what is
its complexity, its semantics, proof theory, automated deduction, etc).

To give an example, imagine that we have a program on a computer implementing
some known Artificial Intelligence New logic with mechanisms and networks. Assume
the program is corrupted by a virus and starts behaving in a new way. We can then
ask if the corrupt program is or is not a logic and we answer this question, using
the mathematical tools of New logic with mechanisms and networks to test it and
see what it does.

5.2 Our new logic HEAL2100

Let us now examine the challenges facing us in our New logic with mechanisms,
networks and fallacies = HEAL2100.

We are trying to discover what legitimises a fallacy as a method of argumentation.
This means we no longer say they are mistakes and put them aside but accept them
as instruments of reasoning. Therefore we need to explain and define when, in
HEAL2100, such uses of the fallacies are legitimate — as opposed to TDL where it
is a given that the use of the fallacies is not legitimate, so there is nothing else to say.
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We in HEAL2100 have a lot to say. Therefore let us use the term “2100-legitimate"
for correct uses of the fallacies.11

The objectives are clear, namely to integrate the fallacies into the current state
of logic, as described in the previous background section. The methodology of work
is described by way of listing work packages groups, Group A, D, B, F and I

• Group A is a work package developing a big data application. Given a key
word, say insult “you are a liar and a cheat", the application will find in real
time some examples of that.

• Group D is a theoretical research and consultation work package with the
mainly Canadian fallacies research community, trying to understand how fal-
lacies work, in order to model them.

• Group B restructures/redesigns existing New logic with mechanisms and net-
works in a way that it can accept/integrate the fallacies.

• Group F classifies the fallacies, understands them and gets them ready for
insertion into the restructured logic of Group B. This classification is motivated
by the way the fallacies are being used in social media and is likely to be
different from any traditional classification

• Group I integrates the fallacies into the restructured logic of group B to form
the New logic with mechanisms, networks and fallacies.

Note that the above is an iterated process, which we can call the ADFBI process:
We iteratively try to develop the groups: A, D, F, B, I, A, D, F, B, I,. . .

We now describe the work packages for the research Groups:

Work package for Group A. Task A1: Develop a real time search engine for
certain search phrases arising from fallacious arguments.
Task A2: Develop guidelines of how to query the application of Task A1 for different
fallacious arguments.
Task A3: Map the limitations of the use of Big Data. Preliminary searches (without
Tasks A1 and A2) were not promising. It was not like searching the web for the
meaning of a foreign word , which one can get and use instantly in a conversation.

11We need to decide how far is a fallacyÕs legitimacy conferred by community acceptance?
Wouldn’t this make for very different fallacies in Berlin and Beirut? What about sub-communities
— e.g. the South Side of Chicago compared to metropolitan Chicago? How extensively are we
prepared to press the fallacies relativity line?
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Work package for Group D. Tasks D1-D18: Discuss the nature of the Gang
of 18 fallacies, respectively each fallacy a separate respective task. This requires
careful study of the uses of each fallacy. To get an idea how it works , see our
starting preliminary study of the ad hominem fallacy in this paper.

Work package for Group B: Background Work. This is the hard work of
defining a generic New logic with mechanisms and networks system and showing how
the traditional views of the fallacies, as described in Subsection 2.1 and as further put
forward by other major researchers in the fallacy community (in work package D),
can be embedded/integrated into our generic system. Doing this requires ingenuity,
imagination and technical skill and it will take many man months to do. We can do
it, using ideas and methods from [48, 49, 50].

Work package for Group F: Classification of the Fallacies. When is a
Fallacy 2100 legitimate? To see the difficulty of classification let us look at some
real examples.

We will start with the fallacy of attacking your opponent (argumentum ad
hominem).

Example 5.1. A true case of two university professors arguing:

A1 says to A2: you are a habitual liar
A2 retorts to A1: You are an adulterer and a drug addict

Example 5.2. From an Al- Jazira debate.

B1 says to B2: I say you are a liar and a traitor
B2 to B1: B2 takes off his shoe and throws it at B1.

(This method of argument is all too common on Al Jazira, throughout the Middle
East generally and in parts of the Eastern Mediterranean as well as in some African
and Far Eastern countries.)

Example 5.3 (Two cars collide on the road). The drivers are rolling on the asphalt
trying to strangle each other. This is an incident witnessed by one of the authors of
this paper in Jerusalem 60 years ago. NO WORDS ARE SPOKEN.

Question: which of the above uses the ad hominem fallacy, Examples 5.1, 5.2
and 5.3, we consider as 2100-legitimate?

More generally, when is a use of a fallacy legitimate and when can we consider
it a step in some argument sequence? Let us be systematic in trying to answer
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this question. First of all, we need to collect data. We already have list of fallacies
grouped into types. Aristotle listed 13, nowadays we list over 100. Let us write
some steps. We rely on our results from Research Group B, because we need several
candidates for our good generic system from Group B, to inject and integrate fallacies
into them.

Task F1: Collect and classify known lists of fallacies and their fine tuning varia-
tions. Such lists exist in the literature but they are viewed and classified
from the point of view of fallacies being illegitimate and to be discarded.
HEAL2100 views them as weapons of reasoning being put to effective
practical use. Let us call this our starting list.

Task F2: We need to use the Internet to collect many instances where fallacies are
used, assess their success and reclassify them accordingly. Our research
will initially classify them as theoretically 2100-legitimate in principle,
with a view to deciding what is 2100-legitimate, pending a closer exami-
nation of how the community reacts to such fallacies. We can access big
data to collect examples and see if these can help define legitimate use.

Task F3: try to identify what cases are considered illegitimate. We will seek key
properties for 2100-illegitimate use.

Task F4: reclassify and possibly identify more fallacies in view if our findings in
Task F1–3. We will call the new list our modified start list.

Task F5 : We iterate the process of Task F1–4 several times, using the modified
fallacies collected at the previous iteration (see Task F4).

Note that this is a completely new type of work package and may take
18 months to execute.

Work package Group I: Interaction with rule based logics of New logic
with mechanisms and networks.

Many fallacies are deductive. They can be remedied within New logic with mech-
anisms and networks or they can be remedied within HEAL2100. How do the two
possibilities reconcile with one another? In practice correct reasoning can be com-
bined with fallacies. How do we view this and integrate it smoothly? How does the
interaction go? For example do we structure the argument interaction network into
a network of meta-levels (i.e. a network of networks) and the fallacies move us from
one meta-level to another?
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Task I-generic. Develop a generic integrated system with several higher levels of
reasoning and actions.

TaskI1–I10. Develop ten typical major integrated systems (we do not believe we
can have one comprehensive system, in the same way that there is no single one
major logical system).

This research can take up to 18 months

Let us give some examples:

Example 5.4 (The jump approach). This approach to be examined is where we
reason logically and then insert a step which is a fallacy and then continue to reason
logically. The simplest example of this is what is now known as “alternative facts",
in which there is an introduction of fabricated facts into an argument.

For example Soviet history books contain many fabricated or semi-fabricated Rus-
sian innovations, such as the discovery of America, the steam engine, radio and the
helicopter, amongst others. Most of these claims are hyperbolic at best but having
been established as fact, whatever argument they supported started from this point.

Example 5.5 (YouTube alternative facts ; start at 2.44m). Recently we found a
YouTube video in which it was claimed that Arabic was “the first language", and that
all the characters in the Bible (and in the surrounding non-Biblical civilisations)
spoke Arabic. The very disturbing aspect of this particular piece is that the speaker
is a University professor and obviously intelligent. We might find such concocted
history amusing but it is precisely this admixture of fact and fantasy that is killing
hundreds of thousands in the Middle East at this time of writing.
https: // www. youtube. com/ watch? v= i_ 1wZSXEofE “Palestinians: Where does
the name ‘Palestine’ come from?’
Corey Gil-Shuster
Published on 26 Oct 2016.

See also wikipedia article about alternative facts.
https: // en. wikipedia. org/ wiki/ Alternative_ facts .

There are many more examples and we need to study how this is done, whether
or not it is 2100-legitimate and possibly more importantly — how to deal with it.

Example 5.6 (An example of integrating a fallacy). We have a single mother who
is a top executive in a successful international corporation. Although she is busy she
is still deeply devoted to her teenage daughter. The following happens one morning:

Mother goes into her teenage daughter’s bedroom. Her instant observation is that
it is a big mess. There is stuff scattered everywhere.
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Mother’s impression is that it is not characteristic of the girl to be like this.
What has happened?
Conjecture: The girl has boyfriend problems.
Further Analysis: Mother notices a collapsed shelf. Did the girl smash it? Upon
further inspection, mother notices that the pattern of chaos shows that a shelf has
collapsed because of excessive weight and scattered everything around, giving the im-
pression of a mess. But, actually, it is not a mess, it does make some (gravitational)
sense.
There are several modes of reasoning:

1. Neural nets type of reasoning.
She recognises the mess instantly, like we recognise a face.

2. Nonmonotonic deduction.
Mother reasons from context and her knowledge of her daughter is that the girl
is not disorganised like this. She asks ‘what happened?Õ.

3. Abduction/conjecture.
She offers a reasonable explanation that the girl has boyfriend problems, since
this is common to that age.

4. She then applies a database AI deduction and recognises that the mess is due
to gravity. This deduction is no longer a neural net impression. It is a careful
calculation.

5. It could have been a neural net impression.
For example, a man who sees many shelf-collapsing cases may recognise the
pattern as if it were a face.

Mother Story Continued

• Mother to daughter: why do you leave your room in such a mess?! You should
have fixed this before going to bed last night.
Daughter’s possible logical replies.

1. I was too tired
2. I had pressing homework yesterday
3. I am in shock

etc.
Instead the daughter responds with an emotional fallacy.
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• Daughter to Mother: What do you care, you are always at work, you hardly
talk to me, you don’t care about me, all you care about is your corporate career,
you have no right to criticise me!

Given this emotional action-fallacy the mother cannot continue with any rational
deductive argument. If we consider the previous mother-daughter reasoning interac-
tion as level 1, the object level matter of fact reasoning explaining and discussing the
mess in the room, the daughter’s outburst argument is moving to level 2, a meta-level
seeking to abort any such discussion. Nothing will be effective to move back to level
1 except a counter fallacy. Once the counter action-fallacy is successful in level 2 a
rational discussion about the mess can continue in level 1.

The authors’ recommendation to Mother:

1. Look sad, tell the girl sorrowfully how hard you work to support her. Remind
her of past emotional family scenes. Tell her how much she is hurting you,
(you might even try a tear or two).

Other Options:

2. Act insulted clear up the mess yourself, then complain it has hurt your back
and you can’t go to work and blame it on her, hoping you can then talk sense
to her.

3. (Not recommended) Go into an angry fit and throw the books at her or beat
the hell out of her.

Once the chosen counter fallacy is completed, rational discussion might resume (al-
though in case 3 we rather doubt it).12

12The following is another version (by John Woods) of this example:
Mom remonstrates with daughter and daughter loses her cool and picks a fight. The fight has

some factual basis. Senior people in the corporate world have limited time for children, and children
often (but not always) resent it. This puts Mom at a clear disadvantage. Given that neither party
seeks for a permanent and irreparable alienation, the sooner this is over the better. Dispassionate
disquisition about the impact of the modern life on families isnÕt going to achieve anything quickly.
Better, then, for Mom to counterattack, and the sooner she does, the sooner theyÕll make up. After
that, as you say, a reasoned discussion might be resumed. (But probably not right then!)
You speak of these outbursts as emotional fallacies, but they arenÕt that in the traditional sense.

In the traditional sense, an argument commits an emotive fallacy when conducted in such a way
as to stir the emotions of those to which it is addressed. The argumentum ad misericordium is a
typical example, as when a defence counsel asks a jury for mercy. But in the Mother Story, nothing
like this is going on. Rather what we have there are emotional outbursts.
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5.3 Intermediate Summary and time scale of proposed research
Note that our HEAL2100 logic differs from traditional rule-based logic on two counts:
• It is not just a set of axioms and rules (whether monotonic, nonmonotonic or

any other traditional system) but a program of gathering information, clas-
sification and correlation of this information. It is an argumentation system
of attacks and counterattack where each move and countermove is justified
not by a deductive base logic but by human behaviour pattern discovered and
mined by big data.
So a logical reasoning unit is a structure of data, put together with a view to
attack. It is a weaponised structured argument unit.
The logic is what the program relying on big data tells us to respond to,
sequentially.
As the big data changes, the logic changes!

• We accept the fallacies as effective reasoning structures. We fine tune adjust
them by refining them to further reasoning substructures. We use big data
to do that as well as finding further reasoning to such instances of fallacies
from big data.The calibration of the effective counterattack to such fallacies
will be fine-tuned and enriched over time by continually maintained big data
programs.

• So logic becomes time dependent as human behaviour changes.

• We may end up in the unfortunate and uncivilised situation of reasoning only
irrationally by shooting fallacies at each other. (We do not believe so. Some
fallacies do not work in the wrong context. If I claim I can prove the famous
problem P = NP , and you ask to see the proof, it is no use me shouting “ARE
YOU CALLING ME A LIAR?"

• It can take 4-5 years of research to do this properly

5.4 Expected Benefit
• Make people more aware/critical of false news, false arguments, etc. and thus
protect our democratic processes. Now with the new media available any small
group of people can cause serious problems.

• The success of terrorist arguments to recruit ordinary people in the west can
be defended against using the same type of HEAL2100 appropriate counter-
arguments.
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HEAL2100 can be applied to all CURRENT consumer areas of logic where human
behaviour is concerned.
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Appendix

A More Background on Fallacies
The Johnson and Blair approach started the formal attempts to provide better anal-
yses of fallacies, a programme pursued by a large number of researchers, including
Govier [26] on the slippery slope, Wreen [25] on the ad baculum, Walton [27] on
begging the question, Brinton [28] on the ad hominem, Freeman [29] on the appeal
to popularity, and Pinto [30] on post hoc ergo propter hoc.

The next step came from John Woods and Douglas Walton [31], their claim is
that, for many of the fallacies standard formal logic is inadequate to uncover the
unique kind of logical mistakes in question — it is too coarse conceptually to reveal
the unique character of many of the fallacies. To get a satisfactory analysis of each
of the fallacies they must be matched with a fitting logical system, one that has
the facility to uncover the particular logical weakness in question. Inductive logic
can be employed for analysis of hasty generalisation and post hoc ergo propter hoc;
relatedness logic is appropriate for ignoratio elenchi; plausible reasoning theory for
the ad vercundiam, and dialectical game theory for begging the question and many
questions. Woods [32, p. 43] refers to this approach to studying the fallacies as
methodological pluralism.

This view is perfectly compatible with the former deductive views, provided we
understand “deductive" as “New logic with mechanisms".

Modern times, second wave
Frans van Eemeren and Rob Grootendorst [34] put forward the Pragma-dialectic
approach. They start with argumentation as a procedure involving two parties trying
to overcome interpersonal disagreements. The procedure is a discussion having four
analytical stages: a confrontation stage in which the participants become aware of
the content of their disagreement; an opening stage in which the parties agree (most
likely implicitly) to shared starting points and a set of rules to govern the ensuing
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discussion; an argumentation stage wherein arguments and doubts about arguments
are expressed and recognised; and a final stage in which a decision about the initial
disagreement is made, if possible, based on what happened in the argumentation
stage.

In this context the fallacies are defined as “violation of any of the rules of the
discussion procedure for conducting a critical discussionÓ [36, p. 175].

The Pragma-dialectical theory proposes that each of the core fallacies can be
assigned a place as a violation of one of the rules of a critical discussion. For
example, the ad baculum fallacy is a form of intimidation that violates the rule
that one may not attempt to prevent one’s discussion partner from expressing their
views; equivocation is a violation of the rule that formulations in arguments must be
clear and unambiguous; post hoc ergo propter hoc violates the rule that arguments
must be instances of schemes correctly applied. Moreover, on this theory, since
any rule violation is to count as a fallacy this allows the possibility that there may
be hitherto unrecognised “new fallacies”. Among those proposed are declaring a
standpoint sacrosanct because that breaks the rule against the freedom to criticise
points of view, and evading the burden of proof which breaks the rule that you must
defend your standpoint if asked to do so (see van Eemeren [33, p. 194].

We note that the Pragma-dialectical rules of a critical discussion are not just
rules of logic, but rules of conduct for rational discussants, making the theory more
like a procedural code than a set of logical principles.13 Accordingly, this approach
to fallacies rejects all three of the necessary conditions of SDF: a fallacy need not
be an argument, and thus the invalidity condition will not apply either, and the
appearance condition is excluded because of its subjective character (Van Eemeren
and Grootendorst, [36, p. 175]. See also WoodsÕ critique in chapters 9, 10 and 11
of The Death of Argument, 2004, listed in [17].

A key point of this approach from our HEAL2100 point of view is the fact that the
Pragma-dialectical analysis of fallacies as rule-breakings in a procedure for overcom-
ing disagreements also takes account of the rhetorical dimension of argumentation.
Pragma-dialectics takes the rhetorical dimension to stem from an arguerÕs wish to
have their view accepted which leads dialoguers to engage in strategic manoeuvering
vis-à-vis their dialogue partners. However, this desire must be put in balance with

13Note however that Dov Gabbay’s algorithmic point of view included in his New logic with
mechanisms and networks, see [23], can accept certain procedures as part of logic. So according to
Gabbay, Classical Logic with Resolution formulation is not the same logic as Classical Logic with
Tableaux formulation. To the extent that the Pragma-dialectical approach with its procedures can
be embedded/represented within New logic with mechanisms and networks, then we can still main-
tain the view that Fallacies are “New logic with mechanisms and networks movements/arguments”
that are actually not New logic with mechanisms and networks correct but nevertheless do look
correct".
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the dialectical requirement of being reasonable; that is, staying within the bounds of
the normative demands of critical discussions. The ways of strategic manoeuvring
identified are basically three: topic selection, audience orientation, and the selection
of presentational devices, and these can be effectively deployed at each stage of argu-
mentation (Van Eemeren, [33, p. 94]). “All derailments of strategic manoeuvering
are fallacies”, writes van Eemeren [33, p. 198], “in the sense that they violate one or
more of the rules for critical discussion and all fallacies can be viewed as derailments
of strategic manoeuvering”. This means that all fallacies are ultimately attributable
to the rhetorical dimension of argumentation since, in this model, strategic manoeu-
vering is the entry of rhetoric into argumentation discussions. “Because each fallacy
has, in principle, sound counterparts that are manifestations of the same mode of
strategic manoeuvering” it may not appear to be a fallacy and it “may pass unno-
ticed” ([33, p. 199]. Nevertheless, Pragma-dialectics prefers to keep the appearance
condition outside the definition of ‘fallacyÕ, treating the seeming goodness of falla-
cies as a sometime co-incidental property, rather than an essential one.

Our point of view is to accept/ integrate (in HEAL2100) some uses of these
fallacies as correct integrated moves, to be countered by other fallacies.

We note that in our New Logic 2, [23] we include argumentation and network
logics as well as Algorithmic Proof theory and so the Pragma-Dialectic approach
can be simulated/included in our system. However New Logic 2 supports a plurality
of Logics and so it will not agree with Pragma-dialectical approach looking towards
a single ideal model of argumentation. We view each argumentation procedure is
another New Logic 2 system, hopefully usable in some application area.

Another important second wave approach to fallacies is the work of Biro [37, pp.
265–66]. The way we understand his examples is that in order for an argument not
to be a fallacy , the assumptions are required to have factual verification or general
acceptance as facts. Biro calls this epistemic seriousness. He gives the following
example:
All members of the committee are old Etonians;
Fortesque is a member of the committee;
Fortesque is an old Etonian.

In this example, given the minor premise, the major cannot be known to be true
unless the conclusion is known to be true. Consequently, on the approach to fallacies
taken by Biro, the second argument, despite the fact that it is valid, is non-serious, it
begs the question, and it is a fallacy. If there was some independent way of knowing
that the major premise was true, such that it was a bylaw that only old Etonians
could be committee members, the argument would be a serious one, and not beg
the question. This approach does not insist that all justification must be deductive,
but facts must be verifiable. Thus it allows for arguments the possibility of their
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being fallacies (as well as good arguments) by non-deductive standards, something
precluded by SDF.

We consider this idea important because watching many debates on YouTube
we find a lot of false unverifiable alternative facts being introduced. See Example
5.5 below.

We now address the pragmatic approach of Doug Walton. Doug Walton has
written or edited over forty-five books about fallacies, analysing them one by one,
following the Woods-Walton first wave view on fallacies. As we see it, Walton re-
sponded to the Pragma-dialectic approach by offering considering argumentation
dialogues. On the Walton approach, a fallacy is associated with a small local se-
quence of dialogue called a profile of dialogue. See [53]. This paper builds the
profiles of dialogue tool into a fault diagnosis method that can be applied to prob-
lematic examples of argumentation such as those involving informal fallacies. The
profiles method works by comparing a descriptive graph with a normative graph.
The descriptive graph represents how a dialogue sequence actually went in the ex-
ample chosen for analysis. The normative graph represents an analysis of how the
sequence should ideally proceed, according to the protocols (rules) for this type
of dialogue. The descriptive graph is mapped into the normative graph, so that
a comparison can be made to diagnose the fault in the sequence displayed in the
descriptive graph. and repair it.

These are distinct normative dialectical frameworks (persuasion dialogue, inquiry
dialogue, negotiation dialogue, etc.) rather than the single model of a critical dis-
cussion proposed by Pragma-dialectics. Postulating different kinds of dialogues with
different starting points and different goals, Walton claims, will bring argumentation
into closer contact with argumentation reality. So fallacies happen when there is an
illegal shift from one kind of a dialogue to another [38, pp. 118–23], for example,
using arguments appropriate for a negotiation dialogue in a persuasion dialogue.14

So if I am a medical expert witness and I am asked to describe what procedures
I used on the patient, I might take offence and say
Are you calling me a liar?
However, if I claim at a conference that I solved an open problem in maths (say
P = NP?), and I am asked for the idea of the proof, I cannot say
Are you calling me a liar?

The definition of fallacy Walton proposes [38, p. 255] has five parts. A fallacy:

14Note however that the view that fallacies are due to illicit dialogue shifts is pretty well aban-
doned in [38].
On WaltonÕs definition, no inference can be fallacious, unless an inference is a solo argument in

which the roles of each contending party is played by the same person.
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1. an argument (or at least something that purports to be an argument) that

2. falls short of some standard of correctness;

3. is used in a context of dialogue;

4. has a semblance of correctness about it; and

5. poses a serious problem to the realisation of the goal of the dialogue.

Let us stress that Walton’s approach depends on context, not on structure alone.
Our tolerance of the above claim, “you are calling me a liar", depends also on context
and not only on its irrelevant meta-level (personal) aspect. The Pragma-dialectic
approach can string together several of Walton schemes to form a logic and then
claim a fallacy if they are not put together correctly. Both approaches can be
embedded in the New logic with mechanisms and networks concept.

Modern times: issues in fallacy theory
Quoted from the scholarly and most valuable article “Fallacies" in the Stanford
Encyclopaedia of philosophy (SEP by H. V. Hansen) There are four major questions
to be addressed by the Fallacies research community according to SEP:

• The nature of fallacies

• The appearance condition

• Teaching of Fallacies

• The role of Biases

Since this is the view (according to SEP/H. V. Hansen) of how the current fallacies
research community would like to go forward, we think it is best to simply integrate
and almost quote what SEP says about these plans. In the next subsection we will
present our own plans for integrating the fallacies and compare with the fallacies
communities plans. We hope and look forward for co-operation. Our own comments
in the quote are in boldface

The nature of fallacies
A question that continues to dog fallacy theory is how we are to con-
ceive of fallacies. There would be advantages to having a unified theory
of fallacies. It would give us a systematic way of demarcating fallacies
and other kinds of mistakes; it would give us a framework for justifying
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fallacy judgments, and it would give us a sense of the place of fallacies in
our larger conceptual schemes. Some general definition of ÔfallacyÕ is
wanted but the desire is frustrated because there is disagreement about
the identity of fallacies. Are they inferential, logical, epistemic or dialec-
tical mistakes? Some authors insist they are all of one kind: Biro and
Siegel, for example, that they are epistemic, and Pragma-dialectics that
they are dialectical. There are reasons to think that all the fallacies do
not easily fit into one category.
. . .
In the community fallacies have been identified in relation to
some ideal or model of good arguments, or good argumentation,
or rationality.
Aristotle’s fallacies are shortcomings of his ideal of deduction and proof,
extended to contexts of refutation. The fallacies listed by Mill are er-
rors of reasoning in a comprehensive model that includes both deduction
and induction. Those who have defended SDF as the correct defini-
tion of ‘fallacy’ take logic simpliciter or deductive validity as the ideal
of rationality. Informal logicians view fallacies as failures to satisfy the
criteria of what they consider a cogent argument. Defenders of the epis-
temic approach to fallacies see them as shortfalls of the standards of
knowledge-generating arguments. Finally, those who are concerned with
how we are to overcome our disagreements in a reasonable way will see
fallacies as failures in relation to ideals of debate or critical discussions.
We note that the authors (Gabbay-Rivlin) approach to fallacies
(which we may call New logic with mechanisms, networks and
fallacies approach), is that we consider a fallacy any effective
instrument of argumentation currently used in the social media
and politics which is not a New logic with mechanisms and
networks instrument!
The standard treatment of the core fallacies did not emerge from a sin-
gle conception of good argument or reasonableness but has rather, like
much of our unsystematic knowledge, grown as a hodgepodge collection
of items, proposed at various time and from different perspectives, that
continues to draw our attention, even as the standards that originally
brought a given fallacy to light are abandoned or absorbed into newer
models of rationality. Hence, there is no single conception of good ar-
gument or argumentation to be discovered behind the core fallacies, and
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any attempt to force them all into a single framework, must take efforts
to avoid distorting the character originally attributed to each of them.
The appearance condition
From Aristotle to Mill the appearance condition was an essential part
of the conception of fallacies. However, some of the new, post-Hamblin,
scholars have either ignored it (Finocchiaro, Biro and Siegel) or rejected
it because appearances can vary from person to person, thus making the
same argument a fallacy for the one who is taken in by the appearance,
and not a fallacy for the one who sees past the appearances. This is
unsatisfactory for those who think that arguments are either fallacies or
not. Appearances, it is also argued, have no place in logical or scientific
theories because they belong to psychology (van Eemeren and Grooten-
dorst, [36]. But Walton (e.g., [39]) continues to consider appearances an
essential part of fallacies as does Powers [19, p. 300] who insists that fal-
lacies must “have an appearance, however quickly seen through, of being
valid.Ó If the mistake in an argument is not masked by an ambiguity
that makes it appear to be a better argument than it really is, Powers
denies it is a fallacy.
The appearance condition of fallacies serves at least two purposes. It
can be part of explanations of why reasonable people make mistakes in
arguments or argumentation: it may be due in part to an argument’s
appearing to be better than it really is. The appearance condition also
serves to divide mistakes into those that are trivial or the result of care-
lessness for which there is no cure other than paying better attention,
and those which we need to learn to detect through increased knowledge
of their seductive nature. Without the appearance condition, it can be
argued, no division can be made between these two kinds of errors: either
there are no fallacies or all mistakes in argument and/or argumentation
are fallacies, a conclusion that some are willing to accept, but which runs
contrary to tradition. One can also respond that there is an alternative
to using the appearance condition as the demarcation property between
fallacies and casual mistakes, namely, frequency: fallacies are those mis-
takes we must learn to guard against because they occur with noticeable
frequency. To this it may be answered that Ônoticeable frequencyÕ is
vague, and is perhaps best explained by the appearance condition.
Teaching
On the more practical level, there continues to be discussion about the
value of teaching the fallacies to students. Is it an effective way for them
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to learn to reason well and avoid bad arguments? One reason to think
that it is not effective is that the list of fallacies is not complete, and
that even if the group of core fallacies was extended to incorporate other
fallacies we thought worth including, we could still not be sure that we
had a complete prophylactic against bad arguments. Hence, we are bet-
ter off teaching the positive criteria for good arguments/ argumentation,
which will give us a fuller set of guidelines for good reasoning. But some
(Pragma-dialectics and Johnson and Blair) do think that their stock of
fallacies is a complete guard against errors because they have specified a
full set of necessary conditions for good arguments/argumentation and
they hold that fallacies are just failures to meet one of these conditions.
Another consideration about the value of the fallacies approach to teach-
ing good reasoning is that it will tend to make students overly critical
and lead them to see fallacies where there aren’t any; hence, it is main-
tained we could better advance the instilling of critical thinking skills by
teaching the positive criteria of good reasoning and arguments (Hitch-
cock, [40]). In response to this view, it is argued that, if the fallacies are
taught in a non-perfunctory way which includes the explanations of why
they are fallacies — which normative standards they transgress — then a
course taught around the core fallacies can be effective in instilling good
reasoning skills (Blair [41]).

We have a new method of teaching called DADI ( Data Driven
Instruction) which can be used for teaching about the Fallacies.
See Appendix C

Biases
Recently there has been renewed interest in how biases are related to fal-
lacies. Correia ([42]) has taken Mill’s insight that biases are predisposing
causes of fallacies a step further by connecting identifiable biases with
particular fallacies. Biases can influence the unintentional committing of
fallacies even where there is no intent to be deceptive, he observes. Tak-
ing biases to be Òsystematic errors that invariably distort the subjectÕs
reasoning and judgment,Ó the picture drawn is that particular biases are
activated by desires and emotions (motivated reasoning) and once they
are in play, they negatively affect the fair evaluation of evidence. Thus,
for example, the Òfocussing illusionÓ bias inclines a person to focus on
just a part of the evidence available, ignoring or denying evidence that
might lead in another direction. Correia ([42, p. 118]) links this bias to
the fallacies of hasty generalization and straw man, suggesting that it is
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our desire to be right that activates the bias to focus more on positive
or negative evidence, as the case may be. Other biases he links to other
fallacies.

Thagard [43] is more concerned to stress the differences between fallacies
and biases than to find connections between them. He claims that the
model of reasoning articulated by informal logic is not a good fit with the
way that people actually reason and that only a few of the fallacies are
relevant to the kinds of mistakes people actually make. Thagard’s argu-
ment depends on his distinction between argument and inference. Argu-
ments, and fallacies, he takes to be serial and linguistic, but inferences
are brain activities and are characterized as parallel and multi-modal. By
“parallel” is meant that the brain carries out different processes simul-
taneously, and by “multi-modal” that the brain uses non-linguistic and
emotional, as well as linguistic representations in inferring. Biases (in-
ferential error tendencies) can unconsciously affect inferring. “Motivated
inference”, for example, “involves selective recruitment and assessment
of evidence based on unconscious processes that are driven by emotional
considerations of goals rather than purely cognitive reasoning” [43, p.
156]. Thagard volunteers a list of more than 50 of these inferential er-
ror tendencies. Because motivated inferences result from unconscious
mental processes rather than explicit reasoning, the errors in inferences
cannot be exposed simply by identifying a fallacy in a reconstructed ar-
gument. Dealing with biases requires identification of both conscious
and unconscious goals of arguers, goals that can figure in explanations of
why they incline to particular biases. “Overcoming peopleÕs motivated
inferences”, Thagard concludes, “is therefore more akin to psychother-
apy than informal logic” [43, p. 157], and the importance of fallacies is
accordingly marginalized.

In response to these findings, one can admit their relevance to the ped-
agogy of critical thinking but still recall the distinction between what
causes mistakes and what the mistakes are. The analysis of fallacies
belongs to the normative study of arguments and argumentation, and
to give an account of what the fallacy in a given argument is will in-
volve making reference to some norm of argumentation. It will be an
explanation of what the mistake in the argument is. Biases are rele-
vant to understanding why people commit fallacies, and how we are to
help them get past them, but they do not help us understand what the
fallacy-mistakes are in the first place — this is not a question of psychol-
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ogy. Continued research at this intersection of interests will hopefully
shed more light on both biases and fallacies.

B Applications: Internet of Things

This is a possible application. It is not essential or influential to our new concept of
2100-logic, but it is related and who knows what its future impact could turn out
to be.

From Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_of_things

“The Internet of things (IoT) is the inter-networking of physical devices,
vehicles (also referred to as “connected devices" and "smart devices"),
buildings, and other itemsÑembedded with electronics, software, sen-
sors, actuators, and network connectivity that enable these objects to
collect and exchange data. In 2013 the Global Standards Initiative on
Internet of Things (IoT-GSI) defined the IoT as “the infrastructure of the
information society." The IoT allows objects to be sensed or controlled
remotely across existing network infrastructure, creating opportunities
for more direct integration of the physical world into computer-based
systems, and resulting in improved efficiency, accuracy and economic
benefit in addition to reduced human intervention. When IoT is aug-
mented with sensors and actuators, the technology becomes an instance
of the more general class of cyber-physical systems, which also encom-
passes technologies such as smart grids, smart homes, intelligent trans-
portation and smart cities. Each thing is uniquely identifiable through
its embedded computing system but is able to interoperate within the ex-
isting Internet infrastructure. Experts estimate that the IoT will consist
of almost 50 billion objects by 2020.

Typically, IoT is expected to offer advanced connectivity of devices, sys-
tems, and services that goes beyond machine-to-machine (M2M) com-
munications and covers a variety of protocols, domains, and applications.
The interconnection of these embedded devices (including smart objects),
is expected to usher in automation in nearly all fields, while also enabling
advanced applications like a smart grid, and expanding to areas such as
smart cities.

Equipped with HEAL2100 we can offer better logic at the service of the IOT.
The IOT systems are complex inter-related components each of which are intelligent
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to some degree and based on logic. The need of HEAL2100 for IOT is a necessity
not just another application!

We give an Example:
Imagine we want to improve protection against Phishing. If we use traditional logic
in building protection we use rules, as in the following case: Email filters: a message
you receive is analysed by the mail program which then adds to the subject line a
warning that this may be phishing or spam. Such warnings already exist.

If we open the email and we see a very convincing service message from Paypal
that our account has they paid $30 to an unfamiliar company, we then have to
consider whether the message is or is not malicious. However, our reaction to this
unexplained apparent disappearance of money from our account is emotional, faster
and more immediate than reasoning. Worried that even more money will disappear
and seeing a button saying “cancel transaction" it is quite likely that we would be
panicked into clicking on it almost before we realise what is happening.

What we need is an equally emotional warning, like a flashing button in red and
yellow blinking the message “SPAM—STAY AWAY!" It may not be difficult for a
mail program to do this if it realises the underlying principles of our HEAL2100
logic — that is that the object is TO WIN, not to reach a consensus.

C DADI: Data Driven Instruction, A New Method of
Teaching Logic and Fallacies

We developed a new teaching method capable of writing joint research papers with
first year students as joint authors. The philosophy of the teaching/research ap-
proach is outlined below.

It is especially suited for teaching logic and fallacies.
We observed that Phd students conducting research for the purpose of writing a

thesis, need to go through four stages:

1. read and familiarise themselves with a relevant area of research;

2. have a good new idea for pushing the frontier of the area forward;

3. develop the details of the idea;

4. write it down as a paper/thesis, and this includes knowing the scientific lan-
guage and structure for writing their ideas.

The received wisdom about Phd studies is that you need 3 (BSc)–4 (MSc) years
of university study to be able to approach a thesis.
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We conjectured that the 3–4 years are required for item 1 above.
We asked ourselves, what if the area where the research to be done is so familiar

that first year student already have the background knowledge to move to item 2
above?

Can first year students have a good new idea leading to a research paper?
Of course first year students do not know how to write a paper nor do they

know any research methodology, but neither do PHd students — for this we have a
supervisor. So all we need to experiment with this idea is to choose a topic which

• First year students are familiar with

• Good ideas are forthcoming

• It connects with known international research area.

Then all we need to do is for say, Dov, to present the question to the students
and let them develop a model. This is no different from offering a topic of research
to a new Phd student. Dov Gabbay accepted teaching at Ashkelon Community
College and conducted such courses.

Description of the experiment:

Class of 2015/2016. In 2015 Gabbay was teaching general logic to a first year
class of 15 students. At the time there was much debate in the media and politics
in UK and Israel, about young couples unable to join the housing ladder. In simple
words:
Flats are too expensive and young couples cannot get the initial minimum funds to
enable them to get an affordable mortgage to buy a home. The political solution
was to offer such young couples cheap mortgages and help.

Gabbay asked the student to formulate principles (known from the media) for
qualifying for this help Using one arrow connective

(If x is true and y is true) ⇒ do z.

Gabbay formulated known rules from the media based on government data. Then
he posed a problem to the class: How to stop young couples from using the benefits
and buying two flats in parallel? The class participated in modifying the rules to
stop such abuse. There were creative in cheating the system as well as creative in
fixing it.

The reader will observe that Gabbay developed action logic and cyber security
principles for guarding against hacking. Gabbay applied the systems we got for
the cyber security intelligent home and wrote the paper [45]. We were invited to
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submit to an OUP international Journal, on Cyber Security. The key to this is that
the students knew how to write rules and knew how to cheat the system — they
understood the need to get your own flat and were creative in dealing with it.

Class of 2016/2017. This year the first class had 49 students. We again chose
a familiar topic to the students. This year the media and the law was concerned in
Israel and UK with sex offenders. Many famous figures were accused by victims of
sex offences and every week there was a new scandal discovered. The students had
detailed knowledge of such cases. Dov Gabbay presented the question ofHow many
complaints does it take for us to decide that there is need to investigate?

The view was of a survival game of the sex offenders where each offender had a
number of lives before it is dead. The students were also familiar with T.V. survival
games. So we started developing a model based on their knowledge of the numerous
sex offender cases going on in the media. We developed a basic model in the area
of argumentation. We wrote papers [46, 47] and are invited to submit to the IOS
journal Argument and Computation.

The students are able to develop points *1–*3 above and the teacher needs to
write point *4.

NOTE THAT THE DADI METHOD IS ESPECIALLY SUITABLE
FOR TEACHING FALLACIES BECAUSE NOWADAYS THE SOCIAL
MEDIA IS FULL OF DEBATES AND POLITICS AND ISIS, ETC US-
ING FALLACIES AS WEAPONS. THE STUDENTS ARE VERY FA-
MILIAR WITH THEM.

Limitations of the method.

1. The students cannot deal with abstraction. So if they construct a model for
a certain area (with which they are familiar), they cannot recognise the same
abstract model in another area, even when the similarities are clearly pointed
out to them.
The students recognised and defined the many lives abstract argumentation
model in the sex offenders area. The same model applies in the nutrition area,
where various foods (e.g. alcohol) attack parts of the body (e.g. the liver).
This was pointed out to them and they were given a lecture by a nutritionist
and yet they did not see the connection.

2. The students found difficulty in understanding abstract set theoretical defini-
tions but could easily understand definitions by algorithms. So to define a set
we must give an algorithm for constructing it.
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3. The best approach to teaching/developing a theory or a model is to present it
as an algorithmic game or a puzzle.

4. We plan to address the use of some of the fallacies (ad hominem) in the class of
2017/2018. The students are familiar with political debates, personal attacks
and counterattacks especially in the Trump era. It is a strategic survival game
and we shall see if next year’s students can model it.
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Abstract

This paper examines in detail the argumentation features in the domain of
sex offender with some applications to the scheme of “Argument from Expert
Opinion". We build a model for reasoning schemes, critical questions and expert
opinion on the question of “the degree of risk of a sex offender". We discover
that in order to properly model expert practice in this area we need to use
numerical argumentation as well as the new notion of “Attack as Information
Input". The model is generic and we believe is not restricted to the sex offence
area of expertise.

Our paper also offers a more detailed example for Walton’s argumentation
scheme of Expert Opinion as well as a bridge between the argumentation com-
munity and the community dealing with sex offenders. We offer an introduction
to the student on the subject of determining the degree of risk of sex offenders.
We also look at standard international tools for determining the risk of sex
offenders and see how the argumentation community can integrate these tools.

1 Background and Orientation
This paper is the first of a series of papers (see also our paper [33] on Universal
Distortion) dealing with Argumentation, Logic and Sex Offenders (ALSO), a topic
which lies in the borderline of three vibrant communities:
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1. The community of therapists, psychologists and experts involved in dealing
with sex offenders. This is an important community involved both in the
medical, social and legal aspects of sex offenders. You have such people in
every large community in every country and on their expertise hangs the free-
dom/health/suffering of many people. This community uses logic and argu-
mentation not only in their interaction with the courts of law but also in their
therapy methods( although they are not fully aware of the formal aspects of
what they are doing).

2. The old established community of debate/ dialogue/arguments/fallacies. This
community is today, let us say, associated with say the Springer journal enti-
tled: Argumentation – An International Journal on Reasoning and the Amster-
dam ISSA-conferences, the latest being http://cf.hum.uva.nl/issa/
conference_2014.html.

3. The computational argumentation community, associated with the COMMA
conferences http://www.ling.uni-potsdam.de/comma2016/ and the Journal
Argument and Computation.

There is some communication between the communities 2. and 3., but no awareness
between communities 1. and {2,3}. Communities 2. and 3. connect with the general
logic community. Community 3. is a younger community and do not seem to fully
appreciate, (in my opinion, D.G.) the enormous contribution of community 2.

We see the value of this paper as connecting between the communities 1. and
{2,3}, and between communities 2. and 3. internally. The benefits we envisage for
the communities involves are we hope as follows:

1. The sex offender community use logic and argumentation extensively without
being aware of it as such. By coming together and observing the practice
of the sex offender community, the argumentation communities can get ideas
for new models of argumentation, rooted in actual practice. This can lead to
further development of logic and argumentation. In our humble opinion, the
situation is analogous to observing the flow of water in pipes and developing
new turbulance differential equations as a result.

2. The numerical tools and models used by the sex offenders community, when
put in formal forms and in the abstract language of the argumentation commu-
nities, look very simple and the argumentation community can develop better
tools for the sex offender community.

The structure of our program, of which this paper is a modest beginning, is very
simple, using a repeated iteration of Steps 1–8 below:
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Step 1. Start with the first iteration of our approach with an initial package of
logical tools, which in this initial paper is comprised of reasoning schemes, critical
questions and Walton argumentation scheme for Expert testimony. This package is
familiar to community 2. and is also being recently studied in community 3.
Step 2. See how this is practiced in community 1. Get new ideas how to improve
the package.
Step 3. Export the initial results back to community 2.
Step 4. Try to express what you see in community 1, using methods of community
3.
Step 5. Discover that community 3 needs to sharpen and extend their formal logic
and argumentation tools.
Step 6. Export the new tools to discuss issues in community 2.
Step 7. Try to interest community 1 and offer community 1 better tools.
Step 8. Go to Step 1 and start the process again, with the new package of tools you
accumulated along the way in the previous iteration.

We put emphasis in informing communities 2. and 3. on how community 1.
works. So we give a lot of details about the processes of community 1. This is
a natural flow of information. The findings about how the therapists work are
surprising. They actually use logic without explicitly being aware of it. See [33]. So
the benefit to argumentation, communities 2 and 3 is further development of ideas
and tools. How to inform and interest community 1. in argumentation is another
problem. We need to show them the benefit of formal modelling, but for that we
need to develop tools. Remember community 1 are therapist, they want to see
results! It is a challenge to communities 2. and 3., are they just theoreticians or can
they generate some benefits? Fortunately there is a challenging way forward. The
the approach in community 1 is stylised which therefore lends itself to automation.
There are argumentation tools available by communities 2 and 3 and so one can
provide community 1 with tools to use. Of course community 1 will test these tools
over a period of time much like the testing of a new medicine.

1.1 Introduction
The aim of the paper is fourfold:

1. We consider the applied area of dealing with sex offenders where the expert
testimony plays a central role. The assessment of the risk is an important
tool for the courts for making decisions and judgments about sex offenders.
The courts consult senior experts specialising in assessing risk of sex offend-
ers according established international standards. The courts in Israel have a
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stylised process in consulting the experts. Both in establishing the qualifica-
tions of the exports and in examining his testimony. The aim of this paper
is to model in logic and argumentation this stylised process. We believe that
this process actually applies to any expert testimony in Israeli courts and not
just for expert testimony of the risk of sex offenders.

2. The second aim is to export to logic and argumentation ideas and formal tools
which may emerge during our attempt to build the model in the first aim.
Such export need not necessarily be connected with Argument schemes. In
fact in our case the export is the idea of the attack as information input [6],
and the theory of argumentation under universal distortion [33].

3. Our third aim is to provide the experts working with sex offenders with uni-
fied view of how to approach finalising their testimony about the risk of sex
offenders. This will become clear as we progress in the paper. There are var-
ious internationally developed tools available (see Appendix C), but there is
no unifying approach (Super View/Super tool).

4. The fourth aim is to refine the Walton scheme of argument from expert testi-
mony and to set an example for refining other Walton schemes.

We therefore in this paper analyse and model in detail real case studies of the use
of expert opinion (obtained by G. Rozenberg, who is an expert) on the question of
the degree to which a sex offender is dangerous to society (expert opinion on risk
evaluation of a sex offender). The modelling is based on theoretical foundations of
[2]. The reader can consult an Appendix to this paper giving a formal background
from argumentation), and on 11 year’s experience of the second author.

The practical situation can be described schematically as follows:

1. The court is considering a a sex offender and it needs to determine his/her
degree of risk.

2. The court asks expert e1 for a report. The defence lawyers the sex offender
also ask their own expert e2 for another report

3. The experts produce their respective reports, respectively arguing for a judge-
ment about the degree of risk of the sex offender. For an expert e, let us
denote his report by Re. We thus have two reports on the table; Re1 of expert
e1 reporting for the court and Re2 of expert e2 reporting for the defence. The
reports have the form of a written document.
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4. We have a court scene in which there is the Judge, the experts, a prosecutor,
and a defence attorney. The procedures involve attempts at establishing two
types arguments:

(a) Is the respective expert indeed an expert?
(b) Does the expert respective report indeed establish the claimed degree of

risk?

Item 4(a) involves two argumentation networks Qe1 and Qe2, each representing
the respective discussion/debate about whether the respective expert is indeed
an expert witness. Item 4(b) represents two argumentation networks Se1 and
Se2, each representing the discussion/debate about whether the respective ex-
pert report does indeed establish its respective conclusion. (The arguments in
Re appear/are absorbed in Se respectively).

5. We thus get two pairs of argumentation networks, one for each expert, these
are

M1 = (Se1, Qe1) and M2 = (Se2, Qe2).

We can write M = (M1,M2) as one master network.

6. Note that the argumentation networks Se and Qe may not be of the same type.
In fact we have not described yet what they respectively look like, this will
come later in the paper, in Subsection 1.2 and Section 2.

Thus our model uses a two level argumentation network. Figure 1 describes the
model. The network M shows two experts e1 and e2. The argumentation networks
Qe1 and Qe2 show the debate about qualification of the experts. The networks Se1
and Se2 show the arguments involving the degree of risk of the single accused sex
offender.

The systemM1 is the package related to expert 1 andM2 is the package relating
to expert 2. The Judge in court sees both M1 and M2. We call the overall system
seen by the Judge M. This is the initial position. Expert 1 is the main expert hired
by the court to give testimony. Expert 2 is hired by the defence. Expert 1 presents
an argumentation network Se1 and an extension E1 (see Appendix A for the concept
of extension) which includes the key argument/assertion

A1 = “The sex offender is dangerous to society and to what degree”.

Expert 2 introduces Se2 and extension E2 which excludes the statement A1 but
includes his own statement A2.
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M2

This module is an argumentation
network presented by the witness

of the sex offender)

Se1
M1

This module is an argumentation
networks regarding the status of
the witness e1 as an expert

Qe1

same as above for the second same as above for the second

Qe2Se2

expert e2 expert e2

Master network M

e1 in support of his statement w1
as a witness (risk assessement

Figure 1: Two level argumentation network

The defence, prosecution and experts argue. The arguments can be attacked on
Qe1 and Qe2 which establish their expertise or attacked from Se1, Se2.

Our modelling will be from real cases of how the system works.
The Judge sees M (he sees the interaction/debate which ends up in M) and in

his own mind transforms M to a final M∗ which the Judge uses to make a decision
on. (We cannot model M∗, it is in the Judge’s mind), we need to do field work to
interview many judges.

We invite the reader to consult the Appendix about the formal machinery of
argumentation networks, however, in order to keep the flow of this section going let
us say that that formally an argumentation network has the form (S,R), where S is
a finite set of arguments and R ⊆ S × S is the attack relation. An extension E ⊆ S
is a set of conflict free arguments which satisfy certain conditions.

These concepts will all be defined in the later formal background section. Figure
2 gives an example of the defence claims.

Extension E2 = {c = in, a = in, b = out, d = out}
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a = sex offender is a new born religious

b = sex offender has three previous

c= sex offender has undergone

convictions of rape

extensive special treatment

d = sex offender is dangerous to society
to degree x

taking place after he repented
believer and is repentant, the last offence

Figure 2: Sample argument chain

c

d

a

α: “a is just an act”

b

Figure 3: Sample attack on the chain of Figure 2

The expert e1 claims that after interviewing the sex offender he believes d =
“the sex offender becoming a newborn religious believer” is just an act and should
be ignored. Therefore his Se1 is Figure 3.

Extension E1 = {α = in, c = in, b = out, a = out, d = in}

Remark 1.1. We need to place this paper within the framework of existing research
of logic, argumentation and law. The reader can consult [40].

Let CC be a transcript of a court case proceeding and M be a logic/argumentation
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model of whatever sort (see [40]) which can address/model some or all aspects of such
a court case CC. We consider in this set up a single clear statement of fact E which
requires an expert testimony to establish it. E plays a role in CC and its logical
modelling M. But the procedure for establishing E through the expert testimony may
be different and is disjoint from that followed in CC.

The following are examples of this concept.

1. In a court case involving taxation it is important to establish when a deal was
concluded. The “expert” testimony in this case is a bank record of the payment
transaction.

2. In a rape case of a minor it is important to establish the age of the victim.
The “expert” is a birth certificate.

3. A convicted prisoner seeks an early release from prison on account of argument
E, where
E = prisoner has terminal cancer and has at most 30 days to live.
Here we need an expert testimony which may involve medical data and a sep-
arate cross examination of data and expert.

4. A mother has three babies who die in their sleep, and seems to be a natural
unexpected death. E might be a statement that the probability of coincidence
is almost nil. The expert might be a Bayesian maths Professor and the con-
siderations mathematical.

5. The statement E might be a component in a trial of a sex offender where E is
E = the risk assessment for the offender to offend again within 6 months of
his release is very high.
Again we need an expert to assert E.

Figure 4 explains schematically the role of the expert in the overall trial CC. The
expert’s participation is a bubble BB in CC. It is a mini-procedure not affected nor
related to CC. It can be modelled by N which may be completely independent of the
modelling M.

Our paper deals with the procedures followed in Israel for bubbles BB for estab-
lishing via expert opinion the statement E of the degree of risk of a sex offender. By
examining the data and procedures of such cases we offer ideas towards modelling
N for BB. If we want to compare our models with other works in the literature (see
survey [40]), then we need to compare with discussions relating to models N and not
to models M (see Figure 4).

We shall discuss this further in the conclusion section.
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M

Bubble
BB

E

Transcript
of CC

N

logical model of BB

Logic model for CC

Figure 4

1.2 The expert witness networks

We now discuss and compare overall view of the role of expert witness in argumen-
tation networks, as discovered and presented in our paper.

An expert witness network (EW -network) has a very specific form, as in Figure
5. We use “�” for attack and “→” for support. Note that this is the internal
structure of the networks Se1 and Se2 appearing as black boxes in Figure 1. In
technical terms (consult Appendix), we have the form of argumentation network
with both attack and support which forms a tree directed at a single top argument
w. The tree depth is 4. The main argument is w. The arguments {si} all support
w. Each si is attacked by a respective ai and is in turn defended by a respective bi.

The actual attacks and support come with strength (either expressed as numeri-
cal strength or as qualitative strength such as weak, very weak, medium, etc.). The
final decision (extension) of this entire network is a labelled output of the form

(strength; w).

The strength of w increases with more supporting arguments available and also
increases if the supporting arguments are stronger. So to attack w and lower its
strength we can attack and eliminate some of its supporting arguments or attack
and lower the strength of such arguments. The most effective strategy is to attack
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attack on a1

w

,. . . ,s1 sm

supporting supporting
argument 1 argument m

attack on s1 attack on sm

a1 am

b1 bm

attack on am

Figure 5: Expert witness e: The structure of the main argument Module Se

the expert and thus lower the strength or even eliminate him and all his arguments.1
The above format applies to the expert testimony for the case of expert for

assessing the risk of sex offenders. An actual court case may involve other experts
as well, for example medical experts. See Example 1.2. When several experts are
involved the Judge will see more pairs of argumentation networks involving all the
experts. For each expert the respective network goes into an overall network of the
Judge. See Figure 6.

Example 1.2. To see how the network of Figure 6 works, consider the following
simplified story involving two types of experts, one a risk assessment expert and one
a medical expert (so actually there could be 4 experts involved, a risk assessment
expert and a medical expert invited by the court and another pair invited by the
defence):

An offender attempts to rape a young woman who happens to be 3 months preg-
nant. The offender attempts to attack her and she pleads with him to leave her alone
because she is pregnant. In a rare display of sympathy, the offender goes away. Two

1In practice there are factors such as therapy which actually lower the risk value. We can view
them as an attack with a negative strength. The way it is done is discussed in Section 4, presenting
the formal model.
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weeks later the victim loses the child. The Judge has 3 statements2 to consider
(let us assume for simplicity of the example that the defence does not bring its own
respective experts, but is satisfied in cross examining the court experts):

1. How dangerous is the offender, from risk assessment expert witness 1, who
supports statement W1

2. Did the attempted attack on the woman cause the loss of the child? This is
statement W2 from medical expert witness 2

3. Length of prison sentence to give the offender. This is statement J, which is
determined by the Judge.

W1 and W2 are considered by the Judge in reaching his decision about J.
W1 and W2 come with their own networks as in Figures 1. So we have two

networks challenging the expertise of the witnesses and in addition we have two
more networks, one describing the debate with the risk assessment expert witness
which has the form of Figure 5, and another network describing the debate with the
medical expert witness. We do not know what structure this network has, because
we have not researched and interviewed court cases with medical experts. It could be
that medical expert witness networks also have the form of 5.

Remark 1.3. We note the following important comments:

1. The network of Figure 5 is a stylised (in Israeli courts) accepted matrix for
expert witness testimony. This means that

(a) There are stylised legal and social factors to decide how “expert" the expert
is (in Israel one gets official recognition by the system as being an expert
on issue w) and attacks on the expert address these factors.

(b) The argument factors s1, . . . , sm are fixed factors for evaluating w, which
different experts must address. This is a fixed matrix S(e,w) for each
statement w which requires expertise. So for w = risk of sex offender, we
have its set of factors. For F = risk of fire hazard (of a business building),
we have a different set of standard factors, etc). Again such factors are
officially recognised and need to be addressed by any expert witness on w.
(These factors are listed in Section 3. They are not a sample list chosen
by the authors. They are the officially recognised list coming from the
international community.)

2The reader should note that we describe the process schematically. The items W1, W2 and J
are not arguments as they do not contain details. We are just describing the process the Judge has
to go through in his mind.
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. . . ,

Judge’s network M

W1 W2

Figure 4 for w = w1 Figure 4 for w = w2

Module Se1 Module Se2

Jr

Other arguments in the Judge’s network
J1,

Figure 6: compare with Figure 1

The attacks ai, bi are also standard. The expert witness expresses his use of
si. The opposition attacks with ai and the expert answers with bi.
This is the end of the discussion. There is no more response/attack on bi.
The Judge sees the matrix of Figure 5 and emerges with the single outcome
(Strength label: w) and continues with his other items of the Judge’s network.

2. Expert witness testimony is a matrix and so is different from ordinary wit-
ness testimony. The latter has no matrix form. An ordinary witness simply
describes in his own words what he witnessed.

2 The Attack on the Expert
In their book [7], Walton, Reed and Macagno put forward a list of argumentation
schemes. On page 310 they have the scheme of argument from expert opinion. We
quote:

Major premise: Source E is fan expert in subject domain S containing
proposition A.
Minor premise: E asserts that proposition A is true (false).
Conclusion: A is true (false).

Critical Questions

CQ1: Expertise question: How credible is E as an expert source?
CQ2: Field question: Is E an expert in the field that A is in?
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CQ3: Opinion question: What did E assert that implies A?
CQ4: Trustworthiness question: Is E personally reliable as a source?
CQ5: Consistency question: Is A consistent with what other experts

assert?
CQ6: Backup evidence question: Is E’s assertion based on evidence?

The Walton analysis of Arguments from expert opinion is just an initial proposal
of 6 critical questions. We agree with the Walton program of argumentation schemes
but would like to examine in more detail the scheme of argument from expert opin-
ion and refine this scheme (this is done in Appendix B). Practical experience with
expert opinion indicates that a much wider range of critical questions and queries
is employed. There also remains the formal question of what is the structure and
role of the expert opinion module in the overall master argumentation network ( the
context network in which the expert opinion is but one argument of many) and how
such a module can integrate into this overall master argumentation network.3

The Walton model described above, proposes only 6 queries which can be put
forward to the expert. Four of these questions relate/attack the expert and his
qualifications and the remaining two relate to the substance of his testimony. The
sex offender area presents a detailed example for the Walton Scheme. We have seen
in the previous section the structure of the network representing the debate of the
substance of the expert witness testimony in the case of an expert on risk assessment
of sex offenders. We now address the debate about the expert witness qualifications
as an expert. In this section we list many more queries and their proposed answers
by the expert which have been used in practice by various defence attorneys over
the course of 10 years.

The following should be noted.
1. From argumentation point of view, some of the questions involved in the cross

examination/attack on the expert (by the defence) are requests for informa-
tion, preparing the ground for/implying the attack the qualification of the
expert. The experts reply by providing further information which deflects
such attempts. In fact observing this sort of interplay inspired the idea of the
attack as information input, [6].

2. The questions and answers involved in the attack on the expert of the sex
offender case are typical in their generic structure and can actually apply, after

3The Walton schema did not arise in the Walton, Reed and Macagno book, but first appeared
in Woods and Walton, reprinted as chapter two of [37]. Also, this sort of scheme is shown to be
(anyhow asserted to be) of very little help in legal contexts. The supporting argument to that effect
can be found in [38] in the chapter on “Neutrality and Expertise”.
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modification, to attack experts in areas other then sex offenders. See Appendix
B. For example, we can apply the generic form to forensic psychiatry experts
who specialise in determining the mental capacity of an accused person and
even to experts assessing damages for insurance case.

3. Note that the attack and defence in this court case bellow are mostly not direct.
In formal argumentation in order to attack the statement “I am an expert",
for example, one directly asserts the statement “you studied at a third rate
university and such institutions do not train experts". In a question and answer
court case interaction the above attack can be implied by the question “which
university did you go to?" and it can be defended by the answer “I went to a
government recognised and government funded university", which implies that
the university I went to is not third rate.

The following is an actual court case in which the second author participated. It
lists the questions he was asked and his answers. The text presented is a translation
of a transcription taken by the official court clerk of the Military Court in Jaffa,
Israel, in a court case of a certain sex offender. The expert witness is Dr Rozenberg.
The text is the exact detail of the cross examination questions presented to Dr
Rozenberg and his answers. The original is in Hebrew and it was faithfully and
accurately translated by the authors. Although our translation is not a legally
accepted notarised “authorised translation", it is sufficient for the purpose of this
paper. Some slight modifications were made to avoid the possibility of identifying
the offender.

It is a case study of an attack on the qualifications of the expert. It also has a
stylised structure. It is comprised from questions about how the expert acquired/
studied for his qualifications, as well as how he went about (methodology used in)
composing his report. There are also questions about specific items in his report, not
with a view of attacking the item but with a view to see if the expert understands
their significance. Other questions relate to whether the expert understands the
limitation and margins of error of his report.

There are also traditional Fallacies, trick questions, tempting the expert to an-
swer in such a way that he appears to be racist, over-confident and full of his own
importance, unable to take criticism or timid, hesitant and unsure of himself. We
must remember that these questions are asked on the witness stand in front of a
Judge and are intended to discredit the expert.4

We need to explain to the perceptive reader what is our purpose in quoting the
case study below. We just want to give the reader a flavour of what is going on in

4Doug Walton and John Woods jointly and separately have written many wonderful books on
the Fallacies. The reader should consult the internet.
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establishing the qualification of an expert in the case of sex offenders testimony. We
are not analysing and examining the text according to some critical methodology
but only noting its structure. Something we could do in the future, for example,
is to look through many such transcripts and see how the defence lawyers try in a
subtle way to personally discredit the expert. We just note in this paper that such
attempts take place but we do not study the allowable limits (in Israeli practice)
and subtlety of such actions.

We encourage the reader to think of a different Expert, say a fire fighter expert
testifying that the fire in a factory was caused by faulty electrical system not installed
correctly. In this case the “accused -sex offender" corresponds to “the electrical sys-
tem installation" and the “degree of dangerousness/risk assessment" corresponds to
“the degree of negligence and faulty standards in the electrical system installation".
Further,“the sexual offender medical treatment" corresponds to“maintenance of the
electrical system" and “abuse of the accused" corresponds to “overloading and misuse
of the electrical system". We leave further analogies to the reader.

The next section will give case study examples of attacks on the actual testimony
of the expert.

Court case dated 9.4.2013

Question 1. What is your qualification?

Answer 1. 8 year’s experience. I also train young clinical criminologists. I also
treat both young and older offenders in jail and outside the jail. I give lectures to
various experts in many forums. I have an official licence from the government.

Question 2. Is there a structured training course that experts in your area have
to take?

Answer 2. There is no such course. You can take an MA degree in clinical crim-
inology and then there is a regulated further study where you first assist an expe-
rienced expert in his cases and then continue on your own, and in time have your
own assistant trainees.

Question 3. What are the steps taken in your evaluation of how dangerous the
accused is?
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Answer 3. I collect every possible document on the person. I even check his
facebook account, get previous convictions, get previous expert reports, military
service reports, hospital treatment reports and social services reports. I then conduct
a clinical interview with the person and if possible interview and talk to all his
relatives.

Question 4. Are you doing all of this alone? It is possible that someone else, had
he/she been with you would have reached a different conclusion?

Answer 4. I do it alone. However, there is a legal expert advisor, who is also a
clinical criminologist who reads my report. If I have doubts, I consult colleagues.
Such colleagues of similar qualification as myself who I expect will reach a similar
conclusion.

Question 5. What method do you use?

Answer 5. I use structured clinical evaluation.

Question 6. What exactly do you check? How do you put all your findings to-
gether and get a result?

Answer 6. I construct a picture and address both static and dynamic clinical fac-
tors. You (the lawyer asking Question 6) are asking me to distill to a few sentences,
many years of experience, the reading of vast professional literature and clinical
expertise. This is not possible.

Question 7. How important is his childhood? Maybe it was traumatic? Maybe
he was sexually abused?

Answer 7. His childhood is important. One can later identify if he developed
repeating patterns of behaviour. Having traumatic experience does not diminish
him being dangerous to society. The trauma can even make him more dangerous if
it has not been dealt with and the person can be influenced by it even today.

Question 8. Why for two people who grew up in the same neighbourhood does
one become a sex offender and one not? What makes one become a sex offender?
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Answer 8. This question has many psychological explanations from the area of
social psychology, but the simple answer is that one chose to be an offender and the
other did not.

Question 9. Surely you will agree with me that the evaluation of dangerousness
is speculative?

Answer 9. I disagree. It is a science which we continually try to improve and
make more accurate.

Question 10. What is the percentage of mistake?

Answer 10. We are human and we can make mistakes. In the middle evaluation
of risk the error is greater than at the extremities. There is less error in high risk or
low risk evaluations.

Question 11. The person is in jail and is angry and frustrated. It influences his
behaviour when you interview him.

Answer 11. I work a lot with different people from different backgrounds and
I have learnt over the years to isolate this factor and give the factor its proper
perspective. I can construct a good picture independent of the local state of mind
of the subject. I also try very hard to make the subject comfortable during the
interview.

Question 12. What is the effect of the person’s confession?

Answer 12. A confession does not influence the risk assessment. It does influence
his prospects of successful rehabilitation.

Question 13. If a person does not confess then he cannot be rehabilitated?

Answer 13. Not true. There is also treatment for those who deny wrong doing,
and world literature shows it diminishes the risk and dangerousness of the subject.

Question 14. Surely you understand that if a person was drunk or under the
influence of drugs and his judgement was temporarily diminished and he offended,
then certainly he does not deserve a heavy punishment?
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Answer 14. Punishment is not my area of expertise, and I will not say anything
about it. I concede that if the person is on drugs then his behaviour is context-
dependent, but we need to ask what will happen if he goes on drugs again.

Question 15. Surely you accept that if a person is drunk at a party and touches
a girl’s breasts, then if he were not drunk he would not have done it?

Answer 15. What if the next day he gets drunk at another party and does it
again?

Question 16. For a person to rape a woman she needs to be there, if she were
not around he would not have raped her?

Answer 16. Surely you understand that your question is problematic. I hope you
are not suggesting that women would stop walking the street so as not to provoke
rape?

Question 17. You conducted one interview, very short, half an hour. This is not
enough!

Answer 17. I did not record the time, but I am sure it was not just half an hour!
I estimate at least an hour and a half to two hours. Had I needed more time, I
would have taken more time.

Question 18. My client felt like he was in an interrogation chamber!

Answer 18. I tried in every possible way to make him comfortable. I supported
him and encouraged him. I insisted his gaolers take off his handcuffs. I did not
agree to interview him handcuffed!

Question 19. You pushed him into a corner.

Answer 19. Part of the interview is to confront him with inconsistencies in his
own version of the story. If he says two contradictory things, it is important to find
the truth and also to see how he responds when caught lying.

Question 20. Give me some examples of factors which increase the assessment of
risk and dangerousness and explain why these factors are relevant and contribute.
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Answer 20. Young age of the offender, offending a male victim, offending victim
in age group 13–15, offending in a public place, recidivist sex offender, attacking
foreign victim (tourist).

Question 21. Is there different risk assessment, say between Russians vs. Ethiopi-
ans?5

Answer 21. There is no research on this. You need to be familiar with their
respective mentality. I have many cases of Ethiopians, so I know their customs.

Question 22. I want you to give me a computer-like table, factor x1 gives risk
increase y1, factor x2 gives y2, etc.

Answer 22. A person has a complex personality, is not a computer. You cannot
make a table like that. A table would ignore many important factors unique to each
individual’s person.

Question 23. Why not use existing statistical analysis following data about dif-
ferent cases?

Answer 23. Please look at this stat99-tool. A child can do the table. The table
does not include, for example, if the subject had treatment or made an effort to
change. Is he hyper-sexual? Does he have ego problems? Is he in a supportive
environment? The tool is just numerical statistics.

Question 24. Your answer 23, is it knowledge or conjecture?

Answer 24. I know the literature and I included in my report the unique charac-
teristics of the subject. I try to be up to date in the professional literature.

Question 25. There are research results which contradict what you are saying.

Answer 25. I’ll be happy to see them. It is important to understand that there
are some researches around that are esoteric and some were conducted on small
sample populations.

5Note that this is a trick question trying to hint at racism.
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Question 26. What percents do you give to clinical factors and what to actuarial
factors?

Answer 26. I cannot give percentage division. I weight all factors.

Question 27. Don’t you think it is arrogant to claim that in a 1.5–2 hour interview
you can assess a man?

Answer 27. I make every effort to check everything available about the person
and check recurrent behaviour patterns. I do the maximum I can.

Question 28. Perhaps your maximum is objectively really minimum.6

Answer 28. I collect every possible relevant information.

Question 29. He was treated badly in prison. Why did you ignore this?

Answer 29. No such thing was reported to me.

Question 30. Why did you not use the test report about the person?

Answer 30. There was no such report.

Question 31. Why did you not address a treatment the person received?

Answer 31. I addressed it on page xxx of my report. I wrote the subject was not
emotionally open to it.

Question 32. Today he understands he was wrong and wants to be treated.
Doesn’t this make him less dangerous?

Answer 32. The mere declaration of desire for treatment does not reduce risk. If
indeed he takes treatment, then we can check if he became less dangerous. But if
he starts treatment and then stops before the end of the process, this could be an
indication that he is more dangerous.

6This is another trick question.
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Question 33. Do you really think that if he gets a prison sentence this would help
his condition?

Answer 33. This is not my speciality. This is just a legal judgement question.

Question 34. You asked the subject some very personal questions, like about
masturbation, if you were to ask me such questions, do you expect I would answer
you?7

Answer 34. I ask the question in a specific context. I explain why I am asking
and the subject agrees to answer.

Question 35. Did you explain to the subject how important it is that he cooper-
ates?

Answer 35. I repeatedly explained this to him many times. I tried to encourage
him.

Question 36. I assume that there is no chance for someone who does not cooperate
to get low risk assessment?8

Answer 36. Not true. There were cases of non-cooperating subjects to whom I
gave low risk assessments.

3 The Attack on the Expert Testimony
3.1 Background
There is consensus in the international community (ATSA — Association for the
Treatment of Sexual Abusers) on the factors which contribute to the assessment of
risk of sexual offenders. There are also several actuarial tools to help the expert in
assessing the risk of a given patient. The tool asks the expert to evaluate/answer
questions about the individual patient and then gives a risk assessment a final grade
which is a number x, k < x < m, where x,m, n are integers (depending on the
tool). The expert can use several tools, as well as some additional clinical factors
(determined by the experience of the individual expert) and the expert integrates

7This is another trick question, maybe hinting the expert himself is a bit weirdÉ
8This may be another trick question hinting at ego problems of the expertÉ
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all these results (in his own mind, as there is no Super Integrating Tool) into a final
determination.

There is no super-tool which can integrate/reconcile the results of several existing
tools. The expert has to decide which tools to use and how to integrate them. The
ATSA list of factors are recognised by the Israeli courts, and the expert witness is
expected in court to address these factors and be challenged by the defence attorney
of the sex offender. The main tools are listed in the Appendix and the typical
questions and answers in court are presented in this section. The list in this section
does not represent any particular court case but is based on 11 years practice and
thousands of expert opinions put forward by the second author. The courts follow
Israeli law. The defence lawyer may invite his own expert to present a possibly
different report and different conclusion. In this case the second expert will also
appear in court and be subjected to the same procedures as the first expert with
the prosecutor performing the attacks on the second expert factors.

This section deals with the attacks on the expert testimony. The structure of
the testimony is as outlined in Figure 5. Each numbered item below represents an
attack sequence on a factor s. Each item comprises of three sub-items;

• what the expert says concerning factor i, denoted by si. (The expert can either
introduce the factor in his considerations or not mention it at all. The factor
may support the increasing of risk assessment of the offender or support the
decreasing of the risk assess of the offender. There are international packages
which assess the contribution of such factors si.)

• the attack on what the expert says, denoted by ai. (This attack is mounted
by the defence. So if the expert does not mention a factor which decreases the
risk assessment the defence can ask why? If the factor increases the assessment
of risk the defence might add information which makes the increase smaller.
If the expert gets his facts wrong, then his entire testimony is at risk and the
expert loses credibility. So this does not happen in practice. Note further that
the node ai denotes all of what the defence says which can be comprised of
several attacks in the formal sense, or a joint attack or a higher level attack,
etc. )

• the experts answer to the attack denoted by bi. (Many of the answers of the
expert are explanations or more information, which motivated the authors to
write the theoretical paper [6].)

The factors come with labelling of strengths: low, moderate and strong. We shall
see in the Appendix, which surveys Tools which assess the strength of these factors,
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that numerical strength are assigned to them both positive and negative numbers,
the qualitative strengths can be derived from these numbers. Note that the factors
si can be factors which increase risk or sometimes factors which decrease risk (such
as participation in therapy). We still view them as “supports” with negative input,
which turns them as “attacks”. The examples below show that the “counter attacks”
ai on si can either question the strength and the significance suggested by si or they
can question the validity of si in applying or not applying to the sex offender in
question or can be factual attacks on the factual part of the factor s. Some attacks
ai are logical fallacies. The replies bi to the items ai are more in the nature of
explanations, rather than “counter-counter-attacks” on ai. We shall see in Section
4, when we present the formal model, that this type of sequence, namely:

bi � ai � si → w

where the nature of the double arrow “�Ò changes in the sequence, requires special
attention and formal modelling.

We need to be more explicit here. Let us assume that the expert puts forward
factor si. Factor si has two parts, the factual part and the assessment part arguing
its contribution to how dangerous the offender is. For example The lawyer of the
defence attacks si with counter argument ai. If the counter argument is successful
against the factual part, then the credibility of the expert is shattered, and all his
support arguments sj for all j are destroyed. Take s15 for example. The factual
part is that the offence was in a public place. The attack a15(b) simply says that the
attack was at night at an isolated part of the public place and so the factor should
not be used. This is not a factual attack. But if the defence proves a15(a), that
the attack was at home, then this is a factual attack and all the support arguments
sj for all j are destroyed. Compare with Definition A.4. On the other hand if the
lawyer’s attack a15(a) is factually destroyed by b15, then his other arguments can still
be used. The lawyer is not an expert, he is not committed to the same credibility
criteria, and he is expected to try all kinds of arguments. a15 may be destroyed but
his other arguments may survive. The defence lawyer may invite his own expert to
present a possibly different report and different conclusion. In this case the second
expert will also appear in court and be subjected to the same procedures as the first
expert with the prosecutor performing the attacks on the second expert factors.

We finally would like to put the contents of this section ( namely the attack on the
expert testimony) into a general perspective from the point of view of argumentation:
An influential classification of dialogue types is that of Walton and Krabbe [22]. We
recall their distinction between persuasion and deliberation dialogue. The goal of a
deliberation dialogue is to solve a problem while the goal of a persuasion dialogue
is to test whether a claim is acceptable The material of this section falls under the
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category of persuasion dialogues. In such dialogues, two or more participants try
to resolve a difference of opinion by arguing about the tenability of a claim, ( in
our case the degree of risk of a given sex offender), each trying to persuade the
other participants ( in our case mainly the Judge) to adopt their point of view.
General dialogue systems regulate such things as the preconditions and effects of
speech acts, including their effects on the commitments of the participants, as well
as criteria for terminating the dialogue and determining its outcome. Good dialogue
systems regulate all this in such a way that conflicting viewpoints can be resolved in
a way that is both fair and effective [23]. In our case the procedure as we described
is a highly stylised tree of depth 4, and the final arbitor is the Judge.

Furthermore the particular arguments used are informational and numerical, as
we shall see in later sections.

The reader would also benefit greatly from looking at the important paper of
Gordon, Prakken and Walton, [21] and the survey [24].

Let us begin.

Full Matrix/List of Relevant parameters/ factors to assess sexual
risk
Note that the attacks on these factors are taken from protocols of actual cases involv-
ing Dr Rozenberg and his actual replies. They are not from a single court case but
a representative compilation. But each sequence was actually asked and answered in
court. The wording describing the node si is the authors wording simply saying the
factor was or was not introduced in the experts report. We could have written “+"
and “−" . The entries for ai and bi are from transcripts of actual court cases.

3.2 This factor is the age
Sex offender’s age taken into account when making the risk assessment. Below is
the official table of the age groups and the risk strength assigned to them

Risk factor Age group
1 18–34.9
0 35–39.9
-1 40–59.9
-2 60 or older

A significant factor with at least moderate importance

• s1 The expert gives a contribution due to this age factor
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• a1 The attack says that the offender is older so according to the table the risk
factor strength should be less.

• b1 The expert reply: Recent literature shows the relationship between the age
of the offender to a level of sexual risk is not so dichotomous, for example, we
learn that the dangerousness decline in child molesters is milder and occurs in
older ages than among rapists. Also, the person who committed the offence in
an advanced age, his age should not be taken that seriously as a risk reducing
factor.

3.3 Division/ classification of sex offenders by the official definition
of the nature of their offence

child molester- victim under age 13
rapist- victim above 13 years old. A significant factor with at moderate importance

s2 — The expert gives a contribution of risk due to this factor.
a2 — The attack says that the expert should have taken into account that risk

of rapists against the passage of time declines at a faster rate than that of in child
molester.

b2 — Expert reply: Recent literature shows the relationship between the age of
the offender to a level of sexual risk is not so dichotomous, for example, we learn
that a dangerousness decline in child molesters is milder and occurs in older ages
than among rapists. Also, the person who committed the offence in an advanced
age, his age as a factor that reduces dangerousness should be taken with a grain of
salt.

3.4 Family status
The official classification is as follows:

Bachelor — a person who has not lived with an Intimate Partner nor had a joint
household with a partner for a period of at least 2 Years. If bachelor then this factor
raises the dangerousness.

This factor is of Low importance.
s3 — The expert put forward this factor
a3 — The attack: You can see that the accused person is acquainted with a

woman, maybe even married her, and managed a relationship for almost 2 years.
Technically he is considered a bachelor but arguably it teaches us about his capa-
bilities and reduces risk.

b3 — Expert reply: The literature indicates that the fact a person contacted and
possibly married is insufficient. Only if he would be able to manage relationships
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with common household for two years it will show the ability to keep significant
relationship.

3.5 Index Non-sexual Violence (NSV) Ð Any Convictions
If the offenderÕs criminal record shows a separate conviction for a non-sexual violent
offence at the same time they were convicted of their Index Offence, this factor raise
the dangerousness.

A significant factor with at least moderate importance
s4 — Expert mentions use of violence.
a4 — The attack: If the offenderÕs criminal record does not show a separate

conviction for a non-sexual violent offence at the same time they were convicted of
their Index Offence, this factor should be ignored.

b4 — Expert Reply: Do not ignore the fact that almost all sex offences include
aspects of coercion and violence and the choice to convict a person of a crime of
violence is a legal issue rather than sex offence issue.

3.6 Prior Non-sexual Violence Ð Any Convictions
Having a history of violence is a predictive factor for future violence. A significant
factor with moderate importance

s5 — Expert did not address this factor, (meaning that in the court case this
factor was not mentioned in the expert’s report. Since this is a mitigating factor the
defence asks why was it not mentioned).

a5 – The attack: If not convicted, so arguably he usually keeps the law and it is
one-time lapse and the current conviction probably discourages him.

b5 — Expert reply: Sometimes the person tells us himself that once he used
violence against family members or others and the absence of conviction of violence
does not necessarily indicate that he never used violence.

3.7 Prior Sex Offences
The best predictor of future behaviour, is past behaviour. A meta-analytic review
of the literature indicates that having prior sex offences is a predictive factor for
sexual recidivism.

A significant factor with high importance
s6 — expert mentioned that the person had previous offences which increase the

risk.
a6 — Attack : This was a long time ago. Since then for many years there were

no conviction. So previous conviction probably discouraged him.
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b6 — Expert Reply. Criminal that have several conviction at any time in the past
is still to be considered dangerous. The existence of a conviction for sex offence often
indicates quality of functioning of law enforcement officials and victims readiness and
motivation, (if such were indeed), to complain. Also, in law, sometimes for a similar
offence the offender can be convicted on different offences, for example, reveals
himself in public might be convicted of committing a public indecent assault, but
charges may be ether wild behaviour in a public place.

3.8 Prior Sentencing Dates

This item relate to criminal history and the measurement of persistence of criminal
activity. The Basic Rule: If the offenderÕs criminal record indicates four or more
separate sentencing dates prior to the Index Offence, the offender is more dangerous.
Count the number of distinct occasions on which the offender was sentenced for
criminal offences. The number of charges/convictions does not matter, only the
number of sentencing dates.

A significant factor is law importance
s7 — Expert used this factor, even though the past convictions were not sex

related.
a7— Attack: If not convicted before, so arguably he usually keeps the law and

it is one-time lapse and the current conviction probably discourages him. We can
claim that if the subject made prior offences that teach about his criminal lifestyle,
the risk sex assessment should evaluate only sexually dangerous and nothing else
and the index offence is one-time lapse. People with criminal life style mostly feel
disgusted by sex offences and shy away of it and their self-esteem injured therefore
current conviction probably discourages him

b7 — Expert Reply: A person who has a background of criminal offences shows
difficulty to maintain limits and respect the boundaries of correct behaviour and one
of the main concerns is that reluctance not to respect the laws and other limits may
result in repeated sex offences, too.

3.9 Any Convictions for Non-contact Sex Offences

Offenders with paraphilic interests are at increased risk for sexual recidivism. Of-
fenders who engage in these types of behaviours are more likely to have problems
conforming their sexual behaviour to conventional standards than offenders who
have no interest in paraphilic activities. If the offenderÕs criminal record indicates
a separate conviction for a non-contact sexual offence, the offender is more danger-
ous.
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A significant factor with high or very high importance
s8 — Expert did use this factor
a8 — Attack: You can argue that sex is contactless low threshold of severity

of injury and despite the offence with high recidivism, even if a person carries the
offence again, the damage it can cause to the potential victim not so strong a man
performing very offensive offence with contact and entering offences. Typically,
offenders who committed Non-contact Sex Offences contact offences are less likely
to make contact sex offences.

b8 — Reply: The person that makes risk sex assessment is not a judge, and it is
not his job to determine severity of harm, but to indicate to which group the subject
belongs and what are the chances that he will make again sex offences, regardless of
the severity of the offence.

3.10 Unrelated Victims (victim known to the offender, but not
family)

The items concerning victim characteristics. Sex offence on Unrelated Victims re-
lated to higher risk assessment. Research indicates that offenders who offend only
against family members recidivate at a lower rate compared to those who have vic-
tims outside of their immediate family.

A significant factor with high importance
s9 — Expert used this factor
a9 — Attack: Offender who harm the victims in his family is less dangerous

because he is often perceived as a “lazy" who probably will not look for victims
outside the family.

b9 — Reply: Despite the fact that the person who harm victims within the family
hurts somebody outside the family is relatively low, but it still exists. In addition,
the offence to be possible because of problematic family climate expressed within
weak limits and if the family circumstances do not change, significant treatment,
then the individual may return to the same environment that allowed the violation
in the past and may again exploit his authority and hurt.

3.11 Any Stranger Victims?

The Basic Principle: Research shows that having a stranger victim is related to
sexual recidivism. If the offender has victims of sexual offences who were strangers
at the time of the offence (stranger is defined as a person known to offender for less
than 24 hours prior to the offence), is related to higher sexual recidivism.

A significant factor with high importance
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s10 — Expert says the victim was a stranger.
a10 — Attack: A strong connection formed between the offender and the victim,

even though they met less than 24 hours (they had intimate conversation before the
offence).

b10 — Reply: But he hurt the victim, who is not a relative and possibly in future
is pushing a minimal introduction to compromise.

3.12 Any Male Victims?
The Basic Principle: Research shows that offenders who have offended against male
children or male adult recidivate at a higher rate compared to those who do not
have male victims.

A significant factor with high importance
s11 — The expert used this factor
a11 — attack- you say that a sex offender attacking male victims is more danger-

ous than offender who attacks female victims. This is clearly a prejudiced judgement
between males and females. You see a man attacking another man as sick and there-
fore you make him more dangerous.

b11 — Reply There is no prejudice here, the observation is based on statistical
data.

3.13 Alcohol consumption is clearly associated with violence
This is a strong factor in assessing risk. s12 — The expert increased the risk owing
to the offenderÔs high alcohol consumption

a12 — Attack 1: the offender has rehabilitated, he is no longer drinking.
a12(b) — Attack 2: the man has been alcoholic for a long time without offending,

so there is no real connection.
b12 — Reply: The expert assertion about use of alcohol is based on the offender

report of his use of alcohol, and it is well known that such reports can be unreliable.
The offender report of alcoholism could be a cover for some more serious pathological
causes.

b12(b) — Furthermore the use of alcohol can cause offence while drunk. This is
a worrying factor because he might drink and be inhibited in the future and offend
again.

3.14 The use of hard drugs
The connection between being a drug addict and sexual offence is not strong enough.
Research identifies two types of drugs (excluding alcohol) contribute to hyper sexual-
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ity, namely Cocaine and Meta-amphetamines. To the extent that we get confirming
scientific reports about the connection, we will consider drug abuse as a risk factor.
At any rate this is a weak factor

s13 — The expert mentions this as a factor.
a13 - Attack 1 —The offender has rehabilitated, he is no longer drug addict.
a13(b) — Attack 2 The man has been addict for a long time without offending

so there is no real connection.
b13 — Reply. The expert assertion about use of drugs is based on the offenders

report of his use of drugs, and it is well known that such reports can be unreliable.
The offender report of drug addiction could be a cover for some more serious patho-
logical causes. Furthermore the use of drugs can cause inhibited behaviour and to
lead to offence while under the influence. This is a worrying factor because he might
use drugs in the future and offend again. Note that meta-amphetamines do increase
/flood the sex drives and therefore might push the man to further offence.

3.15 Sexual offence while the offender was under court order
This could be, for example, a legal trial, conditional sentence, legal restrictions, etc.
This is a strong factor

s14 — Expert used this factor.
a14 — Attack - the offender has been punished and will behave. Furthermore

he did not understand at the time the full meaning of legal restrictions but now he
does understand.

b14 — Reply: Maybe the offender just says he will now behave but this does not
ensure that he will not offend again.

Furthermore the effects of the present trial and punishment will wear off as time
goes by.

3.16 Sexual offence in a public place
This is a medium strength factor

s15 — The expert used this factor.
a15(b) — Attack- The offender made his offence at night at insulated place and

the chance that somebody would see him is low.
b15 — It is still a public place and even at insulated places people can pass. It is

known that offending in a public place indicates a deep difficulty to restrain oneself
and control one’s drives.9

9One of the referees made the following comment about this case (factor s15), I quote:
“Why might someone not attack on the basis that it was raining, so there was a lower
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3.17 The use of force while offending
This includes using firearms or the threat of using firearms, or use of physical force,
or threat of physical damage or kidnapping.

This is a medium strength factor.
s16 — Expert uses this factor.
a16 — Threat is not really use of force.
b16 — professional literature shows it is it. Threat is definitely count as a use of

force. Many times it is enough to compel person to make things that he didn’t. Con-
viction of violence in addition to conviction of sexual offence indicates the offender
not only cannot control his sexual drives but also cannot control his aggression.

3.18 The offender subjected the victim to a variety of sexual vio-
lations

These include: Penis penetration to vagina, finger into vagina, foreign object into
vagina, groping the victim, masturbating over the victim, forcing the victim to
grope the offender, forcing victim to masturbate, Forcing victim to give offender
oral sex, offender giving victim oral sex, offender exposes himself (excluding exposing
for the purpose of executing the offence), forcing victim to make sex with a third
party/object, penetration of penis to anus, penetration of finger to anus, penetration
of object to anus, kiss, forcing the victim to masturbate the offender.

chance of being interrupted? Or in a place that was not visible to passers-by? Why
is the attack a conjunction of night time and isolation — surely isolation could be
enough to form an attack? What I would expect is that the typical attacks would
be evidenced through reference to the court record — and then I would expect to
see many different attacks that might be levelled arranged into groups, classes, or
hierarchies perhaps. Similarly with defences against those attacks."

We note that s15 is a transcript of a case in court. The reader might ask whether we have collected an
exhaustive list of transcripts and analysed them and examined them? Maybe the above suggested
referee questions were asked in other cases? The answer is we did not assemble a larger set of
transcript but a representative one. There is sufficient data and we learnt a lot from these examples
already, namely the idea of the attack as information input, see [6].
Let us examine the transcript of s15 itself, to show the reader what we mean by representative.

The attack a15 adds factual information, and tries to say, given this information, then the place
was not really public. The response b15 is actually saying that the factor’s contribution to the risk
assessment of the sex offender was determined statistically based on the formal definition of public
place (as opposed to the concept of not containing people) and the extra information is not relevant
to the statistics. Again b15 is an attack by adding information.
In fact b15 is also a valid counter-attack to the referees suggestions above (“it was raining", or “it

was in a place that was not visible to passers-by", etc...), again because such cases did not go into
the statistics!. Compare with b20.
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This is a weak factor
s17 — Expert lists the offences done by the offender
a17 — attack. These should be considered a single offence and not a list of

multiple offences. Moreover, almost any rape or other sex offence including a variety
of sexual violations. For example, it is almost impossible to rape without groping
the victim.

b17 — Reply: yes legally it is a single offence, but statistics shows that multiple
components increase risk of re-offending in the future. The offender needs multiple
stimulations to satisfy his drive. The offender might even commit some unusual
acts in the future, and if the indictment detail the violation, than probably is was a
different offence and not a basis to perform another offence.

3.19 Sex offender with victims from different age groups
In such a case the offender is considered more dangerous because the offender has a
larger group of potential victims.

The age groups are:

0–6.99; 7–12.99; 13–15.99; 16 and above

s18 — Expert mentions this factor
a18 — Victims may not look their ages so it only an illusion that the offender is

not focused on a single age group.
b18 –Ð Reply. As an expert I have a choice and judgement on whether I work

like a simple mathematical machine or try to decide on the correct evaluation and
scenario. I try to understand the triggers motivating the offence and using that
evaluate how dangerous the offender is and to what age groups. I especially examine
the significance of cases where the victimÕs age is near the boundaries.

3.20 Age of victim is 13–15 years
An offender attacking this age group is more dangerous if the offender is 5 years
older or more than the victim.

This is a medium factor
s19 — Expert mentions this factor
a19 — Attack. The age division into group is arbitrary and further teenagers.
Vary in how old they look, and many times 13–15 years old looks like elder.
b19 — Reply: the expert exercises judgement. The problem here is that the

offender seeks an intermediate age group between children and grownups. There is
the danger of a shift into the neighboring age groups. It is offenders responsibility
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to know the exact age of teenager. And mostly the confusion is a result of cognitive
distortion of the offender.

3.21 Offender has not been able to maintain continuous employ-
ment up to the offence

This is a medium factor
s20 — Expert quotes this factor
a20 — There is an objective market difficulty in maintaining continuous employ-

ment. Many employers sack people in order not to give them tenure.
b20 — This is a statistical observation. The statistics show increase in risk.

The statistics does not consider the reasons behind the lack of past continuous
employment.

3.22 Offender violated some restrictions imposed by court orders,
not necessarily sexually connected

This is a medium factor.
s21 — Expert mentions this factor
a21 — The past offences are not sexual, why are you mentioning them?
b21 — The offender cannot keep to proper boundaries, and his “internal police-

man” is weak. If within the boundaries of court orders the offender could not police
himself, he might reoffend if we release him now.

3.23 Empathy towards the victim

Weak factor
s22 — Expert mentions this factor
a22 — The literature shows there is no significant connection of this factor to

risk.
b22 — If there is no empathy to the victim the offender will not appreciate the

damage he is doing, and will not be interested or respond well to remedial treatment.

3.24 Disrespect to authority and institutions

s22 — expert mentions this aspect
a22 — The literature shows there is no significant connection of this factor to

risk
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b22 — If offender does not respect authority, then the offender if released with
disrespect the officer supervising him/her and will try to out-manoeuver the officer
and offend again

3.25 Medical treatment to lower the sexual drive

This is an important factor, medium strength, as long as the patient participates
s24 — expert mentions this.
a24 — The Offender agrees to a chemical castration without being forced to do

it. He is risking his body and might have to face side effects. This is a proof of how
much he appreciates his wrong doing in the past and shows commitment to be risk
free in the future. This must be considered a significant factor.

b24 — This treatment affects the offender capabilities, not his personality and
tendencies. Therefore without a genuine internal change there is still the risk of
further offence, especially if the treatment is discontinued.

Furthermore the offender agreeing to the treatment may be just manipulative
and not genuine, and we can be sure only if he continues with it for a considerable
period of time. This is why this factor doesn’t change the risk assessment in the
long term..

3.26 No community or family support for the offender

Low factor.
s25 — Expert mentions this factor
a25 — Offender can take care of himself
a25(b) — It is bad enough that everyone abandoned the offender, you have also

to punish him for it?!
b25 — This is not a punishment but the unfortunate fact that the offender will

have no support to help him not offend again.

3.27 Offender is mentally retarded

This increases risk, medium factor.
s26 — Expert mentioned this factor
a26 — This is God’s doing, what can the offender do?
b26 — Mental retardation leads to dis-inhibition. The offender cannot learn from

experience or appreciate vague situations with unclear boundaries.
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3.28 Mental illness

Medium factor for increase in risk
s27 — Expert mentions this factor
a27 — What can he do, it is not his fault.
b27 — Mental illness leads to dis-inhibition. The offender has difficulties to learn

from experience or appreciate vague situations with unclear boundaries.
We are not supposed to be politically correct but we deal in science and it is

proven that mental illness increases risk of re-offending.

3.29 Offender does not accept responsibility for his actions nor ex-
presses regret

Factor of low importance
s28 — Expert mentions this factor.
a28 — The literature does not consider this significant
b28 — If the offender does not accept responsibility of regret he will not be

interested in any change. Accordingly, his chance to integrate on treatment and to
derive the usefulness from it is low.

3.30 Did the offender plead guilty?

This is low factor.
s29 — Expert mentioned this factor
a29 —A literature do not attach much importance to this factor with the possible

exception of a small group of offenders.
b29 — For offences within the family unit this is an important factor.
Furthermore, it is less likely the offender will accept treatment nor benefit from

it

3.31 The offender has a distorted way of thinking

Low importance.
s30 —- Expert mentions this factor
a30 — This factor is not identified in the literature. Besides, everyone has dis-

torted ways of thinking one way or another.
b30 — Sex offenders have their own characteristic distortions, that form the

basis to rationalise and justify his offences. We know there is a connection between
thinking positions and behaviour.
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3.32 Offender has low opinion of himself
Medium importance for increasing risk.

s31 — Expert presents this factor.
a31 — Person with low opinion of self the offender will not dare offend.
b31 — On the contrary offender will not dare approach normal relationship and

will find someone weak to offend and attack.

3.33 Offender is physically or mentally impotent or is ashamed of
his sexual organs

Factor of medium to high importance
s32 — Expert mentions this factor as increasing risk
a32 — On the contrary, there is no risk, he cannot do it he will not do it.
b32 — Not at all, we are dealing with frustration as a basis for action. To prove

him-self the offender might prey on the weak such as children.

3.34 Impulsiveness, low tolerance to stimuli
Factor of medium importance.

s33 — Expert presents this factor
a33 — Usually his impulsiveness is not connected with sex
b33 — Impulsive people are unpredictable, you cannot be sure what the offender

will do.

3.35 Strong sex drive
Factor of high importance for risk.

s34- - Expert presents this factor
a34 – So what, the offender will just be busy masturbate more often and is less

likely to offend.
b34 – Research shows that on the contrary, increase masturbation enhances ex-

isting sex drives and not diminishes them. The offender is more likely to seek real
contact.

3.36 Sexual deviation
Such as pedophilia, exhibitionism, proterism, etc.

Factor with high risk.
s35 — Expert uses this factor.
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a35 — The man is sick, he needs hospital, not punishment.
b35 — I am not a Judge, the fact is that people with sexual deviation are high

risk offenders.

3.37 Offender completed medical treatment

This is medium factor in reducing risk.
s36 — Expert did not include this factor
a36 — The offender did conclude a treatment why did you not include it as a

high risk reducing factor?
b36 — The treatment is not effective on some people. They emerge from it with

some success but these fade in time. The real test is if the offender continues the
program suggested by the treatment.

3.38 Sex offender treatment was interrupted and never completed

High risk factor.
s37 — expert uses this factor.
a37 — The interruption was due to objective factors such as the offender was

sent to prison and was not allowed to complete the treatment.
b37 — Even if it is not the offenderÕs fault the fact is that half a treatment is

risky and makes the situation worse in confusing the patient.

3.39 Does the offender understand/ know the risk/ trigger situa-
tions? Can the offender use adaptive preventive measures?

Medium factor
s38 — The Expert said the offender did not know.
a38 — The offender did know but when you talked to him he was under stress

and could not list them. Anyway there is not enough research about this factor
s38 — It is important to know the risk/ trigger situation for offence and learn

to avoid them. It is important for the offender to know that even simple, seemingly
unimportant decisions can put him at a risk of a trigger situation.

3.40 Personality disorder

Factor of low importance.
s39 — Expert mentions this factor.
a39 — There is not enough research on this factor.
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b39 — Sometimes this can be the reason for the offence. For example a narcissist
might think the victim actually wants sex and the offender is actually being helpful.

Personality disorders are very difficult to treat.

3.41 The offender has had a long prison sentence
Factor with low strength.

s40 — Expert mentions this factor.
a40 — Offender did not offend in prison and suffered long enough. Why donÕt

you let go instead of continuing to support punishing him?
b40 — I don’t deal with punishment. I deal only with risk assessment. Today

there is literature that indicates that having served a long prison sentence does not
reduce risk but might even increase risk.

4 The Formal Model
The argumentation model we need is different from the traditional one, see Ap-
pendix A, and so we need to begin with an orientation discussion. We have already
mentioned, at the end of Subsection 3.1, that the attack on the expert’s testimony
is an instance of Walton and Krabbe’s [22] persuasion dialogue. The nature of the
attacks in such dialogues is brilliantly studied in [21]. In the case of our expert tes-
timony, the attacks have a numerical and informational aspects and these need to
be modelled. We stress to the reader that the sex offender’s risk assessment models
express the risk directly with numbers. This is what the community does and this
is what their tools do. It is not the case that we have arguments that get weaker
by virtue of attacks and we are using numbers in our meta-language modelling to
reflect that . The numbers in the sex offender case are in the object language.10

4.1 Orientation and discussion
The basic situation we face is that of Figure 7 (compare with Figure 5):

10We mention in passing that Henry Prakken [28] has shown a way to simulate this weakening
process, what he calls argument “accrual", using ASPIC+ and similar systems, but his approach
causes an exponential blow-up in the number of arguments. The formal argumentation community,
especially those members identified with the COMMA conference, are going through what we can
call the "combination phase". Combine argumentation with probability, with Bayesian networks,
with modal logic, with automata (not done yet),etc etc. This is reminiscent of the Fuzzy Logic
community, when they went through this phase, making anything fuzzy. It is a necessary and
healthy evolutionary stage which sooner or later it will be over. Our use of number is not a
“combination phase" use, we simply model what the sex offender’s community does.
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M(sm) : sm

N(w) : w

N(s1) : s1, . . . ,

Figure 7

The node w has a numerical strength N(w) and the nodes s1, . . . , sm also have
numerical strength N(s1), . . . , N(sm). The Appendix gives some discussion of N(si)
and N(w) and how to calculate them.

These are the numbers attached to the factors s1, . . . , sm, and to w. The numbers
N(si) aggregate to give the number N(w).

This is the first round in the expert’s persuasion testimony, as represented by
Figure 7. The issue is the node N(w) : w, and the support for it are the factors
N(si) : si, as given by the expert. In our formal model we need to say how N(si), i =
1, . . . ,m are joined together to yield N(w).

The numbers N(x) can be positive, negative or zero, and fall within a range
N− < N(x) < N+ where N− < 0 < N+. We will see in the Appendix, for example
that N− can be −13 and N+ can be 5 (not necessarily N+ = N−). We obtain
N(w) from {N(si)|i = 1, . . . ,m}, via some mathematical formula. All the tools in
the Appendix use the same formula: they simply add the numbers up. N(w) is the
strength of the risk w.

If it is a positive natural number 0 < N(w) ≤ N+ it indicates the degree of the
risk of the sex offender. When it is zero then there is no risk and when it is negative
there is strongly no risk. The numbers N(si) for the factors si indicate an increase
in risk when positive, neutral when zero and a decrease in risk when negative. All
the tools of the Appendix use the mathematical formula

N(w) =
∑

i=1

∗
N(si)

where ∑∗ is a sum function which truncates the sum at N+ when positive and at
N− when negative.

So, for example, if we have N− = −13 and N+ = 5, then we have

• −10 +∗ 5 = −5

• −10−∗ 7 = −13
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• 5 +∗ 3 = 5

Before we continue any further we must issue a word of caution. The perceptive
reader, especially a member of the COMMA community who is well versed with
numerical argumentation, will no doubt wonder at the simplicity and naivete of this
model and its numerical aggregation method. Well, this is not our (the author’s)
model. It is a description of what the risk assessment community do in practice,
formulated/translated into argumentation language. We do this to show that there
is an opportunity for the argumentation community to offer a better model. So the
perceptive reader might continue and ask why don’t we, the authors, offer a better
model? Our answer is that the risk assessment community think like the medical
community. Any new offer needs to be tested and monitored over some years. We
need to talk to them extensively before we make any new model for them to use.
For example the numerical ranges of the various factors are sometimes different. We
need to ask and understand why this is so. At the moment we do not know why.

See Appendix C for a more detailed discussion.
Let us add here another word of caution, while we are in this mode. Some readers

from community 2 might wonder whether the Abstract Dialectical Framework [30],
can be of service here. We accept that the Abstract Dialectical Framework is a
powerful tool gaining momentum in the community. However, the answer is no, it is
not suitable. It is essentially classical propositional logic reformulated and presented
as argumentation. Community 2 people are familiar with classical propositional logic
and can see that it is not suitable.

Let us alert the perceptive reader to another benefit coming from the risk as-
sessment community to the argumentation community. There is another point to
be aware of. The “attacks” on the factors s1, . . . , sm, as practiced in court and re-
ported by the second author, are not numerical but informational. The attack ai
on si sometimes asks for clarification and sometimes gives more information. The
attack bi on ai is again just a clarifying reply. So we have here a network where
the attacks are diverse, sometimes they are numerical and sometimes they are non-
numerical. This gives us the new idea of the attack as information input (see [6]).
It means that the traditional concepts of extension, conflict freeness and attack and
defence, may not apply in our case, and we need new formal concepts to deal with
such networks. We also need to explain how a node a attacks a node b by sending
it information. Notice that if the information is explanatory, then this is support
and we get a network with both attack and support (also called Bipolar Networks
in the community (see [9] and the references there, be aware that [9] follows a long
chain of previous papers by the community of argumentation). See Appendix A for
formal argumentation definitions.
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We note that a numerical attack can also be regarded as informational, in the
sense that it gives new numbers as new information.

So we have three problems here, the first two are under our immediate control
and the third requires further consultation with the Sex Offenders community:

1. Develop networks where the meaning of the attack relation may vary in dif-
ferent parts of the network.

2. Explain and define the notion of informational attack, where node a attacks
node b by sending it some information which may attack b or support b or may
even be consistent with b, but thus changes b. We must compare with [21,
31-33]. This, however, requires a full subsequent theoretical paper.

3. Develop a better numerical model for aggregating risk for the sex offender
community. See Appendix C for the challenges involved.

4.2 Formal presentation of the model
We are now ready for the formal machinery. We first define the traditional argumen-
tation networks for finite acyclic graphs. These have only the traditional grounded
extension. This will allow us to appreciate the next definition, that of informational
argumentation network for finite acyclic graphs. 11

11Note that our models are trees of depth 4 anyway, so acyclic graphs are OK for us.
However, there seems to be an issue about the use of graphs with cycles. This issue is already

raised and discussed in [21]. See [25, 26]. We quote from [21]:
“Although argument graphs are not restricted to trees, they are not completely gen-
eral; we do not allow cycles. This restriction is intended to assure the decidability of
the acceptability property of statements. At first sight, the condition that argument
graphs be acyclic would seem to be a severe limitation. However, things are not that
serious. Firstly, in systems using DungÕs approach most cycles in realistic examples
are two-cycles between arguments with incompatible conclusions. In Carneades, these
can be represented as a pair of arguments pro and con the same statement, which does
not introduce cycles into the argument graph. Next, cycles caused by indirectly using
a statement in support of itself are also excluded in many other systems. ....in Dung’s
[8] abstract framework defeat graphs with odd cycles may have no stable extensions.
Also, intuitions differ on the proper treatment of cycles [26]. Prior ÔrelationalÕ
approaches to this problem, such as DungÕs preferred and grounded semantics as
alternatives for stable semantics, are not directly transferable to Carneades, with its
dialogical and procedural elements. We therefore leave an extension to graphs that
allow for cycles through exceptions for future work".
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Definition 4.1. 1. Let S be a non-empty set and let R ⊆ S×S be a binary rela-
tion on S. We say R is acyclic iff there does not exist a sequence (x1, . . . , xn)
in S, n ≥ 1 such that

x1Rx2, x2Rx3, . . . , xnRx1.

2. x is said to be a source point if there is no y s.t. yRx. x is an endpoint if there
is no y such that xRy.

Proposition 4.2. Let (S,R) be a finite acyclic graph. Then for some x ∈ S we
have that x is a source point.

Proof. Assume that there are no source points. Let x1 ∈ S, then for some x2, x2Rx1.
Similarly for some x3, x3Rx2. We carry on and get a sequence x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn, . . .
such that xn+1Rxn. Since S is finite, for some m,n,m 6= n,m < n we have xm = xn.
Thus gives us a cycle (xm, . . . , xn).

Definition 4.3. Let (S,R) be finite acyclic. We define a Caminada {0, 1} labelling
λ on S as follows.

Step 1. Let all source points x be labelled λ(x) = 1.

Step 2. Let y be any point such that for some x, xRy and λ(x) is defined in Step
1 and λ(x) = 1. Let λ(y) = 0.

...

Step 2n+ 1. Let x be any point such that λ(x) is not yet define but for all z, such
that zRx, we have that λ(z) is defined and λ(z) = 0. Let λ(x) = 1.

Step 2n + 2. Let y be such that λ(y) is not yet defined but for some z, λ(z) is
defined and λ(z) = 1. Let λ(y) = 0.

Let Sλ be all points x such thatλ(x) is defined at any n.

Proposition 4.4. 1. For the Sλ of Definition 4.3 we have that Sλ = S.

2. The function λ thus defined is unique.

Proof. 1. Let x1 ∈ Sλ − S. Consider the set of all z such that zRx.

(a) If the set is empty then λ(x) = 1 by Step 1 of Definition 4.3.
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(b) If the set is not empty and all its members are in Sλ, then if for some
z, zRx1 and λ(z) = 1 then at some stage λ(x1) is defined and λ(x) = 0.
On the other hand, if for all z such that zRx1 we have λ(z) = 0, then at
some stage λ(x1) is defined and λ(x1) = 1.

(c) Therefore there exists an element z such that zRx1 and λ(z) is not de-
fined. Call this element x2.

Assume by induction that we have (xm, xm−1, . . . , x1) such that

xmRxm−1, . . . , xm−1Rm−2, . . . , x2Rx1

and λ(xj) are all undefined. Repeat our reasoning for xm and get xm+1 for
which λ(xm+1) is undefined.
Since S is finite, we have that for some m1 < m2 we have xm1 = xm2 . This
gives us a cycle. A contradiction. So Sλ = S.

2. It is clear from the construction that λ is unique.

Example 4.5. We use the example of a 61 year old sex offender (age factor s15)
and let us present his risk sex assessment. We use one of the tools listed in the
Appendix. His age scores as (-3, being the score value for s1). The offender attacked
in a public place (factor s15, value +1) and used force (factor s15, value +1) to subdue
a male (factor s11, value +1) unrelated (factor s19, value +1) and unfamiliar (factor
s10, value +1) victim (factor s18, value +1) who was 7 years old. It was his first
conviction on sexual offence (factor s6, value 0) and in fact, his first conviction for
any offence at all (factors s7, s8, value 0). Official documents show that he had lived
with an Intimate Partner and had a joint household with a partner for a period of
at 26 Years (factor s3, value 0) and worked for at least 15 years at the same place
of work (factor s20, value 0).

The person successfully completed group sex offender therapy (factor s36, value
-2) and today he admitted to the assessor that he knows he has deviant sexual urges
(factor s35, value +2) but he learned adaptive coping techniques and knows how to
avoid dangerous situations (factor s38, value -1).

The figure for this example is Figure 8. The score values for the factors are given
above and this is the information being sent to the node w. The score values sum
up to +3. Section 3 lists the factors si and also lists ai and bi. the reader can see
that ai and bi add more information.
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Figure 8: Figure for example 4.5

5 Conclusion and Discussion
We begin with an incredible observation we made while writing this paper. The
sex offender international community is also a community doing therapy. They
try to help the convicted sex offenders and in fact to have one’s prison sentence
reduced one needs to join a therapy group. The second author of our paper also has
responsibility for conducting and dealing with therapy groups. The most amazing
discovery we made is that the therapy uses argumentation and logic. The accepted
wisdom in the sex offender community is that besides physical and all the other
problems which the offenders have, they also suffer from reasoning distortions, and
in order to lessen the offenders risk to society his reasoning distortion needs to be
corrected.12 To do this they use argumentation. We have also written paper [33]
on the the theory of Universal Distortions in reasoning and argumentation. This
type of distortion is not restricted to sex offenders, you see it in religiously motivated
terrorism, fundamentalism and more. One needs to model it and find ways to counter
it.

We now turn to the current paper.
Our starting point in this paper is current research in the argumentation commu-

nity on reasoning schemes, critical questions and expert opinion (see [40]), focussing

12It is amazing that in group therapy the sex offenders can identify the distortions in others but
not ( the same distortion) in themselves. It can take 20 months to make them see the problem.
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on one of the 60 argumentation schemes in the important book [7] of D. Walton, C.
Reed and F. Macagro, namely the scheme:

Scheme 2: Argument from Expert Opinion

Our approach was to look at one expert – the second author Dr G Rozenberg, an
expert on assessing the risk factor of a sex offender – and see what argumentation
experience he has accumulated over the years in court, and try and model it, in the
spirit of [7].

We quote the hope mentioned in [7]:

“It would be very helpful for users of the schemes to have a more refined
system of classification, so that the user could search through to find a
scheme applicable to her needs. . . ”

We hope that our research in this paper is indeed helpful.
The following are the main points of the process and some comments on what

we found. We present it from the point of view of the argumentation community,
since this community is the one to take the next step in communicating with the sex
offenders community. We look at the process of expert witness for risk assessment
and we see the following steps:

1. The court appoints the expert to check a specific statement witness. This is
standard practice.

2. The expert writes a report and delivers to the court and the defence. Again,
it is expected standard practice for the expert to produce a report, but in the
sex offenders case in Israeli courts the expert must address an internationally
recognised list of factors.

3. The expert is attacked by the defence on two fronts (this is recognised by
Walton in a general way but has a specific form in the Israeli courts for the
case of sex offenders).

(a) The expert is attacked personally as an expert, (see Section 2). We listed
the type of questions/attacked used against the expert during his 11 years
experience. Some of these we incorporated in refining the Walton scheme
in Appendix B.

(b) The report items are attacked, (see Section 3). The form of attack and
defence is stylised in Israeli court in the form of a tree of depth 4. Owing
to this stylised form there is the possibility of computerising/automating
the process, thus exporting a tool to the sex offender community.
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4. We discovered that there is a stylised generic form of the personal attack on
the expert. Some questions are about his knowledge and methodology and
some are trick questions to discredit the expert personally, hoping to show for
example that he is a racist, has hidden agenda, etc. We commented on some
of such questions in Section 2, and added another question scheme CQ7, to
Appendix B.

5. There is also a stylised form of attacks on the report. The report must ad-
dress certain questions si which seems to be instantiations of a list of generic
questions applied to the area of expertise. The expert opinion is attacked by
the defence on each item si by the question ai and the expert replies to the
attacks by reply bi, and that is all of it. This observation is not trivial observa-
tion: The defence is not allowed to further attack the response of the experts
and more importantly the defence is expected to ask only about the ATSA
recognised factors. It can bring its own expert.
To the extent that the defence bring their own expert, the defence expert
follows the same steps as the court expert.

6. The two experts do not interact, that is they do not answer, attack or speak
to each other. The whole parallel process is observed by the court. We need
to think whether this gives us new ideas about dialogue/debate procedures.

7. When modelling what is happening, we realised that we need to use Infor-
mational attack systems, where the attack is information input [5, 6]. The
information input can be attack, can be support, or can aggregate to any of
the above. This is a new game for the argumentation community.

8. What is more surprising, is that the sex offender therapists community uses
logic to treat sex offenders. The community is not explicitly aware of this.
They regard the sex offender as suffering from reasoning distortions and pro-
ceed to actually use argumentation to try and correct such distortion and
reduce the temptation to offend. Once we, the authors, realised this, we were
motivated to study reasoning distortions in general, see paper [33].

What are our lessons from the above?

• The way expert opinion is handled. It is different from mere witness testimony
which is not stylised and regimented. We can ask whether this stylised expert
witness procedure is an example where we can have a Computerised Judge
responding to a stylised computerised form filled in by the expert witness.
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• We need to do similar investigation of real life/court practice for each of the
60 argument schemes of [7].

• In practice attacks are informational and so this area of argumentation needs
to be further developed, as well as a serious comparison with [21, 29, 31].

• We need to examine the use of fallacies in respectable argumentation systems,
especially when numerical or other aggregation is involved. We saw in some
of the attacks on the expert, that some gentle hints of Ad Hominem were
employed, (Questions 21, 34 and 36) even though in the Israeli stylised system,
the expert was recognised. See also the trustworthiness questions in Appendix
B.

• Focus more on the works of D. Walton, J. Woods and collaborators and the
research of the Informal Logic/ Fallacies communities. Follow papers [21, 22,
23, 24, 27, 31, 33] and the references there.

We conclude this section and the paper by comparing with related literature.
As we remarked in Section 1, Remark 1.1, we need to compare our paper only

with other papers which analyse in detail specific expert witness protocols and mod-
ellings. There are not too many such models and detailed procedures tend to be too
special anyway. One aspect however, can be compared and is of great importance,
and that is the use of statistical reasoning by experts. Such use is problematic, see
[41, 42, 43]). Our risk assessment factors in Section 3, rely heavily on statistical
packages. This has been criticised by Canadian courts

“On September 18, 2015 a Canadian court (Ewert v. Canada, 2015)
strongly cautioned the continued use of five risk instruments (Hare Psy-
chopathy Checklist Revised [PCL-R], Violence Risk Appraisal Guide [V-
RAG], Sex Offender Risk Appraisal Guide [SORAG], Static 99, Violence
Risk Scale — Sex Offender [VRSSO]) by the Correctional Service Canada
(CSC)1 with Aboriginal inmates. The instruments evaluate risk for fu-
ture violence (VRAG), risk for sexual violence/offending (SORAG, Static
99, VRS-SO), and the presence of psychopathic traits (PCL-R)”.

See [46].
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There are three methods for assessing risk of sex offenders

1. The subjective one, by the expert/therapist. This has been criticised as being
too subjective

2. The use of international statistical packages, (see Appendix C, and for example
[45]).

3. A new method, Structural clinical judgement, can be used which benefits from
the good aspects of both 1. and 2. See [47]
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Appendices

A Background and concepts from abstract argumenta-
tion

A.1 Argumentation system with attack only
This appendix presents, for the convenience of the reader, some basic concepts of
what we called traditional argumentation theory. Such systems contain attacks
only. We refer to such system as Argumentation with Attack only. One can also
add support to the system and in this case we get systems of Argumentation with
Attack and Support. We shall then explain in what way the systems required for
this paper depart from the traditional ones.

There are two ways to present the semantics for argumentation with attack, the
traditional set theoretical approach and the Caminada labelling approach. For the
mapping connections between the two approaches, see [10]. Let us briefly quote the
traditional set theoretic approach:

Definition A.1. 1. We begin with a pair (S,R), where S is a nonempty set of
points (arguments) and R is a binary relation on S (the “attack" relation).

2. Given (S,R), a subset E of S is said to be conflict free if for no x, y in E do
we have xRy.

3. E protects an element a ∈ S, if for every x such that xRa, there exists a y ∈ E
such that yRx holds.

4. E is admissible if E protects all of its elements.

5. E is a complete extension if E is admissible and contains every element which
it protects.
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Various different semantics (types of extensions) can be de
ned by identifying different properties of E. For example we might
define that E is a stable extension if E is a complete extension and for each y 6∈ E

there exists x ∈ E such that xRy or the grounded extension as the unique minimal
extension or a preferred extension, being a maximal (with respect to set inclusion)
complete extension. The above properties give rise to corresponding semantics (stable
semantics, grounded semantics and preferred semantics).

We can also present the complete extensions of A = (S,R), using the Caminada
labelling approach, see [10].

A Caminada labelling of S is a function λ : S 7→ {in, out, und} such that the
following holds.

(C1) λ(x) = in if for all y attacking x, λ(y) = out.

(C2) λ(x) = out if for some y attacking x, λ(y) = in.

(C3) λ(x) = und if for all y attacking x, λ(y) 6= in, and for some z attacking
x, λ(z) = und.

A consequence of (C1) is that if x is not attacked at all, then (x) = in. Any Cami-
nada labelling yields a complete extension and vice versa. Any {in, out} Caminada
labelling (i.e. with no “und" value) yields a stable extension and vice versa. Set
theoretic minimality or maximality conditions on extensions E correspond to the
respective conditions on the “in" parts of the corresponding Caminada labellings, see
[10].

It is useful to introduce a familiar story as an example, the story of the party.

Story. The Party: We are planning a party and we have a set S which is the
maximal set of all relatives friends, colleagues, etc. who can be invited to the party.
The problem is that some of them do not get along/hate some others. So we have a
relation R, where xRy (which we might denote by x� y) means that if x is invited,
y must not be invited. We get here a traditional argumentation network with attack
relation R. The complete extensions are possible groups of people we can invite.

A.2 Adding support

We now add support to the attack only networks, to get networks with attack and
support. Let us denote such networks by (S,R,RS), where RS ⊆ S×S is the support
relation (notation: xRy is denoted by x� y and xRSy is denoted by x→ y).
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w

a1 a2

b1

s1 s2 e

Figure 9

While there is agreement on the attack networks (S.R), there is no community
agreement on how to handle support. See [9] for a research/survey. Systems with
both attack and support are called bipolar networks. There are many proposals to
give semantics to such networks. Our paper, on attack and support for the expert
witness model, requires a new approach, to enable us to model how support is
handled in court in this particular case.

To see our options for support, consider Figure 9
In this figure s1 and s2 support w. Consider the attack of a1 on s1. Assume that

this attack is successful. So certainly s1 is out/dead.

Question 1. Does this successful attack also knock out the other supporters of w,
namely s2 and e?

Question 2. Does e also support w, through its support of s2?

Question 3.

i. Does a2 also attack e (because e supports s2 and a2 attacks s2).

ii. Does a2 also attack w, (through its attack of its supporter s2)?

Our first definition, Definition A.2 adopts the following view for support.

1. The support relation is reflexive and transitive.
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2. We “lump" together any z and all of its supporters. To attack z you can
attack either z or any of its supporters. In comparison, Definition A.2 adopts
a slightly different view of support.

3. We lump together all supporters y of any z. Any attack on any y is considered
an attack on all of the ys and if successful, takes out/dead all of them.

Definition A.2. Let S 6= ∅ be a finite set and let RA and RS be two binary
relations on S. The system (S,RA, RS) is called argumentation system with attack
and support, using options 1 and 2 if the following holds:

1. RS is reflexive and transitive. We understand xRAy as x attacks y (notation
also x� y) and we understand xRSy as x supports y (notation x→ y).

2. Given a system (S,RA, RS) and a set E ⊆ S, we say that E is conflict free iff
the following holds

(*) There are no u, x, y, z such that x, z ∈ E and u→ x� y → z.

3. Let a ∈ S andE ⊆ S. We say that E protects a if condition (]) holds:

(]) For any u� y → a there exist z ∈ E and a such that z � v → u.

4. E is admissible if E protects all of its elements.

5. E is a complete extension if E is admissible and contains every element it
protects.

6. (S,RA, RS) is attack only system if RS is identity, (xRSy iff x = y) in which
case we write (S,R).

Definition A.3. This definition is similar to Definition A.2 except that:

1. We do not require that RS is reflexive nor transitive

2. We replace (∗) by (∗∗) and (]) by (]]) as follows:

(**) There are no x, z ∈ E such that xρz holds, where xρz iff there are u, y such
that [x� u and u→ y and z → y] or x� z.

(]]) For any x such that xρa, there exists e ∈ E such that eρx.

Definition A.4. We say an argumentation network (S,RA, RS) is a-cyclic if the
transitive closure of RA∪RB contains no cycles with more than one element (equiv-
alently it is anti-symmetric). See for example Figure 8
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x

y z

Figure 10: Informational attack

A.3 Examples illustrating informational attacks
In this Subsection we would like to give some material illustrating informational
attacks. For a full coverage see the long version of [9].

Example A.5. Let us tentatively consider the situation in Figure 10.
In this figure we assume that x, y and z are pieces of information and that y and

z attack x. We understand the attack of any a on b, written as a� b, to mean that
we update b with information τ(a) sent from a to b. τ(a) is part of the information
a, which is sent to attack b. We could have τ(a) = a. We obtain a new piece of
information b⊕ τ(a) (in many cases we have τ(x) = x and ⊕ = ∪ and so the result
is b ∪ a).

Remark A.6. the idea of information update and the notation ⊕ is not new. It ap-
pears in the context of the logic and semantics for substructural logics, in connection
with the semantical condition and the substructural implication (.

We envisage a language with atoms and ( and with semantical models of the
form (S,⊕, h), where S is a set of pieces of information and ⊕ is an associative and
commutative binary operation (being a fancy way of writing conjunction “and" in
the context of multi-sets, i.e., when we want to stress that “x and x" is strictly more
than just “x") and where h is the assignment to the atoms (e.g. h(q) ⊆ S) and we
let, for x ∈ S, satisfaction � to be defined by

• x � q, if x ∈ h(q), for q atomic

• x � A( B iff for every y � A we have x⊕ y � B.

Here τ(a) = a, i.e. the node a sends the complete/entire information it has to its
target. In practice (witness cases) only some part or a combination τ(a) derived
from a is sent.

Example A.7. To give examples from substructural logics, consider the following
possibilities.
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x = {a ∧ b→ ⊥,¬e→ a}

y = {e} z = {b}

Figure 11: A logic programming example

1. If S is a family of multi sets and ⊕ is multi set union then ( becomes linear
implication.

2. If S is a family of sets and ⊕ is set union then ( becomes relevance implica-
tion.

3. If we interpret ⊕ as equality = then ( becomes S5 strict implication.

Thus we can use ⊕ to explain the attacks in Figure 10 to mean that x = τ(y)⊕
τ(z) or x = y ⊕ z if we let τ(u) = u.

We need to give some examples of the use of ⊕ in attack.

Example A.8. 1. Consider Figure 11
The nodes in Figure 11 are logic programming databases where “¬” is negation
by failure, “∧” is conjunction, and “→” is the logic programming implication.
a, b, e are atoms and “⊥” is falsity. The database x can derive a, we write
x ` a. If x gets attacked by y alone, then it gets the input e and so ¬e no
longer succeeds from x ⊕ {e}, and so x ⊕ y cannot derive a. If x is attacked
by z alone, then we get that x gets the input b alone so we have x⊕ z, which
becomes inconsistent.
If x is attacked by both y = {e} and z = {b}, then it becomes x⊕ y ⊕ z which
remains consistent and can derive just b.

2. To further our understanding, note that the databases x = {¬e→ a, a∧b→ ⊥}
and x1 = {a, a∧ b→ ⊥} are not the same, even though both derive {a, a∧ b→
⊥}, because x1⊕ {e} derives a while x⊕ e does not derive a.

3. Consider now Figure 12 In this figure the node u attacks the node v. The
question we ask is what information does u send to v?
On the one hand u can derive a. So if it sends {a} (i.e. τ(u) = {a}), it will
render u⊕ τ(u) inconsistent, because v derives a ∧ b→ ⊥.
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v = {e, b, a ∧ b→ ⊥}

u = {¬e→ a}
Figure 12: Second logic programming example

But if it sends itself, namely τ(u) = u, then v ⊕ u cannot derive a and so
remains consistent.

Definition A.9. 1. An information system is a set I with a binary associative
and commutative operation ⊕ on I. Let O ∈ I be empty information with
x⊕O = x for all x.

2. Let (S,R) be a finite acyclic graph as in Definition 4.3 and let f be a function
giving for each point x in S a value f(x) ∈ I.
We define an information label µ(x), for each x ∈ S, in steps, using f.

Step 1. Let x be any source point. Define µ(x) to be f(x).

Step n + 1. Let x be any point such that µ(x) is not yet defined but for all
z such that zRx, µ(z) is defined. Then let µ(x) be defined as

µ(x) = f(x) + µ(z1)⊕ . . .⊕ µ(zm)

where z1, . . . , zm are all the points in S such that zRx holds.
Let Sµ be the set of all x ∈ S for which µ(x) is defined.

Proposition A.10. We have for Sµ of Definition A.9 that Sµ = S.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 4.4.

Example A.11. We now give a useful example of an information system labelling.
Let (S,R) be acyclic graph. Regard the elements of S as atoms for constructing a
logic programming information system. For each x ∈ S and for y1, . . . , ym being all
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the nodes y such that yRx, construct the clause Cx =def ¬y1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬ym → x. If x
is is a source point then let Cx =def x. Consider as pieces of information as finite
sets of clauses of the form Cx. Let ⊕ be defined on such pieces of information as set
union ∪. Consider the function f on S, defined for x ∈ S by

f(x) = Cx.

We can now consider an information system I whose elements are sets of clauses
{Cx}, with ⊕ taken as union ∪. Consider µ defined from f as in Definition A.9.
We now got a special information system labelling for any acyclic (S,R). To fully
appreciate the role of this example we need to know more about logic programming.
The next definitions and theorem will tell us a bit more.

Definition A.12. Let (I,⊕) be an information system. Let Q be a set of atomic
sentences. A function π : Q×I 7→ {0, 1} is called a consequence function. For q ∈ Q
and x ∈ I we also write x `π q when π(q, x) = 1.

There can be various restrictions on `, but we need not go into detail here. The
system ` we use in this paper will be known and recognised as reasonable.

Example A.13. Let us go back to the logic programming information system la-
belling of Example A.11, defined for any acyclic finite graph (S,R). Consider now
µ(x), for x ∈ S. µ(x) is a set of logic programming clauses. Let ` be the logic
programming consequence relation. We are not defining this here, we assume it is
know to the reader), see also [6]). Let λµ be defined on S by

• λµ(x) = 1 if µ(x) ` x, and

• λµ(x) = 0 if µ(x) ` ¬x.

• If neither µ(x) ` x nor µ(x) ` ¬x holds we say that the value of λµ is unde-
cided.

The above considerations introduced a very specific {0, 1} labelling λµ on (S,R)
obtained from a very specific logic programming information system labelling for
(S,R). We now want to compare it with the traditional Caminada labelling λ for
(S,R), introduced in Definition 4.3. In fact we can prove the following Proposition
(see [6]):

Proposition A.14. λ = λµ

This shows that the informational approach can simulate the traditional approach
at least for the case of acyclic networks.

A detailed investigation of the informational approach can be found in the next
Subsection A.4 and in [6].
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Figure 13: A cyclic graph

A.4 Further discussion
This section provides more explanation of the formal model.

Example A.15. Consider Figure 13 which will help us make a few explanatory
remarks. We considered on acyclic graphs (S,R) and compared the Caminada ex-
tension labelling with the information system labelling. The graph of Figure 13 is
cyclic and so is not acceptable to us. It does, however, have a unique grounded
extension with Caminada labelling λ(a) = 0, λ(x) = 1, λ(b) = 1, λ(c) = 0. We
just do not need such a graph for analysing and modelling expert testimony and
therefore we insisted on acyclic graphs for our modelling. The cycles however, could
present a problem for the informational labelling because of the way these are de-
fined. So borrowing from our paper [6], let us analyse the informational labelling
approach of Definition A.9 when applied to Figure 13. We use the same f as given
in Example A.11. Thus we have:

• f(x) = x

• f(a) = ¬x ∧ ¬c→ a

• f(b) = ¬a→ b

• f(c) = ¬b→ c

We now define µ.

• µ(x) = x

• µ(a) = f(a)⊕ µ(x)⊕ µ(c)
= {¬x ∧ ¬c→ a} ∪ {x} ∪ µ(c)
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a

d b

c

Figure 14: A four loop

• µ(b) = f(b)⊕ µ(a)
= {¬a→ b} ∪ µ(a)

• µ(c) = f(c)⊕ µ(b)
= {¬b→ c} ∪ {¬a→ b} ∪ µ(a)

Therefore

(∗) µ(c) = {¬b→ c} ∪ {¬a→ b} ∪ {¬x ∧ ¬c→ a, x} ∪ µ(c)

This can happen only if

(∗∗) {¬b→ c,¬a→ b,¬x ∧ ¬c→ a, x} ⊆ µ(c)

This actually happens only if we have equality in (∗∗) because all the players’ wff
are participating. We therefore get that:

(∗∗∗) µ(a) = µ(b) = µ(c), and µ(x) = x

Logic programming calculations will show that

µ(x) ` x
µ(a) ` ¬a
µ(b) ` b
µ(c) ` ¬c

Therefore λµ = λ, in this case also.

Example A.16. Consider the four cycle graph of Figure 14. let us see what exten-
sions we get using the logic programming informational model. As before we let:

• f(a) = ¬d→ a

• f(b) = ¬a→ b
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• f(c) = ¬b→ c

• f(d) = ¬c→ d

The function µ can be calculated as before. We get:

• µ(a) = {¬d→ a} ∪ µ(d)

• µ(b) = {¬a→ b} ∪ µ(a)

• µ(c) = {¬b→ c} ∪ µ(b)

• µ(d) = {¬c→ d} ∪ µ(c)

Solving these set equations we get:

µ(d) = {¬c→ d,¬b→ c,¬a→ b,¬d→ a} ∪ µ(d)

Therefore
µ(a) = µ(b) = µ(c) = µ(d) = ∆

where ∆ = {¬d→ a,¬a→ b,¬b→ c,¬c→ d}. Since

∆ 0a ∆ 0¬a
∆ 0b ∆ 0¬b
∆ 0c ∆ 0¬c
∆ 0d ∆ 0¬d

we get the whole undecided extension.
However there are two answer set models for ∆. These are {a, c} and {b, d} and

these give the other two extensions. The reader can see in [6] that in general the
answer set models give all the possible extensions.

B Refining the Walton argument schemes
We begin with an orientation, clarifying where this Appendix stands in relation to
the work of Doug Walton. In their brilliant 2006 paper [7], D. Godden and D.Walton.
Argument from expert opinion as legal evidence, Godden and Walton say in their
abstract, we quote:

“Abstract. While courts depend on expert opinions in reaching sound
judgments, the role of the expert witness in legal proceedings is associ-
ated with a litany of problems. Perhaps most prevalent is the question
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of under what circumstances should testimony be admitted as expert
opinion. We review the changing policies adopted by American courts in
an attempt to ensure the reliability and usefulness of the scientific and
technical information admitted as evidence. We argue that these admis-
sibility criteria are best seen in a dialectical context as a set of critical
questions of the kind commonly used in models of argumentation.”

The paper gives criteria for determining what is expert opinion. By comparison,
in the 2008 book [6], only 6 questions are represented, (see below, namely CQ1-
CQ6). Many more questions could have been included in [6], in view of [7]. We do
not know the reason for the exclusion. Perhaps the authors of [6] wanted to include
only questions which apply to any kind of expert testimony, and not just to the
case of a legal experts. Adopting this explanation/point of view, what we do below
is refine the set CQ1-CQ6, in view of the questions in Section 2, choosing those
questions which we think apply to any expert. At the end of this appendix we quote
more from paper [7].13

The Walton critical questions for an expert claiming A, can be refined as follows
each question is presented with the refinement subquestions listed below:
CQ1: Expertise question: How credible is E as an expert source?

* What is your qualification?

* is there a structured training course that experts in your area have to take?

CQ2: Field question: Is E an expert in the field that A is in?
CQ3: Opinion question: What did E assert that implies A?
CQ4: Trustworthiness question: Is E personally reliable as a source?

* Surely you will agree with me that the evaluation of leading to A is speculative?

* What is the percentage of mistake?
13The sex offender case offers a specific detailed example of handling expert opinion. We have

no doubt that Walton could address this case by defining new argumentation schemes which meet
the requirements of this scenario. This Appendix informally refines Walton’s scheme for expert
witness testimony, by listing sub-questions to the critical questions. We note that there is no notion
of sub-questions in Walton’s conception of argumentation schemes. We do feel, however, that this
is the way to go at least in this case. This is not a criticism of Walton Scheme for expert opinion,
this is only a minor issue. Computational models of Walton’s conception of argumentation schemes
have been developed which are capable of generating or inferring arguments. We expect that the
requirements of this application scenario could have been easily met by using one of these systems
to model/represent the required schemes.
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* The time you spent on your evaluation is not enough

* Don’t you think it is arrogant to claim that in a such a short time ( say “short
time", whatever the time is) you can assess A?

* My client feels victimised by you

* Give me some examples of factors which support/attack the assessment A and
explain why these factors are relevant and contribute.

* Is there different way of assessing A, say between Europe and America?

* Why did you ignore . . . (find something to claim was ignored).

CQ5: Consistency question: Is A consistent with what other experts
assert?

* Are you doing all of this alone? It is possible that someone else, had he/she
been with you would have reached a different conclusion?

* There are research results/other reliable experts, which contradict what you
are saying

CQ6: Backup evidence question: Is E’s assertion based on evidence?

* What are the steps taken in your evaluation leading to your expert statement
A

* What method do you use?

* What exactly do you check? How do you put all your findings together and
get a result?

Add CQ7 Fallacies

* Do you really think that your testimony makes any difference?

* Do you realise the damage your testimony is making?

* How many previous cases you had your testimony rejected?

We now quote from [7]:

“Critical Questions for Argument from Expert Opinion
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1. Expertise Question: How credible is E as an expert source?
1.1 What is EÕs name, job or official capacity, location, and employer?
1.2 What degrees, professional qualifications or certification by licens-

ing agencies does E hold?
1.3 Can testimony of peer experts in the same field be given to support

EÕs competence?
1.4 What is EÕs record of experience, or other indications of practiced

skill in S?
1.5 What is EÕs record of peer-reviewed publications or contributions

to knowledge in S?
2. Field Question: Is E an expert in the field that A is in?
2.1 Is the field of expertise cited in the appeal a genuine area of knowl-

edge, or area of technical skill that supports a claim to knowledge?
2.2 If E is an expert in a field closely related to the field cited in the

appeal, how close is the relationship between the expertise in the
two fields?

2.3 Is the issue one where expert knowledge in any field is directly
relevant to deciding the issue?

2.4 Is the field of expertise cited an area where there are changes in
techniques or rapid developments in new knowledge, and if so, is
the expert up-to-date in these developments?

3. Opinion Question: What did E assert that implies A?
3.1 Was E quoted in asserting A? Was a reference to the source of the

quote given, and can it be verified that E actually said A?
3.2 If E did not say A exactly, then what did E assert, and how was A

inferred?
3.3 If the inference to A was based on more than one premise, could one

premise have come from E and the other from a different expert? If
so, is there evidence of disagreement between what the two experts
(separately) asserted?

3.4 Is what E asserted clear? If not, was the process of interpretation
of what E said by the respondent who used EÕs opinion justified?
Are other interpretations plausible? Could important qualifications
be left out?

4. Trustworthiness Question: Is E personally reliable as a source?
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4.1 Is E biased?
4.2 Is E honest?
4.3 Is E conscientious?
5. Consistency Question: Is A consistent with what other experts as-

sert?
5.1 Does A have general acceptance in S?
5.2 If not, can E explain why not, and give reasons why there is good

evidence for A?
6. Backup Evidence Question: Is EÕs assertion based on evidence?
6.1 What is the internal evidence the expert used herself to arrive at

this opinion as her conclusion?
6.2 If there is external evidence, e.g. physical evidence reported inde-

pendently of the expert, can the expert deal with this adequately?
6.3 Can it be shown that the opinion given is not one that is scientifi-

cally unverifiable?"

The difference between the Walton Expert Witness scheme and what goes in
Israeli courts can be explained as follows: In Israel senior practitioners become
designated as "experts" and these can testify in court. So many of the Walton
questioned do not apply to them in court. They have already been screened and
vetted. The only way to attack what they say is to bring in another recognised
expert. The perceptive reader might ask, if this is the case why ask questions like

• What is your qualification?

• is there a structured training course that experts in your area have to take?

Perhaps it is protocol questions or for the record? The reader should realise that
these questions are what is actually asked in court. We reiterate the second author
is a recognised senior expert and the data is what is actually done in court.

C Examples of tools for assessing strength of risk fac-
tors

This Appendix quotes (we copied and pasted and edited some texts, from what is
available on the internet) details about various tools which evaluate the strength of
various factors discussed and assumed to be available in Section 4.
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We stress that the professional literature which deals with sexual risk assessment
is very diverse. It is impossible to survey and compare it all in one paper. The
present paper addresses three communities, two among them are argumentation
communities and so we need to give them an idea about the tools used in assessing
risk of sex offenders. We therefore list the most common actuarial instruments
existing in the field, which are used in different ways in different countries. In Israel,
the suitability of actuarial tools was not tested and therefore, existing tools are
used as tools of decision support for experts and are applied mainly to gain a view
of different factors. The duty of the recognised expert is to combine the existing
knowledge in the world, which is reflected also in the existing instruments, with his
own experience and clinical knowledge which he has accumulated following years
of practice and express his expert judgement to the court. The present paper and
Appendix does not imply that we disregard the existing tools, but intends to show
the reader, especially from the argumentation community, the complexity of the
current situation, in which there is a multiplicity of tools. Those members of the
argumentation community well versed with numerical fuzzy argumentation and T-
norms will no doubt notice that the tools listed below in this appendix give numerical
valuations. The risk assessment community use naive averaging to combine them.
The argumentation community can improve the tools and help.

We can offer to use logical argumentation super-tools for combining the existing
tools into one simple and effective integrative tool, which can be used for decision
support for experts. We recommend and ask that the argumentation community
take the challenge and develop such tools. Note however, that the risk assessment
community, just like the general medical community (facing a new medicine or drug)
will take their time and will test the tool and conduct statistical analyses to test the
suitability and success rate of of the proposed tool to the sex offender population in
different countries and different populations of sex offenders.

Sex offenders are different from each other in their character as well as in the
nature of their offenses. We have given a list of the main factors that influence the
decision of the expert regarding the risk assessment of the offender, and basically
all of these factors are measurable, (as we have pointed out and presented). Each of
the factors is addressed when it is relevant to the to the sex offender or if it helps
characterize his offense and if it helps determine his degree of risk. As we wrote, we
do not claim that tools presented can over-ride the discretion of the expert or his
risk estimates, but the tool is used only to be decision support tool. (This is the case
in Israel but there are other countries where these international tools carry much
more weight and cannot be easily disregarded by the expert.) Of course, if we see
in a sex offender case a factor which are not quantifiable, or such that no existing
tool seems to apply to them, then it is up to the expert to decide what weight to
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give to such factors
On the practical level, the expert writes his opinion and presents it to the court

and refers to all the relevant factors. The opinion contains several key parts.
A. Details information about the offenders past and personal life (school, social
relationships, marriage, military, work, etc.).
B. Description of the offenses.
C. Description of the interview with the sex offender, his attitude to his offenses and
a description of his sexual habits, which includes fantasies, whom he is attracted to,
the frequency of sexual intercourse, the intensity of his sexual impulses.
D. Clinical impressions, which includes an explanation by the expert of his view of
why the offender offended and what underlies his offenses.
E. Risk evaluation, including references to such factors of static and dynamically
nature relating to the offender.
F. In conclusion the expert summarizes all relevant factors and gives a final risk
assessment of the offender.

The judge or defense lawyer is allowed not to agree with some specific this or
that factor addressed by the expert or indeed can disagree with any of the expertÕs
conclusion and then the expert to explain any factor and a factor and the debate
continues in the form explained in Section 3

Tool 1: Static-2002 (Hanson, Helmus, & Thornton, 2010)

Static sex offender risk assessment instrument

The Static-2002R is based on static (unchanging) risk factors which predict the
potential for sexual re-offending. This risk assessment instrument is required by law
to be used by the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation to assess
every eligible sex offender prior to release on parole; by Probation, to assess every
eligible sex offender pre-sentencing and on a probation case load; and by Department
of State Hospitals, prior to release of an eligible sex offender from a DSH institution.
A validation study of the Static-99 risk assessment instrument, which is used to score
risk of sexual re-offence by California sex offenders, shows that Static-99 assessments
are very accurate in predicting sexual re-offence by a diverse California sex offender
population. The first 5 years of this study is described in the Journal of Threat
Assessment and Management (2014), Vol. 1, No. 2, at pp. 102-117. The California
Department of Justice partnered with the SARATSO Committee to do this study.
The second five years of the study will be published in 2017. The Static-99 was
found to be very accurate in predicting who would reoffend in California, predicting
who would commit a new sex offence in about 82% of cases. High risk offenders had
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a recidivism rate of over 29%, while low risk offenders had a recidivism rate of only
1.6%. The article also describes a California SARATSO inter-rater reliability study
which shows that inter-rater reliability in scoring the Static-99R is good.

Example of scoring from static- 2002 sexual assessment tool14

CATEGORY I: AGE (Score -3 points to 1 point)

Age at Release. The Basic Principle: The rates of almost all crimes decrease
as people age (Hirschi & Gottfredson, 1983; Sampson & Laub, 2003). Sexual of-
fending does not appear to be an exception. Most studies have found that older
sexual offenders are lower risk to reoffend than younger sexual offenders (Barba-
ree & Blanchard, 2008; Hanson, 2002,). 2006 Research has found that the original
Static-2002 did not fully account for age at release and that a new age weighting had
greater predictive accuracy (Thornton, Helmus, & Hanson, 2009). With the new age
weighting (used in this item), age at release no longer significantly contributed to
the prediction of sexual recidivism.

Information Required to Score This Item. To complete this item the eval-
uator should confirm the offenderÕs birth date from official records if possible or
have other knowledge of the offenderÕs age through collateral report or offender self-
report. The Basic Rule: Score -3 to 1 point depending on the age of the offender,
referencing the table below.

AGE SCORE
18 to 34.9 = 1
35 to 39.9 = 0
40 to 59.9 = -1
60 or older = -3

Under certain conditions, such as anticipated release from custody, the evaluator
may be interested in an estimate of the offenderÕs risk at some specific time in the
future. Static-2002R may be scored months before the offenderÕs release to the
community and the offender may advance an age scoring category by the time he
is released. For assessing risk in the future consider what his age will be on the
date of release. In this case, you calculate risk based upon age at exposure to risk.
Sometimes the offenderÕs release date may be uncertain. For example, he may
be eligible for parole but does not qualify for release due to an inadequate release

14Static-2002R: Revised Age Weights Helmus, L., Babchishin, K. M., Thornton, D., & Han-
son, R. K. (2009-10-08) Replaces Age Item in Official Static-2002 Coding Rules (Phenix, Doren,
Helmus,Hanson, & Thornton, 2009.
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plan. In these cases it may be appropriate to use some form of conditional wording
indicating how his risk assessment would change with a delayed release date.

STATIC-2002R CODING

ITEMS

1. Age at Release

18 to 34.9 = 1
35 to 39.9 = 0
40 to 59.9 = -1
60 or older = -3

PERSISTENCE OF SEXUAL OFFENDING

2. Prior Sentencing Occasions for Sexual Offences.

No prior sentencing dates for sexual offences = 0
1 Sentencing Occasions = 1
2, 3 Sentencing Occasions = 2
4 or more Sentencing Occasions = 3

3. Any Juvenile Arrest for a Sexual Offence and Convicted as an Adult for a
Separate Sexual Offence

No arrest for a sexual offence prior to age 18 = 0
Arrest prior to age 18 and conviction after age 18 = 1

4. Rate of Sexual Offending.
Less than one sentencing occasion every 15 years = 0
One or more sentencing occasions every 15 years = 1
Persistence Raw Score (subtotal of Sexual Offending)

Rate of Sexual Label
Offending

0 = 0
1 = 1

2, 3 = 2
4, 5 = 3
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DEVIANT SEXUAL INTERESTS

5. Any Sentencing Occasion For Non-contact Sex Offences:

No = 0
Yes = 1

6. Any Male Victim:

No = 0
Yes = 1

7. Young, Unrelated Victims
Does not have two or more victims age less than 12 years, one of them unrelated
= 0
Does have two or more victims age less than 12 years, one must be unrelated
= 1.

RELATIONSHIP TO VICTIMS

8. Any Unrelated Victim:

No = 0
Yes = 1

9. Any Stranger Victim:

No = 0
Yes = 1

GENERAL CRIMINALITY

10. Any Prior Involvement with the Criminal Justice System

No = 0
Yes = 1

11. Prior Sentencing Occasions For Anything:
0-2 prior sentencing occasions for anything = 0
3-13 prior sentencing occasions = 1
14 or more prior sentencing occasions = 2
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12. Any Community Supervision Violation:

No = 0
Yes = 1

13. Years Free Prior to Index Sex Offence:

• More than 36 months free prior to committing the sexual offence that
resulted in the index conviction AND more than 48 months free prior to
index conviction = 0

• Less than 36 months free prior to committing the sexual offence that
resulted in the index conviction OR less than 48 months free prior to
conviction for index sex offence = 1

14. Any Prior Non-sexual Violence Sentencing Occasion:

No = 0
Yes = 1

General Criminality raw score (subtotal General Criminality items)

Arrest/charges/Convictions label
0 = 0

1, 2 = 1
3, 4 = 2
5, 6 = 3

General Criminality SUBSCORE
TOTAL -3 to 12
TRANSLATING STATIC-2002R SCORE INTO RISK CATEGORIES

Score Label for Risk Category
-3 through 2 = Low

3, 4 = Low-Moderate
5, 6 = Moderate
7, 8 = Moderate-High

9 plus = High
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Tool 2 : STABLE-2007/ACUTE-2007 (SARATSO Instrument for
Dynamic Risk Assessment)

The Stable-2007/Acute-2007 was adopted by the SARATSO Committee in Septem-
ber 2013 as the new dynamic risk assessment instrument. The Stable-2007/Acute-
2007 is scored by certified treatment providers working with sex offenders on proba-
tion or parole. (Pen. Code, sec. 290.09.) These tools measure dynamic (changing)
risk factors which are empirically related to the risk of re-offence, and are evidence-
based risk assessment tools. Dynamic risk assessment supplements the static risk
assessment now done in California using the Static-99R, and gives a better picture of
the overall risk of re-offence presented by sex offenders on supervision. The STABLE
is predictive of the risk of future sexual offending.

Tool 3 The RRASOR (Hanson, 1997)

This is an actuarial instrument designed to measure risk of sexual recidivism. Scores
range from 0 to 6, with a higher score indicating greater risk of sexual recidivism.
It has four items: (1) prior sexual offences, (2) any unrelated victims, (3) any male
victims, and (4) offender is less than 25 years of age. For the current study, the
items of Static-99 were used to compute the RRASOR. The coding rules for the
items of the RRASOR and Static-99 are identical with the exception of prior sexual
offences. Specifically, unlike the RRASOR, the coding rules of Static-99 do not
count pseudo-recidivism as prior sexual offences. Pseudo-recidivism is estimated to
affect approximately 5% of offenders (Phenix, Doren, Helmus, Hanson, & Thornton,
2009), and hence, the difference between using the item scoring of Static-99 rather
than RRASOR is expected to be minimal. In the development study, the RRASOR
differentiated sexual recidivists from nonrecidivists with an Area Under the Curve
(AUC) of .71 (Hanson, 1997). A recent meta-analysis conducted by Hanson and
Morton-Bourgon (2009) found that the RRASOR showed similar, although slightly
smaller effects, when averaged across 34 diverse follow-up studies (weighted mean d
= 0.60, 95% CI = 0.54 to 0.65, N = 11,031, k = 34; which translates to an AUC of
.66, 95% CI = .65 to .68).

Tool 4 :MnSOST-R
This item describes the development, reliability, and validity of the Minnesota Sex
Offender Screening Tool Ð Revised (MnSOST-R), as well as recommended risk levels
and cut. scores. Variables from multiple dimensions, both static and dynamic,
were reviewed for inclusion in the MnSOST-R. Final items were selected and scored
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empirically based on clearly defined criteria. The resulting 16 items that comprise
the MnSOST-R maximize the positive predictive power of the tool, and perform
significantly better than previous versions of the MnSOST. This newest version
correlate achieves impressive hit rates with rapists and extra-familial sex offenders,
the population for which the instrument was developed. Very high true positive
rates were achieved depending on the selected cut score.

MnSOST-R Item Scores
Number Item Description Item Score
Static/Historical Items

1. Number of sex/sex-related convictions (including current conviction):

One = 0
Two or more = +2

2. Length of sexual offending history:

Less than one year = 1
One to six years = +3

More than six years = 0

3. Was the offender under any form of supervision when they committed any sex
offence for which they were eventually charged or convicted?

No = 0
Yes = +2

4. Was any sex offence (charged or convicted) committed in a public place?

No = 0
Yes = +2

5. Was force or the threat of force ever used to achieve compliance in any sex
offence (charged or convicted)?
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No force in any offence = -3
Force present in at

least one offence
= 0

6. Has any sex offence (charged or convicted) involved multiple acts on a single
victim within any single contact event?

No = -1
Yes = +1

7. Number of different age groups victimized across all sex/sex-related offences
(charged or convicted):
[] Age group of victims: (check all that apply)
[] Age 6 or younger
[] Age 7 to 12 years
[] Age 13 to 15 years and the offender is more than five years older than the
victim
[] Age 16 or older
No age group or only one age group checked 0
Two or more age groups checked +3

8. Offended against a 13- to 15-year-old victim and the offender was more than
five years older than the victim at the time of the offence (charged or con-
victed):

No = 0
Yes = +2

9. Was the victim a stranger in any sex/sex-related offence (charged or Con-
victed)?

No victims were strangers = -1
At least one victim was a stranger = +3

Uncertain due to
missing information

= 0

10. Is there evidence of adolescent antisocial behaviour in the file?
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No indication = -1
Some relatively iso-
lated antisocial acts

= 0

Persistent, repetitive pattern = +2

11. Pattern of substantial drug or alcohol abuse (12 months prior to arrest for
instant offence or revocation):

No = -1
Yes = +1

12. Employment history (12 months prior to arrest for instant offence):

Stable employment
for one year or longer

= -2

Homemaker, retired, full-
time student in good stand-

ing, or officially disabled

= -2

Part-time, seasonal,
unstable employment

= 0

Unemployed or significant
history of unemployment

= +1

File contains no information = 0
Dynamic/Institutional Items

13. Discipline history while incarcerated (does not include discipline for failure to
follow treatment directives):

No major discipline re-
ports or infractions

= 0

One or more ma-
jor discipline reports

= +1

14. Chemical dependency treatment while incarcerated:
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No treatment recommended / Not
enough time / No opportunity

= 0

Treatment recommended and
successfully completed or in
program at time of release

= -2

Treatment recommended
but offender refused,

quit, or did not pursue

= +1

Treatment recommended
but terminated by staff

= +4

15. Sex offender treatment history while incarcerated:

No treatment recommended / Not
enough time / No opportunity

= 0

Treatment recommended and
successfully completed or in
program at time of release

= -1

Treatment recommended
but offender refused,

quit, or did not pursue

= 0

Treatment recom-
mended but terminated

= +3

16. Age of offender at time of release:

Age 30 or younger = 1
Age 31 or older = - 1

Presumptive Risk Levels and Associated MnSOST-R Cut Scores
Presumptive Risk Level MnSOST-R Score

Low = 3 and below
Moderate = 4 to 7

high = 8 and above
Refer to county attorney = 13 and above.
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T00l 5 The Sex Offender Risk Appraisal Guide (SORAG)

This is a 14-item actuarial scale designed to predict violent, including hands-on,
sexual recidivism among men who have committed at least one previous hands-on
sexual offence.

Table 1. Items and basic coding rules of the SORAG (Quinsey et al., 2006)

Item
Num-
ber

Risk Factor Coding Rule

1 Lived with both biological parents to age
16 (except for death of parent) Ð Score no
if offender did not live continuously with
both biological parents until age 16, ex-
cept if one or both parents died. In case
of parent death, score as for yes

Yes = -2
No = +3

2 Elementary school maladjustment (up to
and including Grade 8)

No problems = -1
Slight or moderate
problems = +2
Severe problems = +5

3 History of alcohol problems Ð Allot one
point for each of the following: alcohol
abuse in biological parent, teenage alco-
hol problem, adult alcohol problem, alco-
hol involved in a prior offence, alcohol in-
volved in the index offence

0 = -1
1 or 2 = 0
3 = +1
4 or 5 = +2

4 Marital status (or lived common law in the
same home for at least 6 months) Ð At
time of index offence

Ever married = -2
Never married = +1

5 Criminal history score for convictions and
charges for nonviolent offences prior to the
index offence (from the Cormier-Lang sys-
tem)

Score 0 = -2
Score 1 or 2 = 0
Score of 3 or above =
+3

6 Criminal history score for convictions and
charges for violent offences prior to the in-
dex offence (from the Cormier-Lang sys-
tem)

Score 0 = -1
Score 2 = 0
Score of 3 or above =
+6
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Item
Num-
ber

Risk Factor Coding Rule

7 Number of convictions for previous sexual
offences (pertains to convictions for sexual
offences that ocurred prior to the index
offence) Ð Count any offences known to
be sexual, including, for example, indecent
exposure 0 = -1

1 or 2 = +1
ş 3 = +5

8 History of sex offences against girls under
age 14 only (includes index offence; if of-
fender was less than 5 years older than
victim, always score +4)

Yes = 0
No = +4

9 Failure on prior conditional releases (in-
cludes parole violation or revocation;
breach of or failure to comply with recog-
nizance or probation; bail violation; and
any new charges, including the index of-
fence, while on a conditional release)

No = 0
Yes = +3

10 Age at index offence (at most recent birth-
day)

≥ 39 = -5
34-38 = -2
28-33 = -1
27 = 0
18-26 = +2

11 Meets DSM-III criteria for any personality
disorder

No = -2
Yes = +3

12 Meets DSM-III criteria for schizophrenia No = -3
Yes = +1

13 Phallometric test results All indicate nondeviant
sexual preferences = -1
Any test indicates de-
viant sexual preferences
= +1

14 Hare Psychopathy Checklist Ð Revised
score (PCL-R; Hare, 1991)

≤ 4 = -5
5-9 = -3
10-14 = -1
15-24 = 0
25-34 = +4
≥ 35 = +12
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Tool 6 : Sexual Violence Risk-20
Douglas R. Boer, PhD, Stephen D. Hart, PhD, P. Randall Kropp, PhD, and Christo-
pher D. Webster, PhD. The SVR-20 is a 20-item checklist of risk factors for sexual
violence that were identified by a review of the literature on sex offenders; fac-
tors assessed include psychosocial adjustment, history of sexual offences, and future
plans.

• Specifies which risk factors should be assessed and how the risk assessment
should be conducted.

• The list of risk factors is empirically related to future sexual violence, useful in
making decisions about the management of sex offenders, nondiscriminatory,
and comprehensive without being redundant.

• Appropriate for use in cases in which an individual has committed, or is alleged
to have committed, an act of sexual violence, including pretrial release deci-
sions, presentence assistance to judges, development of treatment programs at
correctional intake, prior to discharge to assist in post-release management,
custody/access assessment, determination of need for a community warning,
quality assurance or critical incident reviews, and education and training.

The SVR-20 is probably the most commonly used SPJ instrument for the risk assess-
ment of sexual offenders5. Boer and Hart (2009) stated that ’the SVR-20 has been
evaluated by a variety of researchers in a variety of sites and is the best-validated
SPJ for the risk assessment of sexual offenders’ (p. 346). The SVR-20 is a structured
clinical guideline for the assessment of risk for sexual violence in adult sex offenders
designed by a group of forensic scientists who had already done research on SPJ for
other offender subgroups. The SVR-20 was developed from a thorough research of
the empirical literature and using the clinical expertise of a number of clinicians.
In order to identify relevant risk factors, there were three general principles: The
risk factor has to be (a) supported by scientific research, (b) consistent with theory
and professional recommendations, and (c) legally acceptable, that is, consistent
with human and civil rights. The SVR-20 consists of 20 items, divided into three
domains (see Table 1). The authors developed a manual and worksheets, in order to
support a reliable application of the instrument. The administration of the SVR-20
can be divided into three general steps of the risk assessment process: First, the
20 items, as well as any additional case-specific risk factors have to be coded by an
experienced forensic clinician. The items are rated using a 3-point ordinal rating
scale as definitely present, possibly or partially present, or absent. In the second
step, the evaluator indicates for each present risk factor whether there has been any
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Domain Risk Factor
Psychological Adjustment 1. Sexual deviance

2. Victim of child abuse
3. Psychopathy
4. Major mental illness
5. Substance use problems
6. Suicidal/homicidal ideation
7. Relationship problems
8. Employment problems
9. Past nonsexual violent offences
10. Past nonviolent offences
11. Past supervision failure

History of Sexual offences 12. High density
13. Multiple types
14. Physical harm
15. Weapons/threats
16. Escalation in frequency or severity
17. Extreme minimisation/denial
18. Attitudes that support or condone

Future Plans 19. Lacks realistic plans
20. Negative attitude toward intervention

Table 1: The Risk Factors and Items of the Sexual Violence Risk-20 (SVR-20; Boer
et al., 1997)

recent change in the status of that factor within a flexible time frame. Changes are
also coded on a 3-point ordinal rating scale in terms of exacerbation, no change, or
amelioration. In the final step, users make a final judgement about the risk of future
violence using again a 3-point ordinal rating scale. The final risk judgement should
be rated as low, moderate, or high which is also indicating the degree of intervention
required in this individual case. For example, a final judgement of high risk would
indicate an urgent need to develop and start a comprehensive risk management plan
for the individual which would feature more resources than in case of moderate or
low risk.
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Tool 7 : STABLE-2007
This is a structured scale for identifying factors useful in the treatment and com-
munity supervision of sexual offenders. This presentation will offer an overview of
the development of STABLE- 2007, and go on to review the research concerning its
reliability and validity. Evidence concerning rating reliability has been mixed. The
rater reliability for the total scores is high (ICC > .90) among trained evaluators
working on the same team. However, poor rater reliability has been observed when
(continued on next page) raters lacked opportunity for common training and cali-
bration. Even among well-calibrated teams, exact agreement is rare. The standard
error of measurement is about 1.5 points, meaning that raters are expected to be
within about 4.0 points 80% of the time. Evaluators need to consider this measure-
ment error when interpreting individual results, and base their conclusions on the
plausible range of “true” scores. Of the 13 content areas assessed by STABLE-2007,
9 can be considered empirically-supported risk indicators for sexual recidivism, as
defined by d > .15 when aggregated across 3+ studies (Mann, Hanson & Thornton,
2010). Three of the STABLE-2007 content areas are promising (aggregated d > .15
based on 1 or 2 studies). One factor, Social Rejection/Loneliness, was a signifi-
cant predictor in the STABLE-2007 development study but not in other research.
In addition, there is one factor that was non-significant in the STABLE-2000/2007
development study, but should now be considered empirically supported, namely
Child Molesters Attitudes (d = .46, based on 5 studies, n = 781 child molesters).
To date, there have been 3 independent replications of STABLE-2000 and 1 inde-
pendent replication of STABLE-2007. Overall, these studies have found levels of
predictive accuracy similar to those observed in the validation study. However, a
re-analysis of the original validation study indicates that STABLE- 2007 did not
work well for sexual offenders of Aboriginal heritage (AUC = .58 vs. .71 for non-
Aboriginal). Finally, recent research on the construct validity of the STABLE-2000
and STABLE-2007 items (e.g., Nunes & Babchishin, 2012), with a particular focus
on the interpretation of Emotional Identification with Children (McPhail, Hermann
et al., 2011) will be presented.
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Stable 2007 Assessment ID: DOCH-STABLE-84
Assessed: 7/11/2008
Name: John Doe (SID ]: A0980003)

DOB: 06/04/2057 Sentence Date 10/09/1982 Unit: Intake Svc. Center
Gender: Male offence Type: Indecent exposure County: Hawaii

Assessor: susan@cyzap Assessment Staus: Pre-trial
Purpose: Initial Assessment Disposition: Pre-trial
Case number: 733272
Scoring Form Score
1. Significant Social Influences
A. Number of positive influences (max 8)
B. Number of negative influences (max 7) 2
C. Number of neutral influences
D. Total significant social influences

2. Capacity for stable relationships
A. Ever lived with an intimate partner No

for at least two years? Yes 2
B. Currently living with an intimate partner with concerns

3. Emotional identification with children
Any child victims less than 14 years? No N/A

4. Hostility toward women
Notes: Extreme hostility 2

5. General social rejection
Notes: anti-social 2

6. Lack of concern for others 2
7. Impulsive 2
8. Poor problem solving skills 2
9. Negative emotionality 2
10. Sex drive/sex preoccupation 2
11. Sex as coping 1
12. Deviant sexual preferences 0
13. Cooperation with supervisor 1

Total score 20
Risk category High

Table 2: Interpretive Ranges: 0–3 = Low, 4–11 = Moderate, 12+ = High
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Abstract
We define and study the phenomenon of a universal distortion into a rea-

soning system or an argumentation network. Such distortions can happen for
various reasons, for instance under the influence of alcohol or a fundamentalist
religion, or as the result of a behavioural disorder such as paedophilia. We
define the notion theoretically in the framework of abstract argumentation and
present an actual case study of a sex offender. We then present a formal logical
model.

1 Background and orientation
This paper is a conceptual follow up to our paper [1], in which we modelled Rea-
soning Schemes, Expert Opinion and Critical Questions on the risk involved in the
release from custody of a sex offender. Dealing with sex offenders is a high profile
area of activity in any society. Once a sex offender is convicted and given a prison
sentence, to apply for remission for good behaviour, the sex offender is expected to
express regret and remorse and is offered the opportunity to join a therapy group
in prison. This will enable the sex offender to apply for good behaviour and re-
duce the prison sentence by a third (in Israel). Of course it is not surprising that
many sex offenders join a therapy group. What is more surprising, is that the sex
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offender therapists community uses logic and argumentation to treat these sex of-
fenders. The community is not explicitly aware of this connection with the logic and
argumentation community. They regard the sex offender as suffering from reasoning
distortions (caused possibly by physical drives) and proceed to actually use argu-
mentation to try to correct such distortions and reduce the temptation to re-offend.
Once we, the authors, realised this, we were motivated to write the current paper
and study reasoning distortions in general. Actually when you think about it, it is
of great value to the logic community to have essentially a very high profile medical
community using logic and argumentation. If the argumentation community could
observe and model case studies from the therapy practice, this could immensely ben-
efit both communities, as well as society in general. We envisage the argumentation
community helping to improve the therapy methods of the sex offender community.
Currently the therapy success rate is that out of the 100% set of sex offenders par-
ticipating in therapy, 30% show significant improvement. Perhaps this success rate
can be improved.

We would like to explain and make it clear to the perceptive reader of the ar-
gumentation community what to expect from this paper. The authors have three
possible policy options

Policy Option E1 Observe the practical use of Logic and Argumentation in the sex
offender therapist community, get new ideas for new theories of argumenta-
tion and write theoretical papers catering for advancing the research front of
Argumentation and Computation. This is a safe bet and has serious value.
To give an example from Applied Mathematics, we can observe how engi-
neers push fluids through large pipes, miles long, and develop new theories
of Turbulence. The advantage for us is that we do not have to model the
application correctly or even mention it, it is enough to be inspired by ob-
serving the application, develop new theoretical logics and connect to other
works of our theoretical colleagues. The disadvantage is that we give no help
or better models to the sex offender therapist or the fluid engineer.

Policy Option E2 The other option is to try to model the case studies and practice
using our knowledge and tool box of logic and argumentation, and be of more
immediate use to the practitioners and to society. Unfortunately, in the case
of the argumentation community and the sex offenders therapist community,
we envisage two major problems.

a The theoretical COMMA (Conference on Computational Models of Ar-
gument) community does not have sufficient experience in this type of
modelling.
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b The sex offender community is medically minded. If you offer them a
model, it is like offering them a new medicine. They would test it for
years before finally accepting it.

So before we model practice, the two communities must understand each
other much better and this will take time and effort.

Policy Option E3 The authors have decided on a middle option. Start with option
1 but at the same time try a first approximation model, to show the argu-
mentation community that it is worth while to move later to option 2. The
advantages of this approach are obvious, but there is also the risk of misun-
derstanding. Readers will criticise the partial model. We ask the reader to
recognise an opportunity for further research and we will try to point out, as
we develop this paper, any simplifications and shortcuts we employ.

So going back to the business of developing option 3 for this paper, we considered
the influence of a rise of the sex drive on the offender’s reasoning processes.

Our plan for this paper is as follows:
In Section 2, we bring formal background material from Argumentation. In

Section 3 we say a bit more about universal distortion and then continue giving a
general abstract view of distortion. This will prepare us for Section 4, where we
discuss distortion in argumentation networks. We offer two main possibilities for
distortion in the first two Subsections, these are

• Annihilator types of distortion. This means distorting by deleting (annihilat-
ing) some key argument that significantly changes the system, or in a system
where arguments have strength, distorting by weakening this strength.

• Non-monotonic distortions. This means distorting by adding true or fake
background additional information which gives a completely new perspective
to the case.

We continue with Section 5 Subsection 5.1 by listing as examples various distortions
by sex offenders. This prepares the connection with a sex offender’s reasoning and
in Subsection 5.2 we examine a real case study of a real offender.

The case study, presented in Section 5 is purely descriptive, relating reality as it
is. It requires analysis and this we do in the next Section 6. The first Subsection,
6.1 presents the context (in the sex offender therapy community) of the case study
and Subsection 6.2 analyses the arguments used in the case study. We are now in
a position to understand, from the argumentation point of view, the nature and
context of the sex offender reasoning distortions. We need however, before starting
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with our formal modelling, to understand comparatively the workings of reasoning
distortions in general (not just that of the case of sex offenders).This we discuss
in Subsection 6.3 and in fact Subsection 6.4 reveals that the Literary pragmatics
community also deals with reasoning distortions in literary narratives.

We are now ready to start modelling universal distortions. Section 7 presents
a first attempt at modelling. We begin in Subsection 7.1 with an intuitive semi-
formal discussion of possible ways to define models, leading to Subsection 7.2, where
we focus on the use of valuations, (the distortion being lowering the value and
relevance/importance of some arguments, thus distorting the network). Subsection
7.3 summarises our formal initial options and Subsection 7.4 gives an initial valuation
model, where each argument x is given a number V pxq saying how many successful
attacks are required for x to be out. This model is studied in detail and is an example
of “export” from the sex offender area into formal argumentation. The approach
in Subsection 7.4 is set theoretical, there is also an algorithmic approach which is
discussed in Subsection 7.5. Section 8 gives better models, comprising of an initial
discussion of how to do better, leading to the better model of Abstract Valuation
Frameworks (AVF). The AVF model is presented generically, in accordance with our
following of Option E3 above. Section 9 compares with the literature and Section
10 concludes. We also offer further explanatory Appendices A and B about the sex
offender therapy international community practices.

2 Background and concepts from abstract argumenta-
tion

2.1 Argumentation systems with attack only

This Section presents, for the convenience of the reader, some basic concepts of what
we called traditional argumentation theory. Such systems contain attacks only. We
refer to such system as Argumentation with Attack only. One can also add support
to the system and in this case we get systems of Argumentation with Attack and
Support. We shall then explain in what way the systems required for this paper
depart from the traditional ones.

There are two ways to present the semantics for argumentation with attack, the
traditional set theoretical approach and the Caminada labelling approach. For the
mapping connections between the two approaches, see [22]. Let us briefly quote the
traditional set theoretic approach:

Definition 2.1.
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1. We begin with a pair pS,Rq, where S is a nonempty set of points (arguments)
and R is a binary relation on S (the “attack” relation).

2. Given pS,Rq, a subset E of S is said to be conflict free if for no x, y in E do
we have xRy.

3. E protects an element a P S, if for every x such that xRa, there exists a y P E
such that yRx holds.

4. E is admissible if E is conflict free and protects all of its elements.

5. E is a complete extension if E is admissible and contains every element which
it protects.

6. A subset E is a stable extension if E is a complete extension and for each
y R E there exists x P E such that xRy.

7. E is the grounded extension if it is the unique minimal extension (it exists, see
Lemma 2.2).

8. E is a preferred extension, if E is a maximal (with respect to set inclusion)
complete extension.

9. A Semantics is a (metalevel) property S of extensions, such as being stable, or
being grounded or being preferred. Thus we can talk about S-Semantics, (stable
semantics, grounded semantics and preferred semantics) where we consider
only S- extensions.

Lemma 2.2. For any network pS,Rq there exists a grounded extension (which may
be empty).

Proof. This can be proved, using set theoretical methods, see [22, 55]. A proof can
be obtained from the proof of Lemma 7.8 in Section 7 for the case of V giving all
arguments life 1. See also the general construction of Section 8.3.

We can also present the complete extensions of A “ pS,Rq, using the Caminada
labelling approach, see [22].

Definition 2.3. A Caminada labelling of S is a function λ : S ÞÑ tin, out, und}
such that the following holds.

(C1) λpxq “ in, if for all y attacking x, λpyq “ out.

(C2) λpxq “ out, if for some y attacking x, λpyq “ in.
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(C3) λpxq “ und, if for all y attacking x, λpyq ‰ in, and for some z attacking
x, λpzq “ und.

Lemma 2.4.

1. A consequence of (C1) is that if x is not attacked at all, then λpxq “ in.

2. Given an extension E let λE be defined by λEpxq “ t in if x P E, out if for
some y P E we have yRx, and undecided otherwise}. Conversely given a λ,
define Eλ to be tx|λpxq “ in u.

3. Any Caminada labelling yields a complete extension and vice versa.

4. Any {in, out} Caminada labelling (i.e. with no “und” value) yields a stable
extension and vice versa.

5. Set theoretic minimality or maximality conditions on extensions E correspond
to the respective conditions on the “in” parts of the corresponding Caminada
labellings.

Proof. See [22].

Example 2.5. It is useful to introduce a familiar story as an example, the story of
the party.

Story. The Party: We are planning a party and we have a set S which is the
maximal set of all relatives friends, colleagues, etc. who can be invited to the party.
The problem is that some of them do not get along/hate some others. So we have a
relation R, where xRy (which we might denote by x� y) means that if x is invited,
y must not be invited. We get here a traditional argumentation network with attack
relation R. The complete extensions are possible groups of people we can invite,
provided we invite all those to whom no other invitee objects.

Remark 2.6 (Translation into classical logic). The network pS,Rq can be viewed as
a classical predicate model for a binary relation symbol R. The domain of the model
is S and the extension of R is R.

With this point of view , we can add additional predicates symbols to the language
to be able to talk in classical logic syntax about extensions. Let us add the predicates
E, unary for subsets of S, In for points in S that are in, Out for points which are
out and Und for points which are undecided.

We can write axiomatically the conditions for E being a complete extension and
for the conditions of the vector (In ,Out, Und) to be a Caminada labelling.
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1. Conditions on E (where “. . . ” indicates a formula of predicate logic):

(a) “E is conflict free”: @x, yrEpxq ^Epyq Ñ  xRys.
(b) “E protects the element a”: @xrxRa,Ñ DypEpyq ^ yRxqs.
(c) “E is admissible (i.e. E is conflict free and E protects all of its elements)”:

“E is conflict free” ^@arEpaq Ñ @xrxRa,Ñ DypEpyq ^ yRxqss
(d) “E is a complete extension (i.e E is admissible and contains every element

which it protects)”: “E is admissible” ^@a [“E protects the element a”
Ñ Epaq]

2. Conditions for Caminada labelling:

(a) @xrInpxq _Outpxq _Undpxqsq
(b) @xr pInpxq ^Outpxq ^  pUndpxq ^ Inpxqq ^  pOutpx^Undpxqqs
(c) @xrDypyRxÑ Outpxqs
(d) @xrr@ypyRxÑ Outpyqs Ñ Inpxqs

2.2 Adding valuations or preferences

Given an argumentation network pS,Rq, consider a node s P S and its set of attackers
Apsq “ ty P S|yRsu. Following considerations in Subsection 2.1, the question of
whether s is “in” or not is basically algorithmic based on the geometry of pS,Rq. The
arguments ty|y P Apsqu themselves are atomic, and no considerations are available
about their nature, such as “who put them forward”, “why we think they are true”,
“how strong they are compared with other arguments”, “are they independent of
each other”, etc., etc.

If we wish to protect node s from its attackers Apsq, we might wish to identify
various properties V1pyq, . . . , Vkpyq, of nodes y P Apsq and then argue, that given
these properties, we want to reject some or all the attackers of Apsq. The predicates
Vipyq are called valuations. They could be qualitative (true or false of y) or numerical
(Vipyq P r0, 1s). These predicates are meta-level to the arguments in S, and they
compensate for the abstract atomic nature of the elements of S.Their purpose is to
mitigate the attacks of Apsq on s. We can thus consider a formula Bs involving the
predicates tVipyq, Vipsq|i “ 1, . . . , k, y P Apsqu which says something about ty|y P
Apsqu and use it to modify clauses (C1)–(C3) involved in the Caminada labelling of
Subsection 2.1. For example, we can say that if Bs does not hold then certainly s
must be “in” because we should ignore all the attacks on s.
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The idea of valuation is helpful in modelling reasoning distortions. We shall see
our sex offender of our case study in Section 5, when defending the attack on the
claim

s “ “ I have not offended”

against the testimony of child y about the offence, the offender added

V pyq “ “y has not complained about the offence for a long time”.

This is supposed to mitigate the seriousness of the offence. The predicate “V ” is
not part of the language of pS,Rq, it is a valuation added to it, and seems useful in
modelling distortions introduced by sex offenders.

So if we have a system pS,R, V1, . . . , Vkq, a distortion can be affected either by
modifying tViu or by tinkering with tBsu.
Definition 2.7 (Networks with Bench-Capon type valuations).

1. We say that networks of the form pS,R, V1, ..., Vnq are of Bench -Capon type
if all Vi are subsets of S.

2. We define Caminada labelling for such networks in terms of the translation
into classical logic of item 2 of Remark 2.6.

3. Let Bpy, sq be defined as the formula Bpy, sq “ Ź
i“1ÑnrVipsq Ñ Vipyqs

4. Conditions for Caminada labelling:

(a) @xrInpxq _Outpxq _Undpxqsq
(b) @xr pInpxq ^Outpxq ^  pUndpxq ^ Inpxqq ^  pOutpx^Undpxqqs
(c) @xrDypyRx^ Bpy, sq Ñ Outpxqs
(d) @xrr@ypyRxÑ Outpyq _  Bpy, sqs Ñ Inpxq

2.3 Abstract dialectical frameworks (ADF)
ADF was introduced to the argumentation community in 2010 in [27]. It was origi-
nally introduced as (in our humble opinion) a mathematical extension of argumenta-
tion, giving it the strength of the classical propositional calculus in an explicit form.
Such moves are common and useful in mathematics, and indeed ADF has evolved,
overcame various difficulties and gained respectable grounds in the argumentation
community since its introduction and is now a powerful tool, see [35]–[39], [54], [56].
To be able to discuss ADF, let us just give a definition of some simplified version of
ADF.
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Definition 2.8 (Boolean ADF networks). We formally define the notion of a
Boolean ADF network. This is a notion just for this paper so the reader can have a
formal definition of the type of ADF we are talking about.

Let pS,Rq be an argumentation network and for each s in S let Cpsq be a Boolean
combination of variables in the set of elements of ty|yRsu. Consider the set of
equations of the form

sØ Cpsq, s P S.
Any solution of these equations in Kleene 3 valued logic is considered an Extension
for the system pS,R,Cpsq, s P Sq.

For Kleene 3 valued logic, see Figure 22 (1=in, 0=out, 1/2 = undecided).

Remark 2.9 (Some ADF variations). We can add some predicates to pS,Rq, say
a family of ni-place predicate Pi, and allow them to be used in the formulas Cpsq
above. We need to regard each P pyjq, as propositional atomic, (a trick well known
from classical logic model theory)

Models of the sets of equations (equivalences) above in this language in Kleene 3
valued logic will give us the complete extensions, if they exist.

For the practical sex offender therapist, however, the mathematics is less impor-
tant than the intuition behind it, and in this case, the ADF is intuitively capable,
mathematically powerful, especially when generalised to a matrix form or a more
general form as will be indicated in Subsections 8.2 and 8.3. We do require, however,
some generalisations and some restrictions on ADF, if we want to use it for the sex
offender case. First we need to use predicate logic formulas, not propositional logic
formulas. Second, the argumentation/logical attacks on sex offenders are monotonic.
The more attackers you have the stronger is the case. So if the set of arguments E
can kill x, and E is a subset of E1, then also E1 can kill x. This property does not
hold for a general ADF. We now explain.

Note that the traditional Dung notion of attack is lost in the framework of ADF.
We start with pS,Rq, but regard, for each s P S the set Apsq “ ty|yRsu not as a
set of attackers, but as a linked set of related nodes. We say that s is ‘in” iff some
Boolean combination Cspty|y P Apsqu holds. So s is out when Cs does not hold,
and then the set Apsq can mount a successful attack on s.Thus we need to have a
Cs associated with each s. This is not a monotonic attack condition.  Cs might
say, for example, that the set Apsq contains an even number of “in” elements. So
if another attacker becomes “in”, the attack fails. There is no monotonicity here.
We may consider only monotonic ADF predicates. But even for this case ADF have
their own way of calculating extensions, which is still incompatible with the sex
offender case (we omit details here). Suppose still that we adopt this approach (of
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taking monotonic Cs) but calculate the extensions using Boolean equations, namely,
we take as our (AVF) complete extensions of the network as all Kleene three-valued
models of the theory tsØ Cs|s P Su.

We still cannot use this mathematical version for two reasons.

1. Even if we restrict the formulas Cs to be monotonic, (and this is not easy
because the formula does not have a fixed number of variables), we still need
the explicit intuition of “attack” which is implicit in ADF. The sex offender
creates distortion as a response to direct explicit threats, not to implicit ones.
Furthermore the sex offender does not protect himself by talking about com-
binations of in out of his attackers; he gives other types of valuations, like
“racist attack”, “unimportant”, etc. This requires the formulas Cs to be pred-
icate logic formulas containing the predicates V pyq, for yRs, which can be
genuinely set theoretical or also be numerical values.

2. The valuation approach can technically represent the Boolean fragment of
ADF. If we add naming valuations of the form Vs, s P S such that V y

s “ J iff
y “ s, then we can express Boolean ADF.1 More importantly, we can be very
specific and project a distortion on each and every individual argument x P S
via the use of the naming predicate Vxpyq.

This observation is in fact important for Section 9, the comparison with the litera-
ture. There will also be a discussion at the end of Option 3 in Section 7.3.

2.4 The equational approach
This approach views pS,Rq as a carrier for equations in r0, 1s for the variables ts|s P
Su. We are given for each s a continuous function fspApsqq in the variable Apsq “
ty|yRsu. We look at the equations ts “ fspApsqqu. These have solutions in r0, 1s.
Any such solution generates a complete extension for pS,Rq in the sense of Subsection
2.1, provided fs satisfied the suitable properties, and provided that we let value 1
for s to mean “in”, value 0 for s to mean “out” and otherwise undecided.

Two such functions are notable

fmaxpsq “ 1´maxty|yRsu
and

finvpsq “
ź

yRs

p1´ yq.

1This is not a criticism of ADF. In logic there are many systems expressing one another, it
is the presentation that makes the difference. Note that our machinery is not the same as ADF
machinery, so although we can express Boolean formulas we do not do to it what ADF does.
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The extensions we get from fmax can be proved to yield exactly the extensions
in Subsection 2.1. See [7].

The equational approach fmax is suitable for modelling argumentation networks
with numerical valuations. If the meta-predicates Vipsq give numerical values (see
Subsection 2.2), these need to be integrated with the traditional “in”, “out”, “unde-
cided” values for s P S (see Subsection 2.1). The best way of doing this is to adopt
the equational approach to pS,Rq and integrate the numerical functions Vi into the
equations.

3 Abstract view of distortion
Reasoning distortions are common to every human being, but sex offenders have
unusual and exceptional cognitive distortion. This motivated us to look at what
happens when there is a major distortion of a reasoning network. The purpose of
the current paper is to model the possible effects of such disturbances.

Let us list some familiar examples of universal disturbances.
1. A group of scouts equipped with compasses and maps, dropped on a hill in

a national park is instructed to find their way to a meeting point. Nobody
realises that there is a high concentration of iron ore in the area which distorts
the compass readings and the group ends up moving in circles.

2. A man drinks a bit too much at a party and does not realise that the influence
of alcohol is altering his perception of the reality.

3. A boy on a date is carried away by his hormones and does not respond to his
girlfriend’s objections to his sexual attentions.

4. A con man suddenly gets religion and changes his lifestyle.

5. A society is struck by an overwhelming natural disaster, such as an earthquake
or hurricane and becomes subject to emergency laws.

6. A computer overheats and starts acting erratically.

7. A vital component fails in a complex system, affecting performance.

8. A cyber hacker maliciously penetrates a system and changes it.

9. Any small child has a major reasoning distortion in that the child does not
have clear boundaries between what is real and what is imaginary. This creates
problems for example when the child is a witness (being a sex victim). See
Appendix A.
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10. Advertising distortions. These are hard advertising campaigns intended to
create reasoning distortions favouring sales. One such method is to associate
a product (e.g. fast cars) with basic instincts such as Macho attitudes in men.

Psychologists Megan Vokey, Bruce Tefft and Chris Tysiaczny at the
University of Manitoba (See [45]) analyzed advertisements in men’s
magazines to see what messages they were sending about what it
means to be a man. They found that a significant number of the
advertisements portrayed or promoted one or more of the following
beliefs:
• Danger is exciting.
• Toughness is a form of emotional self-control.
• Violence is manly.
• ItÕs fine to be callous about women and sex.

Remark 3.1. We note that some of the distortions are mistakes which happen as
a result of reasonable reactions based on incorrect assumptions. No-one would call
into question — at least to start with — the sanity of the lost scouts in trusting their
compasses.

Another example would be the drunk man crossing the road using the following
assumptions:

Assumption 1. the car is moving slower than it is

Assumption 2. he can move quicker than he can.

In the second example he may incorrectly assume that he is much fitter than he is,
or he may simply be calculating his agility based on what he knows about his speed
of movement when sober.

To take this to the example of the sex offender, men (even very reasonable ones)
often make a lot of incorrect assumptions about women. Can it be that the sex
offender is simply someone who has low or non-existent empathetic ability and who
assumes everyone in the world thinks like him or is simply an instrument of his own
urges? This basic assumption would result in inconsiderate behaviour at the very
least and of violence if this view of the world is contradicted in some way. (This is
in fact a major distortion and it will be addressed in our second model in Section
4.)

The example of sex offenders making the wrong assumptions and resorting to
violence when contradicted can take an extreme form. There are many examples of
sex offenders killing themselves when caught, see [62]. This would be a reasonable
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and logical thing to do if the offender is a person who believes the rest of humanity
is his toy, and then he discovers that the “toy” has turned back on him.2

We now consider our options for modelling universal distortions. Let us forget
for a moment about practice and sex offenders etc. Let us just take the idea of a
theoretical approach to universal distortion in a reasoning system. We have two
problems here:

1. Formally define what is a universal distortion in formal logical system such as
classical logic or abstract argumentation.

2. When we model a practical area where there is a possibility of a practical
universal distortion, we try to model the area using a formal system with
compatible formal distortions.

There are however problems. The first problem is that to model a distortion in a
system we first have to model the system itself and then consider how the system
may be distorted, which is not as simple as one might think.

Remark 3.2. We are aware that there are related papers on Argumentation Dynam-
ics and revision which need to compared. The difference is in scale and intention. If
we delete or add an argument or cancel an arrow of attack or arrow of support, then
this is more of a local interference than a large scale distortion. With a universal
distortion we make a big global change/interference. Of course if we take out an
argument which attacks many other arguments, or take out a large set of arguments,

2There has been very little work on the reasons behind the suicide figures, beyond the four
categories set out by Emile Durkheim in the nineteenth century (see Wikipedia [63]) but at the
time Durkheim was writing there was very little study, or even recognition of, sex crimes as a
separate category especially those relating to children.
There is no doubt that convicted sex offenders have a higher suicide rate than in the general

population (see [53]) but we are somewhat thrown into speculation about why pedophiliac sex
offenders have a higher risk of suicide and why this risk is especially high for those who have used
violence. One theory we have discussed is based on the general recognition that almost all sex
crimes of any sort are to do more with the exercise of power than with sexual desire and following
from this proposition, that the sexual exploitation of children is the ultimate exercise of power for
an inadequate individual. So, when such an individual is caught and all power is taken away from
him, he can see no more meaning in life. Also, if an individual has a pattern of violence it would
make sense that he would find a solution to his problems in violence — i.e. self harm — rather than
in introspection. Whether the individual resorts to suicide because he is unable to cope with the
feeling of powerlessness inherent in judicial confinement, or whether he is simply rejecting life itself
as a disappointment too heavy to bear is a matter which might be worthy of some consideration.
Unfortunately, finding out the deeper reasons will always be problematic, given that by the time
the pattern has played out, the determined Suicide is beyond human analysis.
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model of D

D
Universal distortion creating

Figure 1

then the effect could be global, but the intention may be local but with global conse-
quences. The global consequence are done, however, as a side effect, without any
general principle involved. In the case of argumentation dynamics, on the whole we
deal with is local interferences while the case of distortion on the whole is global via
some general principles making a global change.

Consider the schema in Figure 1. In this figure, practical system P1 is distorted
by disturbance D to become the system P2. The system P1 is modelled by formal
logical model M1. M1 is a natural best model for P1. We would like to model the
distortion by MpDq and formally apply it to M1 and get M2, modelling P2.

It is important to note that the distortions, as modelled in this paper, do not
change the underline logics, but distort the logical modellings of P1{P2. See, however,
Remark 3.4.

This schema looks reasonable but is problematic in its execution. Here is a list
of some major problems. The emphasis is on “best natural modelling”.
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Problem 1. We assume system P1, which is a practical system, is naturally mod-
elled by the logical system M1. We know that P1 is distorted into P2, which we may
naturally be able to model by M2. But we also need a reasonable transformation
from M1 into M2, by the logical tool MpDq. This may not be possible because it
may be the case that M1 is not capable of distortion.

Let us be more specific. Many members of the argumentation and related com-
munities use classical logic as a major modelling tool. Classical logic is not easy to
distort. To see this, let us take the most basic deduction in classical logic.

1 A assumption
2 AÑ B assumption
3 B conclusion by modus ponens from (1) and (2)

This deduction is presented by a child to his mother. “Mummy, you said that if
I was a good boy you would give me chocolate. I was a good boy yesterday, can I
have my chocolate now?”

Unfortunately mother is harassed and distracted. So we expect a distortion.
How can we interfere with the modus ponens deduction?

Classical logic can only add or delete assumptions and rules from a deduction.
In our case, deletion of (1) or (2) or both can be the interference. Therefore the the
only possible distortion in this case can be that the mother would say to her child
“I don’t remember”. This is fine for this case.

Let us agree: interference/distortion in classical logic is mainly deletion/loss of
data. So to clarify, if we give a proof in classical logic based on assumptions, then the
proof can be distorted if some assumptions are deleted or lost. Adding assumptions
will not invalidate the proof. On the other hand if a top executive is seen pinching
his secretary’s bottom, common sense will immediately see the executive as a sex
offender. However, adding the information that his secretary is his wife might add
a new perspective on the case and might mitigate the offence.

Problem 2. Let us now look at a different scenario. The drunk man at the party
mentioned above wants to cross the road. A car is coming. He estimates the car is
far away. He crosses the road and is hit by the car. The problem is that no matter
how you model this in classical logic, the only formal distortion available is deletion,
but in this case the real distortion is is not a matter of deletion. The man does not
believe that there is no car coming. We can of course try to be smart and take a
more complex model with data about car speed etc and delete the car speed as a
distortion. But this model is too complex and violates the principle of simplicity.
Another option to model this scenario could be for the drunk man to think: “A car
is coming. But I have time to cross the road”. In this case, the distortion could be
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represented by a deletion of the belief “I have time to cross the road”. Again, we
violate here the principle of simplicity. The fact is that a sober man sees the car
far away and crosses the road and all is well. When drunk you do the same, except
your reaction time is slow. The sober man does not calculate time, if this were the
case, the drunk man would also calculate time and by the time he had finished his
calculation, the car would have passed.

Let us now draw conclusions from the above discussion. To model distortion we
need the following tools:

1. Understand formally how distortion can work in known logics, especially those
logics which are used extensively in modelling reasoning. Let us call this
“formal theory of distortion”.

2. Identify those logics which are amenable to modelling distortions (of them-
selves) and try to use them to model those practical systems which are in
practice prone to distortions. Such systems may unfortunately happen to be
modelled by logics which are not capable of much formal distortion.

3. Study distortions in practical systems and try to understand how they work.

4. Use (1) and (2) to model (3).

We now give examples.

Example 3.3. We discussed modus ponens in classical logic. Let us write a slightly
different deduction: A,A Ñ pA Ñ Bq $ B. There is not much that a distracted or
drunk person can distort here except deletion.

Suppose we work in a resource logics, say in linear logic. In linear logic the
deduction above is not valid. You need two copies of A to get B, i.e. A,A,A Ñ
pAÑ Bq $ B.

A drunk person has more scope for distortion in this logic, he/she may see double.
So “A” becomes “A,A” and the deduction goes through.

Going back to the child, he may have needed to be a good boy for two days in a
row, but he asked of his chocolate after the first day. The harassed mother did not
notice.

On the other hand, crossing the road after the party, the man might think that
there are two cars coming and might not attempt to cross the road at all.

Remark 3.4. This is an opportunity to make a remark for readers familiar with the
instantiated approaches to argumentation known as ASPIC or ABA, [7, 8]. These
systems use arguments instantiated through proofs in classical logic, each in his own
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respective way. So it is quite possible to have several different arguments/proofs
attacking another argument/proof, all using the same basic fact as part of their
respective proofs. A universal distortion can be affected by rejecting classical logic in
favour of linear logic, which allows the use of facts only once. Thus many attacks will
be disqualified. In fact, the use of linear logic makes intuitive sense. Our perception
of it in day to day reasoning is manifested in statements like “everything seems to
depend on a certain key fact x”.

The idea of linear logic is that we can use an assumption only once, after that
the assumption cannot be used again. A favourite example is if you have a dollar
you can spend it only once and after that you do not have it any more. Many
arguments might use the same assumption/fact in several contexts and so saying let
us use linear logic would invalidate such arguments. No sex offender would create a
distortion by saying “I use linear logic” but the sex offender might say “you rely in
all your accusations on this one witness, this is wrong”.

Consider the following argument
Assumptions:

1. If a dollar can buy you a cup of coffee then get a dollar

2. a dollar can buy you a cup of coffee

Conclusion

3. I have a cup of coffee

Assumption 2 need to be used twice in Modus Ponens.

4 Distortions in formal argumentation (towards mod-
elling sex offenders)

This Section models the distortion schema of Figure 1 for the case of argumentation.
We get our inspiration from practice in dealing with sex offenders. We present two
models. One we call the annihilator model and one we call the non-monotonic model.
Let us give a brief intuitive explanation first and then we define and discuss the
models in Subsections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. Let us offer the reader two images
which illustrate the two possible models. Let us start with a normal normative
person with a reasonable normative reasoning system. Let us forcefully inject this
person with hormones that permanently enhance his sex drive. From then on his
reasoning and behaviour become distorted. This is the first model. A change due
to one single disturbance. We can obtain the second model if we assume the person
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Figure 2: Schema for annihilator distortion

say survives miraculously some accident and becomes a born again believer. This is
the second model. A sudden injection of a set of truths which changes his reasoning
and behavioural patterns.

We note that the two models can be combined into a single model containing all
features from both models. However, for exposition purposes and also for export to
cases other than sex offenders, it is good to identify two separate models.

Let pS,Rq be an argumentation network (for background definitions see Subsec-
tion 2.1). Let I be a new node. Let d P S. Form the new network pS Y tIu, R Y
tpI,dquq. What we have done is added an external node I R S and let it attack
d P S. This causes d to be out.

This is why we call I an annihilator. We now look at d. We say that d causes
a distortion, if from the point of view of pS,Rq, a change of (the {in, out}) value of
d can cause large scale changes in the extensions of the network. For example, if d
attacks a large number of other elements of S, then a change in the value of d can
cause a distortion.

We now explain the nature of non-monotonic attacks. In our 2009 paper [5], we
introduced the notion of non-monotonic attack. The nodes of the network pS,Rq are
non-monotonic theories. An attack from a theory ∆1 to a theory ∆2 is executed by
forming ∆1 Y∆2. In such a context, a major distortion can arise if the underlying
non-monotonic system is changed. For example we may inject into each theory of
S the additional information, the theory Θ. Such a change may cause a large scale
change in the nature of all attacks in the system.

4.1 Models for annihilator type of distortion
Figure 2 explains the model schematically. Our network pS,Rq can be decomposed
into the union of two networks pS1, R1q and pS2, R2q.

S1 is the undistorted system of argumentation. It allows for certain possible
complete extensions which are considered acceptable and normative. The element
d P S1 is an argument which is out because of a related system S2 in which a key
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Figure 3: Attack with values

factor I is in. I is an annihilator node. This I attacks d and so d is out. If d
were in it would cause distortion. We see I as an annihilator for d. The intuitive
meaning of the concept of distortion is a large scale change in the extensions of S1.
Intuitively not every change of an element x P S1 from out to in will cause a large
scale change. For example, if d attacks many elements of S1 then if d changes from
out to in, it may induce a large scale change in S1. To explain our notation, we use
d (for distortion) and we use I for the inhibitor. Changes occur in S2 which force
I to be out and so d becomes in and so d “ in causes distortion. So what kind of
changes can occur in S2? For S2 we use a seriously generalised and modified model,
based on the technical instrument of a valuation function V employed in value based
argumentation, see [3, 4] and for background material, see Subsection 2.2. The idea
can be illustrated in Figure 3.

Our network has the form pS2, R2, V q. Each node x in the S2 has a value V pxq
attached to it, say a number r0, 1s. Assume px, yq P R2, then if the value V pxq
is less than V pyq, then x cannot attack y. So if our S2 is exactly the network
described in Figure 3 and we have V peq ă V pIq, then we disregard the attack arrow
e � I and the complete extension of this network is e “ in, I = in. Similarly if
V peq ě V pIq then we do not disregard the attack arrow e � I. Now assume that
it is the case that V peq ă V pIq. A distortion occurs when a change in V occurs to
V 1 and V 1peq ě V 1pIq. In this case the distortion is generated because the extension
now is e “ in, I = out.3

In Figure 2, the critical argument e changes value and as a result, I becomes out,

3We shall discuss in Subsection 7.1 the modification we need to the numerical comparison we
have presented here. In Figure 3 we generalise as follows:

1. We allow the element e also to attack the value V pIq and/or allow V peq to modify V pIq.
2. We allow for values to be transmitted (appropriately according to some algorithm) along

attack (i.e. R) lines
3. These modifications will require us to work within the Equational Framework of [5].

We remark that one can also possibly use preference argumentation as our starting point, see
Modgil [23]. This may be technically possible but we think the Bench-Capon valuation approach
is more compatible with the sex offenders way of thinking. The therapists use numerical strengths
in their tools. So distortions will change the numerical evaluations. In networks with preferences,
a universal distortion can change the preferences.
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Common sense adds more to ∆. It adds ∆1. We write ∆|„Q.
If we add more facts to ∆ (say Γ) we might get less when using common sense, so

now we might have that ∆` Γ  |„Q.
Figure 4

and no longer inhibits d. The choice of single factors d, I and e are examples only
and in practice there may be several of them. The choice of the Bench-Capon model
(see Definition 2.7) is based on sex offenders practice and therapy. The therapy
used in the sex offenders area changes the relative value of various factors in S2 to
eliminate the distortion.

4.2 Non-monotonic distortions
We begin with an explanation of how the non-monotonic mechanism works. Consider
Figure 4.

We start with given recorded data ∆. The non-monotonic commonsense mech-
anism adds more data to ∆. Call it ∆1. ∆1 is not recorded, it may be wrong, but
commonsense dictates it. For example if the data is that John is on a strict diet and
he is offered a huge ice cream cone, we can add using commonsense that he did not
eat it all. Maybe he had a taste. But who knows, maybe it was so tempting that he
rejected his diet program then and there!

Now suppose we add the additional data Γ that this ice cream was offered on
John’s 60th birthday and that he had been exercising extra hard in anticipation of
this event. Now it is not clear whether or not John rejected the ice cream.

The perceptive reader might ask: what is the connection with sex offenders? We
answer by an example showing how a normative teenager can end up accused of
rape. Let us examine normal commonsense behaviour of a teenager asking a girl on
a date. We can safely assume that if the girl says “no”, then the boy should not
force himself upon her. But in current conditions, with boys accessing pornography
on the internet, this boy might have drawn the conclusion that girls never say “no”
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and mean it.4 He might interpret the “no” as “yes — but try a bit harder to get
me”.

This is a distortion. Instead of

∆|„ “no” means no, respect it!

we get

∆` porn movies |„ “no” means “yes, but let us play the game of refusal
and conquest”.

So a universal distortion D in this context is a hidden set of assumptions such that
every commonsense query ∆|„?Q becomes distorted into ∆`D|„?Q.

Remark 4.1 (Summary of Sections 4.1 and 4.2). Before we move to the next Sec-
tion, let us summarise what we have so far from the current Section. We have two
possible models for universal disturbance.

We start with a traditional network pS,Rq5 with R the attack relation on S and
the universal disturbance is modelled as a change of R into R1. The situation of
Figure 2 can be accommodated buy letting S “ S1YS2. Note that just changes R to
R1 connects us with many papers on argumentation dynamics existing in the liter-
ature. Are such existing Argumentation Dynamics models suitable for our purpose
of addressing sex offender therapy? We think they are not. We say, however, after
looking at the list of arguments presented in this Section, that we need to be more
specific and look at value based networks of the form pS,R, V q, and generate the
(argumentation dynamics) change of the attack relation by changing V to V 1.

As for the second non monotonic model, this is different. It has a different form.
The nodes are logical theories and the attack relation is information input.

Fortunately, we have a new paper, entitled “the attack as information input”
which can unify both approaches. The paper shows that the second model can simulate
the first model. In short, more information can kill an argument. See [11].

So at this stage our models have the form pS,R, V q, where S is a set of pieces
of information, R is information input, V is a value function on S and the attack
machinery, extensions, etc., etc., is a modification of some options from [11].

To be able to proceed we need to learn more from the sex offender therapists about
how they use logic and argumentation.

So we look in the next Section at some real sex offender arguments and proceed
to further look in the next Section at an actual case study of a real offender.

4No porno film will end in the first 2 minutes because the girl said no. Similarly no action films
ends in the first 10 minutes because the hero gets killed, etc., etc.

5We have included Section 2 giving some background material for the reader not from the
argumentation community (hopefully from the sex offender therapist community).
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5 Distortions in the Sex Offender Case
This Section presents the data about distortion in the thinking of sex offenders. This
is the area we want to model.

5.1 List of sex offender’s arguments
We now show that our model is reasonably motivated by sex offenders’ arguments.
One of the main differences between sex offenders and offenders in general is the
distortions in the sex offenders’ reasoning process. These distortions can be charac-
terised by the following features (as accepted in the professional community). Before
we list the features, we repeat our words of caution to our perceptive readers:

1. The list below is has been recognised and compiled by the community of sex
offenders therapists.

2. We the authors looked at this list and as a result decided to start our theoretical
modelling with the Bench-Capon valuation approach.6

3. We are not claiming that we are going to model or can model the features in
the list below. Our first look at the list below gave us the impression that if
we can model the features suggested by the list below, then we should start
from the Bench-Capon valuation approach.

4. Our view shall be further refined as we go along and we shall offer more refined
models until we discuss a much better model in Section 8.

So let us start the list:

1. Exaggeration. A simple insult can become a major attack which requires a
serious counter-measure.

2. Generalisation. One girl rejected me and so I have no chance with girls and
my only option is to take one by force.

6The Bench Capon approach has two aspects:
(a) The Technical aspect, given an argumentation network pS,Rq, we can associate with each

argument x a value V pxq.
(b) The qualitative aspect, the meaning we give to these values and what we do with them.

We use the technical aspect of Bench Capon, but give the meaning used in the sex offender case,
which is some semi numerical strength/relevance/importance value to the arguments.
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3. Misinterpretation of facts. My wife smiles at someone and I am sure she is
having an affair.

4. Unfounded deduction. A woman accepts my invitation for coffee, which means
she agrees to have sex with me.

5. Extreme opinions.

• My wife says she wants a divorce, but if I force sex on her she will stay
mine.

• Children love sex with grownups.
• I must have sex with this woman, otherwise my life is not worth living

The sex offender distorts the system in order to feel more comfortable with what
he is doing. In the annihilator model he would change V in a way which puts
anything having to do with himself in the highest V value.

The following list gives samples of sex offenders’ rationalisations:

1. Kindheartedness.

• I was not attacking, I was only trying to help.
• I did not do anything.
• I exhibited myself in order to teach the children about sex, or the child

was sad and I only amused him.

2. Helplessness.

• I cannot stop myself. My drive controls me.

3. Projection-blaming.

• She made me do it.
• I was drunk.
• My friends started it, I was just swept along by them.

4. I have the right to . . .

• I spent money on her, she owes me.
• She is my wife, I have the right.
• She is my daughter, I created her.
• My wife denies me sex, so her daughter takes her place.
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• It is ridiculous. A man cannot be accused of raping his wife any more
than he can be accused of stealing his own radio.

5. Minimalization.

• It did not bother her.
• Other people do worse.

6. Justification.

• She annoyed me. She deserves it.
• Youngsters nowadays know more about sex than grown ups. They want

sex. So what if she is only 12 years old?
• I had a hard day and was a long time without sex.
• She sleeps with everybody, why pick on me?

7. Self importance.

• I am beyond the law.
• All women adore me. I thought she was just playing hard to get.
• I know what women think. I know she wanted me.
• She contacted the police only because I stopped having sex with her and

she just can’t give up on me.

To put all the above arguments in some perspective, consider a recent incident
reported in the BBC news, of a “proxy” sex offender (ex-girlfriend’s dog beater), see
[61]:
Speke man jailed for pouring boiling water on girlfriend’s dog, by Andy
Gill BBC North West Tonight.

Here we have an interesting case of a man who beat up his girlfriend’s dog.
He was obviously taking out his frustrations on the animal, but the interesting

thing is that when speaking about it in court, although acknowledging that he did
it, he denies that he is capable of such a thing.

That is, he is holding two mutually exclusive views of reality.

1. He did it.

2. He is not a bad person and so could not have done it.
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5.2 Case Study supervised by Dr Gadi Rozenberg
We describe here an example of distortion in an actual sex offender. The therapy
has emotional, cognitive and behavioural aspects, [47] but this paper focusses on
only the cognitive point of view. It includes therapy for changing the distortion [48]
and also recommendations for therapy that are not modelled in our paper, as we
are dealing only with the distortions themselves. The sex offender builds a view (a
non-monotonic distortion) which makes him more comfortable with his actions. The
therapy is to challenge the offender’s view using logic. The sex offender’s reasoning
is distorted only in connection with his offences. His reasoning is sound in other
contexts. The therapist shows analogy between the distorted context and a sound
context and points out that the sex offender’s reasoning is not consistent. Further-
more the therapy is conducted in groups. It it surprising but it seems that although
one sex offender’s reasoning may be distorted for his own case, when faced with the
identical distorted reasoning from another offender, the original offender can spot it
as a distortion. So the sex offenders can see what is wrong in other offenders but
not in themselves. This makes logic group therapy quite effective.7

Once the therapy is successfully completed,8 statistics show that 30% of the
successful candidates do not re-offend in comparison with offenders who did not
participate in the therapy, see [49].

The following is a description of this particular case [34]. Note the arguments
and counter arguments between the offender and Dr Rozenberg. The time scale is
1 year and 8 months.

The case is of a native Jewish Israeli ultra-Orthodox man of about 39, with four
children aged 7, 10, 11 and 13.

He would normally spend half of every working day in a religious study group

7Yes, it is significant that this international community of experts dealing with sex offenders
actually use argumentation extensively! It offers more opportunities for further research for both
communities. We stress again that our purpose in this Section is to present the case study as it is,
with a view to determining further what kind of theoretical tools we need if we want to model it.
So we are sort of “casing the joint”, to further refine our understanding of what kinds of tools we
need. We are not yet ready for an initial model. We shall use footnotes to remark on items that
require special modelling attention. The next Section will analyse the case study further, but still
not yet model it. We shall summarise and offer an initial model in Section 8. We need to properly
lead up to this model.

8“Successful candidate” means the candidate realised his reasoning was wrong and expresses
regret about his actions. Successful candidates can get a third of their prison sentence reduced. Of
course with such an incentive some (but not all) sex offenders join therapy and express regret but
for some of them it becomes genuine. The group therapy (10-14 sex offenders) takes 20 months. In
short: Success means the candidate managed to finish the therapy and the therapists believe that
his risk to sex offences recidivism is reduced.
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and the other half working part-time as an estate agent, but he is serving a second
prison sentence for committing two child sex offences. His first offence was for sexual
contact with a child aged about 9, and when he met Dr Rozenberg he was serving a
second sentence for sexual activity with two of his neighbours’ children, boys aged
9 and 11.

Before the therapy, he denied the offences, stating that the children had falsely
accused him but without being able to suggest a reason for their allegations. Fol-
lowing talks with a clinical criminologist, he gradually began to open up about the
details of his behaviour. It was decided to accept him for group treatment in the
prison Forensic Psychiatric Division for sexual predators. Treatment is about psy-
chological introspection coupled with experience to lead to a change of pattern of
thought and behaviour. During treatment all patients experienced a variety of in-
terventions in their distortions. Group therapy lasted one year and eight months,
during which the patient expressed a variety of distortions.

Presented below are some of the distortions of thinking and a summary of com-
ments that arose during treatment. The goal was to try to enter his conceptual
world and change the mindset and habits of the patient.

When the subject was asked whether he was willing to participate in treatment,
he said he would concentrate on the study of Torah to take his mind off thinking
“prohibited” thoughts which would prevent him from re-offending. He was told that
Torah study for a religious person is very important and can help, but he was asked
how he coped with his aberrant drives after his first offence. The subject admitted
that he decided to get married as soon as he could in the expectation that his sexual
needs would be met by his wife.

It was explained to him that the two solutions he described are external solutions
which, although important, are probably not sufficient. Marrying does not shut
down a strong attraction to children, which is the central problem. Many victims
of this drive honestly repent and believe that the repenting will “save them”, but
they repent every day, and fail and re-offend every day. Obviously repenting is not
enough to break the cycle. In the same way, punishment is generally ineffective
in preventing repetition. Instead there is a need for internal adjustment, usually
guided by therapy.

At the beginning of the treatment the subject frequently referred to offences
in the third person in an attempt to distance himself and so avoid responsibility.
For example, he described the offences with the word “occurrence” and described
each “occurrence” as a “mistake”. It was then pointed out to the patient that he
had committed actions of his own volition and, as he had elected to participate in
treatment, so he had to regard the offences not just as accidents but as the result of
his own thought and planning. To do this he had to start by describing his actions
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accurately and admitting their significance so that he could take responsibility for
them. Review of his actions would extend to his description of even small things.
For example, it would not be acceptable to say “the cup fell,” it would be necessary
to say “I dropped the cup”.9

After we dedicate time and effort in reviewing relatively minor details, it is thenÊ
easier to set things right in more significant areas. For the purpose of illustration,
we asked a group of patients the following question:

Raise your hand if you have ever said to yourself “I’m going to rape now!” or
“I’m going to commit a sexual offence”.

To date, none of Dr. Rozenberg’s patients has raised his hand. All have justified
their actions with a variety of explanations and rationales. Such explanations have
been along the lines of “I am going to have fun”, “it is not offensive”, “it is just
a game”, “the child will love it” and so on. It is therefore critical in our therapy
to make clear the importance of correct and precise definitions. We also correct
common statements like: “I must say something” and explain that the word “must”
implies that there is no choice, and we always have a choice. Even if someone puts
a gun to our head and demands we do something, we can still choose not to do so.
In pointing this out we make our patients more aware that there is always a choice
and therefore it is more accurate to say “I want to say.”

The patient made an attempt to transfer responsibility by blaming his inclina-
tions on the sexual attentions of a teacher to which he was subject at about 11 years
old. He related that he still had harrowing nightmares and maintained that these
memories filled him with “prohibited” sexual impulses. He had not told anyone
about it until treatment but he believed that because he was a victim of sexual
assault he had become an offender.

After expressing sympathy for the patient, the therapist asked if the patient
believed that every victim of sexual abuse became a sex offender. Various studies
were presented to him and he had to admit, most importantly to himself, that
despite the trauma he nevertheless still had a choice. Dr Rozenberg tried to show
him that even though he had suffered harm, he had managed his studies, started a

9The formal logician might ask, how are we going to model the subtle difference between “the
cup fell,” and “I dropped the cup”? After all, modelling the passive in classical logic (and bringing
the difference of the passive as compared with the active) is not easy. We say there is no need to
micro-model here. We simply annotate one with responsibility and the other without it. So we
read the meaning of “I dropped the cup” as saying “I dropped the cup and I am responsible for
this” and we read “the cup fell” as “the cup fell and I am not responsible for it”. The problem with
the sex offender reasoning is that the sex offender does not want to take responsibility for his/her
actions. For this reason saying the “the cup fell” in the passive attaches less responsibility than
saying “I dropped the cup”. Similarly lowering the valuation V on the descriptions of the offences
is designed to distance the responsibility for the offences from the offender.
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family and functioned as a father.
Another attempt to reduce personal responsibility was the patient’s emphasis on

feelings of helplessness. He spoke of a strong sexual attraction to children and a lack
of ability to resist his impulses, while telling himself that this was his inescapable
destiny.

In this case we used examples from religious texts which emphasise the personal
responsibility given to each human being by divine power, with righteous behaviour
bringing appropriate rewards and wicked behaviour bringing just punishment.

With regard to the patient’s inability to overcome his sexual urges we presented
him with a strategy we call “The Policeman Test”.

In The Policeman Test, the patient is asked if he believes he would commit the
offence if there was a policeman standing nearby. Of course if the individual is not
suffering from a mental illness the answer is “no” which again proves the existence
of choice.

We pointed out to the patient that he had controlled his impulses in the case of
his own children, because of the paternal love he felt towards them — a connection
which he did not feel towards the other victims.

The patient initially tried to minimise the severity of his crime by emphasising
that he had not raped but had “only” committed indecent acts. We explained to
him that illicit sexual activity is not a competition and that he cannot compare
one offence with another but has to recognize that any harm to a victim is a severe
blow. We pointed out that if a man is severely beaten, he will suffer physical pain
and psychological damage and that it is not reasonable then to tell him that he
should not worry about it because some people have been stabbed to death. Also,
we emphasised that an injury can disrupt the entire world of the victim, who will
internalise it and carry a lifelong trauma that will affect all future actions and
relationships. In this way an indecent act is never trivial but is in fact a severe
injury. We also used his own argument that he himself was abused, an experience
which has left him with painful and ineradicable memories which have distorted his
social interactions and which set him on the path to becoming a sex offender himself.
This was given as an example of why he should consider the outcome of his actions
and the injury to his own victims.

In the same context the patient argued that his offences could not have been
too serious as the children did not object immediately but waited some time before
complaining about what had happened to them. We countered that he himself
remained silent about the abuse that he had suffered, even though he was well
aware of how badly damaged he was by the behaviour of his teacher.

One more argument that the subject used was that the children agreed to his
actions and did not protest. We then asked the subject whether he would be willing
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to commit seppuku. When he found himself unable to answer that question, on the
grounds that he did not understand the word, we explained to him that “seppuku”
is a Japanese word referring to ritual suicide, which was an act expected of an
honourable Samurai in certain circumstances. Just as the subject did not know how
to react to the word that he did not understand, so a child who does not understand
sexual activity would not know how to consent to, or reject such activity.

6 Analysis of the case study
6.1 Initial analysis
Taking a first look at the case study of the previous Section, we find ourselves
puzzling over the process. The first question we might ask is why it takes 20 months
to put forward certain arguments to the sex offender. Granted there must be time
taken for administration and it is group therapy but still 20 months is a long time.
Is there some need for additional, time consuming steps forced by the logical nature
of the therapy and the logical attack on the universal distortion of the sex offender?
Let us start by giving more details of the therapy process:

The goal of the therapy is prevention of further offences.

Treatment makes the following assumptions:

A There is no complete cure, but the offender can learn how to avoid abusive
behaviour.

B Even if the offender continues to have deviant thoughts he can choose not to
act upon them.

C SUD mode (Seemingly Unimportant Decision), see [50]. For example, a sex
offender with a paedophilic disorder is asked to deliver packages on a regular
basis to an office which happens to be next door to a kindergarten. TheÊ seem-
ingly unimportant decision to accept the job may lead to abusive behaviour.

D The offence is planned rather than impulsive.

As is customary in the international sex therapist community, we are using the
Relapse Prevention Model to reduce risk in sex offenders. We believe that correction
of cognitive distortion is an important part of the therapy.

At the best of times, even a treated offender may continue to experience the
urge for deviant sex. This treatment model seeks to help the offender in managing
such urges but it is not necessarily a cure nor does it guarantee removal of the urge
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to re-offend. We focus our treatment on the identification of the offender’s sexual
offence chain and cycle, and the development of plans to prevent the offender from
experiencing a total relapse. We develop the relapse prevention plan after extensive
education on the sexual offence chain and cycle. This incorporates an examination
of the progression from the initial urge through the stages that culminate in the
sexual offence. We then help the offender to understand his own offensive chain and
cycle, and to identify his specific pre-offence thoughts, feelings and behaviours. We
identify the progressive and self-re-inforcing nature of the pre-offence components
to help the offender to recognise that his offence is not a spontaneous event, but the
product of a generally predictable series of thoughts, feelings and behaviours.

The relapse prevention plan then takes each step of an offender’s chain and/or
cycle and generates options [51], diversions and/or alternate behaviours that inter-
rupt his sexual offence path.10 All activities carried out in therapy relate directly or
indirectly to interrupting his offence chain and cycle, and strengthening the relapse
prevention plan. The offender is required to acknowledge all his sexual offences
during therapy, whether they are known or unknown to other people. The goals
of therapy include identification of the patient’s chain and cycle of offending, a re-
duction of denial, working toward taking full responsibility, recognising the impact
on victims and developing victim empathy, recognising the impact of victimisation
on family members and friends, planning for regaining the trust of family members,
self-management of deviant sexual arousal, and working toward implementing an
effective relapse prevention plan.

Other issues, such as healthy attitudes toward sexuality, substance abuse and
anger management are also addressed. The offender is expected to increase coping
skills for all activities, especially when stress or gratification needs are present. Usu-
ally, the offender is expected to be in treatment for 12 to 18 months successfully to
develop an effective, individualised relapse prevention plan

Treatment focuses on the emotional, cognitive and behavioural aspects and the
steps upon which the Group focusses are:

1. familiarity, working on a establishing contact with the candidates.

2. “I and the other” — patients are asked to draw a picture/image of themselves
and draw significant figures in their lives and the work on such drawings allows

10The perceptive reader should observe that logically this is a sort of time action cyber protection
model.
Let us rephrase this:

The Cyber Protection plan then takes each possible step of a Hackers chain and break in cycle and
generates options, diversions and/or alternate behaviours that interrupt the possible Hackers break
in plan.
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focussing on the life history of the individual. Other methods at this stage are
guided visualisation, therapy cards, and “Anibi”11

3. Empathy or identification of emotions — work on the different feelings and
emotions of the patient and the others. This can be done using pictures with
facial expressions, writing a letter to a victim and a letter from a victim,
reading the testimonies of the victims and so on.

4. Sexual functioning — It is imperative that we convey to the patient not only
what is prohibited, but also what are the alternatives.

5. Offence Cycle — can be identified as a summary of most of the therapy pro-
gression.

(a) trigger: accelerator of the cycle, which may be an event which is not
necessarily sexual in nature

(b) feelings, thoughts (cognitive distortions),
(c) dis-inhibitors (like alcohol, drugs and pornography),
(d) planning,
(e) focus on the offence,
(f) reconstruction.

Finally, we work on risk situations and ways to deal with them.

6.2 Further analysis
Continuing our discussion about how to model the sex offender’s reasoning distor-
tions and their therapy, we get our clue from the following part of our case study.
We said in our description above of the therapy process that:

“In the same context the patient argued that his offences could not have
been too serious as the children did not complain immediately but waited
some time before complaining about what had happened to them. We
countered that he himself remained silent about the abuse that he had
suffered, even though he was well aware of how badly damaged he was
by the behaviour of his teacher.”

11anibi — name of special Therapointing cards with pictures that the patient should choose and
tell about himself in an indirect and non-threatening way.
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It is clear from the above description that there was an internal inconsistency in the
patient’s statements. The therapist detected it and pointed it out to the patient
and made him aware of the distortion in his reasoning.

We understand this as typical of many cases of universal distortion. The dis-
tortion affects only part of the system leaving some of the system unaffected, thus
exposing a detectable internal inconsistency.

Furthermore, in group therapy with other patients, although each patient is
unable to detect inconsistencies in his own narrative, each patient does detect such
(even identical) inconsistencies in the other patients narrative. So the therapist can
point out to each patient the similarities of his own narrative to other narratives
and thus making him able to detect his own inconsistencies.

Therefore the therapy proceeds along the following lines:

1. (a) Take steps to gain the trust of the patient and let him disclose more
and more of his reasoning network so that internal inconsistencies can be
better detected

(b) Put several patients in group therapy, let them give their own narrative
to their fellow patients. The other patients will detect inconsistencies in
others but not in themselves and then therapy can proceed to make them
see the inconsistencies in themselves.

This process, as described above, takes time.

2. Find ways to encourage in the patient a desire to be helped.

3. Use logic and arguments to have the patient see his internal inconsistencies
and minimise the distortion.

6.3 Comparison with other kinds of distortions
There are cases —such as the universal distortion which results in victims joining
fundamentalist (and sometimes murderous) religious movements such as ISIS —
which might not be amenable to this type of treatment. Since part of the distortion
involved in such cases is that no-one has the correct view of the world except the
victim him/herself and other people subject to the same distortion, the victims are
not looking for a way to change their attitudes and therefore will not be receptive to
understanding their own illogic. Even if we gain the trust of the patient and point
out some inconsistencies, the patient might even resort to re-enforcing his beliefs by
increasing the distortion instead of decreasing it.12

12The discussion about ISIS and religious fundamentalists is speculation/conjecture by the au-
thors. We plan to ask for funding and get permission to form therapy groups and see what happens.
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One of our authors remembers what is now an amusing anecdote from her child-
hood in Yorkshire in the 1950s — a place hardly notable for its cosmopolitanism.
As the only Jewish child in her school she was often challenged by her classmates on
biblical matters to which they had been exposed during their Sunday school lessons.
On one occasion she was cornered by a group who said “You killed Our Lord”. Star-
tled by the inconsistency of this argument, the girl responded along the following
lines: “Didn’t Jesus die to save you from your sins?” This fact was acknowledged.
The girl continued: “If He did not die, you would not have been saved.” This was
also acknowledged. “So what are you complaining about? If the Jews did kill your
Lord, we did you a favour.” At this point, the whole logic of the argument descended
into violent rejection. Whether that was because the attackers were unwilling to ac-
cept the truth of the argument, or whether they were simply annoyed with their
victim for being a smart-aleck is now something we will never know but the main
problem with the counter-argument was that it did not go back far enough to the
basic assumption. The problem was not that the Jews had “killed our Lord” but
that the Jews were not Christian. Finding and altering such a basic assumption
would be extremely difficult and some might say completely impossible.

The story of ISIS is not so amusing, but it follows similar lines. An orthodoxy
is disseminated, based on certain ‘truths’ which the adherents take for granted and
assign to these truths as much reality as we would assign to the existence of France.
Once these rock-solid truths are established everything else flows from them with
perfect logic. No amount of arguing can shift that unless the original assumption is
destroyed. This does occasionally happen, particularly when the victim finds himself
on the receiving end of the sort of cruelty which he may have inflicted upon others,
having been convinced that what he has been told to do is necessary for the building
of whichever ideological paradise is his particular poison.

With regard to point 2 above — that a solution to the problem can be found
only if the patient wants to be cured — in the clinical field we have not once met a
sex offender who rejects any change at all and argument therapy is more successful
than most in preventing recidivism. For example if the recidivist rate is 10 percent,
offenders who take argument therapy will have a 7 percent recidivist rate.

Some of the patients have serious organic mental disturbance that would manifest
itself whatever treatment was given but some of the patients are not curable because
although they are aware that their actions are illegal, they do not want to be cured.
That is, they have a low empathetic index and regard their own wishes and feelings
as superceding those of any others. In their case any logical argument would hit the
brick wall of the patient’s own desires.

With reference not to the distortions of sex offenders, but to the distortions
formed by religious fanaticism, we might take the example of those who have been
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ensnared by an organisation such as ISIS. Many column inches in British newspapers
have been devoted to the question of why star students have forsaken a comfortable
suburban life in the UK to become cold blooded murderers in Syria. There is also
speculation about whether or not such people might be amenable to therapy to rid
them of their lethal ambitions but it is likely that intervention will work only if the
subjects themselves want to change. Since there have been some defections, we can
see that a change of mind is possible but a Moslem who has espoused the most literal
interpretation of his religion is absolutely convinced of the existence of Paradise and
Hell and would not regard any killing for the sake of Islam as murder–even the killing
of innocent co-religionists.

In 2014 a Taliban group stormed a school in Peshawar and murdered 141 peo-
ple, all of them Moslem. See http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-30491435
(accessed May 16, 2017, 1230p hours UK time). The justification for this was that
the guilty adults were being punished while the innocent children were being fast-
tracked to Paradise before they had been corrupted by their wrong-dealing parents
and teachers. According to one survivor, “the terrorists shouted at the boys to say
a ‘kalma’ (an especially holy prayer) before they shot them”. It is obvious that the
assassins regarded their actions as a kindness, saving the children from an eternity
in Hell.

Such people go to their own executions with the certainty that martyrdom will
not only ensure their immediate acceptance into Paradise but also the acceptance
of their close family members.

It may be observed that although the effects are more extreme and result in
more casualties, the rationalisations for the activities of fundamentalists of this
type follow the same structure as the arguments used by sex offenders, such as
“I have no choice” or “I was converted/corrupted/brainwashed in childhood by a
teacher/parent/neighbour” or “I was trying to educate the unbeliever”, “this is what
I am, I cannot change”, etc.

We now conclude our discussion. We note that the above observations allow us
to formally model distorted systems via detecting its internal inconsistencies. This
is done by internal analogies and isomorphisms. So we need to define such concepts
in a plausible way. Our latest model from previous Sections had the form pS,R, V q,
Where S is a set of atomic arguments, R is a binary relation on S and V is a (qualita-
tive and technical variation of) Bench-Capon valuation. The distortion is modelled
as a change in V . We also mentioned that we can generalise and take an informa-
tion input model as in [11]. Let us for the moment remain within the framework of
general abstract set S. We need to introduce analogy and isomorphism. If S has no
internal structure, then the isomorphism will be just an abstract automorphism of
pS,Rq. This is useless for practical modelling. We must give S internal structure.
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The second idea we got from this Section is the need to model the religious
fundamentalist who perpetuates and expands his distortion. We leave the details of
this modelling case for a subsequent paper. Religious fundamentalists cling to their
distortions, even at the cost of denying obvious facts. Dealing with such an attitude
is an entirely different ball game. The sex offender knows deep down that there is
something wrong and so there is some hope for therapy with him.

Dr Gadi Rozenberg points out that therapy is more difficult with sex offenders
who are lawyers or academics. They seem to be more resistant to his therapy logic
arguments. We might be tempted to consider a different point of view regarding the
role of therapy.

A lawyer believes he is cleverer than the therapist, and demonstrates his intel-
ligence by using ever more devious arguments. One theory that may be advanced
is that what is happening is a duel or a game of chess. Sex offenders know they
are doing wrong — there are very few who are convinced they are right and they
are the ones with psychoses or mental disabilities who cannot in any case keep up
an argument — so it could be that when the therapist argues with an offender of
normal mental capacity is that he or she is convincing the patient of the therapist’s
superior intelligence whose logical arguments should be taken on board as having
validity.

In that particular model the it is lawyer who resists who is fighting to keep up
this structure of his own power. Only when the therapist proves to be cleverer (by
putting forward arguments he cannot counter) will he begin to cave in and perhaps
finally see things as the therapist sees them.

Dr. Rozenberg refutes this theory. While agreeing that beginning therapy can
be described as a fight, in his experience, “winning” increases resistance and cure
starts only when the patient realises the therapist cares about him and that they
both have a common goal.

We do think however that the “power” model might work with religious fanatics.
They believe they have power (God, Allah) on their side and so they feel powerful.
However much you argue with them, they have to keep up this illusion of their own
power. Even being in prison will not shake them, because they can believe they still
have all the power of Truth on their side. It is only if you have better arguments
that you will overcome this resistance.

The argumentation would have to be of an extremely high (and possibly superhu-
man) quality but it might mean that what is needed in such cases is not psychologists
but lawyer — and lawyers of a particularly high calibre.
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6.4 Connection with the Pragmatics Community
There is a connection with the Pragmatics community which study text and testi-
monies to check for internal consistencies and distortions. The need for this arises
especially in allegations of sex victims’ testimony, such as children. Paper [25] is
a sample. The pragmatics community studies text for consistency and coherence.
We study arguments of sex offender for the same. To what extent the methods
are similar and the mistakes and distortions are similar remains to be studied. The
pragmatics community is vibrant and connects with other further away communities
such as literary analysis and language and psychology. It is exciting for us to look
forward to working with this community.

See also Appendix A for the Israeli guidelines and Appendix C for the UK
approach. We quote its summary

SUMMARY (quoted from [25])
“In evaluating the truthfulness of children’s allegations of (sexual) abuse,
German forensic experts have focused on qualitative aspects of the con-
tent of a witness’s statement. Within the overall credibility assessment of
a witness’s statement, known as statement validity analysis (SVA), they
have developed a technique referred to as criterion-based content analysis
(CBCA), which utilizes content criteria that supposedly are indicative of
the truthfulness of a statement. While first validation studies of CBCA
criteria have been undertaken, a theoretical basis of why and under what
circumstances deceptive and truthful accounts should differ with respect
to these criteria has been wanting. The reality monitoring (RM) ap-
proach is proposed as a theoretical basis for discriminating between fabri-
cated and self-experienced events. The present experiment links forensic
CBCA credibility criteria to the reality monitoring approach and tests
the relative validity of CBCA and RM criteria in discriminating between
fabricated and self-experienced video recorded accounts of adult partic-
ipants. Transcripts rated for the presence of CBCA and RM criteria by
trained experts could be classified in an above- chance fashion. On the
basis of a factor analysis of CBCA and RM criteria, commonalities and
differences between the two approaches are noted.”

Another sample paper is [24]. Again we quote from it

Abstract
“This study describes the linguistic differences between the discourse
of truth and discourse whose objective is to mislead. The intention to
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mislead arouses cognitive and emotional functions in the speaker that
affect his speech. An examination of the linguistic characteristics that
distinguish between the discourse of truth and that of invention among
48 native Hebrew speakers who were asked to tell both true and in-
vented stories found 13 criteria that differentiate between the two types
of discourse. The criteria were classified according to the cognitive and
emotional functions affecting the speaker, also addressing his level of
awareness of these functions. The objective of this paper is to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the linguistic examination in differentiating
between truth and deception. This effectiveness is due to the uncontrol-
lable psychological processes that cause differences between the discourse
of truth and invention. The results may enable us to construct an instru-
ment for linguistic examination to differentiate between the two types of
discourse.”

Paper [26] studies the way an offender views his actions in a way that makes
the offender more comfortable with himself. This is directly related to the way we
analyse our case study. Again we quote from [26]:

Abstract
“This article deals with the strategies the storyteller uses to influence the
listener’s perception and thinking. It is based on qualitative research,
which examined the narratives of 12 men who killed their female part-
ners. After entering prison, the murderer attempts to salvage some part
of his social image. He does this using an assortment of means in two
areas: the content of the narrative and its linguistic style. In terms of
content, all the storytellers present themselves as extremely positive and
their wives as very negative. With respect to language, the killers use
verbs that distance them from responsibility, they hedge, repeat words
and phrases to persuade, and use figures of speech they expect will im-
press their listeners. This artificial discourse is cunningly interwoven in
terms of content and story art to recreate an alternative reality of a man
who is normative and whom society can accept.”

7 Formal models of distortion, a first attempt towards
sex offender case

In Sections 3 and 4 we discussed modelling distortion in logic and argumentation.
In Sections 5 and 6 we discussed distortion in the minds of sex offenders . We
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are now ready to connect the two discussions and attempt to model the distortions
we see in the thinking of sex offenders using the theory of distortion in logic and
argumentation. First we identify the principal distortion features we have observed
in sex offender thinking (sections 5 and 6). This will help us decide what formal
logic features we need to model them.

Sex offenders like to feel comfortable with themselves. They are doing no wrong.
They are doing good. They educate small children. Women find them irresistible
and in fact to the extent that they can be blamed, it is not their fault. They are the
victims.

So when presented with arguments and facts to the contrary they distort the
evidence and the reasoning using more or less the following:

1. any argument against them is valued as insignificant (lowering its V value)
and adding various other qualitative V values that make it less important.

2. add more arguments to show that they are victims.

So from the above it is clear that we need to use formal argumentation systems
of the pS,R, V1, V2, ...q and the distortion is achieved by lowering /changing the V
values.

Furthermore, the distortion the sex offender offers is only partial, affected only
in those parts of the system containing arguments attacking his integrity. Other
similar parts of the system, not directly related to him, remain intact. This creates
structural inconsistency in the sex offender narrative. The therapy, as we have seen
in the case study, makes use of this inconsistency. So we need to be able to show
formally that parts of S look like/are structurally isomorphic to other parts of S, and
further show that the structure of one part is valued differently from the structure
of the other part (thus showing the inconsistency). This necessitates that we give
internal structure to the elements of S so that we can use the internal structure to
define the similarity.

We now have an initial idea of what we need, so let us proceed with our modelling,
first with informal discussion and then with a more formal one.

The reader is warned that formal machinery can acquire a life of its own. We
have identified that we need to develop formal models of the form pS,R, V1, V2, ...q,
where the V s are valuation and the elements of S have additional internal structure.
Once we look at such structures formally, we have to deal with them in the context
of formal argumentation which could mean that we deal with features beyond what
is needed directly to model the distortions of sex offenders. Look at it as export of
new ideas from the sex offender field into argumentation, pushing argumentation in
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new directions, not necessarily fully correlated with sex offenders reasoning. This is
what is happening in Sections 7.2 to 7.4 and later in Section 8.

This is not surprising, it happens all the time in Science. For example the
bouncing of a ball striking a wall necessitated the Dirac δ function, which in turn
motivated the development of the the mathematical theory of distributions. For
the formal argumentation reader, we recommend to view Sections 7 and 8 as new
theories of argumentation arising from the application area of sex offender reasoning.

Let us now discuss the correlation between features of the sex offender case study
and corresponding formal properties required to model these features.

Feature 1. Many lives annotation to arguments

In recent years (especially in the last 2 years), there have been many cases in the
press of senior politicians and celebrities both in Israel and the UK who have been
accused by victims of sex offending. The patterns are all very similar. A victim
from years past accuses the person x of sex offence. x denies it all and gives some
explanation pointing out that if it were that serious, why wait so many years to
complain? A short while after the first complaint more victims come forward and
complain. The number rises to k victim complaints. At which point either x resigns
and/or the police investigates and/or x is condemned in the social media, etc., etc.
We call k the numbers of lives of x, notation k “ V pxq.

For example an Israeli minister x resigned after four complaints. An Israeli
general y was prosecuted after two complaints, etc.

So the obvious formal addition to the formal Dung theory of abstract argumen-
tation is to add the many lives annotation function V . Networks have the form
pS,R, V q, where S is the set of arguments, R Ď S ˆ S is the attack relation and
V : S ÞÑ t1, 2, 3, . . .u is the many lives function. The meaning and role of V is very
clear.

• x P S is considered “out” if the number n of “live/in” attackers of x is ě V pxq.

Although the idea behind the addition of the many lives function V is very intuitive,
its formal mathematics is not as simple, see [44] and Subsection 7.5. It requires a
special additional research paper. There are conceptual problems to be resolved
and the new concepts must agree with the old concepts as special cases. This is in
addition to showing how to model the sex offender case study. Here is a partial list
of questions.

First we note that the obvious distortion in pS,R, V q is to change V . The sex
offender will increase V to suit himself.
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Q1: Suppose we have two nodes x and y, each having three lives with x attack-
ing y and y attacking x. Clearly none can ‘kill” the other (assuming the
attack takes only one life). So E1 “ tx, yu is “conflict free” and is indeed a
“complete extension”.
How many lives does x, y each have left? The obvious answer is 2 lives each.
But note what we have here! The set E1 is a complete extension to the
original network but it also a new network with two lives for each member.
So extensions are not just sets of points but are networks with different,
derived/calculated new V .
Repeat the process on this new network E1 and get a further new network
E2, this time with one life for each member. E3 is a traditional Dung
network. So how do we continue? If we continue our calculations as Dung
would do then we should have 3 traditional extensions, but if we uniformly
repeat our own process we get only H.
So we lose uniformity or we lose compatibility. We need an algorithm which
will do a compatible job uniformly and unambiguously. We now describe
this algorithm through our example. More details in Subsection 7.5.
We start with a and b having 3 lives each. Choose either a or b from the
network. Say choose a. The case of the choice of b is symmetrical.

* Attack along the arrow, i.e. a attacks b. b now has 2 lives.
* b is still alive so b attacks a, now a has 2 lives.

First cycle complete
Start second cycle

** a continues and attacks b. Now b has one life.
** b attacks a, now a has one life.

Second cycle complete.
Start third cycle

*** a attacks b, now b has 0 life.
*** carry on, b attacks a but b is dead and so now a still has 1 life.

Third cycle complete
Start fourth cycle

**** a attacks b, b has 0 life.
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**** continue to a, a has 1 life.

Fourth cycle complete and is equal to third cycle
Stop because nothing is new, (fourth cycle equals third cycle).
If we start with b we end up with b having one life and a having 0 life
If we start with a and b together we end up with both a “ b “ 0 life.
This is a uniform process yielding all options.
The mathematical implementation of it in the general case is complex, as
we shall see in Subsection 7.5. See also [44]. See also the next question.

Q2: How do we find all “extensions” in the general case using say the cycling
algorithm?
The reader should note that we still need to develop and investigate our
cycle algorithm. Our Policy Option 3, which we follow in this paper, is
just to explain the formal properties and what they entail in principle but
not necessarily develop them in detail in this paper. So we tell you that
the cycling algorithm as described in the previous question, needs to be
modified a bit. Take for example a traditional 3 cycle network (traditional
means one life only). That is, S “ ta, b, cu and with aRb, bRc and cRa. This
has as extension all undecided. If we cycle through starting with a, we get

• a “ 1, attacks b, making b “ 0.
• b “ 0 attacks c, leaving c “ 1.
• c “ 1 attacks a making a “ 0.

We now have stability and so the extension tc “ 1, b “ a “ 0u.
We do not have the rule that if all attackers y of a node x which is dead
px “ 0q are all dead (all y “ 0) then the said node x comes back to life (x
becomes x “ 1)!

Q3: Can we offer an equational approach to pS,R, V q? What do the solutions
mean?

Q4: Can we view V as a special case of weighted/numerical annotation and
compare with existing numerical/fuzzy argumentation papers? See Example
7.23.

The reader can see that these questions are questions of the integration of the
new ideas within the old framework ideas. Actually [44] sees the formal model as a
survival game. The complete extensions being survival groups unable to completely
kill one another and containing all others which they can protect.
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Feature 2. The attack as information input
Many of the claims of the sex-offender add more information. For example, if y
complains about x that he raped her, then a very common answer is that there was
consent. This adds more information and changes the nature of the attack/offence.
There are two ways to see this:

1. x sends information I to y and so y` I (the information y with I added to it)
no longer attacks x.

2. x adds an evaluation VIpyq “ “there was consent”.

This new VI lowers the value of y as an attacker.
The (1) interpretation is wide ranging and requires a new research papers. See

papers [11] and [1]. This is the non-monotonic approach.
For our purposes, we use the (2) interpretation. It is simpler and more uniform

with the numerical many lives V . This forces us, however, to consider the network
of the form pS,R, V1, V2, . . .q, where Vipxq are general formulas of predicate logic
which can also be numerical. These mixed possibilities, however, push us to adopt
an algebra of the labels A and the modelling of Section 8.3. Section 8.3 can be very
general, see [55].

Feature 3. Internal isomorphism
We note the sex offender case study, where the subject claimed that the child y
was not seriously abused and as evidence the offender put forward V pyq, that the
child has not complained for 20 years. Furthermore, the offender claimed that he x
himself is actually a victim. He put forward V pxq, that he himself was abused by
his teacher 20 years ago and that he, x, was made to be like he is by his teacher
abuser. The therapist pointed out that x is inconsistent. He cannot use V pzq to suit
himself.

The case of x is similar to the case of y. We cannot express this if x and y are
atomic. We need to put content into x and y. We do not need to add much, just

y “ offender © child
x “ teacher © offender.
V pxq “ 20 years passed
V pyq “ 20 years passed.

So now we can show the similarity between the two cases, but this means that
our model puts structure into the argument. This is discussed in Section 7.1.
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Feature 4. Bipolar networks

Sex offenders bring character support. This requires using bipolar systems with
attack and support. Support increases V pxq “ number of lives and decreases any
numerical values Vriskpxq, saying how strong is a risk to let x loose in society. We
have not addressed bipolarity in this paper. We treat this aspect in [44], see also [1].

7.1 Informal discussion

The previous Section showed us that there are two ways to detect distortion in a
patient.

The first is to detect internal inconsistencies in his own reasoning system, and
the second is to compare his reasoning system with other similar systems. Both
ways can be used simultaneously. This is what group therapy does. Put together
several sex offenders, let them describe their systems to each other and point out and
detect inconsistencies in each other. This means that in order to model distortions
we need to use a family of argumentation networks with values, of the form pS,R, V q,
where the audience for each network in the family are all the other networks. To do
this successfully we need a similarity mapping and a good definition of the values
function V . We first discuss the similarity mapping and then we discuss the values
V . To model a similarity mapping we need to instantiate the atomic arguments in
each network S. This instantiation gives the arguments internal structure which
can be used to define a similarity mapping. Without the internal structure, if we
just leave the arguments as atomic, any similarity mapping would have to be an
arbitrary function from S into S and this is too abstract. All we need is some
reasonable minimal instantiation. We need not go as far as ASPIC or ABA [7, 8]
but it is sufficient to regard diagrams of finite predicate models.

The diagram idea is very simple. Consider the statement a offended b. This
statement is atomic. In classical propositional calculus we can only denote it by an
atomic letter say q “ “a offended b”. The internal structure is lost. So if we also
have q1 “ “a1 offended b1”, we cannot point out the similarity between q and q1.
However if we allow the letter “O” for “offend” in the language then we can say that
“aOb” is similar to “a1Ob1”.

Imagine for example a set of elements, say tt, a, bu and predicates tO (binary)
and C unary)}. We can form the following atomic statements U (the universe from
which we form our arguments) using the diagram of this language:

U “ tCpaq, Cpbq, Cptq, tOb, tOa, tOt, bOb, bOa, bOt, aOa, aOb, aOt, Cpaq,
 Cpbq, Cptq, tOb, tOa, tOt, bOb, bOa, bOt, aOa, aOb, aOtu.
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The unary and binary predicates and the list of elements allow us to define the
similarity mappings.

The valuation V is defined on elements of U . Let us at this stage take a simple
two valued V pXq P t0, 1u, as we first want to illustrate the instantiation.

Let us form an example of an pS,R, V q:
S “ taOb, tOa, Cpbq, Cpbq, Cpaq, Cpaqu

Where the meaning is:
t “ teacher; a “ patient; b “ child
aOb “ a sex-offends b
Cpbq “ b complains
V pXq “ “X” is a serious matter
V paObq “ “a sex-offending b” is serious.

The reasoning goes as follows:

Assumption 1. aOb
Assumption 2.  Cpbq

3. Conclusion  V paObq.

a offends b, b has not complained, so the offence is not serious.13

The analogous argument is:

4. tOa teacher offended patient

5.  Cpaq patient did not complain

6. V ptOaq but nevertheless the patient thinks it is serious.
We can therefore point out the analogy function α and detect a distortion.
The function α is:

α : a ÞÑ t
α : b ÞÑ a
α : O ÞÑ O.

We point out to the patient that:
13We are modelling the following argument from the case study:

“In the same context the patient argued that his offences could not have been too
serious as the children did not complain immediately but waited some time before
telling other adults what had happened to them.”

Note that “ Cpbq” attacks the valuation “V paObq” and not the argument “aOb”. This is not allowed
in the Bench-Capon model.
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V1pxq

x y z

V1pyq V1pzq
Figure 5

For aOb you said  V paObq
but for the analogous tOa you said V ptOaq.

In case we have other networks by other patients we can also have inconsistency
detected by other patients. Our patient says:

aOb
 Cpbq

Conclusion  V paObq.
Other patients (for example the abusing teacher) will point out that the reasoning
is wrong! It should be V paObq, even though other patients themselves will say in
their own respective networks

1. tOa
2.  Cpaq
3. Conclusion  V ptOaq

In fact, if the teacher who abused is also present at the therapy it is likely that
he will recognise the inconsistency but will exempt himself.

7.2 Discussing valuations
Let us now turn to examine what kind of valuation function V we need to use.
Consider the network pS,R, V1q in Figure 5.

Assume that V gives values in [0,1].
Assume that V1pyq “ V1pzq and that V1pxq ă V1pyq.14

Let us see what we need to do and what the Bench-Capon model does.

1. According to Bench-Capon, since V1pxq ă V1pyq, x cannot attack y and so we
have one extension E.

E1 “ tx “ in, y “ in, z “ outu
14We really want relative strength. Taking values in [0,1] gives us relative strength for any finite

set of arguments. We take the smallest number as strength 1 and present all the others as multiples
of it. We shall insist on the multiples to be natural numbers, which is a restriction on V .
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To model the sex-offender’s argument we must also allow x and V1pxq to attack
V1pyq and so we need sound procedures and definitions of how to do that in a
way that generalises the Bench-Capon model as a special case, as well as being
able to model the sex-offender’s application. So, for example, if we allow V1pxq
to reduce V1pyq to a new V 11pyq, say V 11pyq “ V1pyq ´ V1pxq, then we get the
V 11pyq ă V1pzq and so y with its new value cannot attack z and the extension
will be

E2 “ tx “ in, y “ in, z “ inu
2. We also need to be able to transmit the V value from x to z somehow. This

will be addressed later in Section 8 Example 8.9, but we can already use Figure
5 to show the difference in approach.
The Bench-Capon model says that we get the extension

E1 “ tx “ in, y “ in, z “ outu
We ask, what is the V of this extension? The obvious answer is that it is
the same as before. In fact, Bench-Capon does not worry about this question.
He just uses V to get the extensions. We can however generalise and say, for
example, that we get a new V “ V2, with

V2pxq “ V1pxq
V2pyq “ V1pyq ´ V1pxq
V2pzq “ V1pzq ` V1pxq.

The above is an arbitrary illustration. It does not necessarily fit the sex-offender’s
application area, but it shows what kind of options we have. The network of Figure
6 is analysed in Section 8, Example 8.10, using the Equational Approach.

When we consider the above directions we would need to generalise, we find that
we might consider using the equational framework of [7]. Put differently, since many
lives is numerical, we need to augment the equational framework into an equational
system pS,R, V q with valuations. We have to say how to generate equations for such
a system. We should do this in a general way, as a theoretical endeavour and mention
the connection to the case of sex-offender’s modelling. At this point we are not
committing to the equational approach. We might prefer to use the traditional Dung
set theoretical fixed point approach, because the many lives although numerical, are
natural numbers and solving equations can yield rational or real numbers. We shall
address this in Section 8. See [10].

Let us now give a more specific comparison between our view of value based
argumentation and the Bench-Capon view. Consider the network of Figure 6. We
have arguments tx, y, z, uu and value function V .
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y, V pyq “ 1

u, V puq “ 2

x, V pxq “ 3

z, V pzq “ 5

Figure 6

z

u

x

y

Figure 7

The values V are relative strength. It is a small generalisation over Bench-Capon
(he would only write the order V pyq ă V puq ă V pxq ă V pzq) but we need to quantify
V , in order to better represent our view. Bench-Capon (see Definition 2.7) will say
y cannot attack x but z can. So according to him, Figure 6 is equivalent to Figure
7 (without values).

Our view is different. Let us call it the HML-view (How Many Lives-view). We
know the saying that cats have nine lives, so to make sure a cat is dead, you have
to kill it 9 times.

So we interpret V paq as saying how many lives a has. There are still several
options for us in interpreting the number V paq, and its relationship with the numbers
V of the attackers of a.

Let us look at Figure 6 and see what are our options in reading it.
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1. For any x, V pxq “ 0 means x is out/dead and cannot attack.

2. V pxq ą 0 means that x is alive/in and can attack. There is still the question
of how does it attack? In what manner? The options for the manner of the
attack are dealt in 3., 4. and 5. below.

3. We can understand the number V pxq as indicating how many different in/live
attackers are needed to have x “ out/dead.
This understanding requires that we count the number of y such that y attacks
x and V pyq ą 0. The attack of y on x is not influenced by the number V pyq.
All we need is that V pyq ą 0. So if for example V pyq “ 7, y counts as attacking
x only once.

4. Another option is to take into account the number V pyq in the consideration of
y attacking x. If we want to do that we need to give V a completely different
interpretation. Think of V pxq as saying how many missiles does x have to
attack or protect itself. So in Figure 6, y has one missile, z has 5 missiles and
since they have missiles to shoot, they are in. x has 3 missiles . So if y and
z shoot their combined missiles at x, x can only counter with 3 missiles, so x
will be dead/out.
This is the cowardly approach, everyone shoots. We can adopt the brave
approach, (5) below.

5. Only the attackers y with V pyq greater or equal V pxq can shoot/attack x.

6. We can use any other criterion to define which nodes y can attack x.

So Figure 6 becomes according to (4) above Figure 8
Perhaps a better way to think of the circles in Figure 8 as people with guns and

the value V giving how many bullets they have. The people can be live/active/in
or dead/not active/out or unknown/undecided.

We can follow for example a variation of (5) and require that from among the
active people, we select one with maximal bullets and let him attack. So in Figure
8, it is the z which attacks the x. The result is that x is dead because z has more
bullets than x has lives. If z were not alive, then the attacker chosen would have
been y and y has only one bullet and so x would have survived with two lives left.

The reader should note that this simple idea of HML (How Many Lives) uses
the traditional Dung point to point attack idea to define a new type of simultaneous
attack on both the argument a and its value V paq.

We need not work out the details in this Subsection, since we just want to explain
the idea here.
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u “

y1 z1 z2 z5z4z3

x2 x3x1

u1 u2

y “ z “

x “

Figure 8

Let us further remark that in Figure 5, for the case of

V1pxq ă V1pyq “ V1pzq,

if we were to be more specific and have V1pxq “ 1 and V1pyq “ V1pzq “ 2, then
according to our HML model the extension would have been tx “ in, with V pxq “
1, y “ in with V pyq “ 1 and z “ in with V pzq “ 1u.

7.3 Intermediate summary of options
We need to pause for a moment and summarise our options for the new concept of
argumentation networks with values. We list points of difference with the Bench-
Capon approach.

Option 1. Geometrical values. The Bench-Capon approach is essentially geo-
metrical. Let pS,Rq be an argumentation network. Bench-Capon essentially defines
a function βpxq, x P S, telling us which points in S are not allowed to attack x. That
is, βpxq Ď S. This is done externally at the meta-level. For example we can give
colours to each node and list which colours are stronger than which colour and forbid
a weaker colour from attacking a stronger colour. We call this approach geometrical
because we can work with Rβ instead of with R, where

xRβy iff px R βpyqq ^ xRy.
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So for example Figure 6 describing pS,Rq is transformed into Figure 7 describing
pS,Rβq, where βpyq “ βpzq “ βpuq “ ∅ and βpxq “ tyu.

Option 2. Geometrical partition values. The Bench-Capon approach essen-
tially divides S for each x P S into two subsets, βpxq “ set of nodes which cannot
attack x and S ´ βpxq “ the set of nodes which can attack x. The obvious way to
generalise this partition is to look at several disjoint subsets of S, forming a partition
of S,

S1, S2, . . . , Sk, k ě 1

and require that any attack on S to be represented by nodes from some combination
of Si. Thus for each x, βpxq Ď t1, . . . , ku. We allow x to be attacked by ty|yRxu
only if for each j P βpxq we have

ty|yRxu
č
Sj ‰ ∅.

A further generalisation is to say that βpxq simply lists the subsets of S which
can attack x. That is βpxq Ď 2S , and we have that x can be attacked only if
ty|yRxu P βpxq.

The above generalisations are still geometrical. Their meaning is that we want
attacks on x coming from different audiences and βpxq gives the possible acceptable
mixtures of audiences.

To connect with the numerical V pxq discussed in Section 6.1, let for example
V pxq “ 2. We can take: βpxq “ all subsets of S containing at least two elements.

The above generalisation is still geometrical. We can still define

xRβy “ xRy and tz|zRyu P βpyq.

Option 3. Non-geometrical partitions. Option 2 becomes non-geometrical
when we connect the geometry with the notion of extension. In other words we
require of any acceptable complete extension to satisfy the following:

• x is “out” iff ty|yRx and y “ “in”u P βpxq.
To see the difference, consider Figure 9

Assume that βpzq “ ttuuu. We do not care about the other values of β. In
the pure geometrical interpretation, (Option 2) since the attackers of z is the set
ty, uu R βpzq, we delete the attacks y � z and u� z and end up with Rβ “ tx� yu
and the only extension we get is tx, z, uu. However, if we use Option 3, since x “
in and y “ out, and u “ in, we have that the set of “in” attackers of z is tuu P βpzq
and so the attack of u on z is accepted and the extension is tx, uu only.
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u

x

y

z

Figure 9

This can be expressed in Abstract Dialectical Framework (ADF) [27], see Sub-
section 2.2.15 In this framework, a node x is “in” iff some Boolean formula Bx holds
for ty|yRxu under the truth values assignment to the ys generated by py “ “in”q.
Consider for example Figure 9, in this figure z is attacked by y and u. We can
consider the formula Bz “ py ^  uq _ p y ^ uq. According to this formula, z is
“in” if exactly one of its attackers is “in”. Compare with Example 4 of Brewka and
Woltran’s paper [27]

Option 4. Dynamic non-geometrical. This option is where the function β of
Option 3 changes dynamically with the construction of the extension. Such a possi-
bility was hinted at in Section 6.1. We need the equational approach to implement
it. We cannot say more in this summary Section.

7.4 The formal many lives valuation models
We now develop several formal models to reflect our discussion in the previous
Subsection.

Our first model has the form pS,R, V q where S is the set of arguments, R Ď SˆS
is the attack relation and V : S ÞÑ t0, 1, 2, . . .u gives for each argument x P S the
value V pxq in the set of natural numbers indicating how many ‘lives’ x has.

For example we have the idea that a cat has nine lives. So to get it ‘dead’ you
need to ‘kill’ it nine times. In argumentation terms, for x to be ‘out’, it needs to be
attacked by at least V pxq number of attackers which are ‘in’.

15ADF is a recent powerful framework which we considered modifying and using for our purposes.
This option is still on the table. ADFs are defined for all of “Dung standard-semantics” as well
as for some other semantics (like stage, semi-stable, ...). We shall propose in Section 8 our own
Abstract Valuation Networks, AVFs, which we will discuss and compare with ADFs in the light of
the complete semantics.
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To give an example, suppose the wife is considering taking the family with the
children to a three week holiday to India. The husband wants to argue against it.
To really “kill” this option he needs several arguments

1. The holiday is too expensive, we cannot afford it

2. The 3 weeks package group holiday is too long, we will have to take the children
out of school

3. India is not the best place to go, we will have to be careful what we eat and
drink. Westerners are not immune to local infections.

4. The flight is too long, the younger children cannot take it.

5. The real reason might be that the husband simply does not like travelling but
he cannot say this to his wife.

Note that each attacker y can kill only one life of the cat x. The attacker himself
may have say V pyq “ 2 lives, but for the purpose of attacking x it can take out only
one life of x. If there are only m ă V pxq such attackers, we have two ways to view
this:

1. The attack fails and the number V pxq remains unchanged

2. The attack fails but the value for x is reduced to V 1pxq “ V pxq ´m.

We are now ready with our formal description of the model.
For the purpose of exposition and clarity of conceptual progression, we start with

networks pS,Rq, that are finite acyclic.

Definition 7.1. A network pS,Rq, with S non-empty and R a binary relation on
S is said to be acyclic if there does not exist a finite sequence of nodes of the form
ps1, . . . , snq such that n ą 0, and snRs1, and for each 0 ă i ă n we have siRsi`1.

The next Definition 7.2 is a technical definition needed for later proofs. It re-
cursively defines the distance of a point from the top nodes of acyclic networks. For
example in Figure 6, nodes y and z are of level 1, x is of level 2 and u is of level 3.

It is placed here in the paper but its use is later.

Definition 7.2. Let pS,Rq be a finite acyclic network. We define the notion of a
node x in S is of level n, n “ 1, 2, 3, ... as follows.

• x is of level 1 if there is no y such that yRx.
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• Assume a subset Sn has been defined of nodes of level less than n` 1. Assume
each point of Sn has a unique level k ă n ` 1 and that if any such point y is
of level k ą 1, then for some point x in Sn of level k ´ 1 we have xRy.

Let z be any point of level n and assume u is a point such that zRu holds. We
must have that u is different from x. If u is not in Sn declare u as a point of level
n` 1.

Let Sn`1 be Sn Y tu : u is declared of level n` 1}.
Since S is finite the process will terminate.

Proposition 7.3. Let pS,Rq be a finite acyclic network, then it has at least one
point x such that there is no y such that yRx holds. In terms of Definition 7.2, the
node x is of level 1.

Proof. Assume otherwise, then for each x there is a y such that yRx. Choose any
point x0 in S. Then there is an x1 such that x1Rx0. Continue and find x2 such that
x2Rx1. Continue by induction and get an infinite sequence x0, x1, .... All points
in the sequence must be different because we have no cycles.This contradicts the
assumption that S is finite.

Definition 7.4 (V -network).

1. A finite acyclic argumentation network has the form pS,Rq, where S is a finite
non-empty set of arguments and R Ď S ˆ S is the acyclic (see Definition 7.1)
attack relation.

2. A function V from S into the set of natural numbers t0, 1, 2, . . .u is called a
many-lives (ML) valuation on S.
We require that if x is not R attacked pp DyqpyRxqq, then V pxq ą 0.

Remark 7.5. This remark motivates Definition 7.6 of the notion of V -semantics.
Our starting point is a network pS,Rq, S ‰ ∅, R Ď S ˆ S. Let us choose x P S.

An attacker of x is any y such that yRx. This attacker y can “kill” x if y is “alive”
(i.e., y is in) in which case we must have that x is out. To defend x against y we
need an element d such that dRy.

This is the traditional semantics, where each element z P S has one life pV pzq “
1q.

When x has more than one life, say V pxq “ 2, any geometrical attacker y on
its own is not endangering x to be “dead”, even if y is alive. We need two such live
attackers at least. Therefore we have to think in terms of sets Y Ď S of attackers
of any node x. If the number of elements of Y is at least V pxq and for all y P Y we
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x, V pxq “ 2

Set E1 Set E2

d1 : V pd1q “ 2 e1 e2 e3

V py1q “ 1, y1 y2, V py2q “ 3

y3

Figure 10

have yRx, then Y is a potential threat to x. If all its elements are alive then Y can
kill x.

Now let us look at defence. How can x be defended against Y ? We simply need
to reduce the number of live members of Y to be less than V pxq. So (consider Figure
10 and) assume for example that Y “ ty1, y2, y3u and V pxq “ 2 and that y1Rx, y2Rx
and y3Rx.

So to defend x against Y we need to be a threat to at least two of the elements
of Y . Say we have attackers of y1 and y2. We already agreed that such attackers
must be subsets of S,E1, E2 with enough elements in them to be more than V py1q
and V py2q respectively. Say if for example V py1q “ 1 and V py2q “ 3, then E1 must
contain at least one element d1 and E2 must contain at least 3 elements e1, e2, e3
such that d1Ry1 and e1Ry2, e2Ry2 and e3Ry2 all hold.

Figure 10 describes this situation geometrically (i.e., in terms of R).
Let us state this formally. Let E be a set containing E1 Y E2. We can say that

E defends the node x against the attack of Y on x because there exist E1 Ď E and
E2 Ď E such that the situation of Figure 10 holds.

Namely Ei attacks with sufficient force (i.e., number of nodes z in Ei is at least
V pyiq respectively) to reduce the number of unattacked nodes of Y to be less than
V pxq.

Let us now consider the set E1 “ E1 Y E2 Y txu. Is this set conflict free? The
answer is yes. Although x attacks d1, we have V pd1q “ 2 and so x cannot kill d1
even if x were alive.

Does this set E1 protect its members? The answer is yes. The potential attackers
of x are the sets ty1, y2u, ty1, y3u, ty2, y3u and ty1, y2, y3u. The set E1 has subsets
E1 attacking y1 and E2 attacking y2 so that all attack sets are left with not enough
attackers on x.
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So E1 is a complete extension in this Figure 10. It is conflict free, it protects its
members and it contains all those it protects.

Definition 7.6 (V -semantics). Let pS,Rq be given and let V be an ML valuation
on S. We define the V -semantics for pS,Rq.

1. A set E Ď S is said to successfully V -attack another node x P S, iff the
following holds:

(a) For all y P E, yRx
(b) V pyq ą 0 for all y P E
(c) The number of elements of E is greater or equal than V pxq.16

Let E Ď S, we say that E is V -conflict free iff the following holds and such
that V pyiq ą 0.

(a) For no x P E and E1 Ď E do we have that E1 successfully V -attacks x
(b) For all e P E, V peq ą 0.

2. Let E Ď S be a set of arguments and x P S. We say that E V -protects x iff
the following holds.

(a) For no subset E1 of E do we have that E1 successfully V -attack x

16To explain condition (c) assume for example that ty, zu attack x (i.e. yRx and zRx holds)
and that they are the only attackers of x. Assume further that V pyq “ 2, V pzq “ 1 and V pxq “ 3.
Condition (c) reflects the understanding that V pyq “ 2 ą 0 means that y is alive and can generate
only a single attack on x. Since x has three lives and only two attackers it is not going to die and
as a result of the attack will have only one life left.
We can change our assumptions and allow y to have two attacks on x, one attack for each of its

lives. In this case x will die as it is attacked 3 times, twice by y and once by z. We can bring the
difference mathematically and uniformly as follows:
Let us define functions δipxq for P S, as follows:
• δ1pxq “ 1, if V pxq ą 0 and δ1pxq “ 0, if V pxq “ 0.
• δ2pxq “ V pxq.

Then condition c can be written as ÿ

yPE

δ1pyq ě V pxq.

If we use δ2 in the above equation we get the alternative approach, as described above. There are
other possibilities for the use of δ1, for example we can sum only on y in E for which V pyq ą 1
(instead of V pyq ą 0). This means that we allow elements to attack only if they have at least 2
lives.
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(b) Let E1 “ ty1, . . . , yku be all elements of S such that yiRx holds and such
that V pyiq ą 0 and yi is not successfully V -attacked by any subset E1 of
E. Then k ă V pxq.17

We say E is a V -admissible if E is V -conflict free and V -protects its elements.

3. We say that E is a V -complete extension if it is admissible and contains all
the elements x such that V pxq ą 0 and it V -protects x.

4. Let E be a V -complete extension. Define for each x in E the value VEpxq to
be V pxq — [the number of elements y in E such that yRx holds]. VEpxq ą 0,
since E is conflict free

Lemma 7.7. Let E be V -admissible set an let x be an element which is V -protected
by E and such that V pxq ą 0.

Then E Y txu is V -admissible.

Proof. First note that E Y txu certainly V -protects its elements. The question is
whether it is conflict free. Let E1 Ď E Y txu and z P E Y txu be such that E1
successfully V -attacks z.

We show that this is impossible.

Case 1. x does not appear in E1 and z is not equal to x. Then this is impossible
because E is V -conflict free.

Case 2. z “ x, x R E1. Let ty1, . . . , yku “ E1. So on the one hand we have the
yiRx, i “ 1, . . . , k and k ě V pxq and on the other hand E V -protects x so for some
yi we must have that E successfully V -attacks yi. The two options are impossible
together since E is V -admissible.

Case 3. x P E1 and z “ x. In this case we have on the one hand that
ty1, . . . , yk´1, yk “ xu successfully V -attacks x and so again k ě V pxq but also
we must have that E must successfully V -attack some yi. Again this is not possible
because E cannot successfully V -attack any yi nor x.

17Using the δ function, we write ÿ

yPE1
δ1pyq ă V pxq.
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c, V pcq “ 2

V paq “ 1, a

V pxq “ 2, x

b, V pbq “ 1

y, V pyq “ 3

Figure 11

Case 4. x P E1 and z ‰ x. Similar to Case 3, since E V -protects z.

Lemma 7.8. Let pS,R, V q be given. Then there exists the smallest V -complete
extension.

Proof. Start with ∅. This is a V -admissible set. If there are no points x P S such
that V pxq ą 0 and there are no attackers yRx with V pyq ą 0, then ∅ is a complete
V -extension since it obtains all the elements it V -protects.

If there are x P S such that V pxq ą 0 and for all y, yRx implies V pyq “ 0, then
∅ V -protects such x and so these xs can be added to ∅. Continue this process and
get a V -complete extension.

Example 7.9. We now illustrate the concepts of V -attack and V -admissibility in
an example.18 Consider Figure 11.

Let us compute the complete extensions E in two ways:

1. Propagation along the tree:

(a) a, b are alive, since they are not attacked V paq “ 1 “ V pbq.
(b) x is dead, being attacked by ta, bu. So VEpxq becomes 0. y is alive but

with reduced VEpyq “ 1.
(c) Since now x is dead and V pcq “ 2, c remains alive with reduced VEpcq “ 1.

Therefore the complete extension when computed in this way is ta, b, c, yu with
VEpaq “ VEpbq “ VEpcq “ VEpyq “ 1.

18I thank one of the referees for giving this example to show that the original definition of
V -attack needed to be corrected.
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2. Let us look at the set E “ ta, b, c, yu and check whether it is conflict free,
protects itself and contains all elements it protects, as defined in Definition
7.6. Clearly the attacks of ta, bu on y fails because V pyq “ 3 and |ta, bu| “ 2.
Similarly the attack of tyu on c fails. So E is conflict free. Can E protect itself?
the set tx, yu attacks c. But a subset ta, bu Ď E attacks x and kills it and tyu on
its own does not kill c. So c is protected. What would VE be for the elements of
E? According to item 4 of Definition 7.6, we get VEpaq “ Vepbq “ 1, VEpyq “ 1
and VEpcq “ 1. This is the same as calculated in (1) above.

Theorem 7.10. Let pS,R, V q be a finite acyclic network. Then there exists a unique
V -complete extension E such that

S “ E Y ty|E successfully V -attacks yu.
Proof. We define the sets Eǹ , Eń by induction on n “ 1, 2, . . .. Eǹ is the set of
elements that are certain to be “in” at step n and Eń are the elements that are
certain to be “out” at step n.

Step 1. We know by Proposition 7.3 that S has at least one point of level 1, i.e.
a point x such that  DypyRxq. Let E`1 “ the set of all point in S of level 1. Let
E´1 “ ∅.

Step 2. Let E´2 be the set of all points y such that E`1 successfully V -attacks y
Let E`2 “ E`1 .

Step 3. Let y be any new point not in E`2 YE´2 . Let Attpyq “ tz|zRyu. Consider
the set Apyq “ Attpyq ´ E´2 . Let E`3 “ E`2 Y ty|number of elements of Apyq ă
V pyqu. (This means that there are not enough attackers or potential attackers to
“kill” y. So y is for sure “in”.)

Let E´3 “ E´2 .

Step 4. Let E´4 be the set E´4 “ E´3 Y ty|y is successfully V -attacked by E`3 u.
Let E`4 “ E`3 .

Steps 2k ` 1, 2k ` 2. Continue by induction as done in steps 3 and 4 in terms of
steps 2k ´ 1, 2k.

Since the sets Eǹ , Eń can only increase and S is finite the process will become
stable say at Em̀, Eḿ.

We now show that
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b, V pbq “ 1

x, V pxq “ 1 y, V pyq “ 1

a, V paq “ 3

Figure 12

(*) S “ Em̀ Y Eḿ.
Assume in order to reach a contradiction that there exists a z0 such that z0 is not
in Em̀, nor in Eḿ. z0 must have some attackers z (i.e. zRz0) for otherwise z0 P E`1 .

Let y1, . . . , yk, u1, . . . , ue, y11, . . . , y1r be all R attackers of z0. Assume y1, . . . , yk P
Em̀, y11, . . . , y1r P Eḿ and that u1, . . . , ue are all the rest of the points which are
neither in Em̀ nor in Eḿ.

We bear in mind that there may not be any points y or u or y1, in which case
we write k “ 0, e “ 0, r “ 0 respectively.

Since Em̀ is not successful in V -attacking z0, we have that k ă V pz0q. Since z0
is not a member of Eḿ, we have that k ` e ě V pz0q. This means that there exists
at least one point z1 (say z1 “ u1) such that z1Rz0 and z1 R Em̀ Y Eḿ.

We repeat the process for z1 and get z2, z3, . . ., an infinite sequence of pairwise
different points (otherwise we get a cycle). This contradicts the finiteness of S and
therefore (*) is proved.

Note that we get a unique “stable” extension.

Lemma 7.11. Let pS,R, V q be any network, with or without cycles, such that
V pxq “ 1 for all x P S. Then the V -semantic notions coincide with the Dung
traditional ones.

Proof. Note that since V pxq “ 1 for all x P S, we have that:

x is V -attacked by tyu iff yRx.

Example 7.12. Consider Figure 12.
This figure represents a network M “ pS,R, V q, with S “ tx, y, a, bu and with

R “ tpx, aq, py, aq, pa, bqu and with V pxq “ V pyq “ 1 and V paq “ 3 and V pbq “ 1.
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According to our definition, the set E “ tx, y, au is a V -complete extension, because
x and y are in since they are not attacked and a is in because to be out we need 3
attackers which are in and we have only 2. So the set E is V -conflict free which
V -protects its elements, (its elements are not V -attacked). We cannot add to E the
element b since it is attacked by a. The set E1 “ tx, y, bu although V -conflict free,
does not V -protect it elements. E1 cannot V -protect b against a since it cannot
V -attack a. What is missing from our theoretical considerations is the option to
define a new function indicating how many lives we have for each of the elements
of this V -extension. We mentioned in the beginning of this Subsection that we have
two options. Option 1 is that the number V pxq remains unchanged. If we adopt this
option then we have no problems. Option 2 was to reduce the V pxq number in view
of the attacks on x. There may not be enough attacks to take x out but in this option
the number of lives of x pV pxqq is reduced. This option is problematic as we shall
now see.

We now need to be careful with our notation for otherwise we get confused. The
V -extension is E “ tx, y, au. It is a set of nodes. We can ask how many lives do
the elements of this set have according to Option 2? We know the answer that each
of these elements have now one life. Let us write the function VE to indicate how
many lives each element of the extension has. So we have in this case

VEpxq “ VEpyq “ VEpaq “ 1.

So the notion of V -extension E must also include a function VE for the V -extension
E. So the set theoretic approach models the view that V pxq simply says how many
“in” attackers are required to force x to be “out”, but if there are not enough such
attackers, then x remains “in”.

However, the number of lives of x is reduced. This presents us with a problem:
Consider the same network with the new VE, namely the network

M 1 “ pS,R, VEq. This network has values all 1 for tx, y, au and 0 for b (which
therefore can be ignored) and therefore the complete extension for it is, say, E1 with
x “ y “ “in” and a “ “out” (and b is already “out” and is ignored, so we are really
looking at the network without b).

Let us look at what is happening here in the following way. We apply our V
semantics (Option 2) to M and get M 1. If we apply our V -semantics (Option 2)
again to M 1 we get M2 with E1. On the other hand if we use Option 1, and apply
the V semantics (Option 1) to M we get M and apply again we still get M . So for
Option 1 the process stabilises after one application but in Option 2 it does not.

What happens in traditional Dung semantics (see Subsection 2.1)? After one
application we get an extension which is a set of conflict free elements. If we regard
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this set as a network with no attack relation and apply the semantics again we get
the same set again.

So we ask should we look at any semantics, traditional or new, as an algorithm
for generating a sequence of networks which can go on until it stabilises?

Put differently, we ask: do we make a connection between E and E1 and say that
E1 is a second level extension for M?

This makes the semantics concept like proof theory; we keep proving from the
data until we stabilise and can prove nothing new any more. This is what we do in
Semantic Tableaux.19

This process is especially interesting in the case of finite acyclic networks M “
pS,R, V q. By Theorem 7.10, the network M 1 is unique, so we ask, if we continue the
process and generateM2,M3, ... what do we get at the end? Do we get the traditional
Dung ground extension of pS,Rq? The answer is no. Consider the network N “
pS,Rq of Figure 5. In this network S “ tx, y, zu and R “ tpx, yq, py, zqu. Let V be
the valuation with V pxq “ 3, V pyq “ 2 and V pzq “ 1. Then in N 1, z is out and x
and y are in and in N2, y is also out. Neither case equals the Dung extension for
pS,Rq.

Actually this example of the network N “ pS,R, V q above also shows that there
is no way that N could be translated into a traditional Dung network pSN , RN q with
possibly additional points (i.e. with S Ă SN ), because any traditional extension of
any network is stable after the first step. We can never get a sequence like N,N 1, N2.

19The meaning in practice of the function VE can be illustrated from Talmudic and Islamic law.
The Talmudic legal system may require two independent witnesses to refute a claim. If I claim that
I was standing on the sidewalk when the car hit me, then two independent witnesses are required
to say that I was standing on the road. If I bring only one witness, the function VE says we need
to wait for one more.
In Islamic law we have the following example, and we quote from http://www.islamhelpline.

net/node/905 (visited on September 25, 2016):
If the woman who is raped accuses that so and so specific person or people raped her,
then there are only two ways an Islamic Court can convict the accused rapist/s: The
accused rapist confesses to his heinous crime; or she produces four witnesses to justify
her claim that so and so person raped her. If the accused rapist does not confess, and
the woman is unable to produce the four witnesses; then the Court can levy upon
her the case of kazaf or falsely accusing somebody. Under no circumstances can a
woman who claims she was raped be charged, accused, convicted, or punished for zina
(fornication or adultery) in an Islamic Court of Law. All she has to do is say that she
was raped, and her word will be taken as the truth.
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V paq “ 2, a b, V pbq “ 1

Figure 13

7.5 Algorithmic semantics for Abstract Valuation Frameworks with
Multiple Lives Valuations

Theorem 7.10 above in the previous Section, showed that for the case of acyclic net-
works, there is an algorithmic way of obtaining the grounded V-extension, which
coincides with the V-extension as defined set theoretically in Lemma 7.8. The cor-
respondence is problematic in the case of networks with loops, and needs to be inves-
tigated. This is the task of this Section. The algorithmic semantics we will define
we shall call VW -semantics, and VW -extensions. The formal machinery will come
later in the Subsections.

To proceed in this direction, we need to look at more revealing examples with
loops. It is good to look at loop examples before we decide how to handle loops.

Example 7.13. Note that the propagation computation does not give the same
results as the set-theoretic definition of Definition 7.6 and item 4 of this defini-
tion. This is because of the cyclicity of the network. We need the algorithmic VW -
semantics

Consider Figure 13

1. If we propagate, we need starting points

(a) Start with a. a kills b and we emerge with E “ tau and V paq “ 2.
(b) Start with b. b attacks a and reduces its life to VEpaq “ 1 and now a kills

b. We emerge with E “ tau and VEpaq “ 1.
(c) Both a and b attack simultaneously. We emerge with E “ tau and

VEpaq “ 1.

2. If we calculate extensions set theoretically following Lemma 7.8, the only com-
plete extension is E “ tau with VEpaq “ 2.

Example 7.14.

1. Consider the loop in Figure 14
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y, V pyq “ 2

x, V pxq “ 2

V pzq “ 2, z

Figure 14

The network is M “ pS,R, V q, where S “ tx, y, zu, R “ tpx, yq, py, zq, pz, xqu
and V pxq “ V pyq “ V pzq “ 2. There is only one V -extension, (according to
Definition 7.6) it being E “ tx, y, zu and we have VEpxq “ VEpyq “ VEpzq “ 1.
Consider now ME “ pS,R, VEq. This has only one V -extension, it being ∅.

2. Let us now approach the extensions of Figure 14 differently, using the fact that
pS,Rq is a cycle. We go in steps:

Step 1. Choose an element in S and let it attack. Say we choose px, V pxq “
2q. Since we are cycling and attacking, the V will change. So we subscript the
V by an increasing index. Let V pxq be V1pxq. We keep the index “1” until we
go a full cycle and cycle back to x, in which case we increase the index to 2.
x attacks y and so we get py, V1pyq “ 2´ 1 “ 1q.

Step 2. y can still attack. It has V1pyq “ 1 ą 0. It attacks z and we get
V1pzq “ 1.

Step 3. z can attack x and we get V2pxq “ 1. We have returned to x and
thus got V2pxq.

Step 4. x attacks y and we get V2pyq “ 0. We use the notation V2 because
it is the next loop.
Now we have several ways of continuing:

(W1): Stop. y cannot attack, we have V2pyq “ 0.
The extension is: Vw1pxq “ Vw1pzq “ 1.Vw1pyq “ 0.
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(W2): Skip y and look at z, z has V1pzq “ 1. Strictly speaking, since we
are now in the second cycle we should rename the V as V2pzq “ V1pzq “ 1.
Anyway, z has 1 life so it can attack. So we let it attack and get V3pxq “ 0.
It is V3pxq because we returned to x.
The extension is Vw2pxq “ Vw2pyq “ 0, Vw2pzq “ 1.
You see that the extension depends on where we start.

Let us call these VW -extensions. A formal definition will be given later in this
Subsection. In the meantime, let us proceed with only an intuitive grasp of this con-
cept, to be refined by looking at more examples, leading to the sequence of definitions
beginning with Definition 7.16 below. So at the moment we know that the algorith-
mically (to be defined) VW -extensions depend on where we start. If we start with
x, we get the extensions

V x
w1pxq “ V x

w1pzq “ 1, V x
w1pyq “ 0

V x
w2pxq “ V x

w2pyq “ 0, V x
w2pzq “ 1.

the other possible VW -extensions are obtained by symmetrical permutations. It is
better to adopt the W2 computation option for the VW -semantics approach because
mathematically we keep on going until nothing changes.

Example 7.15. Let us check what VW -extensions look like for Figure 12.
We have in mind the conjecture that for finite acyclic pS,Rq the V -

semantics option 2 and the VW -semantics are the same, if we start from
all unattacked nodes in the graph, i.e. tx| DypyRxqu.

Figure 12 is acyclic. So let us check. We start the sequence of steps and define
V1.

Step 1. V1pxq “ 1, V1pyq “ 1.

Step 2. x, y attack a so V1paq “ 1.

Step 3. a attacks b so V1pbq “ 0.
Stop.

What we get is the same as the level 2 extension E1 of Example 7.12. See the
proof of Theorem 7.10. This proof confirms that the conjecture is true.

We are now ready to define the VW -extensions for an arbitrary argumentation
network pS,R, V q, where we allow for loops.
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The following sequence of definitions develops the semantics for general Abstract
Valuation frameworks (AVF) for the case where the valuations are many lives (x is
“out” if at least V pxq attackers are “in”). For a further in depth analysis of the
many lives option, see our new paper [44]. We are giving formal definitions to what
we did in Examples 7.12, 7.15 and 7.25.

The level of writing is aimed at members of the COMMA (Conference on Com-
putational Models of Argument) community

Given an AVF network pS,R, V q, the semantics relies on resolving loop cycles
in S through the use of step by step algorithm and then using the SCC ordering of
the loop cycles. Thus every extension is stable (no undecided). This is reminiscent
of the CF2 semantics (of [40]), and indeed we shall offer a comparison.

To start we the notion of an SCC, taken from [40].

Definition 7.16. Let (S,Rq be an argumentation network with S ‰ ∅ and R Ď
S ˆ S.

1. We say that a sequence px1, . . . , xnq of elements of S is a cycle of length n if
we have

x1Rx2, x2Rx3, . . . , xn´1Rxn, xnRx1.

2. Define a relation x « y on S by setting x « y iff x “ y or x and y share
a cycle. That is, x « y iff there is a cycle pz1, . . . , znq of length n such that
x “ zj and y “ zi for some 1 ď i, j ď n.

3. Since « is an equivalence relation on S (see [40]), let

• x« “ ty|x « yu, for any x P S.
• S «“ tx«|s P Su.
• R« “ tpx«, y«q|aRb for some a1inx«, b P y«u.

R« is well defined and is an antisymmetric relation (see [40]).

4. Let ă be the transitive-reflexive closure of R«. That is, x« ă y« iff either x« “
y« or for some z«1 , . . . , z«k , k ě 1 we have x«R«, z«1 , z«1 R«z«1 , . . . , z«k´1R

«z«k
and z«k “ y«.

Then ă is a partial acyclic ordering on S«.

Our purpose is to define the VW -semantics for AVF of the form pS,R,ă, V q
where S ‰ ∅, S finite, R Ď S ˆ S and V is a function on S giving natural num-
bers values in t0, 1, 2, 3, . . .u to elements of S. We added the value 0 for technical
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convenience. V pxq “ m means that x has m ě 0 lives. To be “out”, it needs to be
attacked by at least m ě 0 attackers y such that V pyq ą 0. Of course if V pxq “ 0,
then x is already out.

We need to use the truncated subtraction symbol defined below:

x´ y “ def.
"
x´ y, if x ě y
0 if x ă y.

Definition 7.17 (VW semantics for a complete cycle with a front F).

1. Let M “ pS,R, V q be an AVF network which is a complete cycle. This means
that for any x, y P S, there exists a sequence t1, . . . , tk in S such that

xRt1 ^ t1Rt2 ^ . . .^ tkRy.
We allow k “ 0, in which case the condition is xRy. We allow x “ y in which
case the condition is xRx.

2. A set F Ď S, F ‰ ∅ is called a Front. Let us choose such an F . This choice
determines what we are going to get in the next item 3.

3. We define a sequence of networks Mi “ pS,R, Vi, Fiq, i “ 0, 1, 2, . . . by steps as
follows:

(a) Let V0 “ V, F0 “ F .
(b) Assume that Vi, Fi have been defined and that Fi ‰ ∅.

We define Vi`1, Fi`1.
i. Let Fi`1 be the set of all y such that for some x in Fi we have xRy.

This set is non-empty because pS,Rq is a cycle.
ii. Let Vi`1pzq “ Vipzq if z R Fi`1.
iii. Let Vi`1pzq “ Vipzq´tthe number of y P Fi s.t. Vipyq ą 0 and yRzu.

We stop the process when Vn`1 “ Vn. The process stops since at each step m
some Vmpzq is reduced.

4. When we stop at step n, we say that the Front F resolved pS,R, V, F q into
pS,R, Vn, Fnq.

5. We say thatM“pS,R, V F qwas resolved intoM“pS1, R1, V 1, F 1q“pS,R, Vn, Fnq.
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Definition 7.18 (Front obtained externally).

1. Let pS0, R0, V0q be a complete cycle and let S1 be a set of nodes with S1XS0 “
∅. Let R1 Ď S1 ˆ S0. Thus the S1 nodes attack nodes in S. Let V1 be a
valuation on S1.

2. Define a cycle network M “ pS,R, V, F q as follows.

(a) S “ S0

(b) R “ R0

(c) F “ tx P S0|pDy P S1qpyR1xqu
(d) V is defined by

V pzq “
$
&
%

V0pzq, if z R F
V0pzq´ tnumber of y P S1 such that yR1z and
V1pyq ą 0u, if z P F

3. We say that pV, F q was induced on pS0, R0q by the external attackers system
pS1, R1, V1q.

4. We say that the network pS0, R0, V0q with the external attackers pS1, R1, V1q is
resolved intoM 1 “ pS1, R1, V 1, F 1q when this AVF (namelyM 1) is what resolves
M (of item 2 above) according to Definition 7.17.

Definition 7.19 (VW-semantics for general AVF, pS,R, V q). Let pS,R, V q be given.
We look at the acyclic network of SCC’s for pS,Rq as defined in Definition 7.16.

1. Let Xi be the top nodes SCCs in the ordering of Definition 7.16. These Xi

are actually sets Si being equivalence classes of elements of S, according to
the equivalence relation of Definition 7.16. Let Mi “ pSi, Ri, Viq be the cycles
defined using these top SCC equivalence classes, with Si Ď S is the set of
elements of the cycle and with

Ri “ R æ Si
Vi “ V æ Si

There are several possibilities for Mi because of Definition 7.16

(a) Si “ txiu, one node with  pxiRixiq.
(b) Si is a proper cycle as defined in item 1 in Definition 7.17.
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2. We arbitrarily choose a subset Fi ‰ ∅, Fi Ď Si. This choice determines the
VW-complete extension of the VW-semantics (for our pS,R, V q) which we are
defining. Different choices of Fi will give us different extensions.

3. We now have systems Mi “ pSi, Ri, Vi, Fiq. We are going to resolve cycles
according to Definitions 7.17 and 7.18 by going down the acyclic ordering
ă of Definition 7.16 as applied to our initial pS,R, V q. Note that we use
an inductive step by step definition. It is important to note that even if a
cycle attacks another cycle, we resolve completely the top cycle first and only
afterwards propagate the values as external attackers (as in Definition 7.18,
item 4) to the next lower cycles. (Example 7.20 below illustrates this point.)

Step 1. We are ready to resolve each Mi into M 1
i “ pSi, Ri, V 1i , F 1i q following

Definition 7.17. We distinguish two cases as in (1) above.

(a) Si “ txiu with  pxiRxiq, let M 1 “ tSi, Ri, Vi, txiuq.
(b) Otherwise for this case (b) let M 1 be as resolved as we do in item 6 of

Definition 7.17.

4. Inductive Step k ` 1.
Let us assume that we have already resolved cycles

M 1
i “ pS1i, R1i, V 1i , F 1i q

at step k. We now resolve more cycles at step k ` 1.
Let Mj̊ “ pSj̊ , Rj̊ , Vj̊ q be cycles in the ordering of the SCC’s (according to
Definition 7.16) that come immediately below at least one of the M 1

i cycles.
Actually we have that R1i is R restricted to S1i and Rj̊ “ R æ Sj̊ and Vj̊ “
V æ Sj̊ . We use notation with ˚ to differentiate between higher cycles (in the
ordering) and lower cycles so that we will not be confused between cycles.
This means that for each Sj̊ there exists at least one S1i and x P S1i and y P Sj̊
such that xRy. (These xs are the external attackers (in the sense of item 4
of Definition 7.18). Also recall that our starting point was one big pS,R, V q,
which was divided into SCC cycles as in Definition 7.16.
Let Fj̊ be the set of all y P Sj̊ such that for some S1j and some x P S1j we have
xRy. Define V ˚˚j pyq to be Vj̊ pyq´ tthe number of elements x in some Si such
that xRy and V 1i pxq ą 0u.
We now have a system of cycles pSj̊ , Rj̊ , Vj̊ , Fj̊ q which can be resolved accord-
ing to Definitions 7.17 and 7.18.
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a, V paq “ 2

V pxq “ 2, x y, V pyq “ 2

Figure 15

This completes step k ` 1.

5. The process terminates at step n, for some n, because the original network is
finite.

6. The extension we get is pS,R, V 7q where V 7pxq is defined as follows:
V 7pxq “ V 1i pxq where x belongs to the cycle pSi, Riq and V 1i is the function
obtained when the cycle was resolved at the appropriate step. Recall that we
resolve a higher cycle without affecting any lower cycle and only after it is
resolved do we let it act as a set of external attackers on the next lower cycle.

Example 7.20 (Two ways of resolving a network). This example illustrates our
policy of resolving a higher cycle completely before we pass the attacks to a lower
cycle. Consider Figure 15.

We have two choices for the front for the top cycle tx, yu. Choose F “ tyu. This
will define one possible extension. We cycle through tx, yu, we do not attack a yet.
We first resolve the top cycle tx, yu. y attacks x gives V1pxq “ 1, x attacks y gives
V2pyq “ 1, y attacks x gives V3pxq “ 0. We are stable with V 1pxq “ 0, V 1pyq “ 1. We
now let the cycle be an external attacker on tau. We get V 1paq “ 1 (because V 1pyq “
1), so we get the following extension for the choice of F “ tyu: V 1paq “ V 1pyq “ 1
and V 1pxq “ 0. If we choose F “ txu, then by symmetry for the cycle tx, yu we
get the values V 2pxq “ 1, V 2pyq “ 0 and therefore since x does not attack a we
get V 2paq “ 2. So the network pS,R, V q of Figure 15, has two complete extensions
which are also networks, namely, the networks pS,R, V 1q and pS,R, V 2q.

Note that we must mention the valuation as well because for example in V 2, a
is in with 2 lives.

We could follow an alternative policy and just let y attack wherever it can. We
get
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a2

a1

a4

a3a5

a6

Figure 16

y attacks x : V1pxq “ 1
y attacks a : V1paq “ 1
x attacks y : V2pyq “ 1
y attacks x : V3pxq “ 0
y attacks a : V3paq “ 0.

The different extension we get for the starting choice F “ tyu is V ˚pyq “ 1, V ˚paq “
V ˚pxq “ 0.

Example 7.21 (Comparison with CF2 semantics). CF2 semantics also resolves
loops by taking maximal conflict free sets. When the valuation V ” 1, we get the
ordinary Dung extensions for acyclic networks. What do we get for cycles?

Consider Figure 16. This is a 6 cycle.
The CF2 semantics allows for the extension ta1, a4u. Is there a set F of starting

points which can get it in VW-semantics? The answer is yes.

F “ ta4, a5, a1, a2u.

What happens in general if we limit F in the top cycles to only one point? I do not
know.

Remark 7.22 (Connection with weighted argumentation [41]). This is an important
remark. The material in the machinery of this Subsection has two components:

1. The nature and meaning of the numerical valuation V arising from the sex
offender area and still to be refined and adjusted. See Footnote 23.
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2. The step by step propagation protocols of Definitions 7.17, 7.18 and 7.19.
These definition apply to any weighted system. All we need to tell the ma-
chinery of these definition is how to propagate the values of V from attackers
to the target and get a new V 1 on the target. In other words we need to give a
new definition replacing i the item (d) of Definition 7.18 by l formula giving
a different mathematical formula for a new V pzq in terms of its own origi-
nal V0pzq and the V1 Values of its attackers (and possibly values of its attack
arrows).

All we have here is a bunch of numbers attacking another number, yielding a new
number. See [42] and [43], for example, for many ways of executing such attacks.
The method of [41], however, is different from what is discussed in those papers and
is different from what we are doing in this paper (the many lives approach). To
explain the difference we can use two methods:

1. We need to devise an example which can be addressed by all views, especially
the view of [41] and the view of the many lives of this paper and show how the
methods differ in this example.

2. Find a more general approach which can contain all candidates for comparison
and embed/translate these candidates into this general approach and do the
comparison there.

The next Example 7.23 uses method (1). Method (2) is more complex and could be
a subject for a separate paper. We do, however, give you an example in the spirit of
method 2, namely Example 7.24.

Example 7.23. We chose an example which can be addressed by both our method
of many lives and the weighted approach of [41]. Consider the network of Figure 17:

1. First consider this figure as representing a weighted network in the sense
of [41]. This has the form pS,R,wq, where R “ tpx, aq, pa, yq, py, aqpy, zqu,
S “ tx, a, y, zu and w is a function from R into the positive real numbers
p0,8q, which in this case is giving the identical value 1 to all attacks as shown
in the figure 17. This system pS,R,wq conforms with Definition 4 of [41, page
462].
Viewed as a many lives network we still have to say what the values 1 anno-
tating the attacks mean. We read them as saying the attack is live. We do
not yet say how many lives each node has. We can highlight the first technical
difference between our paper and [41]
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1

x

a y

z

1

1
1

Figure 17

(d1): We annotate nodes with number of lives. [41] annotates attacks with
strength. In itself this is a small technical difference but the real difference
is what is done with the annotation. [41] uses the strength to cancel some
weak attacks while we use the annotation to refuse weak attacks. [41] is
part of the numerical world view and we are part of the non-monotonic
logic world view. This will become clearer later in this example. The two
approaches are orthogonal to each other and can be combined together .
The strength of attacks can be aggregated and still be refused by the target.

Let us go on. [41] adds a number β which they call “inconsistency budget”,
which roughly means that any group attacks of combined strength less than β
can be ignored. This is definition 5 in [41]. We can understand this number as
our many lives number. Let us choose β “ 2 and understand it in our context
as the number of lives for each node. [41] now continues in a unique way. To
define extensions for the network of Figure 17, it chooses an arbitrary set of
attacks such that the sum of the weights of the attacks in this set is less than
β. Since β “ 2 and the attack weight is 1, this means we can arbitrarily choose
in our case a single arrow. [41] then proceeds to do the following:

(a) cancel the chosen arrow

(b) proceed with the rest of the network (without the chosen arrow), ignore
the weight and compute traditional extensions.

These are definitions 5 and 6 of [41] applied to our Figure 17.

[41] justify their approach in Section 3.2 of their paper
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(d2): Note that [41] uses the weights as a licence for attacks to enter the tra-
ditional computation of extensions. So for β “ 2, we can choose that the
attack ty � au is cancelled and now we compute traditional extensions
for the remaining network. We can choose to cancel any single attack in
the figure, and after such a choice is made, [41] does not use the weights
any more.

Let us now see how we deal with Figure 17 in our paper.

2. If we follow finding extensions in the spirit of Definition 7.6 (even though
Figure 17 contains cycles), we get the extension

Eb “ tx “ 2, y “ 2, a “ 0, z “ 1u.

3. If we follow the computational approach of this Subsection, we get the following
steps:

Step 1. x “ 2, (x not attacked)

Step 2. x attacks a, so a “ 1

Step 3. a attacks y, so y “ 1

Step 4. We need to complete the cycle ta, yu. So y attacks a (we ignore the
attack on z), so a “ 0. This completes the cycle giving a “ 0, y “ 1.

Step 5. y attacks z, so z “ 1.
The extension we get is

Ec “ tx “ 2, a “ 0, y “ 1, z “ 1u.

Example 7.24. This example shows how we can combine the many lives approach
with the general weighted numerical approach. Let pS,R,wq be a general finite net-
work with R Ď S ˆ S and w a function giving weights in the real numbers r0,8q to
both arguments and attacks, namely,

w : S YR ÞÑ r0,8q.
Consider the general configuration for a node a shown in Figure 18.

We agree on the following interpretation:
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wpaq

x1

a

xn. . .

wpxn � aqwpx1 � aq

wpx1q wpxnq

Figure 18

1. For node x,wpxq is the strength of node x

2. For the attack y � z,wpy � zq is the strength of the resistance of the trans-
mission of the attack of y on z. So if wpyq is greater the attack on z is greater,
but if the resistance wpy � zq is greater, less of the attack passes through and
the effect of the attack is smaller.

3. The strength of the end result of the attack from y onto z is given by
fpwpyq,wpy � zqq, where fpα, βq is a continuous function satisfying the fol-
lowing

(a) fp0, βq “ 0
(b) fpα, 0q “ α

(c) fpα,8q “ 0
(d) fp8, βq “ 8
For example we can take fpα, βq “ α

1`β .

Let us now look again at Figure 17 and give it the following values as in Figure 19.
The method of propagation remains along the same (using the function α

1`β )
sequence of steps:

Step 1. The value for x is 3, as it is not attacked.

Step 2. The value of the attack of x on a is 3
2 (using the function α

1`β , α “ 3, β “
1).

Step 3. The new value of a is 2´ 3
2 “ 1

2

Step 4. a attacks y the value of the attack is 0.5
1`2 “ 0.5

3 “ 1
6 .
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y : 42 : a

z : 1

x : 3

2

1
1

1

Figure 19

Step 4. The new value of y is 4´ 1{6
3 “ 4´ 1

18 “ 71
18 .

Step 5. y attacks a with value 71
18.2 “ 71

36 “ 1.9722.

Step 6. The new value of a is 1
6 ´ 1.9722 “ 0. Thus the stable loop solution is

a “ 0, y “ 1.9722.

Step 7. The value of the attack of y on z is 1.9722
2 “ 0.98611.

Step 8. The new value of z is 1´ 0.98611 “ 0.013888.
The final extension is approximately/practically x “ 3, a “ 0, y “ 2, z “ 0.013888.

Example 7.25. Consider the network of Figure 20 (see Definition 7.16).
The SCC ordering of cycles is Figure 21.
We now calculate the extensions. We start with the top cycle 1 and work our

way down the cycles. The steps are intended to define a new valuation V 1. Each
step modifies V into a new Vi. The index “i” increases as we move forward in steps
along the arrows of the cycle.

Step 1. Choose an element in cycle 1. Different choices would lead to possibly
different extensions. Let us choose a. We have that a attacks b. We get that the
original V pbq “ 2 changes into the new V1pbq “ 1. Notice that even though a attacks
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β, V pβq “ 2

V paq “ 2, a

V pxq “ 2, x y, V pyq “ 2

z, V pzq “ 2

b, V pbq “ 2

α, V pαq “ 2

Figure 20

Cycle 1: with ta, bu

Cycle 2: with tx, y, zu

Cycle 3: with tα, βu
Figure 21

x in cycle 2, we do not attack cycle 2 until cycle 1 is completely resolved by cycling
through it until no more changes to the valuation are introduced. It is then and only
then that we use the new stable values we get for the elements of Cycle 1 to attack
Cycle 2. This is our policy in defining extensions. There are other policies possible.

b attacks a, we get a new value for a which we call V1paq “ 1. Now we continue
to move in Cycle 1 and observe that a attacks b and so the value of b changes again
from V1pbq “ 1 to the value 0. Since this is another change in the value of b we
increase the index of V and call it V2pbq “ 0.

We stop, because b is no longer capable of attack. We are stopping with values
V1paq “ 1 and V2pbq “ 0. We realise we have a minor accounting problem with the
indices of V . On the one hand we want to emerge from Cycle 2 with a clearly named
new valuation and on the other hand we need to increase the index of V as we run
through the cycle. So let us adopt the highest index used, in this case the index is
“2” and so we upgrade the index of V1paq “ 1 to be V2paq “ 1. Cycle 1 is resolved
with the exit valuation V2 with V2pbq “ 0.V2paq “ 1.
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Step 2. We now resolve cycle 2. We have a attacking x, so let us give it a new
value V?pxq. The question is what index to give V . This problem of indexing V needs
to be systematically and formally defined and we do give a definition later in this
Section. Meanwhile we just want to go on with our example, just to show the reader
how the steps work. So let us use the index 3, since V2 is expanding from Cycle 1 to
the next cycle. So we have that the original V pxq “ 2 becomes the new V3pxq “ 1. x
attacks y, so V3pyq “ 1, y attacks z, so V3pzq “ 1. z attacks x so V3pxq “ 0. We get
V3pyq “ 1 and V3pzq “ 0. So we continue and summarise our exit value from Cycle
2. Let us call it V4. We have V4pyq “ 1 and V4pzq “ 0 and V4pxq “ 0.

Step 3. We now approach cycle 3. We have V4pyq “ 1. y attacks α, so V5pαq “ 1.
α attacks β, so V5pβq “ 1. β attacks α and so V6pαq “ 0.
Stop.

The extension we got is V 1, with

V 1paq “ V2paq “ 1
V 1pbq “ V2pbq “ 0
V 1pxq “ V3pxq “ 0
V 1pyq “ V3pzq “ 1
V 1pzq “ V4pzq “ 0
V 1pαq “ V6pαq “ 0
V 1pβq “ V5pβq “ 1

Note the following:

1. Jumping indices V1, V2, . . . is just for the purpose of keeping track of how we
go through the loops/cycles.

2. We first choose a top cycle and an element in the top cycle and cycle through
until stable. We do this for all top cycles and only then do we attack the next
level. This is our choice of how to find complete extensions. The reader can
choose otherwise. The reader will obtain in such a case a different semantics.

We continue this example, and choose to start with b this time. By symmetry
the top cycle 1 will be resolved with V2pbq “ 1 and V2paq “ 0. We continue. Since b
attacks y, we get V3pyq “ 1. y attacks z so we get V3pzq “ 1. z attacks x so we get
V3pxq “ 1. x attacks y so we need to increase the index of V for y since the value
changes and we get V4pyq “ 0. So we get, since the value of y is now 0, y cannot
attack and so that the value of z does not change and remains V3pzq “ 1 and so
V4pxq “ 0. We summarise and get V4pxq “ 0, V4pyq “ 0, V4pxq “ 1.
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We now have to continue and make a choice with the third cycle 3. Since V4pyq “
0, we can choose to start with α or with β. We can use a rule if we want, to start
with the geometrically marked α or ignore the geometry and also allow to start with
β.

If we start with α we get V5pαq “ 1, V5pβq “ 0, and if we start with β we get
V5pβ “ 1 and V5pαq “ 0.

The full extension will be with

V 1pxq “ V 1pbq “ 1
V 1paq “ V 1pyq “ V 1pzq “ 0

and say if we choose in Cycle 3 to start with α then V 1pαq “ 1, V 1pβq “ 0.

8 Better modelling of the case study
8.1 Initial discussion
The preliminary discussions of the previous Sections allow us to present a better
model for universal distortions. Let us summarise what we got:

1. We agree that the arguments we use must be instantiated in the form of
˘aOb,˘Cpaq, . . . where a, b, . . . come from some universe of discourse U “
ta, b, . . .u, and O,C . . . are predicates. This allowed us to use analogy on argu-
ments. Let us accept this observation and from now on talk about arguments
in general, accepting that these arguments are structured/instantiated as de-
scribed above.

2. We accept the general schema of Figure 1. We have two systems P1 and D,
and D is connected to P1 and is able to distort it. The question is what form
does D take, and how does D communicate with P1.

3. We accept that we should start with P1 and D being argumentation networks
and that there is an argumentation type connection from D to P1. A change in
D causes a universal distortion in P1. So if P1 “ pS1, R1q then this connection
might be through a D “ pS2, RDq, where S2 is a set of additional points and
RD is a subset of pS1YS2q2. Another possibility for the connection is that P1
is a network with a valuation, of the form P1 “ pS,R, V q, as in the previous
Subsection 7.4 and D is a new different valuation D “ VD.

4. D must be compatible with intuition. It cannot be just any formal network.
It must be intuitive and the connection with P1 must be intuitive. Thus D
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must be general enough to include/model the annihilator type distortion of
Section 4.1 as well as the non-monotonic type distortion of Section 4.2 or the
valuation type distortion of Subsection 7.4.
We shall see that the concept of the attack as informational input, [11], is a
suitable concept for our purpose.

5. We agree that any formal connection from D into P1 must be compatible with
the following intuition:

(intuition): Let x be an argument in P1 and let Ax “ ty|yRxu. Then
the disturbance coming from D tends to mitigate the force of the
attack from Ax to x.

This principle models the tendency of the offender to mitigate certain “in”
arguments in order to allow himself to feel better and have a tolerable view of
himself.20

Example 8.1. Let us recall Figure 9 and the node z being attacked by ty, uu. Imag-
ine that our offender would like to keep z “in”, and would like to make it as difficult
as possible for the attacks from y and u to be effective (z might be the statement that
he, the offender, is an exemplary citizen, and y and u are counter-examples to that
statements). He might say the following:

1. Both y and u must be “in”. One attacker “in” is not enough, (i.e. requiring
more “lives” for “being good citizen” one occasional failing does not refute it).

2. The attack of y is coming from a non-trustworthy source. Maybe a child who
has not complained for many years.

3. The argument y has a low value V pyq.
The point is that the language must also contain predicates Vipyq, Vipuq, etc. What
our offender is not likely to say is that he wants to have exactly one “in” attacker for
z to be “in”.21 This is the case of Example 4 of the mathematical paper on Abstract

20Gadi Rozenberg notes from his experience that sex offenders tend to respond to any immedi-
ate attack on them by deflection, rather than using logical interference (in the sense of Dynamic
Argumentation) with the network in order to weaken the attack. So for example, if we have the
attack chain

x� y � Victim � Offender
then the offender (if he is not a lawyer or a logician) will weaken the direct threat (“Victim”) rather
than be clever about it and weaken argument x or strengthen argument y.

21The emphasis is on the word “exactly”, the offender might want at least 2, or 3 etc but not
“exactly 2”.
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Dialectical Framework (ADF) [27]. See Subsection 2.2 for further discussion in
relation to ADF.

The reader might ask whether models of the form pS,R, V q are adequate, where
S is a set of structured/instantiated arguments as discussed in Subsection 7.1 and
V being a numerical valuation as discussed in Subsection 7.4. The answer is such
models are almost OK, except that the valuations are in many cases not numerical
but qualitative (such as “not reliable”, “has an interest”, “racist”, “lying”, etc).
So we need a model that can take account of such valuations when calculating
extensions. So even if we turn “unreliable” into a number, then the valuations
V pxq would be two dimensional (i.e. V “ pV1, V2), one dimension for reliability and
one dimension for the number of lives. So if the sex offender says I am a good
exemplary citizen and to successfully attack my statement I would require at least
two reliable counter examples, then what do we do with three not so reliable such
counter examples?22 Obviously we need to consider n numerical valued functions
pV1, ..., Vnq such that for each argument x we get a vector Vpxq of values Vpxq “
pV1pxq, ..., Vnpxqq. So if x has say k attackers, y1, ..., yk, then the all values involved
can be represented by an pn ˆ kq matrix Mpxq “ rVpy1q, ...,Vpykqs. So we need a
general function Bx, (which may be dependent/tailored to the node x, that would
take a general pn ˆ kq matrix of numerical values M (n is fixed but k is arbitrary)
and yield a vector of values BxpMq. We are not going to offer a detailed model, just
the general pattern for the reader to see the direction we are going.23

We do adopt the Boolean approach of [27], see Subsection 2.3, where we attach a
Boolean formula Bz to any z, but we must use a language with valuation predicates
Vi as well.

Thus in Figure 9, for the node z, attacked by y and u we look at the equation
of the form

Vpzq Ø Bzpy, u, pVpyq,Vpuqqq,

22 Compare with the weighted approach of [41]. See the discussion in Remark 7.22.
23 There is a clear connection here with what is known as weighted argumentation. Given a

network pS,Rq, associate numerical real numbers value weights W : S Y R ÞÑ r0, 1s, and use these
numbers in different ways to define new types of complete extensions. This is relevant to us, we
can see how to use such systems to model sex offender distortions (they would change W ). See [41]
for a key paper on weights, with many central argumentation researchers as authors, and look up
the references. The connection here will be pursued in a subsequent paper.
See, however, Remark 7.22, discussing the connection, after we give some technical result there.
One of the referees remarked that potentially , one could formalize cases where an argument is

perceived as strong when attacked only by weak arguments (in the sense that if only weak, i.e.,
easily counterable, arguments can be found against an argument, then this argument is perceived
as acceptable, or even perceived as stronger than without the weak arguments).
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and perhaps we allow Bz to only be monotonic (up or down) in each variable. This
view and its generalisations is now illustrated in some more simplified examples.

Example 8.2. Consider the network of Figure 9. Assume we have further a val-
uation V on elements of S. Say V psq, for s P S, which gives s a red colour. The
Bench-Capon basic approach (see Definition 2.7) would be to decide for example that
red coloured nodes cannot be attacked by non-red coloured nodes. So for example, if
we let

V pzq “ V puq “ J
V pxq “ V pyq “ K

then y cannot attack z.
So we can write for any s P S:
• Inpsq iff r V psq ^Ź

yRs Inpyqs _ rV psq ^Ź
yRs^V qyq Inpyqs.

The above approach does not allow us to decide point by point whether we want to
allow points y such that  V pyq (non-red) points to attack points x such that V pxq
(x red) points.

We cannot for example ignore V altogether.
The idea we get from ADF is that we can write a tailored formula (as far as V

is concerned) for each s P S. We have two requirements, however, which make us
different from ADF. The first is that the tailored formula we use must be a formula
of predicate logic and not just a numerical/propositional formula on the “in” and
“out” values of the geometrical attackers of s (namely on tx|xRsu). The second is
that we, however, do not go as far as ADF and do not wish to change the basic
Dung approach, namely we wish to keep the understanding that s is “in” iff all of
its “tailored” attackers are “out”. The technical property we need is that the formula
we use be monotonic in the number of attackers which are “in”.

8.2 Abstract valuation frameworks (AVF), the equational approach
Given a system pS,R, V y

i q, this Section deals with the equational approach for the
case where all properties V y

i , for arguments y P S are propositional. The reader is
invited to recall Remark 2.6, Definition 2.7, Definition 2.8, and Remark 2.9, for a
better understanding of what we are doing here

Definition 8.3.

1. Let S be a finite non-empty set of elements. We consider a classical propo-
sitional language based on the elements of S. The language has the atomic
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propositions Iyn, and V
y

1 , . . . , V
y
k for each y P S. The V y

i are propositional con-
stants describing properties of the node y. Iyn is a constant intended to mean
(y is “in”).

2. We also have a binary predicate xRy, on S. For every x P S, let Apxq “
ty|yRxu.

3. Let BxIn and BxV x P S, be Boolean formulas in the propositional language with
tIyn, V y

1 , . . . , V
y
k |y P Apxq Y txuu. We assume monotonicity of these Boolean

formulas in the propositions Iyn.

4. Let ∆ be the theory with the axioms (for each x P S)
Ixn Ø BxIn

BxV gives a weighted V value for x in terms of In and Vi

5. Let K be the three valued propositional logic with the truth table of Figure 22.
This is Kleene strong logic of indeterminacy [28, 29].

6. A system pS,R,∆q as defined above, in item 4 of Definition 8.3, is called an
AVF with Bench-Capon valuations.

7. Any Kleene model of ∆ is called a complete extension.24

8. Note that we yet have to address the question of existence of such models for
a given choice of Boolean B as in item 3 above. Existence can be obtained as
outlined in item 1 of Remark 8.8.

Remark 8.4. Consider Definition 8.3, and the system pS,R,∆q. Then the following
holds:

1. If the language does not contain any Vi and BxIn does not contain Ixn (unless
xRx holds) then we get the the simple Boolean fragment of Brewka and Woltran
Boolean ADF for the choice of monotonic formulas.

2. If the language contains a single V1 and the wffs BxIn and BxV for each x P S
are as below then we get the Bench-Capon valuation system, where

BxIn “ rV x
1 ^

Ź
yRx^V y

1
 Iyns _ r V x

1 ^
Ź
yRx Iyns

BxV “ V x
1 .

24Note that it is not true that the complete extensions of an ADF are all Kleene-models of the
given framework. In fact a complete extension needs to be a fixpoint of the given characteristic
operator as used in the respective ADF semantics papers. Being a Kleene-model is not sufficient.
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[h]
A B  A A^B A_B AÑ B

0 0 1 0 0 1
0 1

2 1 0 1
2 1

0 1 1 0 1 1
1
2 0 1

2 0 1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2 1 1

2
1
2 1 1

1 0 0 0 1 0
1 1

2 0 1
2 1 1

2
1 1 0 1 1 1

Figure 22

3. The Kleene extensions of item 7 of Definition 8.3 are too general and not
under control. As solution to equations we do not know what they look like
and what they mean. The sex offenders case has more specific properties which
can be used to construct better semantics. We shall see this later in the next
Subsection.

Definition 8.5 (Abstract valuation framework (AVF)). Let pS,R, V x
i , I

x
nq for x P S

and i “ 1, . . . , k be as in Definition 8.3. Further, let BxIn,BxV , x P S be as follows

1. BxIn has the form BxIn “
Ź
yRx^By

V
 Iny.

2. BxV is either monotonic up or monotonic down in each Vi, in any model of ∆,
(∆ as defined in item (4) of Definition 8.3) for example BxV might be taken asŹ
i V

x
i .

Example 8.6. Let us take another look at Figure 9 and try and express using AVF,
the restriction that we accept that z is out if at least two in nodes attack z. We do
this by having in the V -language a Vs for each s P S and let V y

s “ J exactly when
y “ s. So basically we can now talk about the elements of S. All we need to write
now for z is

BzV “
ł

EĎApzq^|E|ě2

ľ

yPE
Iny.

We use this Bz
V in Bz

In of item 1 of Definition 8.3.

Definition 8.7 (Equational AVF with V constant). Let pS,Rq be an argumentation
network and let for each s P S, let V s

i , i “ 1, . . . , k, s P S be additional atomic symbols
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all pairwise disjoint. Consider the atoms of S and V s
i as variables ranging over r0, 1s.

We can also view Vi : s ÞÑ V s
i as variables for functions with domain S and range

r0, 1s.
Thus we can view the atoms V s

i , s P S, i “ 1, . . . , k to syntactically denote the
value of Vi at s P S. Let h be an assignment, giving for each V s

i , s P S, i “ 1, . . . , k,
a particular value hpV s

i q and creating a function hpViq from S into r0, 1s.
Let Fs

V for each s P S be a Boolean function built up from the variables
ty, V y

i |yRs_ y “ su and the functions

 x “ 1´ x
x_ y “ maxpx, yq
x^ y “ minpx, yq.

Fs
V is a function for a fixed s, with the variables s and y (such that yRs holds) and

all the variables V y
i , i “ 1, . . . , k, and all y such that yRs and s.

For a given h, we can substitute the numerical values hpV y
i q in F sV and get what

we denote by Fs
V,h, which is a function without the variables V y

i , because these have
been instantiated with numerical values.

Assume h is given. Thus all the variables V s
i , s P S have numerical values.

Consider the set of equations, for each s P S as follows Eqmaxphq.

s “ 1´maxyRspminpy,Fs
V qq

These equations have the elements of S as the unknowns. Let f : S ÞÑ r0, 1s be
any solution of the above equations. Then f is called a complete Eqmax extension of
the network pS,R,hpV1q, . . . ,hpVkqq where pS,Rq is the geometrical argumentation
network and hpViq, i “ 1, . . . , k are the fixed r0, 1s valuations.
Remark 8.8.

1. Note that since all functions of Definition 8.7 are continuous, by Brouwer’s
fixed point theorem (see Wikipedia [64]), there is always a solution to Eqmaxphq.
Using this solution we can get a 3 valued model of “in” being value 1, “out”
being value 0, and the other values being “undecided”.

2. Note that if we do not have any Vi, nor any FV , then the system becomes the
ordinary equational approach, equivalent to the traditional Dung argumenta-
tion. See Subsection 2.4.

3. The function hpV q assigns a function to V from S to r0, 1s. We normally
assign numerical strength valuation as values 1, 2, . . .. This is not a problem.
There are many continuous functions matching the intervals r1,8s with r0, 1s.
For example, fpxq “ 1´ 1

x , fp1q “ 0 and fp8q “ 1.
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4. h is fixed. So the values V y
i do not participate in the equations as variables.

5. pS,Rq does not have initial values f0 : S ÞÑ r0, 1s.
Example 8.9. Consider the network of Figure 5 and assume that

V1pxq “ 0.4
V1pyq “ V1pzq “ 0.8.

Assume that Fs
V “ V1.

The equations for the figure would be:

x “ 1
y “ 1´minpx, V1pxqq
z “ 1´minpy, V1pyqq

We get
x “ 1
y “ 1´minp1, 0.4q
“ 0.6

z “ 1´minp0.6, 0.8q
“ 0.4

We get new values for x, y, z but V1 does not change. We have no equations to get
new V1.

Note that we can introduce distortion by lowering the value V1pxq of x to V 11pxq “
0.1.

So the value for y would be

y “ 1´minp1, 0.1
“ 0.9

a much higher value.
Recall that 1 “ “in”, and 0 “ “out”, and otherwise various degrees of undecided.

Example 8.10. Let us look at the network of Figure 6. First we need to convert
the V values into values in r0, 1s. We use the formula V1paq “ 1´ 1

V paq . So we get:

V1pyq “ 0
V1pzq “ 0.8
V1pxq “ 2

3
V1puq “ 0.5.
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Using the equational approach, we get:

y “ 1
z “ 1
x “ 1´maxpminpy, V1pyq, z, V1pzqq
“ 1´maxp0, 0.8q “ 0.2

u “ 1´maxpminpx, V1pxqq
“ 1´maxp0.2, 2

3q“ 1
3

8.3 AVF, the set theoretic fixed point approach
The equational approach of the previous Subsection 8.2 has two drawbacks. In the
general case, the formulas Bs need to be formulas of predicate logic, involving labels
Vipyq from a possibly different annotation language A. We don’t know how to solve
predicate equations in Kleene’s logic. Even if we did know how to do that, we would
not know the meaning of what we are getting as solutions. We need a set-theoretic
approach, if possible. So here we go:

We develop our abstract argumentation approach within the framework of la-
belled deductive systems (LDS), [58]. The basic idea of LDS is to annotate a given
system with labels from some algebra of labels and manipulate both units of the
system and their labels. Using labels we can unify the treatment of many similar
systems as well as get general generic results.

This Subsection generalises the many annotated argumentation systems includ-
ing numerical and graded systems into one general framework.

In other words, the semantic machinery of this Subsection is much more general
than what we need, but we get it at no extra cost (of developing formal approaches)!

Our LDS systems have the form pS,R, V,Bq where S ‰ ∅, R Ď S ˆ S, V is
an annotation function giving each element of S Y R (i.e. each argument and each
attack arrow) a label value in some given algebra A. To be specific, think of A as the
predicate V y

i , Bs, s P S all reside. Bs is a formula which updates the V y
i annotation.

For each subset E Ď S YR we get a new set of annotations BspE, xq to the node x.
Let us leave the meaning and use of B vague as above, but insist that we are

able to define three attack relations between sets E Ď S and nodes x P S.
αdpE, xq, αapE, xq, αppE, xq.
The index d stands for administrative attack, a stands for ordinary killing attack

and p stands for protective attack. Every protective attack is a killing attack and
every killing attack is an administrative attack. To illustrate, consider the many
lives model. Assume x is a sex offender which is attacked by y. Assume z attacks y
to protect x. z attack on y is a protective attack and must be very strong. y attack
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x

b z1

a

z2

Figure 23

on x is a killing attack and is not that strong. It may be that both y and x are still
alive because they have enough lives to survive. But they have been attacked so they
are damaged but not dead. So how many lives have they lost? The administrative
attack will settle that.

We assume αp Ď αa Ď αd.
Assume that for each of these attacks we have:

• E attacks x and E Ď E1 then E1 attacks x.

• E does not attack x and E1 Ď E then E1 does not attack x.

Example 8.11. Let

αapE, xq iff Dy P E, yRx
αdpE, xq iff Dy P EpyRx_ xRyq
αppE, xq iff Dz1, z2 P E, such that z1 ‰ z2 ^ z1, z1Rx^ z2Rx.

Consider the network of Figure 8.11
Then in this network we have E “ tz1, z2, bu αp attacks x, and αa attacks a and

tau αd attacks x.

Definition 8.12.

1. We say that E is at peace iff for no Y, a in E do we have αapY, aq holds.
2. E protects x if for every Y s.t. αapY, xq holds we have Y ´ ty|y P Y and

αppE, yqu does not αa attack x.

Lemma 8.13. If E is at peace and protects its elements and E protects x then
E Y txt is at peace and protects its elements.

Proof. Assume not at peace, get a contradiction.
Let Y Ď E Y txu, z P E Y txu be such E a-attacks x.
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Case 1. x R Y, x ‰ z contradicts E at peace.

Case 2. x R Y, z “ x. We have Y a-attacks x. Since E p-protects x, E must
p-attack some elements y1, . . . , yk s.t. Y “ tyju does not attack x. Since Y does
attack x, there must be at least one y1 s.t. E p-attacks y1. But p-attack implies
a-attack, again a contradiction.

Case 3. Yo Y txu attacks z and z ‰ x. Since z P E, E p-attacks elements of
YoYtxu. E cannot attack any elements from Y0 so E attacks x but this is now case
1, which is impossible.

Case 4. x P Y, z “ x. so we have YoYtxu attacks x. Since E protects x, E attacks
Y0 Y txu but E cannot attack any of its elements.

Lemma 8.14. If E admissible and protects x then E Y txu protects itself because
E protects all elements of E Y txu so E Y txu does this as well because of the
monotonicity condition.

Lemma 8.15. There exists an admissible set E Ď S s.t. E “ all elements it protects.

Proof. Start with ∅. It protects its elements and is at peace. Suppose ∅ protects x
then txu protects x and is at peace.

Continue to increase the set using Lemma 8.14, until we reach a maximal st.
This is the set E we need.

Example 8.16. Start with H. It is at peace and p-protects its elements. Suppose
the empty set can also p-attack. Suppose it protects x. Then x cannot a- attack
itself. If x a-attacks x then ∅ must p-attack x. So ∅ cannot protect x. Therefore x
cannot attack x.

Definition 8.17. Let pS,R, V,Bq be an LDS system as defined in this Subsection,
and assume that we have the notions of d, a, and p attacks respectively to go with
it. Using the notions of a and p attacks we can identify the family of sets E which
are admissible and are equal to the set of all the elements E protects. We can now
use the notion of d attack to update the annotation of each element x in E. Let
x be any element x in E such that E d attacks x. Let the new annotation of x be
BpE, xq. If x is not d attacked by E, leave its annotation unchanged.

Let VE be the new annotation on E. We refer to the system (E,R restricted to
E, VE ,B restricted to E) together with the d, a, p, respective attacks restricted to
E, as an E complete extension of the original system.
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Example 8.18. Consider a network with node b only such that bRb holds . Let us
use the a attack and p attack of Example 8.11.Then node b a attacks itself but does
not p attack itself. Therefore the extension we get is tb “ 0u, not b “ undecided.

If we take the attack notion to be Dung style then b both attacks and protects
itself and so must be undecided
We close this Section at this point, in the spirit of Option E3, discussed in Section 1.

9 Comparison with the literature
Given a network pS,Rq, let us ask ourselves how can we interfere with its traditional
complete extensions and semantics. Frankly, since the network is abstract and not
instantiated, there is not much we can do. We can ask for some elements in S to
be out (resp. in) and vice versae. If we further want to talk about a universal mass
interference, (or universal distortion as we call it) we can talk about interfering with
a large set of elements.

This is not satisfactory because we cannot give a good qualitative description of
the interference, since all the elements of S are atomic. All we have is the Geometry
of the relation R. For this reason papers in the literature tend to be technical and
deal with local interference (recall Remark 3.2).

Looking at application areas where universal distortions occur, we saw that we
need some logical description of the interference and for this reason we resorted
to Bench-Capon valuations, or non-monotonic attacks . We can consider major
distortions arising from some qualitative considerations in any instantiated approach
such as ASPIC or ABA.

As far as we know, ours is the first paper to deal with universal distortions.
Let us now compare with some specific sample of papers in the literature. For-

tunately in many cases it is easy just to quote their abstract, to see how different
(from our paper) and local the interference is.

1. Papers [30]–[32], of Baumann and Brewka.
In these papers the authors study a Dung-style argumentation framework by
adding finitely many new arguments which may interact with old ones. They
study formally what can happen. These papers are mathematical studying
questions like the effort needed to enforce a set of arguments E, measured in
terms of the minimal number of modifications needed to turn an argumentation
framework (AF) A into a framework A1. such that A1. has an extension
containing E. These papers deal with local distortion from our point of view.

2. Argumentation meets AGM revision.
Here we have a series of papers applying revision theory to argumentation. An
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argumentation network can be revised by adding one more argument, like pa-
per [21] or by adding (integrating with) an entire new argumentation network
like in [20]. We stress again that these papers are technical following a generic
recipe for mathematical research. We may be able to use them in applications
of universal distortion in some areas.

3. Dynamic Argument Systems.
As we have already said, Argumentation Dynamics deals with local distor-
tions, taking a few arguments out, or disconnecting some attacks or adding
new elements or new attacks. The distortions we look at are global and fol-
low a meaning . The reader can look up other papers under the dynamic
argumentation title in the references.

We do want to mention one paper of Brewka which we particularly like. It is
the Brewka’s paper [33] which seems promising for applications. It is not directly
related to universal distortion but it can serve as an example which can easily be
distorted, a sort of realistic semi-theoretical example.

It presents a formal model of argumentation based on situation calculus. It
models interacting agents seeking common ground. There are protocols for such
interactions and so distortions in our sense can be viewed as changing or distorting
the protocols.

10 Conclusion
We discussed universal distortions in reasoning networks. We gave formal definitions
but most importantly followed a real life case study of a sex offender. The case
study presents a challenge to the argumentation community. We need to expand
our research horizons and model the rich world of logical and argumentation therapy
for sex offenders. Let us explain why. Start with a simple network with ta, bu and
aRb and bRa. Assume we have valuation V with values V paq ą V pbq. Thus there is
only one extension a “ in, b “ out. Our “offender” suffers from a universal distortion
such that his value function V 1 has V 1pbq ą V 1paq. Hence his extension is b “ in,
a “ out. This is certainly compatible with our case study, where the sex offender
tried to minimise the severity of his offences. Our challenge is how to use therapy
and correct the situation? We can appeal to the notion of audience of [6], and say
to the sex offender everyone but you thinks that V paq ą V pbq. This will not work
in practice. We need a much richer “envelope space” to operate with, as our patient
resists therapy. The professional therapist discovered experimentally that in the case
of sex offenders they, the offenders, can see the distortions in other offenders but
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not in themselves. So they use group therapy. The offenders themselves are used
as the envelope space. It is significant that the therapist community actually use
argumentation as a major instrument of remedy. We need to define such a space
and within its framework define therapsuting steps. In our case it is an attack on
V 1. We can get ideas from practice in case studies. We thus develop a formal theory
of Enveloping Spaces which go beyond audiences. The sex offender case is relatively
easy. The area is well established. There are more difficult cases. How about a
universal distortion caused by belief in ISIS ideology? What envelope space do we
use? Note that ISIS employs positive propaganda for itself. Would our sex offender’s
therapy work successfully if there were international organisations saying this is a
good thing? Think of the time of Plato and relationships between older men and
young children. That was the expected norm then. How do you use therapy there?

On the technical side, we developed the following generalisations of argumenta-
tion networks:

1. The concept and idea of Universal Distortion in a reasoning system, of which
this current paper is just a start. The concept exists in human reasoning and
behaviour and so can be applied in formal systems which attempt at modelling
such reasoning. These include Abstract argumentation but also ASPIC and
ABA and indeed many other systems.

2. We generalised Bench-Capon valuation systems and looked at many lives valu-
ations (Subsection 7.4) and generalised to Matrix valuations (Subsection 8.2).
More importantly, we can come up with a new notion of proof theoretical
semantics where the semantics for a valuation network is another valuation
network. Further development of these ideas in a subsequent paper. We also
showed that it is connected to Abstract Dialectical Frameworks. The formulas
Bs we need to use for AVF are predicate formulas and need be monotonic in
the Inpxq predicate appearing in the formula. Our way of presentation for our
area makes these parts of ADF more intuitive for the sex offender case.

3. We showed a connection with several communities who use logic and argu-
mentation, opening strong application opportunities for the Argumentation
community. These are vast exciting future prospects. There is a danger that
the argumentation community will become too technical and start feeding
upon itself. This is a dangerous, but natural, development which has already
happened to the non-monotonic community and was recognised as such by
that community. We hope it will not happen to us if we keep looking at
applications.
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Appendices

A Investigative interviews with child victims of sexual
offences

Children have a universal distortion in the sense that when very young children
do not have clear boundaries between reality and imagination. Therefore when a
sexually abused child is interviewed special care must be taken to make sure the fact
are identified.

The following are guidelines for how such interviews are conducted in Israel, as
well as experimental facts about how children respond in interviews.

What is the best way to conduct an exploratory interview with the sexually
abused child?

Sexual abuse is unique because usually the victim-witness is a child, pitted
against an adult perpetrator who has an overpowering interest in covering up the
offence.

Sometimes a criminal charge comes about as a result of a false accusation from
a spouse — for instance, a wife might try to reinforce her claim for a divorce by
making a false accusation which could be of financial benefit to her.

Under Israeli law, the interview has to be recorded, with the place, participants
and beginning time all noted aloud at the start. At conclusion, the interviewer has
to note the end time. The length of the recording must correspond exactly to this
timing.

During the interview, the investigator must specify the non-verbal articulations
that occur in the room: for example, noting that the child looks down to the a ground
in response to a certain question, or recording instances of the mother making signals
to the child, etc.

The general principle of the investigative interview is to create an environment
which allows the child freely to communicate past experience and outline specific
aspects related to the offence from the general to the specific.

The investigator should be prepared for the interview. That means he needs
to read all the background he needs to know, the charges (if any), and any other
information. He needs to think ahead about which questions to ask, for which he
must make a model. However, he should also be sufficiently flexible to adapt to
what is happening in the room. For example the perpetrator may suddenly start
crying during the interview.
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Stages of the interview
1. Building a connection with the child

At this opening stage the researcher must devote sufficient time to make con-
tact with the child and this will differ between individual children. If the child
is agitated, the investigator must calm and reassure him.
At this stage, the researcher should pay attention to the child’s linguistic
abilities and what happens to him when he becomes excited or when he is
talking about unpleasant or sad things.
The interviewer should ask the child to introduce himself and talk about a
pleasant event he has experienced, or about his kindergarten. In other words,
the child should be encouraged to relax by describing things and events unre-
lated to the offence. This stage should help the investigator in assessing the
child’s abilities and so in planning the future of the interview.

2. Checking a child’s ability to distinguish between reality and fantasy
This is a critical step. The interviewer needs to clarify to the child that he
should tell the truth and only the truth. In such cases it is permissible to use
the terminology of children’s stories suitable to the mental age of the child.
For example, it could be that the interviewer asks the child to remember what
happened to Pinocchio when he lied, and that it is not only not permissible
to lie but that the interviewer will be able to see a lie for what it is. It is,
though, important to make sure that the child knows the difference between
true and false. If the child cannot distinguish these two, it is a problem which
the investigators should take into consideration.

3. Presentation: The purpose of the interview
The interviewer should explain to the child that he is assisting in an inves-
tigation and needs information about what happened, in order to help. The
investigator should not make promises he cannot fulfil. It is very common for a
child witness to ask about secrecy and it is especially important not to promise
the child that such secrets will remain in the interview room. The investigator
should also tell the child what will happen later in the process and explain
the role of the police Ð to the extent that the child can understand. If the
investigator considers that this is a problem, he will have to arrange special
care for the child.

4. The child’s free expression in describing the event
The interviewer should allow the child to speak about the event or events,
giving his perceived version and his opinions about what had happened, in
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his own words and without hindrance. This is a stage where no questions
are asked and the researcher should let the child say, without interruption,
what he remembers even if it is obvious that there are contradictions. This
step should be conducted according to the pace of the child, patiently, calmly,
without corrections or questions despite any opinions the investigator might
have about inconsistencies and discrepancies

5. Questioning: direct and indirect
The purpose of this step is to expand the knowledge of the investigator with
respect to events described during the free narrative. The researcher needs to
think about the child’s opening narrative and expand the information. Leading
questions should be avoided. For example, asking a child what happened on
his birthday implies that something did in fact happen on his birthday. It
is not permissible to instruct the child with such questions. The investigator
should also use the language of the child. For instance, children have their
own names for their genitalia. At this point questions should be formed in the
nature of requests — “Can you tell me more about this event?”, “You can tell
me about the man, you said”. The investigator should keep in mind that events
can be a vague memory if the incident remembered at the age of 13 actually
happened when the child was 6. The investigator should pay attention to the
child’s response to questions such as what happened, when it happened, and
who participated.
The child’s responses should come without direct questions. Investigators often
worry if an answer is incomplete but the question can be revisited at a later
stage. If the child does not answer the question the investigator needs to go
back possibly putting it in another way, but without pressure, so that the child
will not give a response just because he feels stressed.
The investigator must remember that leading questions can reduce the admis-
sibility of the testimony during a trial. There are exceptions for children who
cannot express themselves but in such cases anatomical dolls, drawings and
other props may be used in the form of a game to help with data collection.

6. Ending the interview
At this stage the interviewer must thank the child for his participation re-
gardless of the outcome (even if the researcher did not achieve his goal). The
interviewer must ask the child if he has questions and if the child does have
questions the interviewer should answer them if possible. The interviewer
must keep open a line of communication in the event that the child remembers
something — for example, giving a telephone number.It is recommended to
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end the session with something neutral (as at the beginning of the interview)
and tell the child that they might meet again. The second phase, following
the interview, is done without the child, in which the researcher listens to the
recording.

Evaluation of the investigative interview
Assessment of the interview has several aspects:

1. Interview material is important in terms of whether the material gathered
contains enough information in order to build a court case.

At this point the interviewer should consult with the police interrogator to assess
whether or not there is enough accumulated material to file charges. If necessary,
the researcher can summon the child again but the recommendation is that there is
as little time as possible between the first and the second interview.

2. The Children’s Investigator will determine the extent of the injury to the child.

This will determine the treatment plan as well as the legal position of the child.
Physical evidence will be found from medical examinations and can support the case.
The test for mental health is more complex. Some idea of the state of the child’s
mind will be indicated in the first interview and the interviewer has to assess this and
the effect it will have on the child’s evidence. The investigator will have to evaluate
whether it is necessary to visit the scene of the crime, whether the child is capable of
identifying a criminal in a line-up, or if the child could be stood as a witness in court.
In other words, a balance has to be struck between the operations of the Law and the
possibility of further damage to the victim. In most cases researchers refuse to let
the child appear in court, which can expose him to the possibility of being a victim
a second time. However, occasionally it is deemed a restorative experience, giving
the child the chance to experience the reward of showing strength and courage. This
will happen only when a child is over the age of 11 years, when the incident is very
serious and when the offender is not known to the family.

3. Evaluation of reliability.

The investigator must check whether the child’s evidence is reliable. A distinction
should be made between the sort of minor mistakes which are made in normal
discourse and a full-fledged lie. Eligibility is also a factor. Eligibility is the child’s
ability to give any sort of a report about a past experience. This is a necessary
first requirement but it is not a guarantee of reliability. There is a debate about the
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competence of children to testify in court, in four main areas. Eligibility is the legal
framework which defines the ability to distinguish fantasy from reality and truth
from falsehood.

The four main areas are as follows:

• Imagination— the conventional wisdom is that small children have difficulty
distinguishing between fantasy and reality. This in itself is often used as a
reason to doubt their testimony. Various studies have produced no definite
answer as to what age children can distinguish between an event that really
happened and a construct of the child’s imagination. Most studies indicate
that children over the age of 6 resemble adults in their ability to identify
whether or not the source of the event is a product of inner thoughts or the
result of an external factor.
The consensus is that adults with their more developed cognitive skills and life
experiences will always be able to perceive the difference between truth and
fantasy. An adult will know, for instance, when some incident is contrary to
the laws of nature. Studies show that despite a general doubt as to the ability
of children to make such distinctions, clinical experience has demonstrated that
children seldom invent significant events that happened in a way that trigger
doubt about whether the act described actually happened. This is especially
true when allowing the child to describe the act in his own words without help
or prodding from instructors or without the use of tools that may implant
presuppositions from the questioner. We must distinguish between fabrication
and falsity because the fabrication and false report is related to the reliability,
not to competency. In case of fabrication and false reporting the lying is done
intentionally for a variety of different reasons.

• Language — Children have a limited vocabulary which is much less descrip-
tive than adults. A child’s vocabulary is usually very dependent on the envi-
ronment in which he has grown. If the child has been raised in an educationally
impoverished environment, the child’s vocabulary will be more restricted than
if he were raised in an enriched environment, but whatever the environment
language at the disposal of the child is more meagre than it would be for
adults. It is therefore more likely that his testimony would be interpreted
wrongly or that the child will understand the questions and the investigator
wrongly. Therefore the researcher should carefully evaluate the linguistic abil-
ity of the child and to be aware of nonstandard Hebrew, accepting it rather
than trying to change it. It should be remembered that the child may be
influenced by the investigator’s style of speech so it is important to ask the
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questions in his own language style.

• Memory — the debate on the eligibility of children to serve as witnesses
often concentrates on the child’s ability to remember and describe their expe-
riences. Research on memory has generally been carried out in laboratories,
which means we are talking about experiments which might differ materially
from real life experiences or the trauma of having to testify in court. The
relationship between memory and age is affected by various factors. There is
a connection between memory and stress. Studies have also shown that small
children are more likely than older children and adults to have memory dis-
tortion. These distortions are larger the further back the event is in the past.
When the researcher discusses it he must not ignore the element of trauma.
People who go through a traumatic event tend to remember it in more detail
than they would recall a commonplace incident. It is the same for small chil-
dren, there are many events during the day although a child will encounter
many experiences during a normal day, if he is injured, he will remember that
particular incident more clearly than the others. Certainly he will remember
sexual trauma.
As for the contention that stress affects memory, various studies have been
conducted examining how memory operates under stress but results are still
inconclusive. Some studies seem to show that the memory is even sharper,
while others show that the memory completely shuts down. We can therefore
say that the results are not conclusive in either direction. However, not all
sexual abuse is painful and traumatic. In other words, not all sexual abuse
may impair or enhance memory. Even when recalling events which we did
not understand or we have suppressed, information which we recover after the
passage of time is problematic. For example, Flynn took her research subjects
from different ages, showed them an emotional element to an event, which
would help them remember the event, and they found that after five months,
children reported less information than they initially reported. That is, as
time goes on we lose information. It was also found that children six years old
reported less information than nine year old children (who could remember
relatively more), meaning that younger children are losing more information.
Memory can facilitate the interview stage. Memory is a building process in
which adults and children are trying to recover the memory.

• Suggestibility — regardless of the memory capacity of children, there are
doubts about their eligibility as witnesses in light of their exposure to the
effects of leading or misleading questions. Suggestibility can also result from
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impaired memory and also from misinformation from the interviewer. Studies
have shown that you can easily affect the memory of adults by using leading
questions, particularly when the subjects are asked, using a leading question,
to recall events with a personal meaning. It is well known that the way you
frame a question can determine the outcome of, for instance, a referendum.
Drafting the questions in a certain way may create biases. Adults questioning
children can also create biases. In the case of kindergarten-age children who
were exposed to some form of suggestion or interference after an incident,
this reportedly influenced the children’s accounts of the incident some time
afterwards. In other words, they absorbed incorrect information being aired
during the interference. Among schoolchildren there is less suggestibility but it
is unclear by how much. Most experiments dealing with suggestibility cannot
be set up using real trauma and even if it some sort of trauma is involved it
will be one experienced in a group rather than alone. However, child sexual
trauma is experienced alone. We have no studies which can give an answer
about the memory of a child who has experienced a true trauma of this type.
But there is consensus on one thing: when a subject is recalling a key traumatic
event, leading questions will have less affect in distorting memory than they
would if they were directed at a subject remembering comparatively ordinary
happenings.

B Therapy Groups of Sex Offenders

We mentioned in the paper that therapy groups of 8-14 sex offenders takes about 20
months. We also said that the objective is to make sex offenders realise, by means
of argumentation and logic, that they are doing wrong. This appendix explains
how this work. It is hoped that researchers in argumentation will get a better view
of how the sex offenders therapist community works and hopefully get involved in
offering help and interact with this community. This Appendix introduces two types
of dedicated therapy groups for sex offenders and examines the pros and cons of each
method of therapy by addressing different aspects of each and examining its logical
and practical charactristics.

In order to achieve this goal, we focus on two types of groups: “closed groups”
(groups with fixed membership) and railway Groups (open groups with a non-fixed,
variable membership).

In jail, the treatment groups usually include about 14 adult sex offenders which
is an enormous number and there is definitely a price for dealing with such a large
group.
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In the opinion of Dr. Rozenberg, the optimal number of participants in groups
is no more than 8.

We asked ourselves many times what are the advantages and disadvantages of
each type of group and what is the preferred method. To answer this question first
of all we explain what a dedicated group is for sex offenders

We are talking about a therapy group with cognitive behavioural orientation
(CBT). The patients are treated by this method because other methods were not
found to be effective enough. Probably the reasons are:

1. at least to begin with, sex offenders are poorly motivated to accept responsi-
bility for their behaviour

2. sex offenders perceive themselves as victims and they can talk incessantly
about their victimization

3. We also believe that in dynamic group therapy we get insight and this is
important, although insight is only a part of the therapeutic process, but at
this point we can say that the CBT sex offender therapy has a lot of dynamic
elements, which we shall discuss later on.

Why group therapy? The simple answer is that statistically it is the most effective
treatment. The logic behind it is that sex offenders feel exceptional. They know they
are deviants and in group therapy the feeling that they are not alone and that there
are other people with similar problems often allows them to become more open and
receptive (“openness”). The group helps mitigate the embarrassment and helps the
therapist to confront patients. Sex offenders are much more receptive to each other
than to other people and so if the group works well, things that patients say to each
other are sometimes more important and have more influence than the therapist.

The treatment, based on a model of Bengis (1986) is called “relapse prevention”.
The goal of the treatment is to prevent future attacks on other victims.

Main goals:

A. raising the level of awareness of the sex offender about the range of behaviour
options available to him.

B. developing coping skills and strategies of self-control.

C. creating a sense of control in the sex offender over his life.

Basic assumptions:
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A. There is no cure for the disorder, but the subject can learn how to avoid
repeating the offending behaviour (therapists are not magicians and do not
know how to effect a complete cure for such things as perverted fantasies.
Neither can we completely heal mental disorders).

B. When a perverse thought appears, the individual still can choose to avoid
violence.

C. model SUD = seemingly unimportant decisions . Sometimes even taking seem-
ingly unimportant decisions may lead to an offence.
For example, a sex offender with a paedophilic disorder who is asked to deliver
packages on a regular basis to an office which happens to be next door to a
kindergarten. The seemingly unimportant decision to accept the job may lead
to abusive behaviour.

D. the offence is planned and not impulsive

E. Not every lapse is a relapse. A violation of one of the risk factors = lapse and
relapse= makes a new sex offence. Even if the patient made the wrong deci-
sion, and got himself into a dangerous situation (lapse), still he can recognise
it withdraw, and thereafter can learn to avoid it, and not say to himself, I
stumbled, what can I do?
Let us take this opportunity to express what we believe. We are not sure that
all therapists would agree with us. We believe we should talk with simple
language to the offenders and not expect drastic changes in their emotional
ability in a short time. We have to remember where these people came from
and to where they return. For us, it is important that the therapeutic content
will survive in everyday life. Also, we do not think we have a mandate to
change the culture of the person and have no right to tell the patient whether
or not to get engaged, whether or not, to marry several women or one. We
believe we are allowed to intervene only if we see a direct correlation between
the offender’s approaches to future possible offences.

The character of groups: “Closed Groups” mean that you cannot get new pa-
tients to join during the group process and the group therapy therefore has a clear
beginning, middle and end. Open (railway) groups are groups where patients can
join at different stages The generally accepted practice is that the group has two
therapists: a man and a woman. It is good for modelling and shows how two can
communicate, and can even disagree but can still respect each other without using
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stereotyped behaviour. The underlying idea of this approach is to reduce extremes
of disagreement. It should be pointed out that research on the juvenile probation
service found no difference in the success of the group according to the gender of
the practitioner

After a brief review of the nature of the groups and the basic assumptions/ let
us examine the advantages and disadvantages of open and closed groups.

We will divide this as follows:
1. Nature of the group,

2. Planning

3. Sorting of candidates

4. Therapist

5. Integration of new participants

6. Completion of the therapy.

1. The nature of the group. A closed group is a set with linear characteristics,
where the group members are supposed gradually to change, reach enlightenment,
to gain knowledge (although this word is not good enough to explain the process
because it becomes experiential work, requires emotional and mental involvement,
etc.). The patients should identify major patterns within their personalities and
learn new ways to conduct themselves. This is circular work. The group works on a
particular subject and only after all the members finish working on a specific theme
are they allowed to move to the next item.

An open group however, is spiral and the group moves inconsistently. The
progress often moves backwards and forwards through the beginning, middle and
the end. This method allows us to examine the same issue in different periods and to
attack it at different times. The patient is able to do so in a different developmental
stage of the group and of himself. While a closed group is relatively regular, the
open group is characterized by much lability. In order to understand the movement
and development of the open group we must remember the “moods” of Bion theory.

The open group “mood” swings could be dependent, aggressive, avoiding ob-
servation, watching, rational, emotional, controlled, uncontrolled, shrinking, and
expanding. Sometimes the movement of the group resembles a sort of tango, where
the progress is three steps forward and two steps to the side, but it has no distinct
development phases. In the open group the therapist must hold all the required
information and all the time to must try to combine all the puzzle pieces together
and pick up on necessary issues.
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2. Planning. Due to the nature of the closed group the therapists in the planning
stage can construct a series of gradual and consistently logical contents and to stick
to them, adjusting is required only when you need to make changes to the content
in on them the working group Before the therapist works in depth on a particular
topic it is best to start with less intimidating content, to create links between the
participants and gradually to go from easy to hard. For example, in prison we allow
patients to work on trust, to describe experiences of their lives. The therapist should
express empathy and increase collaboration, in such a way as to reduce defensiveness
and allow them to develop direct reactions of empathy towards the victims. In the
case of a closed group we do not have a created situation in which a new patient
drops in and might be asked to relate to risk factors before working on the assault
cycle and before he figures out the trigger, or manipulation and planning of his act.
Such a situation certainly can happen in an open group .

3. Sorting of candidates. In a closed group, sorting and choosing the candidates
must be very rigorous as if we make a mistake, nobody else can fill the space until
the end of the group process and we cannot allow someone else who needs the
treatment to take advantage of it. Regarding a decision about the maximum number
of participants in a group we think there’s room for some flexibility. We have
observed over time, mainly because of the need to meet the demand, that we needed
to increase the number of participants in our therapeutic groups. We took into
account that larger groups meant (mean) mean slower progress and a longer time
for the group therapy to reach its end The average treatment lasts for almost two
years (in the past, with fewer participants, the process was shorter).

In an open group, we can be less meticulous in choosing the candidates or in
cases of doubt we can consider allowing a candidate temporarily to join the group.
We can and do, tell him that he goes into a two months trial period, and then later
on we make the final decision regarding suitability. Of course, this situation involves
difficulties. The patients have problems with frequent changes, which challenges
their need for a sense of order and regularity. We should also mention that letting
in a person into therapy and then removing him could further undermine his self-
image, increase a sense of failure (many patients have a very low self-image) and of
course it must be noted that for a patient, the retirement from dedicated treatment
(whatever the reason) also increases the sexual risk level. Despite all of that, at least
this is something less drastic, less cutting, knowing that it is possible to get a person
an opportunity. We feel that a therapist sorting candidates for an open group can
make a more relaxed assessment and can take more time for important decisions.

The closed group does not have this advantage, even if we set up a preparatory
short group prior to the closed group meetings in order to examine who is ready for
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the process and who is not.

4. Role of the Therapist. When dealing with an open group the therapist
must be much more alert and make sure that the complicated group dynamics, with
people coming in and out and going around in circles in treatment will ensure the
proper treatment of all the

In the case of Open an open group the therapist does not have the luxury of a
gradual and systematic progress. A study conducted in 2006 by Dr. Avraham Ofek
which explored youth sex-offending groups says: “this railway method (open group)
is good for youth and hard for therapists” the difficulties he found being those of
regression and repetition. Research indicates that stress on the therapists is much
heavier in open groups than in the closed groups. In open groups the therapists have
to become acrobats, ensuring that all the patients, although they joined the group
at different times, will be treated on all the basic issues of a dedicated sex offenders
group. Already at this point we can say that one way to ensure that most of the
required content has been addressed is to perform a number of assault cycles for
every patient (it is difficult to believe how circles seem different at different times).

In our estimation, closed groups are more appropriate for training new therapists
at the beginning of their careers, because with the closed group, the new therapist
has the opportunity to observe and learn consistently about intervention, and identi-
fying the logic behind the gradual construction of the contents and development of a
group. Probably learning from an open group can be confusing and overwhelming.,
For that reason, a trainee therapist might consider joining the open group during
later stages after viewing closed groups.

5. Integration of new participants. About joining new patients in open groups,
there is the fear that the veteran (i.e. senior members) would get bored, having to
repeat procedures they have already learned. The therapist must be very creative
and try to reach the same goal using various techniques and adjusting the techniques
to form the group. Yalom claims that, adding a new member successfully, depends
partly on timing: there are better and less good times to add members. During a
crisis and struggles it is harder to integrate a new member or if he is admitted, the
fear is that the energies are directed to the new member which may disturb the flow
of conversation about a burning issue. The most convenient time for admitting a
new member, according to Yalom, is when the group is not really moving forward.

A social worker named Tamir Ashman adds that the number of joiners is impor-
tant. According to Ashman, it is important to induct two members simultaneously,
in order to facilitate the process. According to Ashman, when the group is experi-
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encing a period of crisis, it is hard to absorb a new single member but if two or three
join, they are able to create leverage and start a fresh viewpoint. Even if the burning
issue is forgotten, the process will return to it in another way, with the perspective of
the new people. This can create dynamics that allow a more productive viewpoint.
Ashman claims that two patients joining at the same time is the optimal number In
my experience I have not been able to find a formula definitively to establish what
is the optimal number. It depends greatly on the members’ personalities and the
state of the group. I can also say that if the group is in crisis, with no trust between
members and no significant progress, it is a mistake to insert a new person. We have
to focus on the obstacles and only then, to add. The fear is that the entrance of a
new patient will delay the group work and hurt the trust and intimacy which has
been created, but certainly it can be said that the integration of a new person at an
appropriate time allows “freezing” of the image of the group and gives an opportu-
nity to review the progress. For example, with the joining of new participants all
are asked to describe their offences and we can see a difference in description, with
the adding of relevant information, etc.

One of the significant advantages of an open group is that it allows for a change
of status and position in the group. In a closed group almost everyone establishes
a position in the heirarchy of the group and it is very difficult for an individual to
change status thereafter. In open groups every patient has more opportunity for a
change of status. A ‘back-bench’ member of the group might very well become a
veteran who can give the newer members the benefit of his experience. The very
important thing is that the new patients constitute for the veteran a kind of mirror
of where they were to where they are now (I cannot count the number of times I
have heard a patient say “In the past, I thought the same as you...”) and this is
certainly a very new experience for both. One sees where he should strive to get and
the veterans have a chance to see the progress they have made, which helps improve
their self-image. This lets the veterans look “sideways” on themselves

In the past I had very clear positions on specific situations, for example that new
patients are not allowed to join during the process of the departure of an old patient.
Today I am really not sure about this. Life is always more powerful than us and all
kinds of different situations develop. I thought that somebody’s introduction during
veteran’s separation was unfair to both with neither getting enough attention. But I
found that this situation can make a substantial contribution to the treatment of all
the patients in the group. Letting a person enjoy telling about the process he just
finished and giving him the responsibility of introducing the new one to the group.
This actually helps to reduce anxieties and fears, while the new member sees that
it is possible to finish the treatment and to change himself. Mostly, new patients
enter naturally into an existing commitment and we can see fewer power struggles
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with the therapists. This is the type of barometer that shows the patient where he
wants to go and the others to demonstrate what they have done.

I talk a lot about how the nature of the group affects patients, but I should say
that for therapists it is an exhausting task of trying to assess whether or not it is
time to add a new patient. What did we miss? How much time must we devote to
each subject, etc. Also, due to the nature of the group we have to decide on the
recommendations to shorten or extend the duration of the stay. About the finish Ð
I will deal with this after I have described the group.

The Therapy process For closed groups, Treatment focuses on the emotional,
cognitive and behavioural aspects and the steps upon which the Group focusses are
as follows

1. Familarization. Everyone gives his name and important facts about himself

2. “I and the other” patients are asked to use drawings of themselves and of
significant figures in their lives and the work on drawings allows focussing
on the life history of the individual. Other methods at this stage are guided
visualisation, therapy cards, “Anibi”.

3. Empathy or identification of emotions. Work on the different feelings and
emotions of the patient and the others. This can be done using pictures with
facial expressions, writing a letter to a victim and a letter from a victim,
reading the testimonies of the victims and so on.

4. List of sex offender’s arguments during therapy. These were listed in Subsec-
tion 7.5 in the body of the paper above.

5. Addressing emergency pressures. Aggressiveness, assertiveness, passivity. The
patients are asked to describe such challenges and how they dealt with them

6. Sexual functioning. It is imperative that we convey to the patient not only
what is prohibited, but also what are the alternatives.

7. Offence Cycle, see [52]. This can be identified as a summary of the therapy
progression.

(a) trigger: this is what sets of the pattern of behaviour. The trigger need
not have any sexual connection.

(b) feelings and thoughts (cognitive distortions)
(c) disinhibitors: alcohol, drugs or pornography
(d) planning
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(e) focus on the offence
(f) reconstruction of the process.

Finally we work on how to deal with risk situations. We use films and other
means of engaging the senses

8. The closed groups make several “stations” in the process These stations involve
stopping and getting feedback which allow the patients an opportunity to test
themselves while the therapists can use this to assess the progress and identify
points to reinforce and improve.

6. Completion of the therapy. I now come to the last part: finishing closed
groups. Closed groups have a set time to finish the process. If treatment can be
described as linear, at the end of it we can look at the path we have taken and then
disengage. As a group we wind up the process and go our separate ways. This is a
very exciting process of termination and hope. We must add that the professional
literature talks about how the patients can enhance the effectiveness of the treatment
by constantly reviewing the content they worked on in the group. Therefore each
client receives the file containing all of his homework, confessions and other things
he worked on. We succeeded in organising a reunion for one group of graduates from
a prison programme and I can say it was exciting to see the patients after a short
period and I am sure it was studied and also significant for us and for them. I would
definitely recommend that these class reunions be continued. In open group therapy
the situation is different. According to Tamir Ashman, one of the disadvantages of
an open group is that it does not deal with the group “here and now” and there is
no processing of a separation experience because in contrast to closed groups the
patients do not say goodbye to the group, but the group says goodbye to the patient.

In a closed group the therapist can say goodbye to all the patients in a winding-up
ritual and thereby has the chance not only to review the progress that the partic-
ipants have made but to take satisfaction from seeing that the patients have more
insight and from the anticipation that they can be better, more well-integrated
members of society than before they started the treatment. In railway groups the
problem is that there is no such opportunity for a formalised parting nor will any
parting take effect with all participants simultaneously. The therapist merely says
goodbye to one and then immediately receives a new patient. Sometimes this makes
it very difficult for the therapist to gain a sense of achievement and job fulfilment.

Finally, I want to say that I talked about advantages and disadvantages of both
methods and tried to propose solutions to reduce the disadvantages of each method,
but one thing I have not been able to find a solution to is the experience of the
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therapist in an open group. In a closed group, the therapist handler finishes with
patients, then has a break before taking on a new group. However, in an open
group the therapist works through the process, seeing patients grow but instead
of finishing the treatment, but then having the therapist then has to start work
with other patients in an unending flow with no break, no grand finale, but only a
continuous conveyor belt of patients.

C Child Sex Offenders, Adults and Children in the UK,
by Steve Spurr, Independent Social Worker

C.1 Background
The author is an independent social worker in the UK who had previously worked
for children’s services departments in London and the South East of the UK for
over 30 years dealing with child protection and allegations of abuse against adults
working with children. In London the author developed a project that assessed the
risks posed by juvenile child sex offenders and also a scheme to identify and protect
teenage victims of sexual exploitation by adult offenders. This paper details the
agencies involved in this work in the UK and the systems and procedures guiding
their work from a social work perspective. Common examples of distorted thinking
by perpetrators, institutions and employers are listed along with case studies of
adult and child offenders. The paper concludes with the author’s personal view of
the reasons why greater success in eradicating child sex abuse has not been achieved
and what might be done to overcome this.

C.2 Introduction
The prevalence of sexual offences against children in the UK has received a great
deal of attention in recent years due to a growing understanding of the scale of the
issue and its consequences for victims. During the past 30 years, the discourse has
changed from complicit suppression of the problem to a state of moral panic and
confusion over how to deal with the rising number of offenders and the risks they
present. The growth of social media on the internet has provided new opportunities
for offending and for offenders to normalise their cognitive distortions in relative
privacy.

The range of types of sexual abuse against children is wide, extending from
abuse within families and close relationships, through abuse by trusted adults in
schools, churches and other institutions, to community based exploitation by gangs
and organised groups.
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The response by government and agencies in the UK has been to encourage
professionals to work together to identify children most at risk and to prevent known
offenders having access to children. Preventative and educational programmes have
also dominated the landscape, but the consensus remains that offences and victims
are increasing in number and that sexual abuse is a common experience for many
children.

Faced with this situation, the UK government set up the Munro Review of Child
Protection25 and two formal inquiries, firstly the Inquiry into Child Sexual Ex-
ploitation in Gangs and Groups26 which looked at organised networks of adults who
had systematically sexually abused hundreds of vulnerable teenage girls in urban
cities and secondly the Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse27 to work with
victims and survivors to determine the scale of the wider problem and to make
recommendations for action.

This recent history and the ongoing investigations of institutional employees and
the Crown Prosecution’s determination to prosecute historic offenders, including
high profile celebrities triggered by the Savile28 affair, has led to widespread anguish
that the sexual abuse of children is deeply ingrained in UK society and that a long
term strategy is needed to effect change.

C.3 How the UK child sexual abuse system works
The legislative framework for the UK has been created through the criminal law of
offences against children, by the Children Acts 1989 and 2004 and the publication
of statutory guidance which followed. The most significant interagency guidance
is called Working Together to Safeguard Children29, which along with its supple-
mentary guidance gives detailed advice to a range of agencies on how to proceed
with all types of abuse, including child sexual abuse. Other disciplines such as
medicine, police, probation and social work have developed guidance to approach

25Professor Eileen Munro’s review reports, (2011) resulted in recommendations to free up local
authorities from bureaucratic and compliance burdens and to give them more scope for professional
judgement, enabling them to create new solutions

26Inquiry into Child Sexual Exploitation in Gangs and Groups, Office of the Children’s Com-
missioner 2011 to 2013

27An independent statutory inquiry established by the Home Secretary under the 2005 Inquiries
Act with the aim of conducting an overarching national review of the extent to which institutions
in England and Wales have discharged their duty of care to protect children against sexual abuse.

28The celebrated disc jockey and children’s BBC television presenter Sir Jimmy Savile was ac-
cused.

29Working together to Safeguard Children — A guide to inter-agency working to safeguard and
promote the welfare of children. Most recently revised in March 2015
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specific requirements regarding investigation, treatment and prevention. Universi-
ties run research programmes using evidence based theory and are informed by the
voices of children and families. The result is a well-developed expert system, oper-
ated by many thousands of practitioners in the UK, but which is largely unknown
to the general press or public.

C.4 Statutory requirements
Section 11 of the Children Act 2004 places duties on a number of specific organi-
sations which provide services to children requiring them to safeguard and promote
the welfare of children.

The agencies are:

• Local authorities and district councils, public health, housing, sport, culture
and leisure services, licensing authorities and youth services;

• National Health Service organisations;

• Police

• National Probation Service

• Governors/Directors of Prisons and Young Offender Institutions

• Directors of Secure Training Centres

• Principals of Secure Colleges

• Youth Offending Teams/Services

These agencies are co-ordinated in a local authority area by Section 13 of the
Children Act 2004 which requires the local authority to form a Local Safeguarding
Children Board to oversee joint working; by providing policies for all aspects of
safeguarding children work, to ensure staff are trained, that outcomes are monitored
and effective, that services for children are planned and that inquiries into child
tragedies may be carried out and lessons learned. Individual agencies retain their
own accountabilities and responsibilities for service delivery but Local Safeguarding
Children Boards are able to make clear to an organisation where improvements are
needed.

In day to day practice the requirements to safeguard children and report abuse
or suspected abuse are devolved to every organisation dealing with children and
overseen by the governance of the area’s Local Safeguard Children Board. It is
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important to note at this point that the UK does not have a mandatory reporting
requirement for child abuse other than that placed on teachers and other children’s
professionals to report suspected or actual Female Genital Mutilation.30

C.5 Schemes to regulate and assess offenders
The investigation of offences and the assessment of offenders is high tariff work with
severe consequences for victims, perpetrators, society and professionals and so many
scientifically validated tools and scales have been developed in many countries.

Of greater interest here are the organisational models for professionals to work
together on the identification, investigation and harm reduction of offenders in the
UK.

Such schemes have typically been developed by Police and Probation services,
the community of therapeutic professionals working with victims and offenders and
the large number of Local Authorities who are tasked with protecting children and
vulnerable adults in local areas of the UK.

• The Government’s Disclosure and Barring Service which requires professionals
and volunteers working in Regulated Activity31 to undergo regular criminal
records checks

• MAPPA or Multi Agency Public Protection Arrangements. These are groups
of professionals from agencies involved in safeguarding such as Health, Housing,
Education, Probation, and Social Work, led by the police and tasked with
making risk assessments and risk management plans for sex offenders and
other dangerous adults.

• Local authority multi agency panel meetings concerning young offenders sim-
ilar to the MAPPA model, convened with a view to early intervention and
prevention.

• Local authority procedures to hold Child Protection Conferences32 and to
initiate Court Proceedings where the risk to a child is directly attributable to
the actions or inactions of the parents or carers.

30Section 5B of the Female Genital Mutilation Act 2003 places a statutory duty upon teachers
along with regulated health and social care professionals in England and Wales, to report to the
police where they discover that FGM appears to have been carried out on a girl under 18.

31Regulated Activity is work which involves close and unsupervised contact with vulnerable
groups including children, and which cannot be undertaken by a person who is on the Disclosure
and Barring Service’s Barred List.

32A meeting of parents and professionals to decide whether a child protection plan is needed to
protect a specific child, held under the guidance of Working Together to Safeguard Children 2015.
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C.6 How investigations are managed
Reports of abuse, or referrals as they are commonly known, are made to the local
authority or the police where the child lives or is found.

Local authorities have teams of social workers in Children’s Services departments
(previously known as Social Services) which allocate them to qualified workers for
an assessment and to talk to the children.

Police forces have specialist child abuse teams and sexual offence teams which
investigate allegations of criminal activity.

The local authority and police always work jointly where the referral concerns
sexual abuse of a child where:

• the child and perpetrator are in the same family or household

• where a child sexually assaults another child or adult

• where the adult perpetrator is in a position of trust with children, for example
teachers, scout leaders etc. and all professionals and volunteers who work with
children

• where a child is being targeted by an organised network for sexual exploitation.

(Note that in the UK a child is anyone under the age of 18 years.)
The police in the UK will investigate reports of sexual assault without the assis-

tance of children’s services only where there is no family or trusted adult connection
to the offence or where the offence against a child is an historic one. Health pro-
fessionals are often involved in supporting the work of social workers and police,
particularly in cases where medical and psychological evidence may be sought. The
following are examples of referrals where police and children’s services work together:

A child tells her teacher that her father tickles her private parts whilst
he bathes her
A child says that his grandfather rubs his bottom when he places him
on his lap
A father of young children downloads indecent images of children

A child tells her mother that a boy at her school has placed his hand up
her skirt
A boy forwards on indecent images of his girlfriend to his friends
A boy grabs the breasts of a woman walking home
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A teenager complains that her teacher is sending her inappropriate texts
A 17 year old student tells his friend that he has had sex with his college
tutor
A child is touched indecently by her music tutor

A parent is worried that her daughter is missing overnight and returns
with new jewellery
An older girl encourages younger girls to meet her boyfriend’s adult
friends
A taxi driver offers teenagers free rides in return for sexual favours

A 14 year old girl tells her friend she has had sex with an adult man she
likes
A teenage boy is asked to help run a disco by a man who then tries to
have sex with him
A teenage boy who thinks he is gay has consenting sex with an adult
man

There are many other variations but these serve to illustrate the wide range of
possible case types which are jointly investigated by police and social workers. The
examples can be grouped into 5 categories, viz:

1. Abuse within the family, extended family or household

2. Abuse by one child on another

3. Abuse by an adult in a position of trust

4. Abuse by an organised network

5. Abuse by a stranger or non-family member
The procedures and methods of each of these types of investigation are broadly

similar but differ in detail as follows.

Type 1) Abuse within the family, extended family or household
These referrals are typified by the risk being from within the child’s family unit and
where an assessment is required to ensure the child’s protection.

Common features encountered during investigation are:
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• Family denial in order to keep the child

• Child accused of fabrication

• Older child rejected by family

• Child forced to retract allegation by family

• Older child retracts voluntarily

• Inconclusive outcome with no prosecution possible

Type 2) Abuse by one child on another

It is now known that most adult sex offenders begin offending in their teenage years
and thus early intervention and prevention of further offending can be extremely
helpful as challenges to distorted thinking is more likely to be successful at this age.

Common features include:

• Distinguishing sexually harmful behaviour (victimising) from sexually prob-
lematic behaviour (inappropriate behaviour)

• Distinguishing experimental behaviour from exploitative behaviour

• Distinguishing sexually motivated and offensive behaviour from silly behaviour
(e.g. mooning)

• Distinguishing between consensual and non-consensual (or compliance and
non-compliance)

• Family denial

• Family rejection

• Exclusion from education

• Precursors include neglect, lack of boundaries, attachment problems,

• Not always a victim of prior sexual abuse.
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Type 3) Abuse by an adult in a position of trust

These referrals involve the rapid evaluation of risk to other children and a consider-
ation of the employment position of the alleged perpetrator.

Commonly encountered features include:

• Disbelief by colleagues, parents and employers

• Previous unreported incidents emerge during investigation

• Complex management of confidentiality and publicity

• Containment of public and employer anxiety

• Attempts by organisation to minimise or cover up

• Feelings of guilt by the victim.

Type 4) Abuse by an organised network

These referrals often involve teenage children who have been groomed or controlled
and may not be aware they are being exploited.

Commonly encountered features include:

• Victims not trusting authorities

• Victims labelled as out of control rather than at risk

• Poor mental health and self-harm

• Exclusion from education

• Frequently missing from home or care

• Victims controlled by use of public or family shaming, money, alcohol and
drugs

• Victims encouraged to recruit further victims.
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Type 5) Abuse by a stranger or non-family member
These referrals may be the result of online grooming or from direct contact and
involve helping parents and other significant adults to protect children, who as in
the previous classification, may not be aware they are being exploited.

Commonly encountered features include:

• Victims’ use of social media

• Low self-esteem of victims

• Risk taking behaviour of victims.

C.7 Unconvicted and suspected offenders
People who are suspected of committing sexual offences and those who have been
tried for offences and have been found not guilty by a Court pose particular chal-
lenges.

For those who have never been charged and where there are grounds to suspect
they have a sexual interest in children which may lead to an offence being committed,
there are limited options available. Where a Court can be persuaded that an offence
is likely, then it has the power to grant a Sexual Risk Order33 which may also include
a ban on foreign travel. Local Multi Agency Public Protection Panels may also put
a risk management plan in place to monitor such individuals in order to reduce their
risk of offending.

People who have been brought to trial and found not guilty will sometimes pro-
claim their innocence, particularly those who are public figures such as entertainers,
politicians and church leaders. Their protestations of innocence often include state-
ments that they have been “cleared completely” by the Courts, whereas in strictly
legal terms, the prosecution has failed to prove the case “beyond reasonable doubt”,
a high threshold for criminal proceedings which exceeds the “balance of probability”
threshold which is applied in civil proceedings and all child protection safeguarding
work. Indeed many public figures who have endured lengthy and publicly reported
police investigations into suspected historic child sex abuse and who are ultimately
not charged will use this declaration of innocence as a means to denigrate the police,
the prosecutors and often the complainants themselves. There are cases currently
being reported in the UK where former suspects are suing the Police for wrongful

33Sexual Risk Order — granted by a magistrate on application by the police where a conviction
or caution has not been made but there is a risk of harm. Made under Part 2 of the Sexual Offences
Act 2003.
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investigation but also cases where suspects have been convicted of sexual offences
many years after initial charges or investigations had been unsuccessful.

C.8 Offenders’ cognitive distortions and defences
Offenders commonly lie and deny their offending behaviour as their first strategy,
but when challenged will often rationalise their conduct in a number of ways. They
will deny completely any wrongdoing and place the responsibility on the victim and
investigators to provide evidence, they will minimise the extent of the offence and
its harm, (sometimes in order to distract from a more serious offence) or they will
justify offending based on distorted thinking.

All of these defences are important to the offender to enable him to overcome his
natural internal constraints in order to begin offending and to continue by justifying
his behaviour which runs counter to universal social norms concerning sex with
children.

Early intervention will help to reduce the effect of distorted thinking and prevent
the offending behaviour becoming entrenched and reinforced through the reward of
pleasure. This principle underlies the importance of intervening positively with
young offenders who will be more open to change and will enable a lifetime of sexual
offending to be curtailed.

• Outright denial:

– They are lying or fantasising
– They want to make money out of me
– They are suffering from a false memory
– My ex-partner has coached her into making the allegation
– They’ve got together and ganged up against me because of a grudge

• Partial denial:

– I had no idea they would take it that way
– I was asleep/drunk at the time and didn’t know what I was doing
– I was only trying to teach him how to hold the musical instrument/cricket

bat
– I must have been very naŢve and didn’t mean any harm
– I won’t be so trusting again because it leads to trouble

• Justification:
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– The child wanted to do it and enjoyed it
– I taught her about sex in a kind way
– She took advantage of me
– He had a crush on me and I didn’t want to upset him

• Entitlement:

– I deserve sex as a reward as my job is so worthy and demanding
– God has granted me this behaviour as I am so dutiful to Him
– I was abused as a child and so I am only doing what was done to me

Such feelings of entitlement occur elsewhere, for example a motorist who cannot
drive through on a green light because a driver in front has failed to notice the lights
have changed, is tempted to drive through the red light because he feels disadvan-
taged by the actions of the other motorist. The motorist does not consider he has
committed a traffic offence in driving through the red light in these circumstances.

C.9 Case studies
Adult offenders, sexual exploitation, family incest, child on child

The following examples have been provided to demonstrate the range and variety
of case types that occur, rather than to represent “typical” cases. They are all
from practice experience in one London borough and have not been embroidered or
altered in any way so as to give a plain description.

Adult offenders

1. Serial offender, child-like wife, sought ways to re-engage with children The
offender N was convicted of indecent assault on 2 children who subsequently
gave evidence as adults. N was working as an IT teacher in a London primary
school where he had access to over 300 children aged between 5 and 11 years.
He was seen at school by a teacher colleague to be viewing an image of a naked
child on his computer monitor and this was reported to the head teacher who
contacted police and children’s services. A joint visit by police and a senior
manager from children’s services confirmed the presence of a small number of
indecent images of young children on his school computer. The school’s hard
drives were removed for copying and further investigation and his home was
searched and computers seized.
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The searches revealed thousands of indecent images as well as discs containing
a history of direct sexual abuse on children going back 30 years. Another
disc contained stories of abusing children which were thought to be “fantasy
diaries”.
N admitted the offences of making indecent images of children but denied
any direct contact abuse. Police investigators made extensive enquiries in the
UK and other countries where N had worked in order to identify some of the
victims. Five adult males were identified and acknowledged they had been
abused by N when he and his wife acted as babysitters for their families. Only
two of the victims were willing to make statements and give evidence against
N , the others said they did not want the memories of the abuse re-awakened.
N was convicted and sentenced to four and half year’s imprisonment, serving
half of this. He attended sex offender treatment programmes whilst in custody
and on release sought employment and activity which would have offered him
further access to children.
N was required to sign the Sex Offenders Register34 and be monitored for a
period of 10 years by the local Multi Agency Public Protection Panel, (a group
of agencies working alongside police specialist officers tasked with continuously
assessing risk to the public from sex offenders). This panel subsequently au-
thorised disclosure of his offending history to a Buddhist temple, a teaching
staff agency and a tourist guide agency in order to allow these organisations to
be able to carry out their own risk assessments. He was subsequently expelled
from these groups as a result of the disclosures.
N applied for permission to travel abroad with his wife, herself a diminutive
and child-like woman. This was refused and a sex offenders travel ban order
issued by a court as he was considered to be a high risk of offending in other
countries.
Children’s services were concerned that N would continue to seek contact with
children and so made an unannounced visit to his home where children’s toys
and games were seen, which was a concern as the couple were childless. A follow
up visit by police with a software tool for determining whether a computer had
been used to download indecent material resulted in N confessing he had been
accessing indecent images of children on the internet. N was immediately
recalled to prison to serve out the remainder of his sentence and was later
convicted of further downloading offences resulting in an additional sentence.

34A requirement under UK legislation which enables Police and Probation Services to monitor
convicted offenders through knowledge of the home address
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N continues to be monitored in the area where he lives.

2. Secondary school teacher, sex with school cleaner and a student, student afraid
to report, information passed to next school.
D was a secondary school science teacher in a mixed school for pupils aged
11 to 18 years. He was an attractive, charismatic and confident man who was
popular with staff and students. His teaching subject was in great demand
because of a national teacher shortage for the sciences.
Another member of teaching staff had discovered D and a 15 year old student
after school hours in a classroom resources cupboard which had been locked
by a key from the inside. D’s explanation was that he and the pupil had been
searching for equipment and denied the door had been locked. The pupil was
interviewed by senior school staff and a social worker but made no complaint
or allegation against D. The pupil later disclosed that D had been giving her
extra tuition with regard to a forthcoming critical examination and that she
had gone into the cupboard voluntarily when they were interrupted by the
other staff member. The pupil refused to make a statement or be interviewed
by police about the matter and it was considered in her best interests to let
the matter rest until after her examinations when she would be asked again.
D was suspended by the school pending an investigation and it was discovered
that he had been flirtatious with many of the school female staff including
the school cleaner who said that she was having occasional sex with him after
borrowing money from him for a pressing debt.
The pupil would not confirm that anything improper had occurred and D
resigned from the school without any action being possible against him.
D obtained another teaching appointment in another secondary school in a
different district and was due to start the next term. He had not given honest
details about his previous employment and so the new school did not seek
a reference from his last school and were therefore unaware of the cupboard
incident.
A link made by the police that D had applied for the new teaching post
was made through the school applying for a criminal conviction check. The
check was clear as he had never been convicted of an offence but it triggered
knowledge of the incident which was disclosed to the new school and led to
their offer of employment being withdrawn.

3. School caretaker, conspiracy, community alarm.
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R was a male school caretaker aged 58 who had worked in several schools in
the district over the past 35 years. He was well known in the area and via the
local press for decorating the garden of his school based bungalow with festive
figures at Christmas time.
A woman living in Australia emailed the headteacher of her old secondary
school in the UK to say that she had been sexually abused by R when he
was the caretaker of that school some 30 years previously. The email was
passed to the Police and Children’s services who advised the headteacher to
seek the woman’s permission to pass the email to the authorities to respond
to. The headteacher sent a supportive email to the woman who consented to
the proposed action and who subsequently made a lengthy disclosure to Police
in Australia who passed on her statement to the UK Police.
The UK Police sought out class contemporaries of the woman complainant who
were then interviewed and three of them made similar allegations of abuse. It
was determined that none of these women had retained contact with each other
since leaving the school.
The caretaker was suspended and told to leave his school based bungalow
accommodation. His wife and son mounted a vociferous campaign against the
school and local education authority resulting in anxiety and panic amongst
the school staff and local community.
Special support was given to the staff of the junior school where the caretaker
had last worked and measures were taken to determine whether any of the
children had been abused by R. The risk or likelihood of them having been
abused was considered to be low as the children were all under the age of 11
years and were therefore always accompanied by teaching staff. The nature of
the allegations against R was that he had groomed several 15 year old girls
who had come to see the ponies he kept on the secondary school grounds.
It was therefore thought unlikely he could have had such unsupervised ac-
cess to younger children in his last school, although the possibility was never
completely excluded.
R protested his innocence saying that the girls had borne him a grudge for
not allowing certain privileges and that they had conspired together. Evi-
dence of letters written between the first complainant and R produced at the
trial conclusively convinced the jury of his guilt and he was sentenced to six
years imprisonment. R attempted to appeal his conviction but the appeal was
disallowed.
R’s family never accepted his guilt and continued to hector and harass the local
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education authority and some school staff. Legal action to protect individuals
and to evict the family from the school accommodation was necessary.

4. Solo GP, work experience victims, airplane complainant.
P was a General Practitioner (GP) who practised alone in a small surgery in
the local area. His wife was the practice manager and nurse. He had been
practising for many years and also undertook visits to the US to take part in
clinical research.
Two 14 year old girls were given short work experience placements with P at
his surgery following his offer to their local secondary school. The girls were
given administrative tasks in the surgery and complained to their parents that
they had each been touched sexually by P .
The Police evaluated the girls’ statements and recommended to the General
Medical Council that P be suspended from his general practice. P ’s wife began
a public campaign outside of the surgery to protest her husband’s innocence.
The Police looked into P ’s background and discovered that several years pre-
viously he had been arrested at London airport on his return from the US as a
result of a female passenger alleging that he had touched her sexually during
the flight as he sat next to her. The woman complainant was due to take
a connecting flight out of London and was reluctant to miss her connecting
flight in order to make a formal police statement. The complaint against P
was therefore not investigated nor pursued.
This information could not be used in P ’s trial for the assault against the
girls as it was not legally admissible and the woman complainant did not wish
to resurrect the matter. However P was convicted of indecent assault and
sentenced to two years imprisonment and a fine of č50 to be paid to each
girl. P appealed his conviction and his barring from the medical profession
unsuccessfully.

5. Dentist
K was a local dentist with a thriving practice. He was detected by Police to
have downloaded indecent images of children on his home computer.
K was arrested and his professional association suspended him from practice.
The images that K had downloaded were of the most serious kind as they
depicted the sexual torture of young children.
K did not have any children of his own but there was considerable concern
that he had access to children in his work and that they would at times be
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unconscious through anaesthetic.
K was convicted and received a nominal suspended sentence. The judge made
an order banning him from treating children but remarked that he hoped this
would not affect his successful business. K’s professional association attempted
unsuccessfully to erase his registration.

6. Teaching Assistant, previous concerns, church work, university application.
F was a 23 year old teaching assistant working at a local secondary school.
He had previously volunteered at a church youth club and his mother was a
special needs teacher at another school. A friend of a 14 year old girl at his
school reported that she had been told that her friend had been in a sexual
relationship with F and had felt that it was not right. The 14 year old was
interviewed and confirmed that she had been groomed by F over a period and
that she had recently had sexual intercourse with him.
F was arrested but not before he had been alerted through social media and
he had been able to delete material on his home computer.
The investigation discovered that there had been several occasions when the
church youth club and the school could have reported F for inappropriate
behaviour which would have alerted them to his sexual interest in children.
The church and school managers became defensive and feared a legal action
against them by the victim and her family.
F was sentenced to four years imprisonment and on release sought to volunteer
in another youth club and also applied to a youth work university course.
Disclosures were made by Police to the church and university and these options
were refused to him.

A sexual exploitation case
M was 15 years of age when she came to attention for going missing frequently from
her family home for several days at a time. Her father was abusive to her mother
and had left the home 3 years previously. M associated with older men in the
local area and there were serious concerns that she was abusing alcohol and drugs
and receiving these and money from these men. A risk management plan was put in
place but this only served to increase professional anxiety about her risky behaviour.
A Child Abduction Notice35 was sought which named several adult males and had

35Granted by a court under section 2 of the Child Abduction Act 1984 which bars an adult from
associating with an under 16 year old child, usually used in cases of kidnapping but relevant here
to protect children from undesirable adults.
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the effect of warning them not to associate with M . M continued to behave riskily
and was taken into the care of Children’s Services after being found in a drug user’s
household and alleging rape.

M was placed in a children’s home under a Secure Accommodations Order36 in
a children’s home in Wales, many miles distant from her home area. She resumed
her education and her health and emotional well-being improved. She applied to be
released from the Secure Order and was returned home eight months later whereupon
she immediately resumed her risk taking behaviour with her former associates. The
Child Abduction Notice was now no longer effective as M had reached the age of 16
years which is the upper limit under the Act — an anomaly with the Children Act
definition of a child being up to the age of 18 years.

M continued to lead a chaotic and troubled life and her suspected existence
through prostitution and pornography was confirmed. She became pregnant at 17
and decided to see the pregnancy through. She was placed in a highly nurturing
mother and baby unit some distance from her home where she gave birth and was
successfully re-housed with her child.

A family sex abuse case
T was a 13 year old girl who lived with her twin brother, her older brother and
mother and father. The father appeared to be quiet and unremarkable and was
employed; the mother was a chronic user of alcohol and she later died. T disclosed
that her father had been sexually abusing her to the extent of full sexual intercourse
for several years. He had also forced T and her twin brother to have sex together.
The twins were removed from their home and placed in separate children’s homes
and the father was charged with several serious sexual offences. The father was
required to live separately from his wife and older son and it transpired that he had
been sadistically sexually abusing his wife throughout their marriage.

T ’s fury at her father led her to exaggerate and fabricate some of the evidence
she gave against him, which led to him being found not guilty of all of the charges.

T grew up despondent and angry seeking the affection of strangers through
sexual contact. T openly prostituted herself and became addicted to alcohol and
drugs. She subsequently had several babies all of which were removed by Children’s
Services owing to the inability of T to safely care for them.

T ’s twin brother managed to complete his education and became a youth worker.

36Made under the Secure Accommodation Regulations 1991 and which satisfy section 25 of the
Children Act 1989 where a child can be deprived of their liberty if they are at serious risk of harm
to themselves or others.
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A child on child case

J was an able 15 year old boy who had come to his school’s attention over the
previous 2 years for a number of incidents which were; touching a girl’s breasts,
making simulated sex noises in class, “humping” or simulating dry sex with a girl,
and being found in the girls’ toilets.

A was a 14 year old Eastern European girl with low self-esteem at the same
school who had an interest in J and who had previously given him oral sex in a local
park.

J persuaded A by text to meet him and 3 other boys in the school toilets where
she was encouraged to provide all 4 boys with oral sex in turn.

The incident resulted in A being bullied by other girls and she left the school
and her family moved to a different area.

The 4 boys were known to the police for being gang members involved in criminal
activities. Their parents refused to co-operate with the school or children’s services.
The police could not investigate the incident as A said that she had acted willingly
in an effort to please J .

There were concerns that A might have been particularly vulnerable as it had
been suspected that she had been sexually abused by adults whilst in homeless
person’s accommodation upon arrival to the UK.

The girl’s behaviour was thought to be sexually problematic behaviour (inap-
propriate) in relation to her willingness and the boys’ was considered to be sexually
harmful behaviour (victimising) due to the coercive and exploitative nature.

C.10 Issues for practitioners
Practitioners are advised to be aware of many factors which although not exclusive,
are strongly connected to sex offenders.

• The scale and extent of offending is not accurately known but is likely to be
vast

• The details of the offence must be obtained from official sources and not from
the offender or their family

• Offenders commonly admit lower order offences to conceal more serious ones

• Offenders groom the protective adults first

• Half of all offenders don’t have a gender preference and many will offend against
both sexes and all ages
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• Non-contact internet offences doesn’t imply contact offences haven’t already
happened

• Women are also sex offenders, but often because of a chaotic lifestyle, are ill,
are manipulated by a male or because they have been victimised

• Offenders often have a distorted sexual development so change is unlikely to
be easy

• Most offenders aim to please their victims as well as control them

• Offenders lie, so best to approach with “healthy scepticism” and “respectful
uncertainty”37

• A systematic assessment of risk is far better than gut instinct.

C.11 How failures can occur
Lack of experience and confidence amongst professionals:

Almost all cases of adult child sex offenders have features where previous
concerning behaviour had been noted by colleagues or family members
and where these concerns were not acted upon. With child offenders the
situation is more complex as many behaviours might be better judged
as inappropriate, problematic or just silly. Offenders know that they
are more likely to go undetected if they groom protective adults before
attempting to groom and abuse a child. Behaviour such as gradually
pushing boundaries in relation to contact with children to suggest that
they are trustworthy might be the offender testing what he is able to get
away with. Reporting a colleague for worrying behaviour is a big step for
many staff who may be junior to the suspect and who may not have had
any training. Reporting a child and risking labelling them a sex offender
is a difficult decision.

Professionals and employers relying on offence information from offenders:

Offenders are often highly skilled at presenting the details of their offence
in the most positive and minimal light. Crucial details such as the true
age of the victim, the use of coercion or substances, and the premedi-
tated nature of the offence are rarely volunteered and professionals and
employers can be persuaded to give the offender a second chance.

37Lord Laming in his report The Victoria Climbie Inquiry, 2003
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Misplaced sympathy, rule of optimism:
Most people including trained professionals are naturally sympathetic
and wish to see the best in others to the extent that their judgement
can be affected when dealing with cases. Nobody would want a family
unit to be destroyed through an unfounded allegation of abuse. Offend-
ers are skilled at portraying themselves as the victim and attracting a
sympathetic and therefore an inadequate response from the employer,
investigator or assessor. This is true even for the Courts in the UK as
in the case of the dentist above where the judge expressed the hope that
he could continue to practice, a comment that may have helped him
successfully appeal against erasure from his professional register.

Arrogance of employers, church, institutions, BBC:
Large organisations have traditionally thought themselves capable of
dealing with internal problems due to their inflated view of their own
abilities and because of the reputational harm that would ensue if the
matter was passed to external authorities. The history of sexual abuse of
children by members of the clergy does not need any repetition here and
the recent UK experience of the BBC in the UK which failed to control
Jimmy Savile over many decades is an example of where even the most
reputable of organisations can fail absolutely.

Poor employment practices:
Although good employment practice should prevent individuals from re-
signing during investigations into misconduct, it still commonly occurs,
even in organisations such as the Police where the practice is allowed in
“exceptional cases”. Similarly, employers are often tempted to avoid an
investigation altogether on the basis that a “compromise agreement” is
reached with the employee suspected of abuse. This serves the employer
well in avoiding bad publicity and potential costs, but is at the expense
of future victims. The current practice of not providing meaningful ref-
erences to future employers other than to confirm dates of employment
can also serve to protect abusers from exposure. There is no mandatory
duty to report suspected abuse as already discussed and this remains a
disputed issue amongst safeguarding experts in the UK.

C.12 Recommendations for future management
There have been many recent examples of sound action to improve the performance
of professional staff such as better training and tighter regulatory frameworks. How-
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ever this has inadvertently served to increase the burden and workload on these
groups which has resulted in referral thresholds rising unacceptably and delays and
oversights occurring.

Several high profile investigations in the UK have also led to the whole system
being discredited by the press in the eyes of the public through very lengthy police
investigations which at their conclusion led to no prosecution. The Independent
Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse is currently struggling to continue its work having
suffered the loss of its first three chairpersons and the withdrawal of victims’ groups
and a series of senior legal resignations.

Commentators have said that making incremental changes and additions to an
already over complex system is unlikely to work and that a total reform and redesign
process is required. This is most unlikely to occur soon in the UK where the current
preoccupation is on the withdrawal from the EU and the associated economic issues.

In a similar way, calls to make reporting of suspected abuse mandatory and for
court procedures to be improved will be ineffective if the agencies and courts are
not well enough resourced to implement the changes fully.

Alternative and practical suggestions to improve the effectiveness of the overall
system should include leaders in central and local government and the professions
giving firm direction to the need to protect children more actively. The novelty of
the realisation of the extent of child sexual abuse has begun to fade in recent years
with the result that an assumption has been made that everything is under control;
this needs to be urgently re-addressed.

The government looked thoroughly into the need for change in the Munro Report
which amongst many recommendations promoted the importance of early interven-
tion through early help to families under pressure. This is an important principle
and highly relevant to child sexual abuse prevention but one where double funding
streams would be required to ensure the present arrangements can be maintained
whilst the changeover to a preventative rather that reactive system is implemented.

Austerity measures, currently in place in the UK, have been shown to have an
undue impact on the most vulnerable members of society which largely features
women and children. It is hoped that a possible future change of policy will result
in greater investment in quality staff and services which can operate a well-designed
if not highly complex system. Investing in and promoting the status of the services
that operate the system will result in better performance and morale.
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